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Abstract

Research on Mixtec languages (Otomanguean, Mexico), has long recognized a bimoraic/

bisyllabic “couplet” as an essential structure for the description of the phonology and morphology

(e.g. Pike 1948; Josserand 1983); however, what exactly this structure is in terms of the struc-

ture of the word, as well as the nature and extent of its influence in the grammar has not been

adequately addressed. Most researchers have assumed that the couplet is the root, but this is prob-

lematic since some synchronic roots are larger than a couplet, other couplets are multimorphemic

and some couplets have a reduced form when not the stressed element in compounds. For a more

adequate understanding of this structure, I turn to prosodic phonology where units of higher level

phonological organization arranged in what is called the prosodic hierarchy form the domains for

phonological patterns and provide the shapes of templates. Of particular relevance to the problem

at hand is the foot, which is identified in the literature as a constituent between the syllable and the

prosodic word in the prosodic hierarchy (Selkirk 1980a; Selkirk 1980b). Cross-linguistically, the

foot is integrally connected to stress assignment, has a small inventory of basic shapes, plays an

important templatic function in the synchronic and diachronic phonology of many languages and

provides the domain for phonological rules and phonotactic generalizations.

In this dissertation I show that the couplet in Ixtayutla Mixtec (IM), an underdescribed

Mixtec variety spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico has all of these properties of the foot. I first show that the

couplet is the locus of stress assignment in IM, a structure intermediate in size between the syllable

and prosodic word and has the shape identified as a moraic trochee in Hayesʼ (1995) inventory of

foot types. Although IM stress is not the iterative kind usually used in metrical arguments for the

foot, Spanish loanword adaptation in IM clearly demonstrates that stress is obligatorily realized in

a left-headed, bimoraic structure.
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Strong evidence that the couplet is a foot comes from the way this structure to which stress

is assigned also functions templatically to create foot-sized structures. As the minimal word/root

template, the foot triggers the synchronic augmentation of underlyingly monomoraic /CV(ˀ)/ struc-

tures to bimoraic CV(ˀ)V. Fossilized stems also show how subminimal forms were combined to

create foot-sized stems at an earlier stage of the phonology, while at the same time the foot pro-

vides a template for the truncation of larger structures down to foot-size. Beyond mere size/shape,

evidence for foot structure is seen, for instance, in the loss of unfooted, and therefore prosodically

weak, pre-couplet vowels, as well as the loss of couplet-medial consonants, which stand in the weak

position of the trochaic foot. Like the foot, the couplet also provides the domain for the realization

of a number of diverse phonological patterns including distributional restrictions on contrastive

laryngealization, nasalized segments, vowels, labial consonants, epenthetic laryngealization and

tone. The end result of the foot-based analysis provided is in this dissertation a coherent explana-

tion for a disparate set of phonological patterns encompassing the synchronic and the diachronic

dimensions of the phonology.
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Tone marks and special symbols. Tones are designated using the following abbreviations

and diacritics: H or á = high tone, M or ā = mid tone, L or à = low tone, L = floating L tone, H =

floating H tone, â = HL on a single TBU (used only in underlying representations) and a (unmarked)

= toneless. A tonal suprafix is indicated with a floating tone and “ ᴖ ” connecting it to the base:
Lᴖkaj́ú ‘is burning’. At times I will also indicate the relative surface pitch of each tone bearing

unit schematically using tone bar glyphs, e.g. LH = [ ]. Rising contours and falling contours

are indicated by bars slanting upward, [], and downward, [], respectively. The symbol, “ ˀ ”
indicates vowel glottalization. Primary and secondary stress are marked using the IPA symbols

“ ˈ ” and “ ˌ ”, respectively. These symbols are also used: º = Tonal Root Node, µ = mora and

σ = syllable. Syllable boundaries are indicated with a period, couplet/foot boundaries with round

brackets and prosodic word boundaries with square brackets (e.g. [tú.(sũˀ.mã)̀]). An etymological

morpheme boundary is indicated by “ • ”.

Abbreviations. The following abbreviations are used in this dissertation:

1 = first person

2 = second person

3 = third person

*LL = constraint against consecutive L tones within a foot

affirm = affirmative

anml = animal classifier

caus = causative

CM = Chalcatongo Mixtec (ISO 639-3: mig)

comp = complementizer
xiii
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emph = emphatic

excl = exclusive

fem = feminine

F = foot

FLA = Floating L Association

gen = genitive

gnrl = general

HTS = High Tone Spread

hum = human classifier

imp = imperative

inch = inchoative

incl = inclusive

ILD = Initial L Delinking

IM = Ixtayutla Mixtec (ISO 639-3: vmj)

ints = intensification

ipfv = imperfective

irr = irrealis

LFTA = Leftward Floating Tone Association

loc = locative

LRS = Low Register Spread

LTS = Low Tone Spread

masc = masculine

mot.aw.pr = motion in progress away from deictic centre

mot.aw.irr = irrealis motion away from deictic centre

neg = negation, negative

neg.sbjv = negative subjunctive
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obj = objective

OCP = Obligatory Contour Principle

opt = optative

pe = plural exclusive

pfv = perfective

pl = plural

PM = Proto-Mixtec

PPh = Phonological Phrase

pol = polite

prog = progressive

PWrd = prosodic word

pros = prospective aspect

q = question particle/marker

real = realis

rnd = round objects classifier

rep = repetitive

resp = respectful

rnt = roundtrip

RTT = Register Tier Theory

SM = San Miguel El Grande Mixtec (ISO 639-3: mig)

s = single argument of canonical intransitive verb

sbj = subject

sbjv = subjunctive

sg = singular

SE = Southeastern Nochixtlán Mixtec (ISO 639-3: mxy)

spher = spherical
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SLH = Strict Layer Hypothesis

TBU = Tone bearing unit

TRN = Tonal Root Node

voc = vocative

VA = Vertical Assimilation

wood = wood objects classifier
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A disyllabic unit which we here for want of a better term may call the ʻcoupletʼ is
the pertinent distributional matrix in M[ixtec]. (Longacre 1955:18)

Research on Mixtec languages has long recognized a bimoraic/disyllabic “couplet” as an

essential unit for the description of the phonology and morphosyntax (e.g. Pike 1944; 1945; 1947;

1948; Longacre 1955; Josserand 1983); however, what exactly this unit is in terms of the structure

of the word, as well as the nature and extent of its influence in the grammar has not been ade-

quately addressed. This dissertation addresses the question, implied in the epigraph, of what better

term there might be for “couplet” in Mixtecan linguistics using data from Ixtayutla Mixtec (IM;

Otomanguen, Mexico), an underdescribed Mixtec variety spoken in Oaxaca, Mexico.

Couplet forms are highly restricted and quite uniform across Mixtec varieties. Leaving

aside rare couplet initial consonant clusters and vanishingly few word final consonants, couplets in

particular languages consist of the following, or a subset of the following, canonical patterns (V =

vowel, C = consonant, ˀ = vowel glottalization):

(1) Mixtec couplet canons (Josserand 1983:229)
Plain vowels Glottalized vowels

a. CVCV CVˀCV
VCV VˀCV

b. CVV CVˀV
VV VˀV

Reference to this unit is considered vital to the description of such things as stress (e.g. Pankratz

& Pike 1967; Pike & Oram 1976; Zylstra 1980; Josserand 1983), tone sandhi (e.g. Pike 1948;

Mak 1958; Pike & Cowan 1967) and the distribution of phonemes and allophones in general (e.g.

1
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Longacre 1955; Pike & Cowan 1967; Hunter & Pike 1969; Josserand 1983), and particularly,

nasal(ized) segments (e.g. Hunter & Pike 1969; Zylstra 1980; Josserand 1983; Marlett 1992),

glottalized vowels (e.g. Pike & Small 1974; Josserand 1983; Macaulay & Salmons 1995), vowel

cooccurrence patterns (Pike 1947), tones (e.g. Pike 1948; Mak 1958; Daly & Hyman 2007) and

allotones (e.g. Hunter & Pike 1969).

Despite the pervasiveness of the couplet in Mixtec analyses, there is an indeterminacy in

the literature as to whether it is a morphological unit or a phonological unit, or even a unit that

is ambiguously both morphological and phonological as seen, for instance, in North & Shields

(1977:21), who state, “The couplet is the nucleus of the phonological word as well as the gram-

matical word.” On the morphological side, Pike (1944; 1945; 1947; 1948) conceived the couplet

as the basic form of the Mixtec morpheme, while many other researchers view it as corresponding

to or equivalent to the morphological root (e.g. Macaulay 1987b; Macaulay 1996:13; Hinton et al.

1991:13; Gerfen 1996:17; Paster & Beam de Azcona 2005). Both of these conceptions, however,

are problematic. Pike (1944) considered the basic form of virtually all morphemes in San Miguel El

Grande Mixtec (SM) to be bimoraic/disyllabic, and that monosyllabic forms are reductions (cliti-

cizations) of independent words having an underlying couplet form; however, Macaulay (1987b;

1987a) convincingly demonstrates that closely related Chalcatongo Mixtec (CM) has affixes and

clitics, both of which do not meet the bimoraic/disyllabic minimality requirement of free words.

These morpheme types are also found in IM, as shown in (2).

(2) a. i–́ ʻperfectiveʼ
b. sa–̀ ʻcausativeʼ
c. =ⁿdi ́ ʻfirst person plural exclusiveʼ
d. tʃáL= ʻwhatʼ

These examples include an aspectual prefix (2a), a derivational prefix (2b), an enclitic pronoun (2c)

and a proclitic relative pronoun (2d), all of which constitute morphemes in the language that are

underlyingly monomoraic—that is, are not couplets.
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Equating the couplet with the morphological root comes from the fact that many roots have a

couplet form and are both bases for morphological processes and the descriptive unit for morpheme

structure rules (Josserand 1983:181–3); however, it can also be demonstrated that the couplet is not

equivalent to the morphological root, since some synchronic roots are larger than a couplet, as

illustrated by these IM examples, where the couplet boundaries are indicated using round brackets:

(3) a. ɲã(́jɨβɨ)̀ ‘people’
b. tɨ(̀tʲéˀléL) ‘cockroach’
c. pè(ɾùú) ‘watermelon’
d. tɨ(̀nɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L) ‘twins’

At the same time, other couplets are multimorphemic, as shown by (4a–b), or were multimorphemic

at an earlier stage of the language, as in (4c–d):

(4) a. (nṹĩ)̀
nṹ=ĩ ̀
face=1sg
‘my face’

b. (kã̀ˀ ĩ)́
Lᴖkã́ˀ =í
ipfvᴖspeak=1sg
‘I am speaking’

c. (ku•tʲì)
bathe:irr
‘will bathe’

d. (tɨ ̃•̀ɲɨ ̃)̄
rat
‘rat’

(Etymological morpheme boundaries are indicated here and elsewhere with the symbol, “•”.) The

couplet in (4a) consists of the noun, ‘face’, plus an enclitic pronoun (cf. §2.5, §6.2.1), while the

couplet in (4b) includes the verb ‘to speak’, an enclitic pronoun and an aspectual tonal suprafix
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(cf. §2.4.2, §4.2.2). Historically, (4c) consisted of a verb root ‘to bathe’ plus a mood prefix (kù–
‘irrealis’) (cf. §2.4.2, §6.2.2.1), and (4d) is a fusion of an old animal classifier prefix, tɨ–̀ (cf.

de León 1988; Macaulay 1996:69) with an unknown root (cf. §2.4.1, §6.2.2.1). Data showing

multimorphemic couplets like those in (3) and (4) are not unique to IM (e.g. Longacre 1955:19;

Josserand 1983:181–3) and illustrate that the couplet is non-isomorphic with the morphological

root, even though roots are often realized as couplets.

Another way in which the non-isomorphism of the couplet with morphosyntactic structure

can be observed is that couplets with long vowels (cf. (1b)) have a reduced, monomoraic form in

compounds when they are not the stressed root (cf. §2.4.1, §6.2.1):

(5) a. (ˈjúúL) ‘stone’
(ˈkáà) ‘metal’
jú(ˈkáà) ‘sharpening stone’ (lit. ‘stone (for) metal’)

b. (ˈβeˀè) ‘house’
(ˈjúkúL) ‘medicine’
βè(ˈjúkúL) ‘hospital’ (lit. ‘house (of) medicine’)

In each example, the reduction is seen by comparing the first form given in the example (i.e. the

unreduced couplet form) with its corresponding form (in bold) in the final (compound) form in the

example. The difference in the shape of the root in these different prosodic positions argues against

equating the couplet with the root, since the root is not a “couplet” when it is not the stressed root

in the compound and suggests instead that the couplet is a phonological unit.

Longacre (1955) acknowledges the phonological nature of the couplet and various researchers

after him explicitly promote the idea that the couplet is a phonological structure, calling it the nu-

cleus of the phonological word (Pankratz & Pike 1967; Pike & Cowan 1967; Hunter & Pike 1969;

North & Shields 1977). The analysis of the couplet given by Josserand (1983) in her Proto-Mixtec

reconstruction is particularly insightful. She admits that, although there are phenomena that make

the couplet look like a morphological unit, in the end this conception is untenable. Instead, the cou-

plet is better characterized as “a phonological or surface frame” (p. 183) into which morphological
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material is fit for its spoken realization. In this conceptualization of the couplet we see the hall-

marks of prosodic structure—that is, a higher level unit of phonological organization, which stands

in a particular relationship to the units of morphosyntactic structure. Thus, more recently there has

been a growing recognition that the couplet should be identified as a prosodic structure, namely

the foot (e.g. Macken & Salmons 1997; Castillo García 2007; McKendry 2013; Carroll 2015),

although no one has gone to the trouble of working out the details; that is, systematically laying out

the properties of the foot that the couplet exhibits and the different roles of the foot that it fulfills.

It is the task of providing a rigorous justification for identifying the couplet as a prosodic foot that

is taken up in this dissertation in order to fill this gap and position Mixtec studies both to benefit

from the vast amount of literature on prosodic phonology and to maximize their contribution to it.

The particular view of prosodic structure espoused in this work is prosodic hierarchy theory

(e.g. Selkirk 1980a; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]; McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; Pierrehum-

bert & Beckman 1988; Inkelas 1989; Zec 1989). In prosodic hierarchy theory, units of higher

level phonological organization are arranged in a hierarchy, such as the one in (6), which gives the

prosodic units up to the level of the prosodic word and which is assumed in this dissertation.

(6) Prosodic hierarchy (McCarthy & Prince 1995:320)
 
ω Prosodic Word (PWrd)
|
F Foot
|
σ Syllable
|
µ Mora

A key property of the hierarchy is that units above the lowest unit are composed of at least one

unit of the immediately lower level and never higher level units (e.g. Selkirk 1981:382; 1984:26).

The foot, which is the constituent between the syllable and the PWrd, is the most obvious unit

to which the couplet might correspond, given that the couplet may be larger than a syllable (cf.
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(1a)) and smaller than a PWrd (cf. (3)), while at the same time constituting the minimal PWrd,

since by definition PWrds minimally consist of at least one foot. Theoretical and typological work

have converged on additional properties of the foot: It is integrally connected to stress assignment

(e.g. Liberman 1975; Liberman & Prince 1977; Selkirk 1980b; Hayes 1980), has a small inventory

of licit forms (Hayes 1985; 1987; 1995; McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]), plays an important

templatic function in the synchronic (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]) and diachronic (e.g.

Macken & Salmons 1997; Smith & Ussishkin 2015) phonology of many languages and provides

the domain for phonological rules and phonotactic generalizations (e.g. Selkirk 1980a; Nespor &

Vogel 2007 [1986]).

In this dissertation, I show, based on extensive original data, that all of these properties of

the foot are found in IM and coincide with the descriptive unit “couplet”. In particular, I show

that the couplet is the unit to which stress is assigned, and that it has the properties of the moraic

trochee from Hayesʼ (1987; 1995) inventory of foot types, being binary, quantity-sensitive and

left-headed. The couplet also plays a templatic role in the synchronic phonology by triggering the

augmentation of underlyingly monomoraic roots of the form /(C)V(ˀ)/ so that they surface with a

bimoraic structure:

(7) a. kóóL
koĹ

snake
ʻsnakeʼ

b. kóˀóL
kóˀL
bowl
ʻbowlʼ

That roots with this structure are not underlyingly bimoraic can be seen, among other things, by

the fact that they are not augmented when they combine with the first and second person enclitic

pronouns (=í ,=ũ); the pronoun vowel simply fills the second mora of the couplet (e.g. kóì ‘my
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snake’, kóṹᶫ ‘your snake’, kóˀì ‘my dish’, kóˀṹᶫ ‘your dish’). Roots with a CVCV couplet structure,

on the other hand, are never augmented and the pronouns coalesce with the final vowel of the

couplet, taking its height feature (e.g. tʃit́ò ‘bed’, tʃit́é ‘my bed’, tʃit́õ̀ ‘your bed’). Since the couplet

is the unit to which stress is assigned and has the properties of the moraic trochee, and since it is

a common crosslinguistic function of the foot to serve as a template for minimal words/roots and

other types of morphemes, I take the fact that the couplet functions as a synchronic template which

creates a form matching a moraic trochee as evidence that it should be identified as a foot.

The IM couplet is also found to function as a diachronic template in several different con-

texts. For instance, in the formation of realis and irrealis stems at an earlier stage of the language,

CV roots combined with mood prefixes (tʃì– ‘real’, kù– ‘irr’) to form a disyllabic couplet (e.g.

tʃi•tʲì ‘bathe:real’, ku•tʲì ‘bathe:irr’). The formation of stems with a VCV root structure also

resulted in a CVCV couplet through truncation—either the prefix vowel was deleted (e.g. tʃ•isò
‘carry:real’, k•isò ‘carry:irr’), or (sometimes) the irrealis prefix was labialized (e.g. kʷ•ãɲũ ‘step

on:irr’). Crucially, the couplets formed have the same stress and phonotactic properties as other

CVCV couplets. In the formation of realis/irrealis stems, both the augmentation of stems formed

with subminimal CV roots by including the prefix in the couplet, and the truncation of stems formed

with VCV roots, show the templatic influence of the couplet in the diachronic development of the

language. Since the couplet has the properties of the moraic trochee, and since the foot commonly

functions as a diachronic template, I take these data as evidence that the couplet should be identified

as a foot.

Josserand (1983:460) identified the diachronic tendency to reduce multisyllabic construc-

tions to couplet form as one of the most important processes in the historical development of Mix-

tecan languages. Besides the truncation shown in the formation of realis/irrealis stems, truncation

resulting in consonant clusters is also found in IM, similar to what is reported by Macken & Salmons

(1997) for CM. IM has consonant clusters with the forms sC, ʃC and n̥ⁿd/n̥n, which are nearly al-

ways located at the onset of the couplet (e.g. (n̥ⁿdɨḱɨ ́L) ‘cattle’, cf. sɨ(ⁿdɨkɨ) ‘cattle’ Jamiltepec
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Mixtec; Johnson 1988:21), and never in a couplet-medial syllable onset (e.g. (*ʃan̥ⁿdù), cf. (ʃaⁿ-
dù) ‘naval’). In many forms, there is either a form in a related language which has a pre-couplet

syllable with a vowel, or synchronic free variation with a form having a pre-couplet syllable with

a vowel (e.g. (ʃkʷɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) ~ ʃi(̀kʷɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) ‘type of corn’). Identifying the couplet as a foot and analyzing

pre-couplet syllables as unfooted and therefore prosodically weak provides a principled analysis

of these clusters: The diachronic truncation process targets precisely those vowels that occur in an

unfooted, prosodically weak syllable, and result in a structure which matches the foot template, the

canonical root shape. An analysis based solely on the syllable, however, is at a loss to explain why

all syllables are not affected equally, or why a process which worsens syllable structure by creating

complex onsets (cf. Vennemann 1988) would be allowed.

A final context examined in which the couplet functions as a diachronic template like the

foot is known to do is a process, also identified by Macken & Salmons (1997) for CM, by which

reflexes to couplet-medial *x, *w and *j (particularly, *j in IM) are lost (e.g. *weji ‘heavy’ > βeé̀).
Here again one can see that a syllable-based analysis does not predict the location of the consonant

deletion, which worsens syllable structure since it creates a syllable with no onset (cf. Vennemann

1988). While a couplet-based analysis is useful to describe the location of the targeted segment

(i.e. the couplet-medial consonant), it provides no motivation for it. If, however, the couplet = a

trochaic foot, the process is seen as deleting the onset of the non-head, prosodically weak syllable

of the foot.

Perhaps the most extensive crosslinguistic role of the foot, outside of its role in stress as-

signment, is in providing the domain for phonological rules and phonotactic processes (e.g. Ne-

spor & Vogel 2007 [1986]). There are numerous phonotactic patterns in IM that take the couplet

as their domain, including distributional restrictions on nasal segments, vowels, labial consonants

and tones, the most significant tonal restrictions being that the couplet is the domain in which root

tonal melodies are realized and a surface restriction of a single L per couplet. Several tonal pro-

cesses also take the couplet as their domain including a rule in which the first H of a LHH sequence
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deletes, but only if the LH is within a couplet and the second H part of the extended PWrd. IM
couplets are also the domain of a glottalization process, which targets only the initial vowel (mora)

of the couplet. Consonant lenition targets the onset of the second syllable and epenthetic glottaliza-

tion the initial vowel of vowel initial couplets, but these processes also target pre-couplet syllables,

and therefore do not uniquely single out the couplet. They do, however, fit the overall prosodic

structure proposed in this dissertation.

Once the couplet is recognized as a foot, a number of different kinds of phonological phe-

nomena find a coherent, unified analysis—processes of augmentation and truncation, synchronic

and diachronic patterns, segmental and suprasegmental phenomena, syntagmatic oppositions like

stress and paradigmatic oppositions like tone and glottalization. Moreover, when the couplet =

foot is understood within the structure of the PWrd, processes that target positions both within

the foot and outside of the foot make sense. Examples of such processes are vowel deletion (and

labialization) that occurs in pre-couplet syllables in the formation of realis/irrealis stems and that

results in couplet initial consonant clusters, as well as consonant lenition that targets both pre- and

post-couplet syllables and the onset of couplet-final syllables. The common denominator in all of

these weakening processes is that they target segments in prosodically weak positions. Another

example is found in the tonal process L Raising. L tones are “raised” (deleted) in HLH sequences,

but only if the L is associated with a prosodically weak pre-couplet or couplet-final TBU; if the L

is on the head TBU of the foot it is not raised.

A final consequence of identifying the couplet as a foot explored in this dissertation is

Spanish loanword adaptation. A strong constraint maintaining correspondence between the stressed

syllable in the source word and the adapted word, and the strategies used to repair situations where

the mapping of the stressed syllable to the foot template would violate foot structure confirm the

essential link between stress and a quantity-sensitive, trochaic foot. The adaptation of Spanish

words with final stress provide the strongest evidence for foot structure, since these words cannot

be realized as a trochaic foot without repair. The Spanish sources of these adaptations all have a
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final consonant in my data and three adaptation strategies are found. The first strategy is to lengthen

the final vowel and drop the final consonant to create a CVː foot:

(8) kù(ˈɾàá) ʻcorralʼ cf. corral [ko.ˈral]

A second (infrequently attested) strategy is to keep the final consonant and epenthesize a vowel

after the consonant, creating a CV.CV foot:

(9) mà(ˈⁿdì.lí) ʻapronʼ cf. mandil [man.ˈdil]

A third strategy is to shift stress back one syllable, also resulting in a CV.CV foot:

(10) (ˈkò.tȭ) ʻshirtʼ cf. cotón [ko.ˈton]

In the first two strategies, correspondence between the stressed syllable of the source and stressed

syllable in the adapted forms is maintained at the cost of augmenting the existing structure. In

the third strategy, even though correspondence of the stressed syllables is violated, both the bi-

moraic shape and the trochaic prominence requirements are upheld. All of the structural changes

(vowel lengthening, epenthesis and stress shift) demonstrate the obligatory requirement that stress

be realized in a left-headed, bimoraic constituent.

In response to Longacre’s (1955) lack of enthusiasm for the term “couplet” that is evident

in the epigraph at the beginning of the chapter, I argue that there is a better term—the Mixtecanist

descriptive term, “couplet” should be replaced with the term “foot” from prosodic hierarchy theory.

The analysis of the couplet in terms of prosodic hierarchy theory provides a broader and more

phonologically integrated conceptualization of the couplet by placing it, identified as a foot, within

a theoretical framework which is demonstrated to have wide (putatively universal) cross-linguistic

applicability, and which
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a. clearly identifies the couplet as a phonological structure and defines its relation to other

prosodic structures (e.g. mora, syllable, prosodic word)

b. anticipates a close, though non-isomorphic, and definable relationship (mapping) with

morphosyntactic structure

c. makes predictions about the roles it will play in the phonology (i.e. stress assignment,

template, domain for phonological patterns) and

d. allows the couplet/foot to be compared to related phenomena in other languages (i.e. the

typology of the foot).

By (a), we avoid confusing which language subsystem or level we are dealing with so as to ade-

quately describe the couplet/foot on phonological terms before attempting to relate it to morphosyn-

tactic structure, in line with (b) (cf. Hockett 1955; Halliday 1961; Pike 1967). (c) helps to focus our

investigation and description of the phenomena, and once the identity of the couplet as a foot has

been established, we are able to compare and contrast the IM foot with what meets the definition of

“foot” in other languages (d), due to the vast amount of typological research in prosodic phonology.

It is not that the term “couplet” cannot be defined in such a way as to accomplish each of

these things, except for (d), unless one were to develop an entire typology of couplets. Rather, the

point is that in using the term “foot” we immediately accomplish all of these things, cashing in,

so to speak, on several decades of prosodic phonology research. Identifying the couplet as a foot

does not obviate the need to completely describe the various ways it is manifested in IM, or any

other Mixtec variety, but, as Beck (2016) points out with respect to well-defined, crosslinguisti-

cally comparable terms in general, the task of both the analyst and the typologist is made easier

and more succinct for having the well-defined term “foot”, and the resulting description is able to

contribute to ongoing discussions of the foot—what its criterial properties are, how the Mixtec foot

is similar to and contrasts with feet in other languages, what additional foot-based patterns exist in

other Mixtec varieties, etc. This dissertation thus contributes to the development and refinement of
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crosslinguistically comparable terminology, which is essential scientific exercise in linguistics (cf.

Beck 2016).

The rest of the dissertation is laid out as follows. In Chapter 2, I give general background

information about Mixtec languages and IM in particular, review the literature of the couplet in

order to gain a better understanding of what is meant and described by the term and provide a sketch

of the morphosyntax that provides many examples of couplets in a variety of morphosyntactic

contexts and gives essential background needed to make sense of the examples and discussions in

later chapters. Chapters 3 and 4, which describe the non-tonal and tonal phonology, respectively,

contribute more material essential to understanding the data and arguments presented in support of

the thesis, while at the same time showing many examples of couplet-based generalizations. The

task of Chapter 5 is to describe the nature of prosodic structure in general, and to define the term

foot as a unit within the prosodic hierarchy, giving its structural properties and common typological

roles. In Chapter 6, I show, using data from IM, that the couplet has the properties of the foot

identified in Chapter 5, and fulfills each of its typologically common roles, and therefore should

be identified as a foot. Finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the findings in support of my thesis that the

couplet is a prosodic foot, discusses the implications of these findings and makes recommendations

for future study.

The IM data for this dissertation consists of primary data I collected during the time of my

residency in the community from February, 2003 – March, 2006, in subsequent trips to the area

and through various forms of long-distance communication (Voice Over Internet Protocol, tele-

phone, instant messaging and email). This has resulted in a very large amount of data including

a Fieldworks Language Explorer (FLEx) (SIL 2017) lexical database of just over 1400 stems (in-

cluding borrowed words), a FLEx text corpus of 40,000+ words, a time-aligned corpus of more

than 300,000 words of oral texts of various kinds (e.g. traditional stories, personal narratives, elic-

itations, discussions) transcribed in ELAN (MPI 2017; Brugman & Russel 2004) and a variety of

other language recordings. Most of this data come from six native speakers, four male speakers

and two female speakers, each of whom is fairly bilingual in Spanish.
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Because of the vast amount of data collected, I concentrate on subsets of the data for various

parts of the analysis. Phonemic analysis and distributions are primarily based on a filtered FLEx

database of 1088 native stems of various sizes, which I was able to analyse using Phonology Assis-

tant software (SIL 2015). Tone analysis, which involves examining words in many different con-

texts to examine contextual pitch variation, focuses on a smaller corpus of 293 noun couplets, 115

nouns larger than a couplet, 100 verb couplets and 62 adjectives. A large portion of the sound data

used for tone analysis are organized into separate databases with single words (667 native words)

and combinations of words in grammatical frames (4000+) using Bento software (Filemaker 2012).

In addition to data obtained through elicitations and texts, I also draw on four production

experiments conducted by myself: the first experiment (Single Word) examines single words pro-

nounced in isolation, the second (N-N) examines each combination of the underlying tonal melodies

found on noun couplets in noun-noun associative constructions pronounced in isolation, the third

(N-Pron) examines each noun melody combined with each enclitic pronoun melody in a carrier

sentence and the fourth (Large Nouns) examines nouns that are larger than a couplet with various

tonal melodies in isolation and in carrier sentences with two different tonal configurations. A full,

systematic presentation of the production experiments is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Data

from the production studies is only partially analyzed, but enough is analyzed to be used (primarily)

to establish the canonical shape of pitch contours in various contexts using plots of time-normalized

pitch contours averaged over multiple repetitions and speakers. Detailed descriptions of the exper-

iments are given in Appendix A (Single Word), Appendix B (N-N), Appendix C (N-Pron) and

Appendix D (Large Noun).



Chapter 2

Background to Ixtayutla Mixtec

In this chapter I give general background to the IM language in §2.1, including its genetic

affiliation, linguistic context and geographical location. This is followed in §2.2 with a review of

how the term “couplet” has been used in the Mixtec literature. I show that, while there has been

some ambivalence in the literature as to what it is in terms of the structure of the word, there is a core

body of research that recognizes the couplet as essentially a phonological unit that is distinct from,

but related to morphological structure. With the development of prosodic phonology, the natural

progression has been to view the couplet as a prosodic structure corresponding to the foot, although

the task of demonstrating this correspondence has yet to be undertaken, a gap which this dissertation

fills. The final sections of this chapter give descriptions of IM syntax (§2.3), morphology (§2.4)

and clitics (§2.5), that provide many examples of couplets and give the background necessary to

effectively navigate the examples and discussions in later chapters.

2.1 Language background

Ixtayutla Mixtec (ISO 693-3: vmj) is an underdescribed language of the Otomanguean phy-

lum spoken by over 8000 people in the municipality of Santiago Ixtayutla, which lies in the south-

western corner of the state of Oaxaca, Mexico.1 Otomanguean consists of eight language fam-

ilies: four in the Western Otomanguean division—Otopamean, Chinantecan, Tlapanec-Subtiaba

and Manguean—and four in the Eastern Otomanguean division—Popolocan, Zapotecan, Amuzgo

and Mixtecan (Rensch 1976; 1977; Campbell 2000; Kaufman 2006). Mixtec, together with the

Cuicatec and Trique languages, belongs to the Mixtecan family in the Eastern Otomanguean branch
1 This population estimate is based on the number of speakers of an indigenous language given for the IM speaking

towns in the 2010 census (INEGI 2010). There are also some IM speakers in the United States, and it seems likely that
at least some of these would be included in the census data.

14
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(see Figure 1). Given that the time depth of Otomanguean is comparable to that of Indo-European

(Kaufman & Justeson 2009), these languages have been diversifying for a very long time. This

has led to great diversity in the larger Otomanguean family, as well as within the Mixtecan fam-

ily. Estimates of the number of varieties of Mixtec range from 29 (Suárez 1983:18) to 81 (INALI

2008), and the number of mutually unintelligible varieties is thought to be over a dozen (Josserand

1983:457–8). The number of Mixtec languages listed in the Ethnologue (Simons & Fennig 2018)

is 52.

Figure 1. The Mixtecan family (Source: Simons & Fennig 2018)

The natural distribution of Mixtec speakers comprises the states of Oaxaca, Guerrero and

Puebla, with by far the vast majority in Oaxaca (Josserand 1983:102). Mixtec is believed to have

originated in the north and northeastern region of what is today known as the Highlands Mix-

tec region (or Mixteca Alta in Spanish) around the Nochitxlán valley. From there it expanded

mostly westward into (present-day) Puebla and the central Lowlands Mixtec region (Mixteca Baja),

and then finally into the southern Lowlands, Guerrero and coastal regions of Oaxaca (Josserand
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Figure 2. Santiago Ixtayutla where IM is spoken

1983:449–450). IM is spoken in the municipality of Santiago Ixtayutla (see Figure 2) where most

of the inhabitants speak IM; however, there are also speakers of Spanish, Chatino and Amoltepec

Mixtec (ISO 639-3: mbz).

Josserand (1983) gives twelve major dialect groupings for Mixtec languages (see Figure

3): Northern Lowland (“Baja”), Central Lowland, Western Lowland, Southern Lowland, Tezoat-

lán, Mixtepec, Guerrero, Northern Highland (“Alta”), Northeastern Highland, Eastern Highland,

Western Highland and Coast. The Coast dialects are divided into three sub-groupings: West Coast,

East Coast and Acatepec. IM is located in the Eastern Coastal sub-grouping. It is bordered by

several other East Coast Mixtec varieties on the south and west—south: Chayuco Mixtec (mih),

Jamiltepec Mixtec (mxt); southwest: San Juan Colorado Mixtec (mjc). To the northwest of Ix-

tayutla is the West Coast dialect, Zacatepec Mixtec (mza), and to the north, across the Río Verde
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river, are the Western Highlands varieties, Itudujia Mixtec (mce) and Amoltepec Mixtec (mbz)

(Simons & Fennig 2018).2 On the east and southeast edge of IM territory are two Chatino va-

rieties—Zenzontepec Chatino (czn) and Tataltepec Chatino (cta) (Simons & Fennig 2018)—and

several towns in the municipality are Chatino speaking (or have Chatino speakers). In addition, my

consultants say that there are several Spanish speaking towns, as well as two or three Amoltepec

Mixtec speaking towns, in the municipality.

Figure 3. Mixtec dialect areas (based on Josserand 1983:470)

There is little published work on IM apart from work which makes use of wordlists and lin-

guistic survey results such as Holland’s (1959) glottalchronological study, Bradley’s (1968) prelim-
2 Ixtayutla’s closest Mixtec neighbour, Amoltepec Mixtec (mbz), lies to the north, but it is separated from it by the

Rio Verde river. Although it is not part of Josserand’s (1983) study, Amoltepec Mixtec probably belongs to the Western
Highlands dialect area, rather than to the Coastal Mixtec dialect area.
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inary report of his Mixtec intelligibility study, Egland’s dialect intelligibility survey report (1978),

and Josserand’s (1983) Proto-Mixtec (PM) reconstruction. The data used in this dissertation are

based on primary data collected during my fieldwork. Much data for this dissertation was col-

lected during my time of residency in the community from 2003–2006; however, the majority of

the data have been collected during return trips to the area since that time, as well as some data

collected through VOIP, telephone, instant messaging and email. Whenever possible elicitations

and discussions were recorded for later transcription, analysis and storage. Early recordings were

made (digitally) with a MiniDisk player, but later recordings were made with a Marantz PDM660

solid-state recorder.

2.2 The couplet in previous studies

Most modern descriptions of Mixtec make use of the descriptive term “couplet” as an essen-

tial unit for the description of such things as stress (e.g. Pankratz & Pike 1967; Pike & Oram 1976;

Zylstra 1980; Josserand 1983), tone sandhi (e.g. Pike 1948; Mak 1958; Pike & Cowan 1967) and

the distribution of phonemes and allophones in general (e.g. Longacre 1955; Pike & Cowan 1967;

Hunter & Pike 1969; Josserand 1983), and particularly, nasal(ized) segments (e.g. Hunter & Pike

1969; Zylstra 1980; Josserand 1983; Marlett 1992), glottalized vowels (e.g. Pike & Small 1974;

Josserand 1983; Macaulay & Salmons 1995), vowel cooccurrence patterns (Pike 1947), tones (e.g.

Pike 1948; Mak 1958; Daly & Hyman 2007) and allotones (e.g. Hunter & Pike 1969). The term is

a shortened form of “Tonemic couplet” that was coined by Ken Pike (1948:79, 81) to refer to the

basic and minimal binarity of the phonological form of San Miguel El Grande Mixtec morphemes

spoken in isolation and the tonal melodies that are realized on them. Pike generally speaks of the

binarity of the couplet in terms of syllables (i.e. couplets are disyllabic), but he also notes that cou-

plets with long vowels are structurally parallel to (C)VCV couplets (i.e. couplets with two short

vowels separated by a medial consonant) and that “the term ‘mora’ might be used instead” (p. 79,

fn. 3; cf. also Pike 1944:122).
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The structure of the couplet is highly restricted and quite uniform across Mixtec languages

(Bradley & Josserand 1982; Josserand 1983), hence the widespread adoption of the term. The basic

forms of the couplet are illustrated in (11) using data from IM (C = consonant, V = vowel and ˀ =

glottalization).

(11) a. (C)VCV kókó ‘notch’      c. (C)Vː kóóL ‘snake’
ókó ‘twenty’ úú ‘two’

b. (C)VˀCV koˀlò ‘turkey’ d. (C)VˀV kóˀóL ‘dish’
úˀβá ‘salty’ ṹˀṹ ‘five’

These forms match each of Josserandʼs (1983) canonical couplet patterns that were given in (1). In

addition to these forms, at least some varieties also have some couplet initial consonant clusters (e.g.

Josserand 1983; Macken & Salmons 1997; and the present work cf. §6.2.2.2), and three varieties

are known to also have couplet final glottalized vowels (Josserand 1983; McKendry 2013).

Pike’s (1944; 1945; 1947; 1948) choice of morpheme as the morphosyntactic unit to which

the couplet corresponds stems from his view that (nearly) all Mixtec morphemes are basically

bimoraic/disyllabic, although they frequently reduce to monomoraic forms (i.e. cliticize) in fast

speech in the SM dialect he studied. He thus considered it unhelpful to categorize morphemes as

bound or free (Pike 1944:113). Most other Mixtec researchers, however, consider the couplet to

correspond to or even to be equivalent to the morphological root (e.g. Macaulay 1987b; 1996;

Hinton et al. 1991; Macaulay & Salmons 1995; Gerfen 1996:17; Brown 2002; Paster & Beam de

Azcona 2005; Castillo García 2007) or stem (e.g. Pike & Cowan 1967; Pike & Wistrand 1974;

Pike & Oram 1976). Furthermore, Macaulay (1987a; 1987b), analyzing a Mixtec variety with fast-

speech phenomena comparable to the one analyzed by Pike, concludes that an adequate synchronic

account of Mixtec must recognize three distinct types of morphemes: free morphemes, affixes and

clitics of various kinds, only the first of which is realized as a couplet.

Although many researchers have been content to refer to the couplet as a morpheme or

root, it has long been recognized that couplets can be multimorphemic. For instance, in his Proto-
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Mixtecan reconstruction, Longacre (1955:19) suggests that “couplet” is a better term than “mor-

pheme” since it is allows for some morphemic complexity within the unit. He therefore focuses on

the phonological nature of the couplet, calling it “the pertinent distributional matrix in M[ixtec]”

(p. 18) and “a unit of great descriptive convenience” (p. 19) for phoneme distribution. Several

researchers follow Longacre’s phonological emphasis and identify the couplet as the nucleus of

the phonological word (Pankratz & Pike 1967; Pike & Cowan 1967; Hunter & Pike 1969; North

& Shields 1977) and the minimal phonological word (Pike & Ibach 1978; Daly & Hyman 2007).

The most thorough early treatment of the couplet in this vein, however, is in Josserand’s (1983)

Proto-Mixtec reconstruction. She recognizes that, although the couplet has aspects that make it

appear like a morphological unit in providing the base for building words and phrases, “the couplet

as a grammatical unit is too slippery to maintain” (p. 181). She observes that morphemes and cou-

plets do not always have a one-to-one relation; even though some types of words (e.g. unpossessed

nouns and adjectives) are frequently monomorphemic couplets, verbs are always multimorphemic

even in couplet form in that they are marked tonally for aspect. Furthermore, “multimorphemic

constructions are frequently reduced to a single couplet form, by reduction and incorporation of

the person postclitic, or causative or possessive markers before the couplet” (p. 182). For these

reasons she viewed the couplet as primarily a “phonological concept,” yet one which is essential to

the description of morphology. She concludes, “It is more satisfying to understand the couplet as

a phonological or surface frame for underlying morphological material to fit into, or accommodate

itself to, for its spoken realizations” (p. 183).

From today’s vantage point, Josserand’s (1983) description of the couplet as a “phonolog-

ical or surface frame” has all the hallmarks of a prosodic unit; however, it was not until prosodic

phonology and morphology had been further developed in the 1980s and 90s, along with the whole-

word approach to early phonological development (e.g. Vihman & Keren-Portnoy 2013), that an

explicitly prosodic view of the couplet was presented by Macken & Salmons (1997). Before dis-

cussing their proposal in detail, it should be noted that just prior to their paper, Gerfen’s (1996)
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study of Coatzospan Mixtec was the first to analyze Mixtec stress in terms of the foot and, further,

to propose that glottalization is licensed by stress, only occurring on the head mora of the foot. His

discussion of the couplet, however, equates it with the root and his nasalization rules are stated in

terms of root structure. Although he falls short of calling the couplet a foot, he concludes: “[I]t

is imperative that we recognize the essential ‘two-ness’ in the structure of CM [Coatzospan Mix-

tec] morphemes. For the purposes of this study, I make the minimal assumption that couplets are

necessarily bimoraic, and potentially disyllabic” (p. 51).

Turning now to Macken & Salmons (1997), these authors claim that historically the couplet

was the morphological root in Mixtec; however, the contemporary languages have lexicalized tri-

syllabic forms that can be reconstructed as prefix + root, but which must be considered synchronic

morphological roots, as illustrated by these animal names in Chalcatongo Mixtec (CM) that were

formed with the fossilized animal classifier prefix tɨ–: (The etymological prefix and root are sepa-

rated by “•”.)

(12) Trisyllabic animal names (Macaulay & Salmons 1995:40; from Macaulay 1996:67)
a. tɨ•̀ⁿdaḱú ʻ(type of) wormʼ
b. tɨ•kak̀à ʻravenʼ
c. tɨ•ñũṹ́ ʻowlʼ

The final two syllables in trisyllabic roots continue to act as a special domain for phonological

patterns (vowel harmony, tonal melodies, nasalization, etc.) just like roots with a couplet form.

Macken & Salmons (1997) also show that there are disyllabic forms that can also be recon-

structed as prefix + root, but whose final two syllables have the same phonological characteristics

as other couplets, as shown by these CM examples, which are also animal names:

(13) Disyllabic animal names (Macaulay & Salmons 1995:40; from Macaulay 1996:69)
a. ti•xi ʻbuzzardʼ
b. ti•mi ́ ʻbeeʼ
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In these examples, a diachronic vowel harmony process that takes the couplet as its domain is

extended to the animal classifier (ɨ → i) when it is included in the couplet.

These facts lead Macken & Salmons (1997:40) to propose that,

the original presumably greater morphological regularity of the couplet has been
lost, replaced by a disyllabic phonological constituent, a foot template, that is the
domain for a wide number of phonological processes.

The constant shape of this constituent, which is not a fixed number of segments, is just the disyl-

labic/bimoraic foot shape that has become commonplace in prosodic phonology and morphology,

where the foot is shown to be the domain of phonological rule application cross-linguistically (Ne-

spor & Vogel 2007 [1986]) and to define the shape of minimal words, stems and reduplicants

(McCarthy & Prince (1996 [1986]);1995).

In providing evidence for their hypothesis that the Mixtec couplet is a foot template, Macken

& Salmons (1997) mention in passing synchronic processes that take the couplet as their domain

(e.g. nasalization and glottalization), but primarily focus on a set of diachronic processes, like

the vowel harmony process mentioned above, that find a unified explanation in terms of a foot-

template. In particular, they argue that certain sound changes in CM tend to strengthen the initial

position of the couplet while others weaken the couplet medial position. As an example of initial

strengthening, the authors give the development of reflexes of Proto-Mixtec glides with greater

consonantal strength (cf. Vennemann 1988:9) (e.g. *w → [b], [ᵐb], [β]), as well as the develop-

ment of sC clusters (i.e. s + consonant) only in the couplet initial position. On the other hand, the

couplet-medial position is weakened in that reflexes of Proto-Mixtec glides are frequently lost in

this position. None of these tendencies are predicted in a syllable-based analysis. As the authors

point out, the weakening of the second consonant position of the couplet violates Vennemannʼs

(1988:13) syllable Head Law in weakening (deleting) rather than strengthening the onset of this

syllable.3 Couplet initial clusters also violate this law since they result in onsets with more than one
3 “A syllable head [onset] is the more preferred: (a) the closer the number of speech sounds in the head is to one,

(b) the greater the Consonantal Strength value of its onset, and (c) the more sharply the Consonantal Strength drops
from the onset toward the Consonantal Strength of the following syllable nucleus” Vennemann (1988:13–14).
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segment. Furthermore, an analysis based solely on syllable structure provides no basis for explain-

ing why the two syllable positions are treated asymmetrically in the grammar, and this asymmetry

also means that the intervocalic environment alone is insufficient to condition such weakening.

These processes find a unified and cogent explanation, however, if the trochaic foot template with

its strong initial syllable and weak final syllable is the basic unit of phonological organization in

the language, rather than the syllable. As a result of this foot-based orientation in the grammar,

Macken & Salmons (1997:51) argue that CM “prefers a minimal word consisting of exactly two

timing units with a single strong consonantal onset.” This constituent is further characterized by

highly restricted vowel “melodies” (i.e. cooccurrence restrictions) and an apparent elimination of

tonal melodies with the most extreme pitch differences (HL, LH). Macken & Salmonsʼ (1997)

analysis that the couplet should be identified as a prosodic, rather than a morphological unit, and,

specifically, as a trochaic foot template is quite in the spirit of Josserandʼs (1983:183) earlier charac-

terization of the couplet as “a phonological or surface frame for underlying morphological material

to fit into”.

Twenty years after Macken & Salmons’ (1997) paper, Mixtec researchers seem virtually

oblivious to their proposal—two exceptions being DiCanio et al. (2013) and Brown (2002), and

none have argued further for the role of the foot in Mixtec diachrony, nor attempted to prove that

the couplet should in fact be equated with the foot. Nevertheless, there has been an increasing

recognition in recent years that the couplet is a prosodic structure and an assumption that it should

be identified as the foot. For instance, although Castillo García (2007:52–56) makes no mention

of the couplet (or equivalent term in Spanish), he analyzes roots in Yoloxóchitl Mixtec as compris-

ing a bimoraic foot, which has either a disyllabic form or a monosyllabic form with a long vowel.

He argues that the long vowel in the monosyllabic form is the result of a bimoraic minimal word

constraint. Words larger than a couplet are considered to be multimorphemic, even those in ad-

vanced stages of fossilization (p. 17, 56), and thus roots are always realized as a foot. McKendry
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(2013) provides a similar analysis of SE Nochixtlán Mixtec, but additionally argues based on ex-

perimental acoustic evidence that stress is assigned to a trochaic foot aligned to the right edge of

the (grammatical) word and that syllables preceding the foot (= root) are unfooted.

One final study of particular interest to the topic of this dissertation is Carrollʼs (2015) study

of Ixpantepec Nieves Mixtec. In it he makes explicit his assumption that the couplet corresponds

to a bimoraic foot (p. 56). He also provides acoustic evidence to support his claim that stress is

realized on the first syllable of the couplet/foot, and somewhat less confidently posits secondary

stress in compounds based on phonological patterns in these words. Significantly, Carroll recog-

nizes that, while most morphological roots have a couplet shape, some synchronic roots are larger

than a couplet, and some couplets are (or at least historically were) comprised of roots that were

smaller than a couplet (cf. §6.2.1). He thus does not equate the couplet/foot with the root, view-

ing it as a structure distinct from the root and one that is aligned to it and can be considered its

canonical form. In spite of this view of the relation of prosodic structure to morphological struc-

ture, Carroll goes on to describe the differences in the distribution of long vowels, glottalization

and nasality between stressed and unstressed syllables as being “stress-dependent properties” (p.

104ff) that provide evidence for distinguishing between stressed and unstressed syllables, rather

than as providing evidence for foot structure.

2.3 The syntax of Ixtayulta Mixtec

Throughout this basic overview of IM sentence structure I will discuss the unmarked con-

stituent order by which I mean the order of a sentence that is “narratively focused”—that is, typical

of a narrative sequence focused on the flow of events (Beck 1997:103). The description is orga-

nized by clause types in the order intransitive, transitive, ditransitive and extended intransitive. IM
utilizes a basic VS-VO constituent order (Dryer 1997). Simple intransitive sentences are illustrated

by the examples in (14).
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(14) a. īkíʃì
í–kíʃì
pfv–sleep:real

hʷãã̀́
Lhʷã́L
John

‘John slept’

b. ij́uˀù
i–́jùˀH
pfv–be.afraid

hʷãà̃ ́
Lhʷã́L
John

ʻJohn was afraidʼ

c. …
 
 

i ̄n dūʃãá̃ ́
i–́ⁿdù–ʃã́L
pfv–inch–fierce

et̄ʃi ̀
et́ʃi ̀
Echi

ʻEchi got madʼ

In the first three examples, the initial word in the sentence is the syntactic predicate which is im-

mediately followed by the subject NP consisting of a bare noun. As shown in (15), pronominal

clitics follow the unmarked order for full NPs when expressing the subject argument and attach

to the right edge of the verb (when there are no adverbs modifying the verb; see §2.5 for further

discussion).

(15) īkíʃìɾà
í–kíʃì=ɾà
pfv–sleep:real=3masc
‘He slept’

In this sentence, the ‘third person masculine’ pronoun=ɾà (in bold), provides the subject for the

predicate ‘sleep’.

Transitive sentences have the basic constituent order shown in (16).

(16) a. īsátà
í–satà
pfv–buy

hʷãã̀̄
Lhʷã́
John

nṹɲĩ ́
núɲi ́L
corn

‘John bought corn’
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b. it̄ʃat́ʃi ̀
i–́tʃat̀ʃi ̀
pfv–eat:real

hʷãà̃ ́
Lhʷã́
John

ʃit́á
ʃit́aĹ

tortilla
ʻJohn ate tortillasʼ

c. ⁿdʲeˀè
∅–ⁿdʲèˀ
ipfv–see

hʷãà̃ ́
Lhʷã́
John

i ̃ńã́
i ́n dá
dog

ʻJohn is seeing the dogʼ

Again, the initial word in each of these examples is the syntactic predicate, which is immediately

followed in the clause by a subject NP consisting of a bare noun. In the unmarked order, the direct

object argument, which is also a bare noun in the example, follows the subject. It should also be

noted that direct objects consisting solely of an enclitic pronoun always occur with the preposition,

tʃii ̀ glossed ‘objective’, as shown in (17), where the object pronoun is in bold font.4

(17) a. īⁿdʲéˀèɾà
í–ⁿdʲèˀ=ɾà
pfv–see=3.masc

tʃiìtɨ̀
tʃì=tɨ ̀
obj=3anml

…

‘He saw it’

b. …
 
 

ⁿdʲeˀej̀ò
∅–ⁿdʲèˀ =jò
ipfv–see=1pl.incl

tʃii ̀tũ̀
tʃi=̀tù̃
obj=3wood

‘…we see it’

In these constructions, the preposition serves as the prosodic host for the pronouns, which are unable

to form a prosodic word on their own.

Ditransitive clauses have an additional argument following the direct object that is obliga-

torily introduced with tʃii ,̀ as illustrated in (18).
4 This gloss is not particularly satisfying. As will be seen in the following discussion, tʃii ̀ is used to introduce

direct and indirect objects of the verb, although the details of when it is required and when it is optional have not been
completely worked out.
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(18) ìtʃáˀa
í–tʃâˀ
pfv–give

sútú
sútúL

priest

ɲã̀ˀ mĩ ́
ɲáˀmi ́L
yam

tʃí
tʃì
obj

ĩńã́
iñã́
dog

‘The priest gave a yam to the dog’

Here the extra argument, i ̃ńã́ ‘dog’, which is marked as the indirect object by the preposition, is the

recipient of the yam (direct object) given to it by the priest (subject).

An interesting fact of the grammar is that sometimes full noun direct objects are also intro-

duced with tʃii ̀, as in these examples:

(19) a. ⁿdisò
∅–ⁿdis̀ò
ipfv–carry

mã́ˀ i ̃ ̀
mâˀ =i ́
mother=1sg

tʃii ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

kùseè́
kùsé
José

ʻMy mother was carrying Joséʼ

b. tʃãˀ ɲi ̃̀
∅–tʃãˀ ɲi ̀
ipfv–kill:real

sap̀at̀ā
sap̀at̀aH̀

Zapatista

tʃii ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

kaɾ̀aǹsā
kar̀aǹsàH
Caranzista

ʻThe Zapatistas were killing the Caranzistasʼ

c. tà
tà
and

iḱũɲi ̃́
i–́kuɲiH
pfv–desire

lòkó
Llókó
ints

ⁿdʲòó
Lⁿdʲó
God

tʃii ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

ɲãj́ɨβɨ ̀
ɲa(́jɨβ̀ɨ ̀5
people

…
 
 

ʻAnd God loved people so much…ʼ

In these clauses, the direct objects, kùseè́, kaɾ̀aǹsā, etc. are all introduced with the preposition.

More study is needed to determine all of the factors conditioning the use of the objective prepo-

sition to introduce direct objects, but it appears that the preposition is required when the event or

psychological process expressed by the verb affects or is directed toward a human participant (or a

human-like animal, as in the case of animals in traditional stories) and when both the subject and

the direct object are full words and not a clitic, as in (19).6 The examples in (16), on the other

hand, do not have human direct objects and therefore the preposition is not used. It also appears
5 The parenthesis in the underlying form indicates a lexical foot boundary, which will be discussed in §5.4, §6.2.1

and §6.3.2.
6 I have only found three examples in my data of an inanimate direct object NP introduced by tʃii ̀.
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that the use of the preposition with human direct objects is optional when the transitive subject is a

pronominal clitic rather than a full word:

(20) a. īⁿdʲéˀèɾà
í–ⁿdèˀ=ɾà
pfv–see=3masc

sútú
sútúL

priest

ɲũṹ̀
ɲú
Ixtayutla

‘He saw the priest in Ixtayutla’

b. tʃãˀ ɲi ̃̀ɾà
tʃàˀ ɲi=̀ɾà
ipfv–kill=3masc

ɲaj́ɨβɨ ̀
ɲa(́jɨβɨ ̀
people

ʻThey were killing peopleʼ

c. iḱũɲ́i ̃ ́
i–́kuɲiH
pfv–desire

ʃãá̃ɾ́á
ʃã=́ɾà
ints=3masc

ɲãj̄ɨβɨ ̀
ɲa(́jɨβɨ ̀
people

ʻHe really loved peopleʼ

In each of these sentences, the subject is the clitic,=ɾà, and the direct objects are not introduced

with the objective preposition even though the direct objects all have a human referent, and the

situations described by (20b) and (20c) are essentially the same as those described in (19b) and

(19c), respectively.

A final clause type in IM is the bivalent intransitive clause. Some intransitive verbs can add

an additional core argument to the clause also by means of the preposition, tʃii ̀:

(21) a. ij́uˀù
i–́jùˀH
pfv–be.afraid

et́ʃi ̀
et́ʃi ̀
Echi

tʃii ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

hʷãà̃ ́
Lhʷã́
John

ʻEchi got scared by Johnʼ

b. à
à
q

jùˀũ̄
∅–jùˀH
ipfv–be.afraid

tʃi ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

kóó
koĹ

snake
ʻAre you afraid of snakes?ʼ
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c. i ̄n dūʃãá̃ ́
i–́ⁿdù–ʃã́L
pfv–inch–fierce

et̄ʃi ̀
et́ʃi ̀
Echi

tʃi ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

tʃik̀ū
tʃik̀ùH

Chico
ʻEchi got mad at Chicoʼ

In these examples, the stimulus of the fear (21a–21b) and object of the anger (21c) are added to the

clause by means of tʃii ̀. Example (21b), in which the added argument is non-human, indicates that

the preposition may be required for the extra argument in bivalent intransitive clauses regardless

of whether they are human or not.

The order of elements in the noun phrase is relatively fixed, following the pattern given in

(22).

(22) (Numeral/Quantifier) Noun (Adjective/Quantifier) (Possessor/Deictic)

Although NPs with this many elements are rare, an example from a text with each slot filled is

given in (23).

(23) nṹ
nû
one

tʲiɲ̃ũ̀
tʲiɲ̀ù
task

kãˀ nũ̀
kàˀ nù
big

iˀjà
i ̀ˀ jà
here

ʻthe one big task here / this one big taskʼ

The head noun in this phrase (which here and throughout the section is underlined) is ‘task’. It is

preceded by the numeral, ‘one’, and followed by the adjective ‘big’ and the deictic ‘here/this’.

NPs usually have much fewer elements, the only obligatory element being the noun. An

example of a NP consisting of a numeral plus a noun is given in (24).

(24) i ́n dʲeˀeɾ̀à
i–́ⁿdʲèˀ =ɾà
pfv–see=3masc

úβi ́
úβi ́
two

kɨtɨ ̀
kɨt̀ɨ ̀
horse

ʻHe saw two horsesʼ
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Numerals (in bold) precede the head noun in the phrase. An expression like kúmi ́ kɨβ̀ɨ ,́ which

quantifies a time period, means ‘four 24 hour periods’; however, reversing the order so that the

numeral follows the noun, as in kɨβ́ɨ ́ kũm̀i ̃́, forms a compound meaning, ‘day four’, referring to a

specific day, since IM compounds are left-headed.

A NP consisting of just a noun and an adjective is shown in (25).

(25) i ́n dʲéˀ eɾ̀à
i–́ⁿdʲèˀ =ɾà
pfv–see=3masc

i ̃ńã́
ińá
dog

tũú̃ ́
tù̃
black

‘He saw a/the black dog’

As shown here, the adjective must follow the noun it modifies.

The only element found to have some variability in its positioning within the phrase is a

quantifier, as illustrated by these examples:

(26) a. tà
tà
and

kʷas̀áˀ aɾ́á
kʷa–́sáˀ L=ɾà
pros–do=3masc

hùⁿdā
hùⁿdaH̀

meeting

tà
tà
and

kũɲ̀i ̃ɾ̄à
∅ᴖkuɲiH=ɾà
ipfv–want=3masc

ɲi ̃j́ɨβɨ ̀
ɲa(́jɨβɨ ̀
people

kʷàˀ á
kʷáˀ L
many

ʻAnd he is going to have a meeting and he wants many people (to come)...ʼ

b. kʷáˀ á
kʷáˀ L
many

ʃṹˀ ṹ
ʃú̃ˀL
money

it̀ʃáˀ aɾ̀à
i–̀tʃâˀ =ɾà
pfv–give:real=3masc

tʃiit̀ʃi ̀
tʃi=̀tʃi ̀
obj=3gnrl

ʻHe gave them much moneyʼ

The quantifier (in bold) can follow the noun, as shown in (26a), or it can precede the noun, as

shown in (26b). The difference in order does not appear to change the propositional meaning of

the phrases.

A NP consisting of a noun and a deictic is given in (27).

(27) káˀ ⁿdʲá
kaˀⁿdʲaH

cut:irr

jutũ̀
jùtù̃
tree

tʃi ̃ɲ́ã́
tʃiɲ́á
that.near.you

…
 
 

ʻCut that tree by you…ʼ
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In this example the deictic, tʃi ̃ɲ́ã́ (in bold) follows the noun and indicates that the tree to be cut

down is the one by the speaker.

Possessors, illustrated in (28), occupy the final position in the NP. (The possessor is given

in bold font.)

(28) a. βeˀè
βèˀ
house

hʷãà̃ ́
Lhʷã́
John

‘Johnʼs houseʼ

b. βeˀèɾà
βèˀ=ɾà
house=3masc
‘his house’

c. βeˀè
βèˀ
house

kãˀ nũ̀ɾà
kàˀ nù=ɾà
big=3masc

‘his big house’

The possessor is usually a noun or pronominal clitic immediately to the right of the head noun, as

in (28a) and (28b); however, a modifier may intervene between the head noun and the possessor,

as shown in (28c).

Nouns can also be used attributively in NPs, as illustrated in (29), where the attributive noun

is in bold font.

(29) a. is̀áˀ i ̀
i–́sàˀ =i ́
pfv–make=1sg

ɲũnũ̀
ɲùnù
net.bag

ⁿdⁱit́ʲi ̀
ⁿdⁱit́ʲi ̀
green.bean

‘I made a green-bean net-bag.’ (i.e., a net-bag used to carry green beans)

b. júkú
júkúL

medicine

tūsṹˀ mã̀
túsù̃ˀmà
scorpion

‘scorpion antivenom’ (i.e., medicine to heal scorpion stings)
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c. júkú
júkúL

medicine

tʲōkò
tʲókò
ant

‘ant insecticide’ (i.e., medicine to kill ants)

Attributive constructions have either a conventionalized meaning or one which is heavily depen-

dent on the context. For instance, in the first example, ‘net-bag’ could be used to carry a variety

of things, but this particular one was made to carry green beans. The meaning of the second two

examples depend more heavily on the cultural knowledge of scorpions (which sting you) and ants

(which are pests), as well as conventionalization, in the interpretation of what kind of “medicine”

is being referred to. I will sometimes refer to both attributive constructions and possessive con-

structions comprising two nouns as associative constructions, or simply as noun-noun (N-N) con-

structions/phrases.

The modifier in a NP may also be a relative clause. Usually these consist simply of a verb

+ its arguments immediately following the noun they modify, as shown in (30a), but they may also

be introduced by the proclitic complementizer tʃáL=, as in (30b). (The boundaries of the relative

clauses are marked with square brackets and the complementizer is in bold font.)

(30) a. kʷàɲĩ ́ˀ ĩj́ó
kʷá–ɲi ́ˀ L=jò
pros–obtain=1pl.excl

ⁿdʲajù
ⁿdʲaj̀ù
food

[katʃìjò]
kat̀ʃì=jò
eat:irr=1pl.excl

βitʲĩ ̀
βit̀ʲi ̃̀
today

‘Today we are going to get food that we will eat.’

b. …
 
 

ìjō
Líjó
exist:ipfv

mĩǹṹũ̀
mi(̀nû
one

kɨtɨ ̀
kɨt̀ɨ ̀
animal

[tʃákã̀ˀ ãt́ʃì
tʃáL=káˀ=tʃì
comp=speak=3gnrl

léʃù]
Lléʃù
rabbit

…
 
 

‘…an animal that they call rabbit exists…’

In both types of relative clause there is a “gap” (zero anaphor) in the relative clause that is coref-

erential with the nominal head. In (30a), ‘food’ expresses the direct object of both the main clause

predicate (‘obtain’) and the predicate of the relative clause (‘eat’), while in (30b), ‘animal’ ex-

presses the subject of the existential verb in the main clause and the indirect object of the relative

clause predicate (‘speak’) (i.e. ʻan animal exists to which they say, “Rabbit”ʼ).
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2.4 Morphology

Mixtec languages are mildly synthetic and generally have relatively few morphemes per

word. The grammatical word in IM is often just a bare root, particularly for parts of speech other

than verbs. Nevertheless, there are many grammatical words which are larger, due to processes of

derivation, compounding and inflection. In order to understand the arguments for prosodic structure

made in this dissertation, it will be necessary to understand the basic morphological structure and

processes of the language. In this section, therefore, I describe IMmorphology in terms of the types

of morphemes and morphological processes that are found in the language, focusing particularly

on the major parts of speech—nouns (§2.4.1), verbs (§2.4.2) and adjectives (§2.4.3).

IM has the morpheme types given in (31).

(31) a. Lexical roots
b. Prefixes
c. Suprafixes
d. Clitics

Lexical roots in IM are the morphological bases of words, while prefixes are morphologically de-

pendent and combine with roots through the morphological process of prefixation. IM has a fairly

small number of prefixes and these are mostly found in the verbal morphology, though a couple

derivational prefixes apply to adjectives. Nominal morphology, on the other hand, does not include

prefixation, although there is evidence of fossilized classifier prefixes that will be briefly discussed

in §2.4.1. Roots also combine with other roots to form new noun and verb lexemes through com-

pounding. Tonal suprafixes, which lack segmental material and consist only of a tone or tonal

melody which is added to bases, are found in both the nominal and verbal morphology. IM lacks

suffixation, although it has a number of enclitics. Clitics, which are phonologically dependent and

are combined with grammatical words in the Postlexical Phonology, are not part of the morphology

and are discussed separately in §2.5.
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2.4.1 Nominal morphology

There is no productive derivational morphology associated with IM nouns, and the only

inflectional morphology is a vocative tonal suprafix. Consequently, nouns are frequently bare bi-

moraic roots, as illustrated in (32).

(32) a. ísú ‘deer’
b. ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’
c. sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’

A considerable number of complex nouns have been formed by compounding, however, which is

common in the language. Examples of IM compounds are given in (33).

(33) a. βeˀè ‘house’ + júkúL ‘medicine’ → βèjúkú ‘hospital’
b. júúL ‘stone’ + káà ‘metal’ → júkāà ‘sharpening stone’
c. kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’ + ʃãá̃ ́L ‘fierce’ → kɨtɨʃ̀ãã̀́L ‘animal’7

The lefthand member of the compound is the morphological head of the construction and deter-

mines its word class, as well as, in the case of these compounds, what kind of thing the compound

denotes (i.e. a kind of house (33a), stone (33b) and animal (33c)). It is the righthand member, how-

ever, that is stressed and constitutes the prosodic head. Examples (33a) and (33b) illustrate that roots

with the surface forms CVˀV and CVV, respectively, are usually realized as a CV syllable when

they are the first member of a compound; however, some compounds with this structure, such as

(33b), may be pronounced with a bimoraic form with seemingly no impact on their meaning, while

others, like (33a), may be ambiguous if the first root has a long form between the compound mean-

ing and a phrasal interpretation (in this case, the long form, júúkaā̀, would be ambiguous between

a ‘hospital’ reading and a ‘place where medicine is stored’ reading). In addition, a few compounds
7 The semantics of this compound appear to be shifting. It can mean ‘wild animal’, which is probably closer to its

original meaning, but it can now be used for ‘animal’ in general. The word kɨtɨ ̀ can also still be used for ‘animal’, but
its primary sense seems to have shifted to be ‘horse’. There is also a variant tonal melody—/LH/—which appears to
be used exclusively for this sense, but the /L/ tonal melody can also be used to mean ‘horse’.
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with this structure (including one with a partially opaque morphological structure (34c)) have been

found where the initial root appears to be preferably long:

(34) a. júúL ‘stone’ + saβ́i ́ ‘rain’ → júúsaβ̀i ́ ~ júsaβ̀i ́ ‘hail’
b. joˀò ‘rope’ + jutũ̀ ‘tree’ → joˀòjutũ̀ ~ jòjutũ̀ ‘root’
c. kóóL ‘snake’ + jaˀⁿdⁱi ̀ ‘?’ → kóójáˀ ⁿdi ́ ~ kójáˀ ⁿdʲi ́ ‘rainbow’

On the other hand, when roots with this form are the second item in the compound they are not

realized as short CV syllables, as shown in (33b) and (33c).

In addition, IM nouns show evidence of having had a set of derivational prefixes which are

the fossilized remains of old noun classifier prefixes (cf. Macaulay 1987a; 1987b; Kaufman 2006).

A list of the prefixes attested in IM are given in Table 1.8

Table 1. Fossilized noun classifier prefixes

Classifier prefix Example Base

a. tɨ–̀ ‘animal’ (anml) tɨḱiʃĩ ̀ ‘moth’ kiʃĩ ̀ ‘glue’
b. tɨ–̀ ‘spherical’ (spher) tɨĺajɨ ̀ ‘toasted tortilla’ lajɨ ̀ ‘crispy’
c. tù– ‘wood’ (wood) tùjàtá ‘plough’ játá ‘spade’
d. ɾà– ‘male, human’ (hum) ɾàⁿdʲíˀí ‘children’ ⁿdíˀí ‘small’
e. ɲà– ‘female’ (fem) ɲàtʃaˀnù ‘lady’ tʃaˀnù ‘old’

The first column lists the “classifiers” with a gloss indicating the semantic class of the classifier.

The second column gives an example word derived with the prefix and the final column gives the

base from which it is believed to have been derived. As can be seen, the bases have some property or

thing related to the meaning of the derived item. Although the classifiers are believed to have been

noun classifiers (de León 1988; Kaufman 2006), clearly they have also been applied to adjectives

in IM, as illustrated by examples (b), (d) and (e).
8 These classifiers come from a larger set of classifiers that are found in part in various other Mixtec languages

(de León 1988; Macaulay 1987a; 1987b; 1996; Hollenbach 2015). Although de León argues for the synchronic status
of the classifiers in Coatzoquitengo Mixtec, he recognizes their fossilized status in some varieties, such as Jamiltepec
Mixtec (Coastal) and Ocotepec Mixtec. Macaulay (1987a; 1987b; 1996) argues that the classifiers are also fossilized
in Chalcatongo Mixtec.
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The classifier in (a) derives historically from the final syllable of the noun kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal,

horse’ (Macaulay 1987a; de León 1988). It is found in various words depicting types of animals

and is related to an enclitic pronoun for animals having the same form. The classifier for spherical

objects (b) is homophonous with the animal classifier, and, according to Hollenbach (2015), this

correspondence between the two classifiers is widespread in Mixtec languages. The wood classifier

in (c) derives from the noun jutũ̀ ‘tree’ and is found in words referring to trees. It has a related

enclitic pronoun, =tũ ̀, that is used to refer to a class of items that is extended to include plants,

wood objects and also vehicles.

The final two classifiers in Table 1 are for humans. The classifier, ɾà– (d) is related to enclitic

and proclitic pronouns with the same form meaning ‘third person masculine’. It can have the more

general meaning ‘human’, as in the example given in (d), but it often has the more specific meaning

‘male’, especially in constructions referring to human age + gender categories, such as ɾátʃãˀ nũ̀
‘gentleman’ (cf. tʃãˀ nũ̀ ‘old’). Constructions like these contrast with similar words which have

the female classifier, such as the word given in (e). The male classifier actually has some limited

productivity in constructions with a proper name (e.g. ɾá–tʃìkū ‘the man Chico’), which appears

to be falling into disuse by younger speakers, and also in traditional stories where it is used to

personify animals (e.g. ɾà–tʲóó ‘Mr. Crab’). The male classifier does not have a corresponding full

(bimoraic) noun in IM, but apparently derives historically from *teye ‘man’ (Josserand 1983:480).

The female classifier, on the other hand, derives from the word for ‘woman’, ɲãˀ ã̀, and is related to

a little used respectful pronoun for women,=ɲã̀. Given the kind of reduction that occurs to CVˀV

couplets in the initial position of a compound, it is not possible to distinguish constructions with

ɲã–̀ from compounds with ɲãˀ ã̀ as the initial member of the construction.

The examples given for the classifier prefixes in column 2 of Table 1 are still parsable

into recognizable parts; however, the following examples in (35) illustrate that some words which

appear to have a classifier prefix and whose meaning fits the semantic class of the classifier have

roots which, to my knowledge, are not attested in modern IM:
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(35) a. tɨl̀ásáL ‘type of worm’ cf. tɨ–̀ ‘anml’
b. tɨńañã̀ ‘plum’ cf. tɨ–̀ ‘spher’

In other words derived from classifiers, the prefix has undergone additional phonological changes,

as in these examples:

(36) a. tú•sũˀmã̀ ‘scorpion’ cf. tɨ–̀ ‘anml’ + sṹˀ mã́L ‘tail’ 9

b. tù•lúlúL ‘round tassel on manʼs traditional shirt’ cf. tɨ–̀ ‘spher’

Here, the prefix has assimilated the labial feature from the labial vowel of the root, but consonant

labiality is also assimilated as in tú•mãˀ ã̀ ‘racoon’. Finally, it should be noted that there are many

animal terms that do not have the prefix tɨ–̀ or any of its forms.

I turn now to describe the only synchronic morphological process that affect IM nouns,

which is the vocative tonal suprafixation illustrated in (37).

(37) a. ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’ → ɲãɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘Brother!’
b. àté ‘Andrés’ → átè ‘Andrés!’
c. tʃèlā ‘Andrea’ → tʃélà ‘Andrea!’

The first form in each example gives the noun with its lexical tone pattern and the second shows

how each tone pattern is replaced by the HL pattern of the vocative suprafix. Notice also that the

suprafix may apply to ordinary nouns, as in (37a), as well as to proper nouns, as in (37b) and (37c).

Because IM otherwise lacks evidence of marking syntactic arguments with case, I consider the

vocative to be quasi-inflection (Melʹčuk 2006; Beck 2011).

2.4.2 Verbal morphology

IM verbs are obligatorily inflected for aspect which has three values—imperfective, per-

fective and prospective—through a combination of prefixation and tonal suprafixation. The imper-

fective aspect (ipfv) is signified by a L tonal suprafix and is used for situations that are construed
9 Cf. Proto-Mixtec *tɨ luʔwẽʔ ‘scorpion’ (Josserand 1983:479)
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as ongoing, temporally unbounded, or habitual, whether the event occurred in the past, present or

future. The perfective (pfv), is marked with the prefix i–́ and construes situations as a complete

whole.10 The prospective aspect (pros) is indicated by the prefix kʷa–́ and is used essentially as

described in Comrie (1976:64): to establish “a relation between a state at one time and a situation at

an earlier time”.11 It is translated in English by going to and is etymologically related to the Mixtec

verb ‘go’, as will be discussed further below. The data in (38) show three aspectual forms of the

intransitive verb, kúˀú ‘be sick’.

(38) a. i ́kúˀú
i ́–kuˀH
pfv–be.sick

kɨtɨ ̀
kɨt̀ɨ ̀
animal

‘The animal was sickʼ

b. kʷá́kúˀúɾà
kʷá–kuˀH=ɾà
pros–be.sick=3masc
‘He is going to be sickʼ

c. kùˀū
ᶫᴖkuˀH
ipfv-be.sick

kɨtɨ ̀
kɨt̀ɨ ̀
animal

‘The animal is/was sickʼ

The perfective prefix, i–́, shown in (38a), bears a H tone which is sometimes realized on the fol-

lowing TBU rather than on, or in addition to, the affix itself. The prospective (38b) also bears a
10 The distinction between “complete whole”, which Comrie (1976:18) argues is the proper characterization of the

perfective, and “completed”, which is an inadequate characterization of the perfective, is difficult to tease out in actual
data, and more research is needed to properly understand the perfective aspect in IM. Perfective events are usually in
the past and completed, which is typical of perfective categories cross-linguistically (Dahl 1985:79), but the perfective
in IM can be also used for a series of past events (e.g. ‘He coughed (pfv) seven times, yesterday.’), as well as situations
in the future ‘When you return from town, I already be finished (pfv) writing (pfv) this document.’).

11 Comrie (1976:64–65) explains the difference between the future tense and the prospective aspect this way: “It is
important to appreciate the difference between these expressions of prospective meaning and expressions of straight
future time reference, e.g. between Bill is going to throw himself off the cliff and Bill will throw himself off the cliff . If
we imagine a situation where someone says one of these two sentences, and then Bill is in fact prevented from throwing
himself off the cliff, then if the speaker said Bill will throw himself off the cliff , he was wrong, his prediction was not
borne out. If, however, he said Bill is going to throw himself off the cliff , then he is not necessarily wrong, since all he
was alluding to was Billʼs intention to throw himself off the cliff, i.e. to already present seeds of some future situation,
which future situation might well be prevented from coming about by intervening factors.”
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H tone which behaves similarly to the tone of the perfective tone. The imperfective suprafix (38c)

(indicated in the interlinear glossing as “Lᴖ”) associates L to the first TBU of the base and in some

bases, such as the one in the example, also lowers the tone of the final TBU of the base to M. With

respect to the imperfective morpheme, it is important to note that it also has a ∅ allomorph (in-

dicated in the interlinear glossing as “∅ᴖ”). There is a constraint against having more than one L

tone in a base: therefore, if the tonal melody of the base already contains L, the ∅ imperfective

allomorph must be selected instead.

The perfective prefix may be omitted in certain circumstances leaving behind only its tonal

effects:

(39) a. kèˀ i ̄
∅ᴖkèˀ =i ́
ipfvᴖtouch=1sg

tútú
tútú
paper

ʻI am touching the paperʼ

b. iḱéˀ i ́
i–́kèˀ =i ́
pfv–touch=1sg

tútú
tútú
paper

ʻI touched the paperʼ

c. kéˀ i ́
Hᴖkèˀ =i ́
pfvᴖtouch=1sg

tútú
tútú
paper

ʻI touched the paperʼ

In each example, the verb stem has coalesced with the first person singular enclitic pronoun (cf.

§2.5). Observe that the tonal melody of the imperfective verb in (39a) is LM, while the tonal melody

of the perfective verb stem is HH, both with the i–́ prefix in (39b), and without the prefix in (39c).

When the perfective prefix is omitted, the perfective is indicated in the underlying form as “Hᴖ”.

I analyze IM verbs as being inflected for three moods, the indicative, subjunctive and neg-

ative subjunctive. The indicative mood, which expresses declarations or statements, is unmarked,

and will generally not be indicated in interlinear examples except where contrasting with the sub-

junctive. The subjunctive, on the other hand, is expressed by the prefix nã–̀ ‘subjunctive’ (sbjv)
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and the negative subjunctive by the prefix mã́L– ‘negative subjunctive’ (neg.sbjv). The sub-

junctive is used to express a range of attitudes of the speaker towards the action such as desire,

intention or expectation (including commands), or that the event is conditional or simply unreal-

ized (i.e. ‘when something happens, something else will happen’), while the negative subjunctive

expresses a negative desire, intention or expectation. Examples illustrating the positive subjunc-

tive are given in (40a–b), the negative subjunctive in (40c) and in (40d) we see an example of each.

(The subjunctive prefixes are in bold font.)

(40) a. βáˀà
βáˀà
good

nã̀kũ̀ˀ ũj́ò
nà–Lᴖkú̃ˀ=jò
sbjv–ipfvᴖgo:irr=1pl.incl

tãã́́
tã́L
hunting

‘It would be good should we go hunting’

b. kʷatù
kʷat̀ù
wait:irr

ⁿdɨk̀ã̀ˀ ã ́
ⁿdɨ(̀kã́ˀ
temporarily

nã̀jã̀ˀ i ́
nà–Lᴖjâˀ =i ́
sbjv–ipfvᴖpass.by=1sg

ʻPlease wait that I may pass byʼ

c. mã̀kóˀṹ
máL–∅ᴖkòˀ=ũ
neg.sbjv–ipfvᴖdrink:irr=2sg
‘Don’t drink!’

d. tàtū
tàtù
if

nã̀kùí
nà–Lᴖkú=í
sbjv–ipfvᴖdie:irr=1sg

mã̀sáˀáⁿdó
màL–∅ᴖsàˀ=ⁿdò
neg.sbjv–do=2pl

βikò
βik̀ò
fiesta

tʃáˀì
tʃáˀL=í
foot=1sg

‘If I should die, don’t have a funeral for me’

To date, examples identified as subjunctive only occur in the imperfective aspect, although this is

subject to analyzing the low tone on the verb stem in (40a), (40b) and (40d) as the imperfective L

suprafix. These examples could alternately be analyzed lacking aspect, and the L on the verb stem

as the result of the L tone of the prefix tone spreading to the stem.

The subjunctive mood described here is widely attested in Mixtec languages, although ana-

lyzed and labelled in different ways—for example, delibertative/imperative (Mak 1953:95), horta-
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tory (Bradley & Hollenbach 1988–1992), deontic (Macaulay 1990; 1996) and subjunctive (McK-

endry 2013). An infrequently used minor modal category that is not described here is the counter-

factual.

IM also has a relatively small group of irregular verbs (53 in my corpus, at last count) that

have two fossilized stems—one for expressing realis mood and one for the irrealis mood. These

stems evolved from the combination of verb roots with what, at one time, were mood prefixes (cf.

Bickford & Marlett 1988),12 which in IM appear to have been kù– ‘irrealis’ (irr) and tʃi–̀ ‘re-

alis’ (real), but the vowel has been deleted in most contemporary forms, as will be discussed in

§6.2.2.1. The intricacies of the usage of these forms is beyond the scope of this brief morphosyn-

tactic sketch, but here I simply note that the realis stem is used for situations construed as actual and

is used in conjunction with both the imperfective and perfective aspects, while the irrealis mood

is used for non-actual (potential) situations including future events, commands, desires and eval-

uations and not marked for aspect (cf. Bickford & Marlett 1988). Examples showing a realis ~

irrealis pair for the verb ‘eat’ are given in (41a) and (41b), and for the verb ‘tie’ in (41c) and (41d).

(41) a. ítʃatʃìɾà
í–tʃat̀ʃì=ɾà
pfv–eat:real=3masc

ʃítá
ʃítáL

tortilla
‘He ate tortillas’

b. kũɲ̀ĩɾ̄à
LᴖkuɲiH=ɾà
ipfv–want=3masc

tʲì
tʲì
comp

katʃìkē
kat̀ʃì=kèH
eat:irr=3fem

ʃítá
ʃítáL

tortilla
‘He desires that she should eat tortillas’

c. tʃũ̀ˀ ɲĩɾ̄à
LᴖtʃuˀɲiH=ɾà
ipfvᴖtie:real=3masc

kɨt̀ɨ ́
kɨt̀ɨ ́
horse

‘He ties the horse’
12 It should be noted, however, that Bickford & Marlett (1988) consider the mood prefixes to be part of the synchronic

grammar. Macaulay (1996:48) considers the prefixes to be “frozen in combination with the verb roots to which they
attach” and “completely nonproductive (that is, no new forms can be created with these prefixes).” She does, however,
consider them to “have some synchronic legitimacy” mostly due to the fact that they have a transparent meaning.
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d. kṹˀ ɲi ̃́
kuˀɲiH
tie:irr

ⁿdúkú
ⁿdúkú
firewood

βitʲi ̃ ̀
βit̀ʲi ̃̀
now

ʻTie firewood now!ʼ

As illustrated in these examples, the mood distinction in the realis ~ irrealis pairs is usually signified

by a tʃ ~ k (in bold) alternation of the initial consonant, with tʃ signifying the realis stem ((41a),

(41c)), and k signifying the irrealis stem ((41b), (41d)). The verbs that follow this pattern were

formed through the loss of the prefix vowel (i.e. tʃi–̀ → tʃ ; kù– → k) before verb roots beginning

with a vowel. Example (41a) shows how the perfective aspectual prefix occurs to the left of the

realis stem, and (41d) demonstrates the use of the bare irrealis form for commands.

The irrealis form of some verbs in this group have an initial kʷ instead of k, as illustrated

in (42).

(42) kʷákùɾà
kʷaḱú=ɾà
irr–laugh=3masc
‘He will/would laugh’

In these forms, the vowel of the prefix labialized rather than dropping out (kù– → kʷ) before

vowel initial verb roots, as will be discussed in §6.2.2.1. All but one of these roots begin with /a/,
although not all roots beginning with this vowel labialized.

The verb ‘go’, which appears to have the etymological root ã́ˀ , also belongs to this group

of verbs and developed further idiosyncratic properties, some of which are shared by a few other

motion verbs (cf. Macaulay 1987a; Macaulay 1996; Bickford & Marlett 1988; Merrifield 1992;

Williams 1996). A detailed analysis of motion verbs is beyond the scope of this study, but this verb

warrants description because of its high frequency and the important influence it has in other areas

of the morphology. The verb ‘go’ ã́ˀ developed two different stems from the combination of the

irrealis prefix with the verb root, as shown by the proposed historical derivations given in (43).
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(43) a. kù– ‘irr’+ ã́ˀ > kṹˀṹ ʻwill/would go’

b. kù– ‘irr’+ ã́ˀ > kʷã́ˀ ã́ ‘is/was going’

In (43a), the prefix vowel was, uncharacteristically, retained and spread to the root forming a sup-

pletive irrealis stem to which I assign the underlying form /kú̃ˀ/ ‘go:irr’ and which means un-

realized movement by the subject away from the deictic centre. The form in (43b), on the other

hand, followed the usual phonological pattern labializing the vowel of the irrealis prefix (kù →
kʷ) before the vowel initial root beginning with /a/ (cf. (42)), but created a grammatically novel

progressive stem that is used for trips away from the deictic centre that are construed as incomplete

(i.e. still in progress).13 The underlying form for this stem is /kʷã́ˀ / ‘go:prog’ and the root vowel

is lengthened for prosodic reasons that will be discussed in §6.2.1.

The combination of the realis prefix with the verb ‘go’, on the other hand, developed only

a single stem, /tʃã́ˀ /, as shown in this proposed derivation:

(44) tʃì– ʻrealʼ + ã́ˀ ʻgo and returnʼ > tʃã́ˀ ã́

This derivation followed the usual phonological pattern of deleting the vowel of the realis prefix

(tʃi ̀ → tʃ ), and as with the progressive stem, the root vowel was lengthened. However, the realis

stem developed irregular semantics. This stem signifies movement away from the deictic centre

and a return to it—that is, a round trip (‘go:rnt’). When inflected with the imperfective aspect, the

verb signifies habitual round trips, and when inflected with the perfective aspect it refers to round

trips that are completed. The progressive stem (43b) has taken over the rest of the semantic space

that is usually covered by the imperfective.

Verbs may also bear a number of quasi-inflectional prefixes. Quasi-inflectional morphemes

are productive, but do not express obligatory grammatical categories and appear to create new lexes
13 The progressive is an aspectual value only used in a couple other motion verbs: βat́ʃi ̀ ‘is coming’, kʷańũˀũ̀ ‘is

going home’.
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of their bases rather than new lexemes (Melʹčuk 2006; Beck 2011). In IM, these prefixes divide

into two groups: adverbials and directionals.

There are two adverbial prefixes. The first, tʃà– ‘already’, transparently indicates that the

action of the verb is already in progress if the aspect is imperfective (45a), already completed if the

aspect is perfective (45b) or about to be undertaken if the aspect is prospective (45c):

(45) a. tʃàtʃatʃìɾà
tʃà–tʃat̀ʃì=ɾà
already–eat:real=3masc

ʃítá
ʃítáL

tortilla
‘He is already eating tortillas.’

b. tʃàītʃátʃìɾà
tʃà–i–́tʃat̀ʃì=ɾà
already–pfv–eat:real=3masc

ʃítá
ʃítáL

tortilla
‘He is already ate tortillas.’

c. sokò
sòkò
but

tʃàkʷas̀áˀ i ̀
tʃa–̀kʷa–́sáˀ L=i ́
already–pros–do=1sg

βitʲiβ̀itʲi ̃ ̀
βit̀ʲi ̃–̀βit̀ʲi ̀
today–today

haà́
Lβá
dude

ʻbut Iʼm about to do it right now, dudeʼ

Examples (45b) and (45c) also illustrates that tʃà– is added outside (i.e. further from the root

than) the inflectional prefixes (i.e. the perfective and prospective prefixes, respectively, in these

examples). When occurring with verbs that have realis and irrealis stems, the prefix only selects

the realis stem, as in (45a) and (45b).

The second adverbial prefix, nã–̀ ‘repetitive’ (rep), adds the meaning that the action is

being done again, although the exact nature of the repetition is dependent on the verb to which it is

applied, as can be seen by these pairs of examples where the first example gives the non-repetitive

form and the next one gives the repetitive form, both having the same aspect:

(46) a. kʷásatàⁿdī
kʷá–sat̀à=ⁿdí
pros–buy=1pl.excl
‘we will buy (something)’
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b. kʷānã́satàⁿdī
kʷá–nà–sat̀à=ⁿdí
pros–rep–buy=1pl.excl
ʻwe will re-buy (something)ʼ

c. ítʃàtʃī
í–tʃat̀ʃì=í
pfv–eat:real=1sg
‘I ate’

d. īnã́kàtʃī
í–nà–kat̀ʃì
pfv–rep–eat:irr

ʃítá
ʃítáL

‘I resumed eating tortillas’

e. tʃũ̀ˀ ɲĩɾ̄à
LᴖtʃuˀɲiH=ɾà
ipfvᴖtie:real=3masc
‘he is/was tying’

f. nã̀kũ̀ˀ ɲĩɾ́à
nà–LᴖkuˀɲiˀH=ɾà
rep–ipfvᴖtie:irr=3masc
‘he is/was re-tying’

The repetitive form in (46b) means that the buyer is going to buy something that has already been

sold before—that is, something that the seller bought from someone else, not simply repeating the

act of buying. The repetitive form in (46d) means that the person stopped eating for a while (e.g.

because of sickness) and then resumed eating. And the final repetitive form in (46f) means that the

person is re-tying something that was already tied, not simply tying many things repeatedly. These

examples also illustrate that the repetitive prefix can be used in each aspect (prospective (46b),

perfective (46d) and imperfective (46f)), that it occurs inside (closer to the root than) any aspectual

prefixes and that when it is used with the class of verbs that mark realis/irrealis mood, they require

the irrealis stem.

The second group of quasi-inflectional prefixes consists of three directional prefixes which

indicate that the agent in the event expressed by the verb changes location in order to perform the
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event, as well as information about the direction and aspect of the motion. The directional prefixes

are reduced forms of the different stems of the verb ‘go’ which were given above in (43) and (44),

as are the cognates found in other Mixtec languages (e.g. Pike 1944:133; Bradley & Hollenbach

1988–1992; Mak 1950:83; Macaulay 1996:171; Macken & Salmons 1997:42). The first directional

prefix, kú– is a reduced form of kṹˀṹ ‘go:irr’ (43a) and, like the full form, means that the agentʼs

motion is away from the deictic centre and is irrealis (i.e. unrealized):

(47) kũɲ̀i ̃́
LᴖkũɲiH=i ́
ipfvᴖwant

kú–sat̀ē
nû
mot.aw.irr–buy=1sg

nũṹ̀
kú–ⁿdʲèˀ =i ́
one

ⁿdit́ʃẽ̀
ⁿdit́ʃã́L=i ́
sandle=1sg

ʻI want to go buy some sandalsʼ

In this example, the prefix is used to express the fact that the agent would have to go somewhere

away from where the conversation takes place in order to buy the sandals. The prefix can also

be used in the other kinds of irrealis situations, and is incompatible with both the prospective and

perfective aspects.

The second directional prefix, kʷá– is a reduced form of kʷã́ˀ ã́ ‘go:progressive’ (43b). It

also indicates that the agent moves away from the deictic centre to perform the action expressed by

the verb, but the event is construed as still in progress:

(48) túú
HᴖtúL

pfvᴖdawn

ĩᵑgà
i ̃–̀ká
another

kɨβ́ɨ ́
kɨβ́ɨ ́L
day

tà
tà
and

kʷáⁿdʲeˀè
kʷá–ⁿdʲèˀ
mot.aw.pr–see

ɲãɲ̀i ̃ɾ́à
ɲáɲí=ɾà
brother=3masc

nũt́ʃitùɾà
núL=Hᴖtʃi–tù=ɾà
face=pfvᴖclear.land:real=3masc

‘Another day dawned and his brother was going to see where he had cleared land’

It should be noted that, as discussed above, the meaning of this prefix has further grammaticalized

to indicate prospective aspect, which has taken over as the predominant usage. At this point, it is

not certain that there are two distinct forms (i.e. a prospective form and a directional form); for
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instance, there are no clear cases where they co-occur. Situations where the action is clearly in

progress, and not relating a present state to a future time, like the one depicted in (48), appear to

be distinguished by context, such as the time-setting clause at the beginning of the sentence in this

example. More study is needed to sort out these factors.

The final directional prefix, tʃá– is a reduced form of tʃã́ˀ ã́ ‘go:rnt’ (44) and indicates that

the agent has moved away from the deictic centre to perform the action expressed by the verb and

returned:

(49) ⁿdúkú
ⁿdúkú
firewood

ītʃáⁿdùkī
í–tʃá–ⁿdùkù=í
pfv–rnt–search=1sg

‘I went looking for firewood’

This construes the entire event as completed and, therefore, the prefix is only used with the perfec-

tive aspect.

The final prefix to discuss for verbs is the valency altering prefix, sà– ‘causative’ (caus).

The causative is added to monovalent and to some bivalent verbs to increase the verb’s valency by

one, adding a causer to the event denoted by the verb. The pair of examples given in (50), contrast

between the monovalent verb, kakù ‘be born’ and its bivalent causative derivative, sak̀akù ‘cause

somebody to be born’.

(50) a. …
 
 

ik̀aḱù
i–́kak̀ù
pfv–be.born

leè ̄
lèH
baby

ʻ…the baby was bornʼ

b. ìsàkákúɾá
í–sà–kak̀ù=ɾà
pfv–caus–be.born=3masc

lèē
lèH
baby

‘He delivered the baby’

In (50a), ‘baby’ expresses the subject of the predicate (the ‘somebody’ that is born), but in (50b), a

new semantic actant (the causer—‘he’) is introduced as the subject, and ‘baby’ becomes the direct
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object. Examples showing the contrast between the bivalent verb tʃatʃi ̀ ‘eat something’ and its

causative derivative, sak̀atʃi ̀ ‘cause somebody to eat something’, are given in (51).

(51) a. ũɲ́ã́
ú̃ɲá
eight

kɨβ́ɨ ́
kɨβ́ɨ ́L
day

tʃatʃi ̀
∅ᴖtʃat̀ʃi ̀
ipfvᴖeat

ɲãj́ɨβɨ ̀
ɲa(́jɨβɨ ̀
people

ʻthe people eat (something) for eight daysʼ

b. kʷásákátʃíɾā
kʷá–sà–kat̀ʃì=ɾà
pros–caus–eat:irr=3masc

ɲãj̀ɨβɨ ̀
ɲá(jɨβ̀ɨ ̀
people

‘He is going to feed the people (something)’

In (51a), the subject is expressed by ‘people’, who are the ones eating something, which is an

unexpressed direct object argument. By contrast, ‘people’ becomes the direct object in (51b), and

a causer (‘he’) is introduced as the new subject of the clause.

Verb roots form compounds both with other verbs and, more commonly, with words from

other parts of speech. As with nominal compounds (§2.4.1), the morphological head of the com-

pound is the initial root of the construction, while the prosodic head is the final root. Examples of

compound verbs are given in (52), where (52a) shows the combination of two verb roots, (52b) is

a verb root plus a noun and (52c) is a verb plus an adjective.

(52) a. tʃatʃìjɨˀɨ ̀
∅ᴖtʃat̀ʃì–jɨ ̀ˀ
ipfvᴖeat:real–be.inside:real
‘is/was biting’

b. ítʲásóˀòɾà
í–tʲà–sôˀ=ɾà
pfv–lay–ear=3masc
‘He listened’

c. ìtʲíⁿdʲeèkē
í–tʲìˀ–ⁿdʲè=kē
pfv–put–strong=3fem
‘She helped’
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Inflectional affixes are added outside the compound, as shown by the perfective forms in (52b–52c).

2.4.3 Adjectives

IM has a robust class of adjectives (Penner 2014). Examples of IM adjectives listed accord-

ing to Dixon’s (1977; 2006) semantic types are given in (53).

(53) Adjectives by semantic type
a. dimension—kaɲ̃i ̃̀ ‘long’, kãˀ nũ̀ ‘big’, kẽ̀ˀ e ̃ ̄ ‘wide’, kʷɨt̀ɨ ̄ ‘short’, kũǹũ̄ ‘deep’, Llóˀò

‘small, young’, sùkũ̄ ‘tall’, jaʃi ̃ ̀ ‘thin’
b. age—tʃaà ‘new’, tʃãˀ nũ̀ ‘old’
c. value—aśɨ ̃ ́L‘delicious’, ií ́L ‘sacredʼ, kukà ‘rich’, ⁿdàˀ βi ̄ ‘poor’, βáˀ à ‘good’
d. colour—as̀ū ‘blue’, kʷãà̃ ̄ ‘yellow’, kʷàˀ ā ‘red’, kʷit̀ʃi ̃ ̄ ‘white’, kʷii ̀ ‘green’, tũũ̀

‘black’, jàˀ ā ‘brown’
e. physical property—tʃat́ú ‘spicyʼ, ijà ‘sourʼ, ⁿdit́ʃi ̃ ́L ‘bright/clear’, ɲaã̃̀ ‘dark’,
ɲãḿã́ ‘light’, βeé̀ ‘heavy’, βit̀ā ‘softʼ, ⁿdaβà ‘hardʼ, ⁿdatʃã̀ ‘agileʼ, ⁿdajɨ ̀ ‘rough’,
ⁿdɨɨ ̀ ‘smoothʼ, ⁿdʲeè ‘strongʼ, nɨj̀ɨˀɨ ̀ ‘rawʼ, ɲi ̃ˀ ɲi ̃̀ ‘hot’, βit́ʃi ̃ ̀ ‘cold’, kʷi ̀ˀ jā ‘uglyʼ, tʲãˀ ã̀
‘dirtyʼ, úˀβá ‘saltyʼ, βiʃà ‘wet’, βiʃ́i ́ ‘sweetʼ, tʲàˀ jū ‘rottenʼ

f. human propensity— soˀò ‘deaf’, sutʃã̀ ‘lazyʼ, ʃãá̃ ́L ‘fierce/angry’, jɨsɨ ̀ ‘clever,
capableʼ, kʷaà ‘blindʼ

g. difficulty—jɨɨ ̀ ‘difficult’
h. similarity—sɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘different/apart’
i. qualification—ⁿdaá́ ‘true’
j. quantification—kʷáˀ áL ‘many’

Adjectives bear no inflection and nearly all have a simple bimoraic structure, as demonstrated by

the examples in (53).

This class of words can also function as syntactic predicates, as illustrated in (54):

(54) a. kãˀ nũ̀
kàˀ ⁿnù
big

βeˀè
βèˀ
house

‘The house is big’

b. kãˀ nũ̀
kàˀ nù
tall

iḱúù
i–́kù
pfv–be

βeˀè
βèˀ
house

‘The house was big’
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c. kʷaḱúkʷàˀ ā
kʷa–́kù–kʷàˀ H
pros–be–red

βeˀè
βèˀ
house

‘The house is going to be red’

In imperfective contexts (54a), adjectives have a zero copula; however, in other aspectual contexts,

adjectival predicates must have either an overt copula, as shown in (54b) for the perfective aspect,

or a copula prefix, as shown in (54c) for the prospective aspect. The prefix kù– is not usually used

with adjectives in the imperfective, and when it is, it tends to have an irrealis interpretation or to

have an idiomatic meaning.

Adjectives can also bear two verbalizing prefixes—ⁿdù– ‘inchoative’ (inch) and sa–̀ ‘causative’

(caus):

(55) a. kʷàⁿdūtʲã́ˀ ã ̀
kʷa–́ⁿdù–tʲã̀ˀ
pros–inch–dirty

sóóɾá
soĹ=ɾà
clothes=3masc

‘His clothes are going to become dirty’

b. mã̀sáβiʃũ̀
βaĹ–sa–̀βiʃ̀a=̀ũ
sbjv.neg–wet=2sg

sóó
soĹ

clothes
ʻDonʼt make the clothes wet!ʼ

c. tɾã̀ŋ kā
Ltɾáᵑká
gate

sàβàˀí
sà–Lᴖβâˀ =í
caus–ipfvᴖgood=1sg

‘I am making a gate’

In the first example tʲãˀã̀ ‘dirty’ is verbalized by the addition of the inchoative prefix and is inflected

with the prospective aspect. In (55b), the causative verb is inflected with the negative subjunctive

mood and the prefix sa– adds a causer as the grammatical subject (the actant causing the clothes

to be wet), while the subject of the non-causative form of the predicate (the clothes) becomes the

direct object. The inchoative prefix appears to be compatible with many (or nearly all) adjectives,

but I am less certain about the productivity of the causative with adjectives. While examples like
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the one in (55b) are straightforward, the type frequency of sa– + adjective examples in texts is low,

and they tend to have a more or less non-compositional meaning like the example (55c).

2.4.4 Summary

A summary of IM affixes discussed in this morphosyntactic sketch is given in Table 2. The

affixes are given in the first column, glosses in the second, the morphological type of the affix in

the third and the primary (or only) word class to which it applies in the last column.

Table 2. Affixes

Affix Gloss Type Word class
Suprafixes
Lᴖ ‘imperfective’ (ipfv) inflection verbs
HLᴖ ‘vocative’ (voc) quasi-inflection nouns

Prefixes
í– ‘perfective’ (pfv) inflection verbs
kʷá– ‘prospective’ (pros) inflection verbs
nã–̀ ‘subjunctive’ (sbjv) inflection verbs
mã–̀ ‘negative subjunctive’ (neg.sbjv) inflection verbs
tʃà– ‘already’ quasi-inflection verbs
nã–̀ ‘repetitive’ (rep) quasi-inflection verbs
kʷá– ‘motion away:progressive’ (mot.aw.pr) quasi-inflection verbs
kú– ‘motion away:irrealis’ (mot.aw.irr) quasi-inflection verbs
tʃá– ‘roundtrip’ (rnt) quasi-inflection verbs
sa–̀ ‘causative’ (caus) derivation adj, verbs
kù– ‘be’ derivation adj
ⁿdù– ‘inchoative’ (inch) derivation adj

Finally, compounding is found in both verbs and nouns and results in a morphological struc-

ture that is left-headed but a prosodic structure that is right-headed. This mismatch between mor-

phological structure and prosodic structure is of particular importance to the arguments that will

be made throughout this dissertation, especially the concomitant phonological reduction of initial

(C)V(ˀ)V roots in compounds to a simple CV that is generally found in compounds.
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2.5 Clitics

This section describes two groups of prosodically deficient elements that depend on neigh-

bouring material for their phonological expression. I begin by describing the group of special clitics

that are joined to the right edge of adjacent words through enclisis, and follow with a description

of those that combine with the left edge of the word through proclisis.

IM, like other Mixtec languages, lacks suffixation, but has a rich set of pronominal encl-

itics. These are given in Tables 3–5 together with the free form to which they correspond where

applicable.

Table 3. First and second person pronominal enclitics and corresponding free forms

‘1sg’ ‘1pl.excl’ ‘1pl.incl’ ‘2sg’ ‘2pl’
Enclitic =í =ⁿdí =jò =ũ =ⁿdò
Free form júˀú ⁿdʲúˀú joò ‘who, 1pl.incl’ jòˀō ⁿdʲòˀō

Table 4. Third person human pronominal enclitics and corresponding free forms

‘3fem’ ‘3fem.resp’ ‘3masc’

Enclitic =kē =ɲã̀ =ɾà
Free form ɲãˀ ã̀ ‘woman’

Table 5. Other third person pronominal enclitics and corresponding free forms

‘3anml’ ‘3wood’ ‘3gnrl’

Enclitic =tɨ ̀ =tũ̀ =tʃì
Free form kɨtɨ ̀ ‘horse, animal’ jutũ̀ ‘tree’

The third person pronouns are related to the fossilized noun classifiers that represent the semantic

classes animal, wood, male/human and female, which were discussed in §2.4.1. These pronouns are
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not specified for grammatical number, although the human third person pronouns are used almost

exclusively for single persons, while the third person general pronoun is used for third person plural

human referents as well as for referents that do not fit semantic types for which there is a specific

pronoun.

Pronominal enclitics can serve as either subjects or objects in the verb phrase. When they

act as the subject argument, they attach to the right edge of a verb that has no modifiers, as shown

in (56). (The enclitic is given in bold fond.)

(56) kajɨ ̀ɾà
∅ᴖkaj̀ɨ=̀ɾà
ipfvᴖcough=3masc
‘He is/was coughing.’

However, if there is an adverb following the verb, the clitic will attach to this word instead, as

shown in (57).

(57) kajɨ ̀
∅ᴖkaj̀ɨ ̀
ipfvᴖcough

lòkóɾà
lòkó=ɾà
ints=3masc

‘He is/was coughing a lot.’

When pronominal enclitics act as the direct object, they combine with the preposition tʃii ̀:

(58) a. īⁿdʲéˀèɾà
í–ⁿdʲèˀ=ɾà
pfv–see=3masc

tʃiìtɨ ̀
tʃì=tɨ ̀
obj=3anml

…

‘He saw it’

b. ɲã̀n dʲéˀ i ̀
ɲaL̀=∅ᴖⁿdʲèˀ =i ́
neg=ipfvᴖsee=1pl.incl

tʃii ̀ɾà
tʃi=̀ɾà
obj=3masc

‘I donʼt see him’

Since the pronouns are prosodically unable to stand on their own, they require the preposition to

provide the prosodic structure necessary to fill this constituent alone.
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Pronominal enclitics can also be part of a noun phrase, as in (59), in which case they act as

the possessor.

(59) a. βeˀèɾà
βèˀ =ɾà
house=3masc
‘his house’

b. βeˀè
βèˀ
house

kãˀnũ̀ɾà
kàˀ nù=ɾà
big=3masc

‘his big house’

Example (59a) shows that an enclitic attached to a noun is the possessor of the head noun (under-

lined); however, if there is an adjectival modifier following the noun, the clitic possessor attaches

to this word instead, as shown in (59b).

It should be noted that the two vowel-initial enclitic pronouns, the first and second person

singular enclitics, undergo vowel coalescence when combined with stems with a disyllabic couplet

(which always end in a vowel in IM). This is exemplified for the first person singular enclitic

pronoun,=i ́, in (60a), and for the second person singular enclitic pronoun,=ũ, in (60b).

(60) a. tʃit́é
tʃit́ò=i ́
bed=1sg
‘my bed’

b. tʃit́õ̀
tʃit́ò=ũ
bed=2sg
‘your bed’

The coalesced vowel has the backness of the clitic vowel, and the height of the stem vowel. The

particulars of vowel coalescence will be spelled out in greater detail in §6.2.1. There are also

various tonal processes that apply between the enclitics and the word to which they attach which

will be addressed in Chapter 4.
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There are also two adverbial enclitics,=ɲì ‘only’ and=ká ‘more’. Examples with these

clitics are given in (61).

(61) a. nũṹ̀ɲi ̃̀
nû=ɲì
one=only
‘only one’

b. ìjōká
Lᴖíjó=ká
ipfvᴖexist=more
‘there are more’

The adverbial enclitics may be combined with each other and a pronoun, as in (62).

(62) ũɲ́ã́
úɲá
eight

tãˀ ã̀ɲi ̃k̀at̄ʃi ̀
tã̀ˀ =ɲi=̀ká=tʃì
relative=only=more=3gnrl

‘only eight more of them’

The order of the enclitics is fixed as in the example—‘only’ + ‘more’ + pronominal.

The enclitics can also combine with the emphatic particle, maã̃̀ (emph), as illustrated in

(63). (The emphatic particle is in bold font.)

(63) a. sãńã́
sańaĹ

domestic.animal

mãí ̃ ́
ma=̀i ́
emph=1sg

kuù
∅ᴖkù
ipfvᴖbe

lel̀ū
Lleĺú
calf

ɲãɲ́i ̃ ̀
HLᴖɲaɲ́i ́
vocᴖbrother

ʻThe calf is one of my cattle, brother.ʼ

b. ɲãs̀úú
ɲaĹ=sù
neg=affirm

sēˀ è
sêˀ
offspring

kũɲ́ṹ
kúɲú
flesh

maã̃̀kē
ma=̀kèH
emph=3fem

kuù
kù
be

ʻ(It) is not her own offspring.ʼ

c. maã̃̀ɲi ̃̀
ma=̀ɲi ̀
emph=only

tútú
tútú
paper

saβ̀áˀ aɾ̀à
sa–̀βâˀ =ɾà
caus–good=3masc

ʻHe only makes documents.ʼ
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The form maã̃ɲ̀i ̃ ̀ (63c) is usually pronounced maɲ̃i ̃—that is, without the lengthened /a/. (The

adverbial enclitic=ká ‘more’ has only been found combined with maã̃̀ once in my data.)

Moving on to the process of proclisis, I will discuss five important IM proclitics—three

which are relative pronouns, one which is a locative preposition and one which is used for negation.

The three relative pronouns are ɾa=̀ ‘third person masculine’ and kè= ‘third person feminine’ and

tʃa= ‘what’. These proclitics usually appear in headless relative clauses which act as arguments

of the matrix verb, as illustrated in (64). (The relative clauses in each example are marked with

square brackets and the relative pronouns are in bold font.)

(64) a. βat́ʃi ̀
βat́ʃi ̀
come:ipfv

[kēⁿdùkʷi ̀ˀ ja]̄
kèH=ⁿdù–∅ᴖkʷi ̀ˀ jàH
3fem=inch–ipfvᴖsad

ʻShe who is sad is comingʼ

b. i ́n dʲeˀè
i–́ⁿdʲèˀ
pfv–see

jel̀i ́
Ljeĺi ́
Miguel

tʃii ̀
tʃi ̀
obj

[ɾàiśatà
ɾa=̀i–́sat̀à
3masc=pfv–buy

tútú]
tútú
book

ʻMiguel saw him who bought the bookʼ

c. βat́ʃi ̀
βat́ʃi ̀
come:ipfv

[tʃá ́tʲiī]̀
tʃaĹ=tʲi ̀
comp=get.wet:pfv

‘What got wet is comingʼ

In (64a) and (64c), the relative clause is the subject argument of the matrix clause and the relative

pronoun expresses the subject in the relative clause. In (64b), the relative clause is the direct object

of the matrix clause and the relative pronoun is the subject of the relative clause. The relative

clauses introduced by these pronouns are not always complement clauses, however, as shown by

these examples:

(65) a. βatʲi ̀
βat̀ʲi ̀
because

ij̀ō
LᴖijoH

ipfv–exist

mi ̃ǹũṹ̀
mi(̀nû
one

kɨtɨ ̀
kɨt̀ɨ ̀
animal

[tʃákã̀ˀ ãt́ʃi ̀
tʃaĹ=Lᴖkã́ˀ =tʃi ̀
comp=ipfvᴖspeak=3gnrl

leʃ́ù]
Lleʃ́ù
rabbit

ʻbecause an animal exists that they call rabbitʼ
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b. jáˀ i ́
Hᴖjâˀ =i ́
pfv–pass.by=1sg

tʃat́á
tʃat́aĹ

behind

βéˀ é
βèˀ è
house

[ɾánaɲ̃i ̃̀
ɾa=̀∅ᴖɲaɲ̀i ̀
3masc=ipfv–be.named

keβ̀i]́
Lkeβ́i ́
Kevin

ʻI passed behind the house of he who is called Kevinʼ

In (65a), the relative clause modifies a nominal head (underlined) which expresses the subject of

the existential matrix clause. This noun also corresponds to the indirect object argument of the

relative clause (ʻan animal exists to which they say, “rabbit”ʼ). In (65b), on the other hand, the

relative clause is headless and is the possessor of βeˀè ‘house’ (underlined).

The fourth proclitic to be examined here is the nṹL=. Based on a sample of ten Mixtecan

languages Hollenbach (1995) argues that this proclitic is a grammaticalization of the body part

nũṹ́ ‘face’, which, through a sequence of semantic extensions and shifts in syntactic category,

has developed into a preposition with a variety of meanings, into what she calls an “introductory

pronoun” with a locative meaning and into a coordinating conjunction. The IM data appear to

concur with her findings, except for the use of the proclitic as a coordinating conjunction, and what

she calls an “introductory pronoun” I call a relative pronoun. All the various uses of this proclitic

will not be explored here in detail, but in (66a) I give an example demonstrating a prepositional

use, while examples (66b) and (66c) show its use as a relative pronoun signifying a spatial relation

(‘where’) and a temporal relation (‘when’), respectively.

(66) a. kàn dʲaì ́
∅ᴖkàn dʲa=́i ́
ipfvᴖlie.down=1sg

nṹ̃t́ʃit̄ò
núL=tʃit́ò
loc=bed

‘I am lying down on the bed’

b. βeˀè
βèˀ
house

[nũ̀̃j̀ɨ ́ˀ ɨ ́
núL=∅ᴖjɨ ̀ˀ
where=ipfvᴖbe.inside

kɨ ̃ǹɨ ̃]́
kɨńɨ ́
pig

kuù
∅ᴖkù
ipfvᴖbe

haá́
βá
dude

‘(It) is a house where pigs are contained, dude’

c. nãá̃ ́
ná
what

tʲiɲ̃ũ̀
tʲiɲ̀ù
work

saˀà
Lᴖsàˀ
ipfv–do

ɲãɲ̀ṹ
ɲaɲ́ú=ũ
brother=2sg

[nṹij̀áˀ ā
núL=i–́jâˀ
when=pfv–pass.by

kúʃiɲ̃i ̃ ̀n dò]
Hᴖkùʃiɲi=̀ⁿdò
pfv–eat.supper=2pl

ʻWhat work did your brother do when you finished eating supper?ʼ
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In the first example, nṹL= introduces a locative adjunct indicating the place where the person is

lying. It does not appear to be possible for prepositional phrases like this to be modifiers of nouns;

however, if nṹL= introduces a relative clause, the relative clause can be a modifier of a noun,

as in (66b), where the clause introduced by the relative pronoun modifies the noun βeˀè ‘house’

(underlined) indicating the place where the pigs are contained. The relative clause in (66c), on the

other hand, is a headless relative clause which adds a temporal adjunct to the matrix clause.

The final proclitic is the negative marker, ɲã́L=. This proclitic negates verbs (67a), adjec-

tives (67b) and adverbs (67c):

(67) a. ɲã́it̀ʃit̀ē
ɲaĹ=i–́tʃitò=i ́
neg=pfv–know:real=1sg

tʃiɾà
tʃi=̀ɾà
obj=3masc

‘I did not know him’

b. βeˀè
βèˀ
house

ɲã́sukũ̀
ɲáL=sùkù̃H

neg=tall

kuù
kù
be

βeˀeɾ̀à
βèˀ =ɾà
house=3masc

ʻHis house is a not tall houseʼ

c. …
 
 

sokò
sòkò
but

ɲã́ɲi ̃̄ˀ i ̃ ̀
ɲáL=ɲi ̂ˀ
neg=intensely

kʷaʃ́itaj̀ò
kʷa–́ʃit̀a=̀jò
pros–pull=1pl.incl

ʻbut we will not pull intenselyʼ

When it occurs with the relative pronouns, ɲã́ʟ = always immediately follows them, as shown in

these examples:

(68) a. núɲí
ⁿdújíL
maize

tʃáɲã́ikójo
tʃáL=ɲáL=i–kójò
comp=neg=pfv–be.shelled

βáˀà
βâˀ
good

‘maize that was not shelled well’

b. taɲ̃i ̃ ̀
taɲ̀i ̀
like

nũɲ́ã̄̃ ́n ditʃi ̃ ̀
nú ́L=ɲáL=ⁿdit́ʃi ̃́L
loc=neg=illuminated

‘like where (it) is not illuminated’
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In example (68a), the relative pronoun, tʃaĹ=, introduces a relative clause that has been negated,

and in (68b), nṹL= introduces a negated property concept describing a location.

A summary of IM clitics discussed in this morphosyntactic sketch is given in Table 6.

Table 6. Clitics

Clitic Gloss Function
Proclitics
nṹL= ‘locative’ (loc) prepositional, relative pronoun
tʃáL= ‘what’ relative pronoun
ɾà= ‘third person masculine’ (3masc) relative pronoun
kē= ‘third person feminine’ (3fem) relative pronoun

Enclitics
=í ‘first person singular’ (1sg) pronominal
=ⁿdí ‘first person plural exclusive’ (1pl.excl) pronominal
=jò ‘first person plural inclusive’ (1pl.incl) pronominal
=ũ ‘second person singular’ (2sg) pronominal
=ⁿdò ‘second person plural’ (2pl) pronominal
=kē ‘third person feminine’ (3fem) pronominal
=ɲã̀ ‘third person feminine respectful’ (3fem.resp) pronominal
=ɾà ‘third person masculine’ (3.masc) pronominal
=tɨ ̀ ‘third person animal’ (3anml) pronominal
=tũ̀ ‘third person wood’ (3wood) pronominal
=tʃì ‘third person general’ (3gnrl) pronominal
=ɲĩ ̀ ‘only’ adverbial
=ká ‘more’ adverbial



Chapter 3

Non-tonal phonology

The main purpose of this chapter is to present a basic description of IM phonemes, syllable

structure and stress. This description of the basic building blocks of phonological structure is es-

sential to understanding the data and arguments that will be presented in later chapters in support

of prosodic structure, particularly, the foot. It also accomplishes a second purpose by providing the

first published account of IM segmental phonology, apart from work based on wordlists and linguis-

tic survey results such as Holland’s (1959) glottalchronological study, Bradley’s (1968) preliminary

report of his Mixtec intelligibility study, Egland’s (1978) dialect intelligibility survey report and

Josserand’s (1983) Proto-Mixtec reconstruction. The description presented here is based on my

own primary data. I limit the description that follows to the phonology of the native vocabulary,

leaving aside phonemes and other phonological issues introduced by loanwords.

The chapter is laid out as follows. I begin with a description of the vowel and consonant

phonemes in §3.1 and §3.2, respectively. This is followed by a description of the IM syllable in

§3.3 and stress in §3.4.

3.1 Vowels

IM has six distinctive vowel qualities—i, e, ɨ, a, u, o—which like many languages in the

world, exist in several parallel vowel series or sets where they are modified by other features, greatly

increasing the number of surface vowel contrasts (Maddieson 1984:127), as shown in Table 7. 1

1 Following Maddieson (1984:128), I use “distinctive vowel qualities” to refer to the vowel contrasts described by
the features height, backness and rounding, which are the most fundamental features of vowel contrast.

60
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Table 7. IM surface vowel contrasts

Front    Central      Back  
High i i ̃ ɨ ɨ ̃ u ũ

iˀ i ̃ˀ ɨˀ ɨ ̃ˀ uˀ ũˀ

Mid e ẽ o õ
eˀ ẽˀ oˀ

Low a ã
aˀ ãˀ

In addition to the basic oral set, IM has nasal, glottalized (also referred to as laryngealized; Gerfen &

Baker 2005), and nasal glottalized sets. This results in an overall inventory of 23 surface contrasts

for short vowels (i.e. in (C)V(ˀ)CV couplets), since /e/ and /o/ are not nasal glottalized in this

context; moreover, long vowels mirror the same four vowel sets resulting in 23 additional surface

contrasts for long vowels (/o/ does not occur as nasal nor as nasal glottalized). In anticipation

of the discussion of contrastive glottalization in §6.3.1, a smaller underlying inventory of vowel

phonemes is posited by treating vowel glottalization as a contrastive feature of roots rather than of

the individual vowels themselves. In other words, surface contrasts involving glottalized vowels

arise when a root is marked for this glottal feature in the lexicon, and when this is the case, the

distribution of glottalized vowels within the couplet is systematic (cf. Gerfen 1996). A similar

analysis has been proposed by Marlett (1992) for nasalization across Mixtec languages; however,

I posit underlying nasal vowels (and consonants) for IM, and in §6.3.2 I discuss the phonotactic

patterns of nasal segments that are the result of diachronic processes such as those described by

Marlett.

The root-feature analysis of vowel glottalization also applies to the surface contrasts of long

vowels that are glottalized. Moreover, in §6.1, I argue that vowel length itself is derived in response

to prosodic constraints and is not an underlying property of the vowels themselves. This analysis

of long vowels follows in the spirit of Maddieson (1984:127, 162), who considers length to be a
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suprasegmental feature “not relevant to setting up an inventory of phonological segments” (p. 162)

when it affects all and only the basic vowel qualities of the system. In the rest of this section,

I present the surface contrasts for vowels beginning with the set of oral vowels, followed by the

nasal, glottalized and nasal glottalized sets, in that order. For each set of vowel contrasts, I also

present the corresponding surface contrasts with long vowels.

The data in Table 8 illustrate contrasts for the set of six oral vowels in both the first and

second syllables of CVCV couplets.

Table 8. Oral vowel contrasts in CVCV couplets

CVCV CVCV
/i/ kisò ‘carry:irr’ tʲaki ̀ ‘pretty’
/e/ ketà ‘go out’ tɨt̀ʲéˀ léL ‘cockroach’
/ɨ/ kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’ ⁿdɨkɨ ̀ ‘horn’
/a/ kakà ‘walk:irr’ ⁿdʲikà ‘mamey’
/o/ kotò ‘know:irr’ ⁿdʲikò ‘grind’
/u/ kutù ‘tight’ ⁿdakù ‘pozole’

The items in the CVCV column show how each vowel in the row header contrasts with the other

items in the column in the first vowel position of the disyllabic couplet. The items in the CVCV

column likewise show contrasts for each vowel in the second vowel position of the couplet.

Each oral vowel also contrasts in CVː couplets, as shown in Table 9.

Table 9. Oral vowel contrasts in CVː couplets

CVː
/i/ ⁿdʲii ̀ ‘sunny’
/e/ ⁿdʲeè ‘strong’
/ɨ/ ⁿdɨɨ ̀ ‘smooth’
/a/ ⁿdaá́ ‘true’
/o/ ⁿdoò ‘straight’
/u/ ⁿduù ‘become’
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Here and throughout the dissertation, long vowels are written with two identical vowels which

facilitates marking tone for each TBU. With the exception of two words in my data (ʃiú́L ‘abdomen’,

aú̀ ‘yes’), couplets lacking a medial consonant always have a long vowel.2

The set of six nasal vowels is illustrated in Table 10, where nasalization is indicated with a

tilde over the vowel (e.g. ã).

Table 10. Oral ~ nasal vowel contrasts in CVCV couplets

Oral Nasal

/i ~ ĩ/ βitʃì ‘pineapple’ βítʃĩ ̀ ‘cold’
/e ~ ẽ/ kóké ‘my notch’ kòkẽ̄ ‘I am thick’3

/ɨ ~ /̃ jɨkɨ ̀ ‘bone’ jɨkɨ ̃̀ ‘squash’
/a ~ ã/ káká ‘lime’ kákã́ ‘ask for’
/o ~ õ/ kókó ‘notch’ kokõ̀ ‘thick’
/u ~ ũ/ tútú ‘paper’ tútṹL ‘corner’

Here the final vowel in each example in the Oral column contrasts with the final vowel of the

example in the Nasal column. With the exception of /õ/, each nasal vowel may also be lengthened,

as shown in Table 11.

Table 11. Oral ~ nasal vowel contrasts in CVː couplets

Oral Nasal

/i ~ ĩ/ tʲiì ‘get wet’ tʲĩĩ ̀ ‘fingernail’
/e ~ ẽ/ nàkeè ‘stretch’ kẽẽ̀ ‘grab’
/ɨ ~ /̃ tɨɨ ̀ ‘tight’ tɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘bark’
/a ~ ã/ kaà ‘go up’ kãã́́ ‘perforate’
/o ~ õ/ kóóL ‘snake’ -----
/u ~ ũ/ kúú ‘die:irr’ kũũ̀ ‘go down’

The quality of nasal vowels is not significantly different from that of the oral variant with the

exception of /ũ/, which may be realized as the unrounded [ɯ̃] word finally. It should also be
2 My main consultant reports that ʃiú́L ‘abdomen’ is pronounced ʃúúL by some speakers.
3 The phoneme /e/̃ does not occur in the second syllable of monomorphemic disyllabic couplets.
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noted that vowels are often (non-contrastively) nasalized to some degree preceding prenasalized

consonants as in ʃaⁿdù [ʃãn dù] ‘navel’. This type of nasalization is not indicated in transcriptions.

Although oral and nasal vowels contrast following voiceless obstruents, as shown above,

they do not contrast following nasal consonants (where only nasal vowels occur), and contrast in

only a very limited way following other voiced consonants due to nasal phonotactics and a rule of

progressive nasalization from a nasal consonant to a following vowel. These nasalization patterns

are discussed further in the description of consonant phonemes (§3.2.2) and are described in detail

in §6.3.2.

Each of the six vowel qualities may also be glottalized (the phonetic realization will be

discussed below). The set of six glottalized vowels is given in column two of Table 12, where they

are shown to contrast with plain vowels in the first column. Glottalization is indicated with a raised

glottal stop (“ ˀ ”) following the vowel.

Table 12. Oral plain ~ glottalized vowel contrasts in CVCV couplets

Plain Glottalized
i ~ iˀ kʷíjáL ‘year’ kʷìˀjā ‘sad’
e ~ eˀ ketà ‘go out’ péˀlà ‘wet’
ɨ ~ ɨˀ tɨβ́ɨ ́ ‘blow’ tɨˀβɨ ̀ ‘sweep’
a ~ aˀ tʲáβì ‘beam’ tʲáˀβì ‘pay’
o ~ oˀ kójó ‘fall’ ɲíLkoˀjò ‘Mexico City’
u ~ uˀ ⁿdúβá ‘fall over’ ⁿdúˀβá ‘plain’

Glottalized vowels may also be lengthened as demonstrated in the following examples:

Table 13. Oral plain ~ glottalized vowel contrasts in CVː couplets

Plain Glottalized
i ~ iˀ ʃií ̀ ‘tough’ ʃíˀíL ‘peer inside’
e ~ eˀ βeé̀ ‘heavy’ βeˀè ‘house’

séˀ è ‘offspring’
ɨ ~ ɨˀ sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’ sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ ̄ ‘female’
a ~ aˀ sáá ‘bird’ saˀà ‘do, make’
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Plain Glottalized
o ~ oˀ sóóL ‘clothing’ sóˀò ‘ear’
u ~ uˀ suù ‘affirmative’ suˀù ‘record’

Contrastive vowel glottalization in IM is similar to that found in most Mixtec languages

in that glottalized vowels may appear in both CVCV and CVː couplets, and that glottalization is

sequenced after the modal portion of the vowel associated with the initial mora so that in CVː
couplets it is realized as an “interruption” of the long vowel (cf. Silverman 1995; 1997).4 With

the exception of one word in my data ( tʃã́ˀ ṹ ‘fifteen’), CVˀV couplets always have a single vowel

quality throughout the couplet. Vowels associated with word final moras cannot be glottalized, so

there are no couplets with the form CVCVˀ or CVːˀ.5 The data in Table 14 demonstrate another

characteristic of glottalized vowels in IM and many other Mixtec varieties: when they occur in

CVCV couplets, the medial consonant is voiced.

There is wide variation in the phonetic realization of vowel glottalization in IM, similar

to what is reported by Gerfen & Baker (2005) for Coatzospan Mixtec. This is illustrated by the

spectrograms and waveforms given in Figure 4 of three tokens of tɨk̀aˀà ‘coconut’ produced by the

same IM male speaker.
4 The mora is a unit of phonological weight such that, in IM, a CVː syllable has two moras, while a CV syllable

has only one mora. For a more thorough discussion, see §3.3.
5 Final glottals are reconstructed for Proto-Mixtec (Josserand 1983:273) on the basis that there are several modern

Mixtec varieties which do have final glottals: Ayutla Mixtec, Zacatepec Mixtec and Southwestern Tlaxiaco Mixtec
(McKendry 2013:21).
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a.    

b.

c.

Figure 4. The spectrograms and waveforms (created in Praat; Boersma & Weenink 2016) of three
tokens of tɨk̀aˀà ‘coconut’ produced by speaker MQM in isolation.

In each figure, the glottalized portion is centred, more or less, around the arrow above the wave-

form. The token depicted in Figure 4a is produced with audible creak and obvious irregularity in

the spacing of glottal pulses (vertical striations) in the spectrogram such that the automatic pitch

tracker (blue line) fails to produce a continuous pitch track and there is a corresponding large dip in

intensity (yellow line). But the clarity of the acoustic indications of glottalization are considerably

diminished in other tokens. In (b), it is acoustically visible only by dips in f0 and intensity, while

in (c), the only obvious indication is a dip in intensity.

In addition to contrastive glottalization exemplified in Table 13 and Table 14, there is also

epenthetic glottalization, which is non-contrastive and has a different distribution than contrastive
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glottalization. The distributional characteristics of both contrastive and epenthetic glottalization

will be discussed in §6.3.1 and §6.3.5, respectively. There I will argue that both types of glottaliza-

tion provide evidence for the foot, and posit a more abstract analysis of contrastive glottalization

that eliminates the need for underlyingly glottalized vowels, even though the output of the lexical

phonology contains glottalized vowels.

The final set of surface vowel contrasts are those that are between vowels that are both

glottalized and nasal. These are given in column two of Table 14, where they are shown to contrast

with the oral glottalized set in column one.

Table 14. Oral glottalized ~ nasal glottalized vowel contrasts in CVCV couplets

Oral glottalized Nasal glottalized

i ~ ı ̃ˀ kʷìˀjā ‘sad’ kʷĩ ́ˀ nã́ ‘Devil’
e ~ ẽˀ péˀlà ‘wet’ -----
ɨ ~ ̃ˀ kɨ ́ˀ βɨ ̀ ‘enter’ kɨ ̃ˀ mɨ ̃̀ ʻhaving newborn pupsʼ
a ~ ãˀ sáˀβá ‘frog’ sãˀmã̀ ‘tortilla cloth’
o ~ õˀ koˀlò ‘male turkey’ -----
u ~ ũˀ júˀβáL ‘thread’ ɲṹˀmã́L ‘smoke’

Observe that two of the six glottalized and nasal vowel qualities—ẽˀ and õˀ—do not occur in CVCV

couplets. However, all but õˀ contrast in lengthened vowels, as shown in Table 15, so I include five

glottalized nasal vowels in the vowel inventory.

Table 15. Oral glottalized ~ nasal glottalized vowel contrasts in CVː couplets

Oral glottalized Nasal glottalized

/i ~ ı ̃ˀ / tʃiˀì ‘drink:real’ tʃĩˀĩ ̀ ‘with’
kĩˀĩ ̀ ‘bring’

/e ~ ẽˀ / keˀè ‘touch’ kẽ̀ˀ ẽ ̄ ‘wide’
/ɨ ~ ̃ˀ / tɨˀɨ ̀ ‘bump’ tɨ ̃ ́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́ ‘narrow’
/a ~ ãˀ/ kàˀā ‘cheap’ kã́ˀ ã́ ‘speak’
/o ~ õˀ/ koˀò ‘drink:irr’ -----
/u ~ ũˀ/ kúˀúL ‘the bush’ kũˀũ̀ ‘wear:irr’
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In summary, IM has the 23 surface vowel contrasts given in Table 7.

Six distinctive vowel qualities appear in four vowel sets—oral i, e, ɨ, a, o, u (six), nasal ĩ, ẽ, ɨ,̃ ã, õ,
ũ (six), glottalized iˀ, eˀ, ɨˀ, aˀ, oˀ, uˀ (six)—and five vowel qualities appear in a nasal glottalized

vowel set—ĩˀ, ẽˀ, ɨ ̃ˀ , ãˀ, ũˀ. The vowels in each of the vowel sets may also be lengthened, except

that õː and õˀõ are not found. Given the analysis of length as a prosodic feature and of vowel

glottalization as a contrastive feature of roots that will be fleshed out in Chapter 6, only the oral

and nasal contrastive sets are considered vowel phonemes. This results in an inventory of 12 vowel

phonemes, with the glottalized and nasal glottalized sets considered to be the consequence of a

glottalization rule (cf. §6.3.2), and the long vowel surface contrasts (plain and glottalized) to be

the consequence of a prosodic lengthening rule (cf. §6.2.1).

3.2 Consonants

The native phonology of Ixtayutla Mixtec contains of 19 consonant phonemes, including

four which are considered marginal because of low frequency and greatly restricted distribution in

the lexicon. These consonant phonemes, organized by manner and place of articulation, are given

in Table 16 with the marginal phonemes in parentheses.

Table 16. IM consonant inventory

 Bilabial Alveolar Alveopalatal Palatal Velar Labiovelar
Stop (p)   t   tʲ   k kʷ
Affricate         tʃ      
Prenasalized   (ᵐb)   ⁿd   ⁿdʲ   (ᵑg)  
Nasal m n ɲ
Tap (ɾ)      
Fricative   β s   ʃ       
Approximant       l    j    
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Table 16 contains a number of phonetically complex structures—tʃ , kʷ, ᵐb, ⁿd, tʲ, ⁿdʲ, ᵑg—which

are treated as single phonemes. This decision, which is reflected in many, though not all Mixtec

analyses (Josserand 1983), will be discussed below in §3.2.3.

Missing from Table 16 is the glottal stop, which has sometimes been considered a conso-

nant phoneme in analyses of other Mixtec varieties (e.g. Pike 1944; Mak 1958; Pike & Wistrand

1974). As discussed in §3.1, I treat the surface realization of the so-called (couplet internal) glot-

tal stop as vowel glottalization, following Bradley (1970), Josserand (1983), Gerfen (1996) and

a number of other Mixtec researchers, rather than a glottal stop in (C)Vˀ(C)V environments. As

mentioned above, IM has non-contrastive glottal stop epenthesis in certain environments. Both

kinds of glottalization are dealt with in terms of prosodic structure in Chapter 6.

One other sound which is not included in Table 16, is [h]. This sound is found in one native

word, haa, which is a vocative-like discourse particle occurring at the end of an utterance in male-

to-male speech roughly meaning ‘dude’ (e.g. kɨtɨ ̀ kuù=tɨ,̀ haa ‘It is an animal, dude.’). The same

morpheme may also be pronounced βaa and ʃaa, resulting in a lack of contrast between [h] and the

phonemes /β/ and /ʃ/.6

3.2.1 Voiceless consonants

The eight IM voiceless consonant phonemes given in Table 16 consist of one bilabial, the

marginal /p/, five coronals—/t, tʲ, tʃ, s, ʃ/—and two dorsals—/k, kʷ/. These divide into five

stops—/p, t, tʲ, k, kʷ/—two fricatives—/s, ʃ/—and one affricate—/tʃ/. Voiceless obstruent

contrasts in CVː and CVˀV couplets are presented in Table 17.

Table 17. Voiceless obstruent contrasts in CVː and CVˀV couplets

CVː CVˀV
/p/ pií ̀* ‘turkey hen’ peˀè* ‘lousy’

6 Whether or not some sort of pragmatic significance can be linked to one or the other pronunciation of this particle
is a matter for further study.
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/t/ tãá̃ ̀ ‘quake’ tã́ˀ ã ́ ‘be affected by’
/tʲ/ tʲii ̀ ‘become wet’ tʲãá̃ ́ ‘forehead’ tʲãˀ ã̀ ‘dirty’
/tʃ/ tʃii ̀ ‘obj’ tʃaã̃̀ ‘have sex:real’ tʃã́ˀ ã ́ ‘go:real:pfv’
/s/ saá́ ‘bird’ sã́ˀ ã ́L ‘Spanish’
/ʃ/ ʃií ̀ ‘tough’ ʃãá̃ ́L ‘fierce’ ʃã́ˀ ã ́ ‘lard’
/k/ kãá̃ ́ ‘perforate’ kã́ˀ ã́ ‘speak’
/kʷ/ kʷii ̀ ‘green’ kʷãà̃ ̄ ‘yellow’ kʷã́ˀ ã́ ‘go:real:ipfv’
*This is the only native example of this phoneme in this environment.

The items in each column contrast with the other items in that column in identical or analogous

environments. Contrasts for the same consonants in both the consonant positions of CVCV couplets

are given in Table 18.

Table 18. Voiceless obstruent contrasts in CVCV couplets

CVCV CVCV
/p/ paˀlà ‘flared’
/t/ táˀ βi ́L ‘permission’ katà ‘itch’
/tʲ/ tʲáˀ βi ̀ ‘pay’ katʲà ‘dig:irr’
/tʃ/ tʃáˀ βi ́ ‘reconciliation’ katʃã̀ ‘rain sound’
/s/ sáˀ βá ‘frog’ kasà ‘brother-in-law’
/ʃ/ ʃáˀ βáL ‘dirt bank’ kaʃã̀ ‘sneeze’
/k/ kaˀβi ̀ ‘read’ kaḱã́ ‘request:irr’

kajɨ ̀ ‘cough’ jaḱá ‘granary’
/kʷ/ kʷaˀjɨ ̀ ‘stolen’ takʷà̃ ‘like that’

kʷaj́ɨ ́ ‘sole’ jaḱʷá ‘bark fibre’

The marginal voiceless bilabial stop, /p/ is unaspirated and does not occur in the second consonant

position in native CVCV couplets. Josserand (1983:219, 251) considered it likely to be a loan

phoneme in most Mixtec varieties and she does not reconstruct it as a phoneme in Proto-Mixtec. Its

occurrence in glottalized words in IM, however, argues for its native (or at least deeply integrated)

status in this language, since contrastive vowel glottalization is not found in loanwords in IM.

In terms of contextual effects on consonant realization, the voiceless alveolar stop, /t/, is

generally unaspirated, although one female speaker, who had more careful speech, showed some
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aspiration on /t/ in various prosodic positions. It may also be partially voiced or even have voicing

throughout the closure in prosodically weak positions, as will be discussed in §6.2.2.3. The palatal-

ized voiceless alveolar stop, /tʲ/, also may be partly or mostly voiced, and for some speakers the

palatal offglide resembles a voiceless fricative or aspiration. The voiceless alveopalatal affricate,

/tʃ/, on the other hand, is only likely to assimilate voicing in very weak prosodic positions. It may

be realized with very little occlusion (or burst release) or even as [ʃ] in connected speech in weak

prosodic positions, and sometimes even in tonic syllables. The voiceless alveolar and alveopalatal

sibilants, /s, ʃ/, also rarely assimilate voicing from surrounding voice sounds, although /ʃ/ ap-

pears slightly more prone to this than /s/. The phoneme /ʃ/ is also often produced with an audible

palatal off-glide ([ʃʲ]) when it is in the couplet initial position.

The alveopalatal coronals, /tʲ, tʃ, ʃ/, also exhibit distributional asymmetries with respect to

the alveolar /t, s/ related to their historical development. The alveolar coronals are extremely rare

before the front vowels. The phoneme /t/ rarely occurs before /i/ (one of the three most frequent

vowels in the language) and never before /e/, while /tʲ/, is unrestricted before front vowels, but

never precedes /ɨ/. Similarly, /s/ never occurs before /i/ and only once before /e/, while /ʃ/
occurs preferentially before /i/ and rarely precedes any other vowel except /a/. The distribution

of /ʃ/ is particularly weak in the second syllable of the couplet, where the only vowels to follow

it besides /i/ are /a/, a few times, and /u/ once. As Bradley & Josserand (1982) and Josserand

(1983) demonstrate, the historical development of the language includes rules palatalizing /t/ (→

tʲ), /s/ (→ ʃ ) and *x (→ tʃ ) before front vowels, but as the data in Table 17 and Table 18 show,

these consonants clearly contrast in the synchronic grammar.

The voiceless velar stop, /k/, is generally unaspirated, although one female speaker, who had

more careful speech, showed some aspiration on couplet initial /k/. This phoneme is frequently re-

duced to [g], [ɣ] or even [ɰ] in prosodically weak positions, as will be discussed further in §6.2.2.3.

The labialized velar stop, /kʷ/, is generally realized as a voiceless velar plosive with a voiced labial

offglide, although voicelessness may carry into offglide. One speaker had a number of couplet ini-

tial tokens that had no burst release and were more like voiceless fricatives. In prosodically weak
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positions, it may be partly or mostly voiced and spirantized. The labialized velar stop, /kʷ/, occurs

more than five times less frequently in my database than /k/. It also occurs much less frequently

in the couplet medial position than couplet initially, and never precedes labial vowels, a restriction

that will be taken up in greater detail §3.3.

3.2.2 Voiced consonants

Eleven voiced consonant phonemes are listed in Table 16, including three marginal phonemes

(indicated by parentheses). These group into five manners of articulation: four prenasalized stops—

/(ᵐb), ⁿd, ⁿdʲ, (ᵑg)/—one bilabial fricative—/β/—three nasals—/m, n, ɲ/—two approximants—/l,
j/—and one tap—/(ɾ)/. As mentioned in §3.1, voiced consonants are the only consonants that

can follow a glottalized vowel in CVCV couplets (e.g. sáˀ βá ‘frog’), and all voiced consonants

except the three marginal ones enjoy this privilege. It should also be noted that, for the most part,

the non-nasal voiced consonants only contrast with the nasal consonants if the nasality of surround-

ing vowels is ignored. This is because vowels are predictably nasalized following nasal stops, as

well as preceding nasal stops within the couplet (i.e. where the medial consonant is a nasal). Con-

versely, except preceding a prenasalized consonant where vowels are phonetically nasalized (cf.

§3.1), vowels are always oral following /β, (ᵐb), ⁿd, ⁿdʲ, (ᵑg), l, (ɾ), j/, nor do these voiced con-

sonants even occur in couplets that have nasal vowels or the nasal stops /m, n, ɲ/. I postpone the

detailed discussion of the distribution of nasal segments until §6.3.2, but here it should be noted that

I posit both nasal stop phonemes and homorganic voiced oral phonemes based primarily on the pre-

dictability of vowel nasalization following nasal consonants both within and without the couplet.

In this section I show that, ignoring vowel nasality, there is plenty of evidence for contrast between

the non-nasal voiced consonants and the nasals. Furthermore, I show that medial non-nasal voiced

consonants and nasals contrast when the second person enclitic pronoun, =ũ, coalesces with the

final stem vowel resulting in a nasalized vowel. While this is not considered an underlying con-

trast in the generative sense, it clearly results in a surface contrast between these two classes of
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consonants preceding nasalized vowels. In the following discussion, I present voiced consonant

contrasts by place of articulation in the order: coronal, dorsal and labial.

As with the voiceless consonants, the largest place group is coronal, which has five phonemes.

The voiced coronal contrasts are presented in Table 19, where they are also shown to contrast with

relevant voiceless coronals in CVː and CVˀV couplets.

Table 19. Voiced coronal contrasts in CVː and CVˀV couplets

CVː CVˀV
/ⁿd/ ⁿdaá́ ‘true’ ⁿdoò ‘straight’ ⁿdóˀò ‘adobe’ ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’
/ⁿdʲ/ ⁿdʲaà̄ ‘be seated’ ⁿdʲòˀō ‘you:pl’ ⁿdʲáˀáL ‘hair style’

ⁿdʲeè ‘strong’
/l/ leè ̄ ‘baby’ Llóˀò ‘small’
/ɾ/ ɾiɾ̀òó ‘mayor’
/n/ naã̃̀ ‘be lost’ nãˀ ã̀ ‘strapping’
/t/ tãá̃ ̀ ‘quake’ tóò ‘drip’ tóˀóL ‘mestizo’ tã́ˀ ã ́ ‘be affected’
/tʲ/ tʲaà ‘write’ tʲóóL ‘crab’ tʲóˀóL ‘flea’ tʲáˀ á ‘gourd’
/tʃ/ tʃaà ‘new’ tʃáˀ áL ‘foot’
/ʃ/ ʃaá̀ ‘jaw’ ʃã́ˀ ã ́L ‘dirt bank’

Contrast sets are given by columns and the voiceless coronal phonemes occupy the last four rows.

The same set of contrasts is demonstrated in both syllables of CV(ˀ)CV couplets in Table 20.

Table 20. Voiced coronal contrasts in CV(ˀ)CV couplets

CVCV CVCV

/ⁿd/ ⁿdákã́ ‘ask for’ ⁿdàˀβī ‘poor’ káⁿdá ‘move’
/ⁿdʲ/ ⁿdʲáká ‘plastic’ kʷàⁿdʲá ‘until’
/l/ lakʷà ‘phlegm’ láˀβì ‘orphan’ tʲìˈjáláL ‘hair clip’
/ɾ/ ɾɨ ́ŋ gɨ ́L ‘small wood’ sáléɾú ‘heron’
/n/ naɲ̃ã̀ ‘chayote’ kãnã̀ ‘call’
/t/ táká ‘nest’ táˀβíL ‘permission’ katà ‘itchy’
/tʲ/ tʲákà ‘fish’ tʲáˀβì ‘pay’ katʲà ‘dig:irr’
/tʃ/ tʃakù ‘cry:real’ tʃáˀβíL ‘reconciliation’ katʃã̀ ‘sound of rain’
/ʃ/ ʃáˀβáL ‘dirt bank’
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The two prenasalized coronals, /ⁿd/ and /ⁿdʲ/, begin with an alveolar occlusion and an

open velum, and transition to an oral stop with velic closure. The oral portion of the /ⁿd/ closure

is sometimes voiceless [ⁿt], but in /ⁿdʲ/ the voiced stop is released with a palatal offglide, which

apparently prevents devoicing. Both prenasalized coronals occur infrequently in the couplet medial

position, and /ⁿdʲ/ occurs much less frequently overall than /ⁿd/, due to the fact that it derives

historically from the palatalization of /ⁿd/ before front vowels, although it now contrasts with

/ⁿd/ because of changes in the vowel system (Josserand 1983).

The alveolar lateral approximant, /l/, occurs somewhat more frequently overall than /ⁿdʲ/,
though still much less than /ⁿd/. It occurs roughly the same amount in both syllables of CVCV

couplets, and about three times as frequently in the second syllable as both /ⁿdʲ/ and /ⁿd/ where it

usually follows glottalized vowels. A couple of matters concerning the phonetic realization of /l/
should be mentioned. First, there is an automatic process whereby an alveolar stop is inserted next

to /l/ when it occurs couplet medially between two high vowels, as in the following examples:

(69) a. kúli Ĺ type of bird [ˈkulᵈi]
b. mùli ̄ mole [ˈmulᵈi]
c. mà̍ ⁿdil̀i ́ apron [maˈⁿdiᵈli]

Interestingly, the stop appears to be inserted at the release of /l/ in the u__i environment in (69a,

69b), but at the initial closure of /l/ in the i__i environment in (69c). I analyze this as being similar

to the incidental epenthetic stops that have long been noted in English between nasals and following

obstruents (e.g. something [sʌmpθɪŋ]) and between /l/ and a following sibilant (e.g. else [ɛlts])
(Ohala 1974:357–359). I speculate that the high tongue position required to articulate the preceding

and following high vowels, particularly the following /i/, results in extended (or additional) contact

on the alveolar ridge when articulating /l/ and the audible stop.

The second matter is that there is one native word in my data in which /l/ is pronounced

as [lʲ] (or [ʎ]), as shown (70).
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(70) pil̀ā [pilʲa] ʻpuddleʼ

This pronunciation of /l/ is also found in the Spanish loanword, [siʎ̀a]̄ ‘chair’ (cf. silla), which

was pronounced this way at the time of the Spanish conquest (Clark 1977; Nordell 1984:22). At

this point, I analyze this as a palatal offglide conditioned by the presence of the plain high vowel

/i/ in the first syllable and a low vowel in the second syllable, but as there are no other data with

this exact context it is impossible to confirm the analysis. When both syllables have a high vowel,

however, /i/ is realized with an inserted stop, as discussed above.

The marginal phoneme /ɾ/ is usually pronounced as the tap [ɾ], but may be a trill [r] when

couplet initial, particularly in some words. It has a very low type frequency, resulting in a less

robust contrast with the other coronals (see the empty cells in the tables above), but has a very large

token frequency due to its occurrence in the third person male clitic pronoun, =ɾà, which also

serves as a relative pronoun when a proclitic (ɾa=̀), the archaic noun classifier prefix for humans,

ɾa–̀, and in the discourse particle,=ɾé, used to indicate that what was said is hearsay. The phoneme

/ɾ/ only occurs in one native word in the couplet medial position.

The alveolar nasal, /n/, does not stand in strict contrast with any of the other voiced alve-

olars in the environments given in Table 19 and Table 20 due to the fact that the nasality of the

surrounding vowels is not the same. As will be discussed further in §6.3.2, vowels do not contrast

for nasality within the couplet following voiced consonants, and with very few exceptions, /ⁿd, ⁿdʲ,
l, ɾ/ do not occur in morphemes that have nasal consonants or vowels. Within the couplet, vowels

are generally nasalized preceding and following nasal consonants, and vowels are oral preceding

and following voiced oral consonants, except that vowels are phonetically nasalized preceding pre-

nasalized consonants. Data such as the example in (71), however, show the contrast between voiced

oral and nasal alveolar consonants in a context preceding nasal vowels.
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(71) kàⁿdȭ ‘you are/were moving’
kãnõ̀ ‘you are/were calling’

Here, the couplet final vowel of kàⁿdȭ is nasalized when the nasal second person singular clitic

fuses to the root (cf. §2.5). With the phonetic nasalization of the initial vowel of kàⁿdȭ (from the

prenasalized consonant), /ⁿd/ and /n/ effectively contrast in identical environments.

The set of voiced phonemes includes three dorsal contrasts—/j, ɲ, ᵑg/. These are illustrated

by the data in Table 21, which also includes contrasts with the voiceless, /k, tʲ/, and the voiced,

/ⁿdʲ/ in the final three rows.

Table 21. Voiced dorsal contrasts

CVː CVˀV CVCV CVCV
/j/ jaà ‘tongue’ jáˀà ‘pass’ jáˀβì ‘price’ kɨj́ɨ ́ ‘clay jug’
/ɲ/ ɲãã̀ ‘dark’ ɲãˀã̀ ‘woman’ ɲã́ˀ mĩ ́ ‘yam’ ɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘stand’
/ᵑg/ ɾɨ ́ŋ gɨ ́L ‘small wood’
/k/ kãá̃ ́ ‘perforate’ kã́ˀ ã́ ‘speak’ kãˀ mi ̃̀ ‘smoke:irr’ jɨkɨ ̀ ‘bone’
/tʲ/ tʲaà ‘write’ tʲáˀ á ‘gourd’ tʲáˀ βi ̀ ‘pay’ katʲà ‘dig:irr’

/ⁿdʲ/ ⁿdʲaá́ ‘be seated’ ⁿdʲáˀ áL ‘hair style’ ⁿdʲáˀ júL ‘mud’ kʷàn dʲá ‘until’

As above, contrast sets are presented in columns. The marginal prenasalized velar stop, /ᵑg/, is

very rare, occurring in only six native words in my corpus and only in the medial position of the

couplet. As noted for /ⁿd/, vowels preceding /ᵑg/ may be partly or fully nasalized. In fact, in

at least some cases, prenasalization has developed from nasalization in the syllable preceding a

medial /k/, as can be seen in the compound in (72).

(72) i ̃ ́ŋ gá
i ̀̃=̀ká
one=more
‘another’

Here, a morpheme with a nasal vowel, iĩ ̃ ̀ ‘one’ is combined with the oral clitic,=ká ‘more’, result-

ing in a lexical item with a prenasalized velar stop. This explanation is supported by the phonetic
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realization of the enclitic=kē attached to words ending in a nasal labial vowel. In a noun-pronoun

production experiment conducted during the research for this dissertation, some tokens of kòtõ=̀kē
‘shirt=3fem’ were pronounced with prenasalization by some speakers, [kotõᵑge].

The palatal nasal, /ɲ/, and approximant, /j/, generally pattern only with nasal and oral

vowels, respectively, as was noted for /n/ and /ⁿd/. However, these phonemes do contrast pre-

ceding nasal vowels in the second syllable of couplets which have coalesced with the second person

singular pronoun, as illustrated by the data in (73).

(73) kajũ̀ ‘you are/were coughing’
kaɲ̃ũ̀ ‘you are/were beating’

The palatal nasal may be reduced to [j]̃ in weak prosodic positions, and /j/ sometimes has frication

in the couplet initial or word initial positions, at least for one speaker. Interestingly, both palatal

phonemes occur more frequently in the couplet medial position than couplet initially.

The voiced labial consonant contrasts are given in Table 22, together with the voiceless

bilabial phoneme and the voiceless labialized velar stop.

Table 22. Voiced labial contrasts

CVː CVˀV CVCV CVCV
/ᵐb/ ᵐbéé ‘sheep’ tɨɾ̀ɨ ́m bɨ ́L ‘burl’
/β/ βéè ‘heavy’ βáˀà ‘good’ βit́ʃi ̃ ̀ ‘cold’ kɨ ́ˀ βɨ ̀ ‘enter:imp’
/m/ maã̃̀ ‘emph’ mã́ˀ ã̀ ‘mother’ mĩ́ɲĩ̀ ‘pool’ kɨ ̃ˀ mɨ ̃̀ ʻhaving new-born pupsʼ
/p/ pií ̀ ‘turkey hen’ peˀè ‘lousy’ paˀlà ‘flared’
/kʷ/ kʷeè̄ ‘slowly’ kʷáˀ á ‘many’ kʷãˀ nũ̀ ‘grow:irr’ tɨḱʷɨ ́ ‘small space’

The marginal prenasalized bilabial stop, /ᵐb/, is also very rare, occurring in only four native words

in my corpus, none of which are frequently used words. It could be that ᵐbeé́ ‘sheep’ is a Spanish

loan (cf. oveja ‘sheep’ or borrego ‘lamb, sheep’), although this is not the usual loanword tone

pattern for loanwords. More likely, however, it is an ideophone expressing the sound that sheep

make (Doug Towne p.c.).
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The voiced bilabial fricative, /β/, is commonly realized as [β], but at the beginning of a

word, particularly if it is the beginning of an utterance, it is sometimes [b]. In connected speech,

word medially, and even word initially, it is frequently realized more like the approximant [w].
This phoneme follows the pattern, already described for voiced oral phonemes, of generally not

occurring in couplets with nasal consonants or nasal vowels. Conversely, the voiced bilabial nasal,

/m/, does not occur in couplets with oral consonants or vowels. However, as described above for

/ⁿd/ ~ /n/ and /j/ ~ /ɲ/, /β/ ~ /m/ do contrast before nasal vowels in the second syllable of

couplets that have coalesced with the nasal second person singular pronoun, /=ũ/, as illustrated

in (74).

(74) kaˀβũ̀ ‘you read!’
kãˀmũ̀ ‘you will smoke’

Interestingly, both /β/ and /m/ occur more frequently couplet medially than couplet initially.

3.2.3 Phonetically complex structures

The consonant inventory given in Table 16 contains a number of phonetically complex

structures—tʲ, tʃ , kʷ, ᵐb, ⁿd, ⁿdʲ, ᵑg—which have been assumed to function phonologically as single

phonemes in the analyses of other Mixtec varieties (e.g. Pike 1944; Stark 1947, Josserand 1983).

In this section, I will give evidence that favours the single-phoneme analysis of these structures for

IM, as well as briefly describing a second group of phonetically complex structures with the forms

s + consonant (sC), ʃ + consonant (ʃC), n̥ + ⁿd/n (n̥N) and tɾ, which are analyzed as constituting

the only native consonant clusters in the language.

From the first group, tʲ, tʃ ⁿd, kʷ and ⁿdʲ are well attested in the language, while ᵐb and ᵑg
are very rare in native words. All except ᵑg occur in both consonant positions of CVCV couplets,

as shown in (75).
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(75) tʲ tʃ kʷ ⁿd ⁿdʲ ᵐb ᵑg
Initial tʲak̀ū

‘live’
tʃakù
‘cry:real’

kʷakù
‘cry:irr’

ⁿdákã́
‘ask’

ⁿdʲaḱá
‘plastic’

ᵐbeé́L
‘sheep’

Medial katʲà
‘dig:irr’

katʃã̀ ‘rain
sound’

jaḱʷá ‘fi-
bre’

kán dá
‘move’

kʷàn dʲá
‘until’

tɨɾ̀ɨ ́m bɨ ́L
‘burl’

ʃòᵑgi ́
‘cricket’

In support of a single phoneme interpretation of these complex sounds, I first observe that these

complex structures (except for the marginal ᵑg, which is limited to the second syllable of CVCV

couplets) have the distribution of individual phonemes (cf. Stark 1947)—that is, unambiguous con-

sonants (e.g. /t/, /k/) are found in any syllable onset in CVCV, CVː and CVˀV couplets and never

in syllable codas, which are disallowed in the native phonology, as has been amply illustrated in

the data in 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. These contexts are precisely the ones where the complex structures are

found, as can be seen in (75), and analyzing them as sequences of phonemes would result in creating

additional CCV and CCCV syllable types (cf. 3.3). It can also be observed that were these complex

structures considered to be sequences of distinct phonemes, only tʃ and tʲ are comprised of actual

phonemes in the language (/t/, /ʃ/ and /t/, /j/, respectively). Although, it is not impossible that

the other sequences could be derived contextually by the following relatively straightforward and

common processes: /mβ/→ [ᵐb] (manner assimilation), /nt/→ [ⁿd] and /ntj/→ [ⁿdʲ] (voice

assimilation), /nk/→ [ᵑg] (place and voice assimilation) and /kβ/→ [kʷ] (glide formation), it

should be noted these are not synchronic processes in IM. Furthermore, each of the complex struc-

tures belongs to the same morpheme (i.e. there is no morpheme break between the supposed parts),

which, if it were not the case, would render a single phoneme analysis problematic, since the sup-

posed phoneme would be split between two morphemes (cf. Stark 1947; Maddieson 1984:161).7

Similarly, it would also make a single phoneme interpretation unfavourable if the parts of the com-

plex structure were shown to belong to separate syllables; however, the fact that they occur word
7 However, as Larry Hyman (p.c.) points out, it is conceivable that there could be a featural morpheme consisting

of [+nasal] which could nasalize the stem initial consonant without adding an additional segmental slot.
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initially indicates that, at least in this position, they belong to the same syllable and the initial mem-

ber of the sequence cannot be analyzed as a coda for a preceding syllable (cf. Stark 1947).8 Finally,

it can also be noted that these particular sounds (perhaps with the exception of ⁿdʲ) are considered

complex segments in various other languages, which supports the plausibility of a single phoneme

analysis, while not providing evidence for it (cf. Stark 1947; Maddieson 1984).

Turning now to the second group of phonetically complex structures, there are a number of

words with clusters with the general patterns sC, ʃC, n̥N, tɾ, as illustrated by the examples given in

(76). Couplet boundaries are indicated with round brackets.

(76) a. (skʷií ́L) ‘Llano Verde (town)’
b. (ʃkɨj́ɨ ́L) ~ ʃi(́kɨj́ɨ Ĺ) ‘blister’
c. (n̥ⁿdɨḱɨ ́L) ‘cow’ cf. ⁿdɨkɨ ̀ ‘horn’
d. (tɾɨ ́m bɨ ́L) ~ tɨ(̀ɾɨ ́m bɨ ́L) ‘bumps’

These patterns all begin with a voiceless obstruent. For some words exemplifying these patterns,

such as (76b) and (76d), an unreduced variant which includes the pre-couplet vowel is still possible

(at least for some speakers), while for others, like (76a), there is no such variant. The example in

(76c) is sometimes pronounced sⁿdɨḱɨ ́L by one speaker, which appears to follow the neighbouring

Jamiltepec Mixtec pronunciation, sɨ ̄n dɨkɨ (Johnson 1988:21), from which the IM pronunciation un-

doubtedly developed. It should also be noted that the voiceless portion of words transcribed here

as n̥ⁿd is often very short and the essential difference of the structure when compared to plain ⁿd
appears to be more forceful airflow through the nasal cavity and accentuation of the (voiced) nasal

portion of the prenasalized stop. These structures are also sometimes pronounced with [h] + a short

vowel ([u] or [i]) by some speakers. In addition, my primary consultant, who is able to whistle

tone patterns, whistled a tone for the reduced syllable for two n̥ⁿd words (i.e. three tones were

whistled), but for two others he did not (i.e. only two tones were whistled), indicating that, at least

for some words with n̥ⁿd clusters, the accentuated voiced portion of the prenasalized stop may be
8 Although the initial member of the complex structure could be considered extrasyllabic, this would be a problem-

atic analysis given that these structures also occur word medially.
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considered a TBU. This variation, along with words which only optionally elide the pre-couplet

vowel, would also seem to indicate that at least some words with consonant clusters may still be in

transition from a phonologically trisyllabic structure to a disyllabic structure.

Besides skʷ shown in (76a), the sC pattern is also instantiated by st, sj and stʲ as shown in

(77).

(77) a. (stóˀó) ~ tʃi(́tóˀó) ‘owner’
b. (sjúˀmã)̀ ‘Llano Escondido (town)’
c. tũ(̀stʲaβi)̀ ‘stock of the maguey flower’ cf. tũ– ‘wood’, jaβi ̀ ‘maguey’

Consonant clusters with ʃ also include ʃkʷ, as in (78), besides ʃk illustrated in (76b).

(78) (ʃkʷɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) ~ ʃi(̀kʷɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) ‘type of corn’

And clusters with n̥ include one word with n̥n, as shown in (79), in addition to n̥ⁿd exemplified in

(76c).

(79) n̥nù(̃kʷij́a)́ ~ hunù(kʷij́a)́ ‘next year’ cf. kʷij́áL ‘year’

This word shows a rare cluster that is not immediately preceding the couplet.

Etymological derivations showing that the pattern is the result of syncope (e.g. (76c)) and

evidence that the consonants in some the clusters appear to have historically belonged to separate

morphemes (e.g. (76c), (77c) and (79)) point to an explanation for the development of the patterns,

although they do not require a cluster analysis. Evidence for a cluster analysis of the sC, ʃC, n̥N
and tɾ patterns lies in the alternate pronunciations which retain the vowel between the consonants in

some of the words. The crucial difference between these phonetically complex structures and the

first group of complex structures, however, lies in their different distributions. The first group of

complex structures discussed (75) occur in each position of CVCV couplets, except for the marginal

ᵑg which only occurs couplet medially, whereas the second group of complex structures nearly
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always occurs couplet initially, and never occurs couplet medially. Example (79) is an exception

to the first generalization in that the cluster occurs in the onset of the syllable preceding the couplet

(kʷij́á). This word probably was historically a compound consisting of two couplets, the first of

which now has its initial syllable reduced creating the cluster n̥n at the medial consonant slot of the

first (unstressed) couplet in the compound. Clusters are not found medially in the stressed couplet

except, perhaps, as a result of fast-speech reduction.

Following a cluster analysis of these consonantal patterns, the attested clusters are st, skʷ,
stʲ, sj, ʃk, ʃkʷ, tɾ, n̥ⁿd, n̥n. The only consonants that may serve as the initial member of the cluster

are voiceless coronals, s, ʃ, t, n̥, and the only consonants that can occur as the second member of

the cluster are t, tʲ, k, kʷ, ɾ, ⁿd, n. Each member of the clusters is a phoneme in the language except

n̥. In nearly all cases of n̥N clusters there is evidence that the cluster derives from a sVⁿd sequence,

as illustrated by (76c), and the additional examples given in (80).

(80) a. (n̥ⁿdókó) ~ (sⁿdókóL) ‘chicatana (insect)’ cf. si ̀n dòkó Chayuco Mixtec
~ hi(̀ⁿdókóL) (Stark et al. 2003:50)

b. n̥ⁿdúˀù ‘traditional skirt’ cf. suⁿduˀu Chayuco Mixtec
(Josserand 1983:538)

c. (n̥ⁿdútʲa)̀ ~ hú(ⁿdutʲa)̀ ‘godfather’ cf. sutù ‘father’; ⁿdutʲà ‘water’
~ hi(́ⁿdutʲa)̀ ~ (sⁿdútʲa)̀
~ sú(ⁿdutʲa)̀

d. (n̥ⁿdʲiḱóL) ‘government posi-
tion’

cf. Spanish: sı́ndico ‘government
position’

I therefore analyze n̥ as an allophone of /s/ before a [+nasal, + alveolar] consonant: /s/ → [n̥]
(or [h]) / __C[+nasal, +alveolar].

In summary, IM generally does not allow consonant clusters, however, a number of clusters

of the form sC, ʃC, tɾ, n̥N have developed in the initial consonant slot of the couplet. The precise

location of these clusters form an important piece of evidence in support of the prosodic structure

proposed in this dissertation, as will be discussed further in §6.2.2.2.
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3.3 The syllable

IM vowels and consonants are organized into syllables having the following schematically

represented structures, where C = consonant and V = vowel: V, CV, Vː, CVː, CCV, CCVː. Examples

illustrating each of these syllable types are given in (81) (“.” indicates a syllable break).

(81) Example Syllable structure
a. tú.tú ‘paper’ CV.CV
b. í.tú ‘cornplant’ V.CV
c. tuù ‘appear’ CVː
d. iĩ ̃ ̀ ‘one’ Vː
e. ʃi.́úL ‘abdomen’ CV.V
f. stat́ù ‘rest’ CCV.CV
g. stúú ‘sir’ CCVː

As in other Mixtec varieties, syllables in the native phonology are always open; codas are not

permitted. CV syllables, illustrated in (81a, b, e, f), are by far the most common syllable type, but

onsetless syllables are allowed, as shown in (81b, d, e). Couplet initial vowels, like examples (81b,

d), are usually supplied with an epenthetic glottal, which is not written in examples. (This will be

discussed further in §6.3.5.) Couplets with no medial consonant, nearly always have like vowels

(i.e. a constant vowel quality throughout—CVː), like the one given in (81c), and are considered

bimoraic monosyllables, as will be discussed further below. Bimoraic syllables can also lack an

onset as illustrated in (81d). The three CV.V words in my data which have diverse vowels, like the

one given in (81e), are considered disyllabic. As discussed in §3.2.3, only a very small number of

onset clusters are permitted in the language, and only couplet initially. This results in the highly

restricted CCV and CCVː syllable types illustrated in (81f) and (81g), respectively.

As implied by the schematic syllable representations, all and only the vowels presented in

§3.1 can form the nucleus of the syllable (= V) for each of the syllable types, although, due to the

rarity of syllable types with initial consonant clusters, many vowels are not attested in CCV and

CCVː syllables. It is also implied that all consonants given in Table 16 can occur in each C slot for
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each syllable type, but this is not quite true. As discussed in 3.2.3, very few consonants can occur

in consonant clusters, therefore consonants are not freely distributed in the CCV and CCVː syllable

types. In addition, the marginal /ᵑg/ is not attested in CVː syllables.

The claim that all syllables are open is subject to the interpretation of glottalization as a

vowel modification feature with no segmental (“X”) slot of its own, and not the realization of a

glottal stop, as already mentioned in §3.1 and §3.2, and which will be discussed further in §6.3.1.

Thus, the laryngeals in CVˀCV couplets are not considered codas, nor are they considered onsets

in CVˀV couplets, and the examples in (82a–b) are analyzed as having disyllabic (CV.CV) and

monosyllabic (CVː) syllable structures, respectively.

(82) Example Syllable structure
a. koˀ.lò ‘turkey’ CV.CV
b. kóˀóL ‘dish’ CVː

Although onsetless syllables are allowed in IM, there is evidence that CV is the preferred

syllable type. The first piece of evidence is the high frequency of CV syllables in the language.

Second, virtually all affixes and clitics have the CV syllable type. Aside from the imperfective and

vocative tonal morphemes, the only other syllable type for affixes and clitics is V, and only the four

affixes/clitics given in (83) have this shape.

(83) a. i–́ ‘pfv’
b. =i ́ ‘1sg’
c. =ũ '2sg’
d. a=̀ ‘or’

The third, and strongest piece of evidence for the preference of the CV syllable type in the language

is that of the four morphemes listed in (83), only a=̀ ‘or’ (83d) is consistently realized as a V

syllable. The perfective morpheme (83a) can be omitted in certain circumstances (while its tone

remains), and the enclitic pronouns shown in (83b) and (83c) obligatorily coalesce with the final

stem vowel of their prosodic host, which is discussed in detail in §6.2.1.
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Besides the highly restricted patterns of consonant-vowel alternation that make up the IM
syllable types, there are two phonotactic generalizations which provide additional evidence for the

syllable as a prosodic constituent in the language by taking the syllable as their domain of applica-

tion. The first generalization is that native words do not have syllables with the form /ji/ or /je/,
that is, with the palatal approximant as the onset before a front vowel. I refer to this phonotactic

restriction as OCP Coronal. These sequences do occur, however, in Spanish loanwords, e.g. jèlū
‘ice’ (cf. Spanish hielo), and in constructions with the first person singular enclitic pronoun,=í ,
as in these examples:

(84) a. /tʲájú/ ‘stool’ + /=í/ ‘1sg’ → tʲájí ‘my stool’
b. /kʷíjáL/ ‘year’ + /=í/ ‘1sg’ → kʷíjè  ‘my year’

As shown in (84), the pronoun vowel coalesces with the preceding vowel, producing both /ji/
and /je/ sequences (depending on the height of preceding vowel), when the second consonant of

(C)V(ˀ)CV couplets is /j/. Curiously, this prohibition does not affect the palatalized consonants

/tʲ, ⁿdʲ/, as shown in these examples:

(85) a. tʲit́ʲi ́L ‘iguana’
b. ⁿdʲit́ʲi ̀ ‘green beans’

The second phonotactic generalization is one that is found throughout the Mixtecan fam-

ily (Longacre 1955:65; Silverman 1993; DiCanio 2008:48): with few exceptions in the native

lexicon,9 labial consonants—/β/, /m/, /p/, /ᵐb/, /kʷ/—do not occur in syllables with labial

vowels—/u/, /o/. I refer to this generalization as OCP Labial. Again, this restriction is violated

in loanwords such as βùɾú ‘donkey’ (cf. Spanish burro), and also in constructions where the sec-

ond person singular enclitic pronoun coalesces with the final vowel of a root with a medial labial

consonant, as illustrated in (86).

9 I have come across three exceptions to this restriction in native words: kãˀmũ̀ ‘owl’, ᵐbuu ‘bend over’ (and related
words, e.g. tʃikaˈᵐbuu ‘crawl’) and βóˀlóL ‘baloon’.
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(86) a. /júβi/́ ‘streambed’+ /=ũ/ ‘2sg’→ júβṹ ‘your streambed’
b. /ɲũḿã́L/ ‘wax’ + /=ũ/ ‘2sg’→ ɲũḿṍL ‘your wax’

As in the first person singular construction, the second person singular enclitic pronoun coalesces

with the final vowel of the root. The result is a labial vowel, which violatesOCP [labial] in CV(ˀ)CV

roots where the second consonant is a labial.

Following an autosegmental view of phonological representations (Goldsmith 1976) and

moraic theory (McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; McCarthy & Prince 1995; Hayes 1989; Zec 1989),

I adopt the representation of disyllabic CVCV couplets given in (87).

(87) Representation of disyllabic CVCV couplet

σ σ

C V C V

µ µ

Here each short vowel is associated with a mora, which is a unit of phonological weight and a

prosodic constituent (cf. Chapter 5). Moras are immediately dominated by a syllable node, giving

a disyllabic structure. The onset consonants associate directly to the syllable node. The standard

autosegmental representation of long or “geminate” vowels, on the other hand, assumes a single

vowel associated with two moras (and a single syllable node), in keeping with the Obligatory Con-

tour Principle (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976), which forbids identical adjacent features. Following

these assumptions, I represent CVː syllables as shown in (88).

(88) Representation of monosyllabic CVː couplet

σ

C V

µ µ
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The structure represented here constitutes a single heavy (i.e. bimoraic) syllable, whereas the struc-

ture in (87) consists of two light (i.e. monomoraic) syllables. There is no other way to form a heavy

syllable in IM, a fact that is not surprising given that the language lacks syllable codas, and onsets

are not expected to contribute to syllable weight (Hyman 1985).

It should be noted that some researchers consider (C)V(ˀ)V couplets to be disyllabic rather

than monosyllabic (e.g. Pike 1944; Pike & Wistrand 1974; Zylstra 1980), while others are ambiva-

lent, considering the data to be inconclusive on the matter (Pike 1948:79, fn. 3; Gerfen 1996:46–52;

Macken & Salmons 1997:41–42). Although the phonetic realization of CVː couplets as a single

vowel quality articulated throughout the duration argues against a syllable division interrupting the

vowel, some Mixtecanists have argued that since CVː couplets host the same number of tones as

CVCV couplets they should be considered disyllabic (e.g. Pike 1944). However, if the mora is

recognized as the tone bearing unit (cf. §4), there is no need to posit disyllabicity to formally ac-

count for the tonal behaviour. Both monosyllabic CVː and disyllabic CVCV couplets are bimoraic

and therefore have the same number of TBUs. The monosyllabic analysis of CVː couplets is also

to be favoured because of the cross-linguistic and language specific preference that syllables have

onsets. In addition, in §6.2.1 I will present further phonological evidence supporting the mono-

syllabic analysis of CVː couplets based on the difference in behaviour of stems with this structure

compared to CVCV stems in vowel coalescence with the first and second person singular pronouns.

In summary, IM syllables have an obligatory nucleus which must consist of a vowel (cf.

§3.1), syllable codas are not allowed, and onsets are preferred, though not obligatory. A second

onset consonant is rarely permitted, and onset clusters are highly restricted both in terms of which

consonants compose the cluster (cf. §3.2.3), and where they can occur. Two phonotactic restrictions

that take the syllable as their domain are OCP Coronal and OCP Labial.

While the distribution of vowels and consonants within the different syllable types are de-

scribed as nearly unrestricted, this can only be said if the position of the syllable within the word

is not considered. Once syllable position is taken into account, a number of distributional asym-

metries become evident. This and a considerable amount of other evidence make it apparent that
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not all syllables are treated equally by the grammar and suggests an additional, higher level of

prosodic structure, which, as it turns out, is more fundamental to the phonological organization of

the language than the syllable. This prosodic constituent corresponds to what has been identified

in numerous typological studies as the foot (cf. §5.3), although traditional Mixtec studies have

referred to it as the couplet and have, by and large, considered it to be the morphological root. The

justification for equating the couplet with the foot is taken up in Chapter 6.

3.4 Stress

Every IM lexical word must have one and only one primary stress, thus meeting the obli-

gatoriness and culminativity requirements of Hyman’s (2006:231) definition of a stress accent lan-

guage. Although lacking systematic instrumental study, preliminary observations indicate that the

perceived greater perceptual salience or force of articulation of stressed syllables in IM is due to

some combination of increased vowel duration, (at least sometimes) greater duration of the preced-

ing and following consonant, perhaps some measurement of intensity, as well as greater preciseness

of articulation. Stress is always located within a two syllable window of the right edge of the gram-

matical word—that is, on the couplet of the word. In words which end in a light syllable, stress

is always on the the penultimate syllable—that is, on the first syllable of the disyllabic couplet, as

shown in (89). (In these and following examples, syllable boundaries are marked with a period “.”,

stress is indicated using the IPA symbol “ ˈ ”, words with internal morphological structure are given

in interlinear format and couplet boundaries are indicated with parentheses.)

(89) a. (ˈsã.́nã́ʟ )
‘domestic animal’

b. (ˈkú.tʃi)̀
‘bury’

c. (ˈⁿdúˀ.βa)́
‘plain’
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d. sá.(ˈlé.ɾú)
‘heron’

e. kʷà.(ˈkú.tʃi)̀
kʷá–kútʃi ̀
pros–bury
‘are going to bury’

f. ʃi.̀(ˈⁿdúˀ.βa)́
‘spider’

However, in words that surface with a heavy final syllable, stress is always on this syllable, as the

examples in (90) show.

(90) a. sà.(ˈnaã̃)̀
sà–nà
caus–be.lost
‘cause to be lost’

b. (ˈkuù)
∅ᴖkù
ipfvᴖbe
‘is/was’

c. (ˈɲãˀ ã)̀
‘woman’

d. sá.(ˈɲɨɨ)̀
‘corncob’

e. pè.(ˈɾùú)
‘watermelon’

f. sa.̀(ˈɲã̀ˀ ã)́
‘to show’

It should be noted that heavy syllables only occur as the final syllable of the grammatical word

except occasionally in compounds where the initial member of the compound is a root with the
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surface form CV(ˀ)V and does not follow the usual pattern of reduction for compounds described

in §2.4.1. As a result, there are no lexical words with the forms *ˈCVː.CV or *ˈCVCVː.
Enclitics may added to the right edge of grammatical words, however:

(91) a. (ˈsá.nã)́.ɾá
sánáL=ɾà
domestic.animal=3masc
‘his domestic animal’

b. (ˈkú.tʃi)̀.tʃì
∅ᴖkútʃi=̀tʃì
ipfvᴖbury=3gnrl
‘they bury’

Doing so does not change the placement of stress whether the stressed syllable is light, as illustrated

in (91), or heavy, as illustrated in (92).

(92) a. sà.(ˈnaã̃)̀.ɾà
sà–nà=ɾà
caus–be.lost=3masc
‘he causes it to be lost’

b. (ˈkuù).tʃì
∅ᴖkù=tʃì
ipfvᴖbe=3gnrl
‘they are/were’

This can been seen by comparing the stressed syllables of the wordforms in (91) and (92) with the

corresponding wordforms in (89) and (90), respectively.

It should also be noted that IM stress and tone are not dependent on each other neither in the

sense that the location of stress is determined by the tonal melody nor in the sense that the choice

of tonal melody or its location is determined by stress. This is not to say that stress does not affect

pitch phonetically (i.e. non-contrastively), which it almost surely does (cf. Carroll 2015). There

are also other significant ways in which prosodic structure affects the realization of tone, which

will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.
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The generalization that can be made about the location of stress on surface forms, then, is

that, while the location is variable in terms of syllables (i.e. either an ultimate heavy syllable or

penultimate light syllable), it always occurs on the initial mora of the final couplet of the word, or

in other words, within a two mora window of the right edge of the grammatical word.10

I also make the somewhat less emphatic claim that IM does not have secondary stress.

This claim has also been made by McKendry (2013) for Southeastern Nochixtlán Mixtec based

on experimental acoustic investigation. Carroll (2015), on the other hand, claims that there is

secondary stress in Ixpantepec Nieves Mixtec based on phonological evidence from compounds.

I consider that unreduced compounds in IM (particularly where the initial root in the compound

has a disyllabic form, e.g. ⁿdutʲà(βítʃi ̃)̀ ‘softdrink’, cf. ⁿdutʲà ‘water’ + βítʃi ̃ ̀ ‘cold’) could contain

more than one prosodic word and therefore, possibly have secondary stress. More study is needed

to investigate the acoustic properties of secondary stress in compounds and in larger words that

are not compounds, particularly those containing enclitics, since enclitics appear to have greater

duration than the final syllable of the foot at least when the prosodic word in which they are included

is the rhematic focus of the sentence.11

The facts of IM word stress described here concord with the general state of affairs in Mix-

tec. Stress on the penultimate syllable or vowel of the couplet (or similar structure with a differ-

ent descriptive label) is reported in the vast majority of Mixtec descriptions (e.g. Jicaltepec Mix-

tec, Bradley 1977:17; Acatlán Mixtec, Pike & Wistrand 1974:103; Silacayoapan Mixtec, North &

Shields 1977:21; Diuxi Mixtec, Pike & Oram 1976:321–22; Daly 1978:98; Alacatlazala Mixtec,

Zylstra 1980:16; Atatlahuca Mixtec, Alexander 1980:6; Coatzospan Mixtec, Gerfen 1996:131;

Peñoles Mixtec, Daly & Hyman 2007:167; SE Nochixtlán Mixtec, McKendry 2013; Ixpantepec

Nieves Mixtec, Carroll 2015:82; Nuyoo Mixtec, Harris & Harris 2006:2), and Josserand 1983:180
10 Kager (1999) considers that heavy syllables also bear a strong-weak rhythmic contour at the level of microbeats,

of which a heavy syllable has two, one for each mora.
11 In terms of the information structure of the sentence, the Rhematic Focus is the part of the Rheme (= Comment)

that is intended by the speaker to give the specific answer to the underlying question that the sentence is supposed to
answer (Melʹčuk 2001:114).
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posits stress on the penult syllable of the couplet for Proto-Mixtec. The penultimate stress claims by

Gerfen (1996), McKendry (2013) and Carroll (2015) are backed by instrumental studies. Greater

vowel duration in the stressed penultimate syllable is supported by all three studies, while Gerfen

(1996) and McKendry (2013) also report greater amplitude/intensity in the stressed syllable. Car-

rollʼs (2015) study showed that vowel quality was significantly reduced (i.e. more centralization

of the first formant) in pre- and post-stress syllables when compared to stressed syllables. In ad-

dition, his study showed mixed results for a number of other acoustic measures (intensity, onset

duration, following consonant duration, cepstral peak prominence, harmonics-to-noise ratio and

F0), which were found to reliably distinguish stressed syllables from only one of the unstressed

syllable positions (i.e. pre-stressed or post-stressed) and/or for only one speaker.

Different stress patterns are reported for several Mixtec varieties. A putative interaction be-

tween tone and stress is claimed for Ayutla Mixtec (Pankratz & Pike 1967:293), Huajuapan Mixtec

(Pike & Cowan 1967:7) and Molinos Mixtec (Hunter & Pike 1969:25), and Zylstra (1980:16) re-

ports that stress shifts from the first syllable of the couplet to the second when followed by the first

person singular enclitic pronoun in Alacatlazala Mixtec. In addition, DiCanio et al. (2018) claim

that Yoloxóchitl Mixtec has stress on final syllables based on the fact that more tone patterns are

allowed on final syllables than couplet initial syllables, vowels analyzed as underlyingly nasal are

only found on final syllables and final syllables were found to be phonetically longer than couplet

initial syllables in their instrumental study which included items in several different information

structure contexts.



Chapter 4

Tonal phonology

This chapter provides a description of the tonal phonology of Ixtayutla Mixtec, which not

only gives essential background for reading tone in the examples throughout the dissertation, but

also provides an analysis of the tone system that is crucial to understanding arguments from the

tonal phonology in support of the hypothesis that the couplet is a foot that is presented in Chapter

6. In view of this, a primary goal of the chapter is to establish the underlying tonal melodies as-

sociated with couplets, and the focus is primarily on couplet-sized words. An underlying melody

may be as simple as a single tone (e.g. /H/) associated with each tone bearing unit (TBU) of a

structure, or it may be more complex (e.g. /HL/). Since IM has considerable tone sandhi, a critical

component in the task of establishing underlying melodies, besides examining the pitch contrasts

on individual couplet TBUs, involves understanding the major tonal alternations that affect partic-

ular melodies in order to propose a coherent set of representations, tonal processes and constraints

that account for the surface realizations. Taking these factors into consideration, I propose that, al-

though the IM tone system has three surface tones, the underlying system is best modelled by only

two contrastive levels, plus several abstract analytical devices, including floating tones, TBUs un-

specified for tone on the surface and tonal coalescence. This analysis stands in contrast to the usual

three tone analyses that have been posited for most Mixtec varieties (Acatlán Mixtec—Aranovich

1994 and Snider 1999; Alacatlazala Mixtec—Zylstra 1980; 1991; Ayutla Mixtec—Pankratz & Pike

1967; Chalcatongo Mixtec—Hinton et al. 1991 and Macaulay 1996; Huajuapan Mixtec—Pike &

Cowan 1967; Jamiltepec Mixtec—Johnson 1988; Jicaltepec Mixtec—Bradley 1970; Magdalena

Peñasco Mixtec—Hollenbach 2004, Metlatónoc Mixtec—Overholt 1961; Mixtepec Mixtec—Pike

& Ibach 1978 and Paster & Beam de Azcona 2005; Molinos Mixtec—Hunter & Pike 1969; Ocote-

pec Mixtec—Mak 1958; Peñoles Mixtec—Daly & Hyman 2007; San Juan Colorado—Johnson
93
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& Stark n.d.; San Miguel El Grande Mixtec—Pike 1944; 1945; 1948; Silacayoapan—North &

Shields 1977; Southeastern Nochixtlán—McKendry 2013), and others that posit four (Acatlán Mix-

tec—Pike & Wistrand 1974; Atatlahuca Mixtec—Mak 1953; Yoloxóchitl Mixtec—DiCanio et al.

2014).

My approach to describing the tone system is to begin by establishing the tonal melodies

found on native noun couplets in §4.1, which constitutes the bulk of the chapter, and then applying

those findings to couplets in two other major lexical classes in §4.2. Nouns make a good starting

point for the analysis since they are numerous and much simpler morphologically than verbs (cf.

Hyman 2014:527; Snider 2017). They are also a good place to begin the presentation of the tone

system due to the fact that they exhibit every major tonal process and yet the majority of noun

couplets are describable in relatively straightforward terms due to their morphological simplicity.

The few nouns that exhibit irregular patterns raise issues and provide important insights that both aid

in understanding the tonal phenomena found in verbs and adjectives, and are more fully explained

in conjunction with these data.

4.1 Tone in noun couplets

The task of establishing the underlying tonal melodies of noun couplets is broken down

into several steps. In §4.1.1, I begin with a description of the five surface melodies found on

noun couplets in isolation (i.e. citation context). I then discuss the contextual behaviour of each

surface melody in §4.1.2–§4.1.5, which reveals two additional underlying melodies and suggests

underlying forms for some of the surface melodies that are somewhat more abstract than their

surface realizations. In §4.1.6 I adopt a richer system of tonal features that is able to handle a

representational issue raised in this discussion, and I end the presentation of nominal tone with a

discussion of the phonetic implementation of H in different tonal melodies in §4.1.7.

The primary construction used to explicate the nominal tone system is the noun + clitic pro-

noun (N-Pron) possessive construction (cf. §2.5) because this construction manifests nearly every
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major tonal process found in the wider nominal system; moreover, the application of tonal processes

in the N-Pron context is quite regular and uniform, whereas in other constructions they apply with

less regularity and have more variation. Another construction which will also be used for the same

purposes is the noun + noun (N-N) associative construction, where two nouns are juxtaposed in a

NP to show possession or attribution (cf. §2.3). In this chapter I also present plots of mean pitch

contours of single nouns and of various melody combinations in N-Pron and N-N constructions.

These plots were created in R (R Core Team 2017) from time-normalized f0 data collected in three

production experiments: Single Word, N-Pron and N-N. In each experiment, time is normalized

using ProsodyPro (Xu 2013:61), a script for Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016) which creates a

smoothed F0 curve (Xu 1999:61) and takes a fixed number of f0 samples (n=10) at equidistant

points within each designated interval. Plots of mean pitch contour created from the Single Word

experiment represent the average of six repetitions per item produced in citation context by each

of five male speakers. N-N plots are the average of eight repetitions per item also produced in

citation context by five male speakers. The N-Pron plots are the average of eight repetitions per

item produced in a carrier sentence by four male speakers and two female speakers. Averaging for

the Single Word and N-N mean pitch contour plots was performed on unnormalized f0 data using

R scripts created by the author, since these data are used for visualization and not for statistical

analysis. Statistical analysis performed on N-N data in §4.1.2 account for individual differences,

such as differences in pitch range, by using a linear mixed effects model with speaker as a random

(intercept) effect. Linear mixed effects modelling was implemented using the R package, lme4

(Bates et al. 2015), and the significance of the fixed effects was evaluated by the lmerTest package

(Kuznetsova et al. 2016). Plots based on the N-Pron experiment were averaged across multiple

repetitions of items and multiple speakers by the ProsodyPro script. The script first converts f0

values to logarithms (semitones) to accommodate differences in pitch range among speakers, cal-

culates the average on the logarithmic values and then converts the averages back to Hertz values

for plotting. A more detailed description of the methodology of the Single Word, N-N and N-Pron

experiments is given in Appendices A, B and C, respectively.
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A fourth production experiment (Large Noun), which examines the realization of tonal

melodies in words that are larger than a couplet, is not referred to in this chapter but is referred to

in Chapter 6. Time-normalization and averaging across repetitions of the same item in this experi-

ment was also accomplished by the ProsodyPro script. Although multiple speakers were recorded

in this experiment, only a single subjectʼs data is plotted. A detailed description of this study is

given in Appendix D.

4.1.1 Surface melodies of noun couplets

IM has the following five surface melodies on noun couplets pronounced in isolation: HH,

HL,∅L, LH and LM. Examples of nouns with each of these melodies by couplet type are given

in Table 23.

Table 23. Noun couplets with the five citation tonal melodies by couplet type

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV
HH tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’ kúˀβá ‘amount’ ɲũṹ́ ‘town’ ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’
HL tʃítʲì ‘canal’ ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’ sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’ nṹˀ ũ̀ ‘tooth’
∅L tʃikì ‘fist’ koˀlò ‘male turkey’ ɲɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘skin’ ɲũˀũ̀ ‘earth’
LH jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’ lùˀlú ‘foal’
LM ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ‘chicken’ ɲũũ̀̄ ‘night’

The row header gives the surface melody for the items in that row in terms of the tones Low (L),

Mid (M) and High (H) for each tone bearing unit (TBU), as well as∅ for a toneless TBU, which will

be explained below. Examples of disyllabic couplets—CVCV and CVˀCV—bearing each melody

are given in columns one and two, and examples of monosyllabic couplets—CVː and CVˀV—are

given in columns three and four. As shown by these data, the same set of tonal melodies are borne

by both disyllabic and monosyllabic couplets, a fact which I take as evidence that the TBU is the

mora (cf. (6), §5.2). In other words, since, for instance, the HL melody maps H to the first syllable

and L to the second syllable of the couplets consisting of two light syllables (e.g. tʃítʲì and ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀),
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and maps the same melody onto couplets having a single heavy syllable (e.g. sɨɨ́ ̀ and nṹˀ ũ̀) but two

moras (cf. §3.3), I conclude that the TBU must be the mora rather than the syllable. Couplets of

any shape, therefore, have two TBUs.

The mean pitch contours of the five citation melodies in Table 24 on disyllabic noun couplets

are given in Figure 5. This plot was created from data collected in the Single Word production

experiment, which is described in detail in Appendix A. The f0 contours represent the average of

five male speakers each producing six repetitions of the following exemplars of each tonal melody

in isolation: ∅L tʃiki ̀ ‘fist’, HL tɨḱà ‘grasshopper’, HH tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’, LM kòtȭ ‘shirt’, LH kùtʃi ́ ‘pig’.1

Since each of the items used to create the plot had voiceless onsets, only the F0 of the vowel portion

is plotted. By pitch (or F0) contour I mean the continuous plot of the fundamental frequency (F0)

of an utterance over time, which may actually be flat and should not be confused with the term,

contour tone, which refers to a tone for which a change in pitch over the course of the tone bearing

unit is phonologically significant.2 In the plot in Figure 5, the F0 of the nucleus of the syllable is

labeled, “TBU 1, TBU 2”, while voiceless syllable onsets are represented by white space in the plot

and are labeled, “C1, C2”
1 It should be noted that kùtʃi ́ ‘pig’ and kòtȭ ‘shirt’ are well established loanwords having the tonal melodies LH

and LM, respectively. As will be elaborated below, these melodies are extremely rare on native nouns so there are very
few from which to choose. These words were chosen because they had the desired melodies and obstruent onsets like
the other words in the experiment, making their pitch contours more comparable than words lacking this property.

2 Conversely, as Hyman (2014) points out, what may be realized phonetically as a contour (i.e., a gliding pitch),
“may ultimately be analyzed as a level tone” (p. 527).
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Figure 5. The five citation melodies found on noun couplets

Working from the f0 contours in Figure 5 to the surface melody labels, let us assume, as has

always been the practice in Mixtec tone description (e.g. Pike 1948), that the pitch contours can be

segmented into sequences of two individual tones (one for each TBU).3 We can then observe the

following: the tonal space of the first TBU divides into three distinct pitch contours with different

pitch heights, and the tonal space of the second TBU is also divisible into three distinct pitch con-

tours. Two pitch contours of the first TBU appear to have roughly equivalent counterparts on the

second TBU, while one does not, and vice versa. Specifically, the tonal space of each TBU seems

to have comparable high pitch contours, and the low pitch contour on the first TBU roughly cor-

responds to the mid pitch contour on the second TBU. The first TBU, however, has a mid-falling

pitch contour which is absent on the second TBU, and the second TBU has an extra low-falling

pitch contour which is absent in the tonal space of the first TBU.

If we interpret the pitch contours in Figure 5 to have three tonal possibilities on each

TBU—H, M and L—relative to the other pitch contours of that TBU, but not necessarily those
3 This would seem to be a safe assumption given that even Chinese tone, with its preponderance of contour tones

on single syllables, is profitably analyzed by decomposing contours into discreet levels (e.g. Duanmu 1994; Duanmu
2016; Chen 2000).
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of the other TBU in the couplet, then we have the surface melodies HH, HL, ML, LH and LM.

These melodies are the same as those given in Table 23, except for ML which is∅L in Table 23

and will be explained below. In other words, an analysis along these lines proposes that the pho-

netic realization of the L and M tones is somewhat different in each of the TBUs of the couplet: L

has a low, level allotone on the first TBU and a falling allotone on the second TBU,4 while M has

a mid-falling tone on the first TBU and a low, level tone on the second TBU (the pitch belonging

to the second TBU of the LM melody). Finally, we also observe that the H of HL is slightly higher

than the H of HH, but this can be attributed to a dissimilatory process whereby Hs are realized at

a higher pitch when followed by L, which has been well documented in a variety of languages in

both phonetic and phonological studies (Hyman 2007b:3).

Before going on to consider the contrasts on individual TBUs more rigorously, it is infor-

mative to compare the attested surface melodies with what might be expected for bitonal melodies

in a three-level system. This can be accomplished using Table 24, which gives counts of the surface

melodies found in a database of 293 native noun couplets.

Table 24. Counts of noun couplet surface melodies

2ⁿᵈ TBU
1ˢᵗ TBU H M L
H 146 (50.0%) 56 (18.0%)
M 82 (28.0%)
L 5 (1.7%) 4 (1.4%)

4 Downgliding Ls word/phrase finally have also been documented in a number of other Mixtec descriptions
(Acatlán—Pike & Wistrand 1974; Ayutla—Pankratz & Pike 1967; Alacatlazala, Guerrero—Zylstra 1980; Coat-
zospan—Pike & Small 1974; Diuxi—Pike & Oram 1976; Huajuapan— Pike & Cowan 1967; Metlatonoc, Guer-
rero—Overholt 1961; Molinos—Hunter & Pike 1969; Ocotepec—Mak 1958; San Juan Colorado—Johnson & Stark
n.d.), and are commonly found phrase finally in Grassfields Bantu languages (Pulleyblank 1986:39, Yoruba (Hombert
1976:5–6), and in most Niger-Congo languages (Snider 1999:46). Furthermore, the apparent extreme difference in the
realization of the two L allophones is exaggerated in the citation plot because the final TBU in this context is utterance
final and therefore subject to utterance final f0 lowering. When not utterance final, L on the second TBU of the couplet
still falls to a lower target, but the difference is not nearly as extreme.
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Each of the interior cells of the table represents one of the nine possible bitonal melodies. The tonal

melody represented by each cell is read by combining the tone in the row header, which gives the

tone of the first TBU of the couplet, with the tone in the column header, which gives the tone of the

second TBU. The numbers in each cell indicate the count (and percentage) of that melody in the

database. We can see from the table that four melodies—LL, MH, MM, HM—are unattested (=

blank cells), and of the melodies that are represented, HH is by far the most prevalent, comprising

half of the sample, while LH and LM are severely underrepresented at less than 2% of the sample

each. I note, however, that the underrepresented melodies are not uncommon on adjectives and

imperfective verbs. Verbs are inflected for imperfective aspect with a L tonal suprafix, and there

is evidence that some adjectives were also historically derived by a L tonal suprafix. LH and

LM are also the predominant tonal melodies of Spanish loanwords. I will return to address the

underrepresented melodies below in §4.1.5, and the overrepresented melodies in §4.1.3, but now I

turn to examine the tone contrasts found on individual TBUs of these surface melodies.

Establishing tonal contrast on individual TBUs of stems with two TBUs requires controlling

the tone of one of the TBUs (i.e., maintaining equivalence), and seeing what contrasts are found

on the other TBU so that the contrasts are made in identical tonal environments (Snider 2014;

2017).5 Throughout this section I give a schematic pitch representation of the relative pitch height

of each tone bearing unit using tone bar glyphs (e.g. [ ]) in order to visually represent the pitch

contrasts under discussion. The tone bars represent idealized pitch contours of TBUs for careful

speech and are not meant to show variation caused by many factors which are known to affect the

implementation of pitch targets (e.g. Pierrehumbert 1980; Laniran 1992; Xu 2001; Xu & Wang

2001). In order to avoid overlooking phonetic detail that could be significant in assigning a tonal

category to a particular pitch contour, my general practice has been to examine morphemes judged

to have a particular tonal melody in a variety of contexts and pronounced by different speakers in
5 As recommended by Snider 2014; 2017), when comparing items for the purpose of establishing underlying tonal

contrast I also control for other phonological factors such as prosodic domain (all are couplets or minimal words) and
CV structure (all have the CVCV structure), as well as grammatical factors such as lexical category (all are are nouns),
stem type (all are morphologically simplex) and syntactic environment (citation form).
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order to see how the pitch is affected, and (once a tonal category has been assigned) how the tones

“behave”. I admit that some variation which I have deemed as “phonetic” or due to factors of target

implementation (Xu & Wang 2001) could turn out to be phonologically significant (i.e. not a matter

of phonetic implementation), but I believe that the system I propose here accounts well for a large

portion of the tonal behaviour in the language.

To begin with, consider the contrasts that are found on the first TBU of the couplet when

the tone of the second TBU is H, as illustrated by the examples in (93). (Compare the first tones

bar in the schematic pitch representations.)

(93) LH: jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’ [ ]
HH: jaḱá ‘grain bin’ [ ]

This pair of words demonstrates that when the tone of the second TBU is H (the second tone bar in

the schematic pitch representation) the only contrast found on the initial TBU (the first tone bar) is

between L and H. There is no contrast between L and M or between M and H.

The minimal and near minimal pairs in (94), on the other hand, control for L on the second

TBU. (Compare the first tone bars in the schematic pitch representations.)

(94) a. ML: ɲũˀũ̀ ‘earth’ [ ]
HL: ɲṹˀ ũ̀ ‘mountain.spirit’ [ ]

b. ML: tʲitʲi ̀ ‘avocado’ [ ]
HL: tʃit́ʲi ̀ ‘canal’ [ ]

These examples show that phonetic M and H contrast on the first TBU in this context, but not L

and M or L and H.

Contrasts for the second TBU of the couplet are established in a similar fashion. If we

control for H in the first TBU, the examples in (95) show that H and L contrast on the second TBU,

but not H and M or L and M. (Compare the second tone bars in the schematic pitch representations.)
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(95) a. HH: ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’ [ ]
HL: ɲṹˀ ũ̀ ‘mountain spirit’ [ ]

b. HH: tʲókó ‘wasp’ [ ]
HL: tʲókò ‘ant’ [ ]

As demonstrated in Table 24, L is extremely rare on the first TBU of native noun couplets

making it difficult to find comparable data. However, the following pair of native CVCV nouns

both have L on the first TBU and contrast M and H on the second TBU:

(96) LM: lùlū ‘thick tortilla for babies’ [ ]
LH: jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’ [ ]

(Compare the second tones bar in the schematic pitch representations.) H and L, and L and M,

however, do not contrast in this context.

Thus, a three-level system with H, M and L in each TBU has only five of nine possible

bitonal melodies. This large gap in the surface inventory makes an underlying three-level contrast

suspicious. This suspicion is confirmed when contrasts on individual TBUs are examined in con-

trolled contexts. On the first TBU, there is contrast between H and M, and between H and L, but no

L ~ M contrast. On the second TBU, there is also a contrast between H and L, and between M and

H, but no L ~ M contrast. I therefore propose that there is only a two-way contrast on each TBU
of the couplet—L and H—and that there is no underlying M level in the tone system. This begs

the questions, what is surface “M” and how should it be modeled in this system? The answer is

different for “M” on the first TBU (ML) and for “M” on the second TBU (LM). As already indicated

in Table 23, I model the “M” of ML as toneless (∅); the M of LM, however, will be modeled as

the coalescence of L and H. In the next section I provide a rationale for my analysis of ML, but put

off the discussion of LM to §4.1.5 until after I have addressed additional couplet melodies that are

manifested in contexts besides the citation context for noun couplets with the HH and HL citation

melodies.
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4.1.2 Noun couplets with the citation melody ML

I posit that the surface melody ML is the realization of the underlying melody /L/ and that

the “M”-like surface realization on the initial TBU of the ML citation melody is the result of surface

underspecification; that is, ML surfaces as∅L with a toneless initial TBU of the couplet and a L

associated with the second TBU, as given in Table 23. This analysis not only provides a way to

model the lack of contrast between L and M on the first TBU, but also makes sense of the contextual

variation of the pitch of the first TBU of /L/ couplets which is found to be closely tied to the pitch

of the preceding TBU, as I will now demonstrate.

In the N-N production experiment (Appendix B), I examined the productions of five male

speakers producing eight repetitions of seven noun phrases consisting of two juxtaposed (disyllabic)

nouns, where the tonal melody of the second noun (N2) was always /L/ and the melody of the initial

noun (N1) was varied to include each couplet melody. Thus, there was a total of 280 tokens—7

phrases with different melody combinations x 8 repetitions x 5 speakers. An example stimulus

from the experiment where the first noun in the phrase has the HH citation melody is ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀
‘corncobʼs brother’ (i.e. a corncob that looks like another). When the offset pitch (i.e. the last F0

measurement) of N1 (for all the different tone patterns) is compared to the offset pitch of the first

TBU of N2 (i.e. the word with the /L/ tone pattern), the pitch of the first TBU of the /L/ couplet

is highly correlated with the pitch height of the preceding TBU. The data were analyzed with a

linear mixed effects model with the offset pitch of the first TBU of N2 as the dependent variable,

the offset pitch of N1 as a fixed effect and subject as a random effect. The resulting model shows

that the offset pitch of N1 is a highly significant predictor of the offset pitch of the first TBU of

N2 (t(247.7) = 30.5, p < .001). The correlation of the two variables is visualized in the scatterplot

in Figure 6, which plots the offset pitch of the first word of the construction on the x-axis and the

corresponding offset of the first TBU of the second word (= /L/) on the y-axis. As can be seen, the

positive slope of the regression line (y = 0.90x + 6.49; solid black), which is the coefficient of the

highly significant fixed effect of the model, indicates that the greater the offset pitch of the first
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Figure 6. Correlation of offset pitch of the first TBU of /L/ (N2) with the offset pitch of the
preceding word (N1); (Solid line = regression line; dashed line [red] is y = x)

word, the greater the offset pitch of the first TBU of the second (/L/) word. Furthermore, this slope

differs little from the slope of the y = x line (= 1.0; dotted red), which would indicate a perfect

correlation between the two pitches.

The relation depicted in Figure 6 stands in stark contrast to the one shown in the scatterplot

in Figure 7, where the second word in the N-N construction has the LM melody rather than the /L/

melody, as in ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ mũl̀i ̄ ‘stewʼs brother’ (i.e. a stew of the same kind as another), and the first

word has each of the various noun melodies, as above.6 A linear mixed effects model predicting

the pitch of the offset of the first TBU of N2 (LM) from the offset pitch of N1 with speaker as a

random effect based on these data shows that the offset pitch of N1 is not a significant predictor

of the offset pitch of the first TBU of N2. The coefficient (slope) of the fixed effect (-0.03) is not

significantly different from zero (t(274) = -1.6, p = .12), while the intercept coefficient (149.35) is
6 It should be noted that there was one missing repetition for one of the speakers in this dataset, so n = 279, instead

of 280 (7 melodies x 8 repetitions x 5 speakers).
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Figure 7. Correlation of offset pitch of the first TBU of LM (N2) with the offset pitch of the
preceding word (N1); (Solid line = regression line; dashed line [red] is y = x)

highly significant (t(5.9) = 22.0, p < .001). This is shown in the plot by the nearly flat regression

line (y = -0.03x + 149.35; solid black). In other words, the offset pitch of the first word in the

phrase has very little effect on the offset pitch of the first TBU of a following LM word, which will

have a pitch clustered around 149.35 Hz. This is quite the opposite from what we saw above when

the second noun in the phrase has the /L/ melody. I take these results as evidence that the first TBU
of /L/ couplets is∅, having no pitch target of its own, whereas LM couplets have a L target in the

first TBU, a fact which is also obvious from the citation form of LM given in Figure 5. The fact

that the regression line for /L/ in Figure 6 is slightly lower than the y = x line can be attributed to

the downward pull of the L target of the final TBU.

The surface representation proposed here for /L/ couplets (∅L) is similar to that proposed

by Morén & Zsiga (2006) for /L/ in Thai, which also has a falling pitch throughout the duration of

bimoraic syllables reaching its lowest point at the right edge of the domain. The authors consider
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this as evidence that L tones are only specified on the second mora of these structures and point out

that it rests on the assumption that “phonologically toneless moras are phonetically mapped to the

neutral/default pitch range with gradually falling pitch during the unspecified span” (p. 134–135).

I indicate this orthographically by leaving the first TBU without a tone mark and only marking L

on the final TBU of /L/ couplets, as in tʃikì ‘fist’.

The autosegmental representation of /L/ couplets, following the standard assumptions of

autosegmental theory and the OCP (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976), would be a single L feature

associated with both TBUs of the couplet (just as long vowels were represented as a single vowel

associated with both moras of the heavy syllable/couplet), as shown in (97).

(97) /L/

L

µ µ( )

In this representation, TBUs are represented by µ (= mora) which are both connected to a single L

feature by association lines. The∅L surface representation argued for in this section is achieved

by a rule delinking L from the initial mora, as formalized in (98).

(98) Initial L Delinking (ILD)

L

µ µ
→

L

µ µ(( ))

(Delinking is represented here and throughout this dissertation by a double slash “=” through an

association line.) The result of this rule is that /L/ couplets surface with a toneless initial mora that

is assigned a default pitch at the beginning of an intonation group and whose pitch realization is

highly determined by the pitch of the preceding TBU elsewhere.
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4.1.3 Noun couplets with the citation melody HH

In this section I discuss some idiosyncratic behaviour of the disproportionately large group

of noun couplets with the HH citation melody. Words with this surface melody arbitrarily split

into two groups based on the tonal behaviour of these words in various contexts. One context

which demonstrates this bifurcation is when the nouns are combined with the H toned first person

exclusive enclitic pronoun,=ⁿdi ́. In this noun + clitic pronoun construction, 52 of the 137 nouns

listed in Table 24 with the HH citation melody surface with the same output tones as input tones;

that is, with H tones on the couplet and on the pronoun as illustrated by the examples in (99). (The

pronouns in these examples and below are given in bold font.)

(99) a. tʃɨt́ɨ ́ⁿdi ́
tʃɨt́ɨ=́ⁿdi ́
seed=1pl.excl
ʻour seedʼ

b. kaḱáⁿdi ́
kaḱa=́ⁿdi ́
lime=1pl.excl
ʻour limeʼ

c. tʲaj́úⁿdi ́
tʲaj́ú=ⁿdi ́
stool=1pl.excl
ʻour stoolʼ

d. ᵐbeé́ⁿdi ́
ᵐbeé=́ⁿdi ́
sheep=1pl.excl
ʻour sheepʼ

The other 85 nouns with this surface melody, however, unexpectedly surface with L on the pronoun

instead of H, as shown in (100).7

7 It should be noted that for one speaker in the N-Pron production experiment (Appendix C) conducted as part of
the research for this dissertation, the final TBU of the couplet was lowered in this construction rather than the tone
of the pronoun, [  ], although this had not been recognized before in elicitations. In addition, the other speaker
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(100) a. tʃɨt́ɨ ́ⁿdi ̀̀
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=ⁿdi ́
knee=1pl.excl
ʻour kneeʼ

b. kʷij́áⁿdi ̀
kʷij́áL=ⁿdi ́
year=1pl.excl
ʻour yearʼ

c. tʃáˀ áⁿdi ̀
tʃáˀ L=ⁿdi ́
foot=1pl.excl
ʻour footʼ

d. ⁿdóóⁿdi ̀
ⁿdoĹ=ⁿdi ́
sugar.cane=1pl.excl
ʻour sugar caneʼ

This is the same tone pattern that is observed when the first group (= nouns with surface HH melody)

is combined with the L toned third person masculine singular enclitic pronoun,=ɾà, as shown in

(101).

(101) a. tʃɨt́ɨ ́ɾà
tʃɨt́ɨ=́ɾà
seed=3.masc
ʻhis seedʼ

b. kaḱáɾà
kaḱa=́ɾà
lime=3.masc
ʻhis limeʼ

c. tʲaj́úɾà
tʲaj́ú=ɾà
stool=3.masc
ʻhis stoolʼ

showed lowering of the final TBU of the couplet in addition to lowering the pronoun. At the present I consider these
as non-standard pronunciations, the second likely being a fast speech phenomenon, but more study is needed. The
important fact is that the lowering is obligatorily applied, albeit with some variation in its realization.
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d. ᵐbeé́ɾà
ᵐbeé=́ɾà
sheep=3.masc
ʻhis sheepʼ

Since the earliest days of modern Mixtec research it has been observed that certain words

arbitrarily “perturb” or trigger tonal changes in morphemes that follow them, such as the alter-

nations demonstrated in (100), and that certain words are prone to be perturbed, or undergo tone

sandhi (e.g. Pike 1944; 1948). With the advent of autosegmental phonology (Goldsmith 1976),

these alternations have come to be analyzed with floating tones in the tonal melody that associate

with a following TBU in certain predictable circumstances (e.g. Goldsmith 1990; Hinton et al.

1991; McKendry 2013). Following these analyses, I model the alternations described in (100) as

the result of a floating L tone at the right edge of the noun couplets which trigger the tonal alterna-

tions. I represent the floating L with a raised L (“  L ”), and I assign these couplets the underlying

melody /HL/. When combined with the H pronouns, the floating L of /HL/ nouns associates with

the H pronouns by a process that I will refer to as Floating L Association (FLA). Since there is a

constraint in IM against more than one tone per TBU, FLA results in the replacement (total assim-

ilation) of the pronoun tone with the floating tone, rather than the creation of a contour tone. This

contrasts with the tonal behaviour of HH couplets in (99) which lack the floating L, and to which

I assign the underlying melody, /H/.

Turning now to autosegmental representations, I represent the /H/ melody on a couplet as

a single H feature associated with both TBUs of the couplet, as shown in (102).

(102) /H/

H

µ µ( )

The representation of /HL/ couplets is similar, except that there is a floating L feature to the right

of the couplet, which is indicated by the lack of an association line, as in (103).
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(103) /HL/

LH

µ µ( )

With these representations in hand, we can now consider how to represent the derivation of the

tonal alternation shown in (100).

The derivation of /HL/ +=ⁿdi ́ ‘1pl.excl’ is given in (104).

(104) /HL/ + /=ⁿdi/́ ‘1pl.excl’ → HH=L

µ µ

L

µ

H

‘1pe’

H

FLA

( )

The /HL/ couplet is represented as in (103) followed by the H of the pronoun. FLA creates an

association line (indicated here and throughout this dissertation by a dotted line) rightward from

the unassociated L at the right edge of the couplet melody to the first TBU to the right (which

belongs to the pronoun). Because IM generally does not allow more than one tone per TBU, the H

of the pronoun is delinked and deleted from the output.

The alternation just described for the first person plural exclusive pronoun also occurs when

the H toned first person singular enclitic pronoun,=i ́, combines with nouns having the /HL/ melody,

providing further evidence for the floating tone. As described in §2.5, this pronoun fuses to the right

edge of the stem to become part of the couplet, as illustrated by the examples in (105).

(105) a. tʃɨt́i ̀
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=i ́
knee=1sg
ʻmy kneeʼ

b. kʷij́è
kʷij́áL=i ́
year=1sg
ʻmy yearʼ
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c. tʃáˀ i ̀
tʃáˀ L=i ́8
foot=1sg
ʻmy footʼ

d. ⁿdói ̀
ⁿdoĹ=i ́9
sugar.cane=1sg
ʻmy sugar caneʼ

When vowel fusion occurs, the tone of the pronoun replaces the tone of the final TBU of the stem.

In (105), the pronoun tone has been changed to L just as in (100) and the couplet melody is conse-

quently changed to HL when fusion occurs. The examples in (106) show that this alternation does

not occur for words with the /H/ melody, just like the non-sandhi pattern that was demonstrated in

(99).

(106) a. tʃɨt́i ́
tʃɨt́ɨ=́i ́
seed=1sg
ʻmy seedʼ

b. kaḱé ́
kaḱa=́i ́
lime=1sg
ʻhis limeʼ

c. tʲaj́i ́
tʲaj́ú=i ́
stool=1sg
ʻmy stoolʼ

d. ᵐbéi ́
ᵐbeé=́i ́
sheep=1sg
ʻmy sheepʼ

8 The underlying form of roots which surface with a CVˀV or a CVː couplet are analyzed as /CVˀ/ and /CV/,
respectively. These roots are obligatorily realized as a couplet (with two TBUs) on the surface due to prosodic
constraints that are discussed in §6.2.1. It is also assumed, that word-level prosodic structure is built within the lexical
phonology, as discussed in §5.4.

9 See footnote 8.
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e. ítí
it́ú=i ́
cornplant=1sg
ʻmy cornplantsʼ

In each of these examples, the couplet melody remains HH after coalescence has taken place.

The derivation of /HL/ + =i ́ ‘1sg’ from (105), is similar to the derivation in (104), but

involves what is (from a descriptive perspective) a second step whereby the tone of the pronoun

replaces the final tone of the couplet when coalescence occurs, as shown in (107).

(107) /HL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ → HL

µ

L

‘1sg’
µ µ

H

µ µ

L

µ

→
H

‘1sg’

H

FLA LFTA

( () )

In the first step of the derivation FLA associates the floating L in the input of the noun melody

rightward to the TBU of the pronoun and delinks its H tone, as in (104). In the second step, when

the pronoun coalesces with the final vowel of the couplet, its tone is delinked and an association

line is created leftward from the pronoun, which has been changed to L, back to the final TBU of

the couplet delinking its tone. I refer to the tonal process associating the delinked pronoun tone to

the final couplet TBU as Leftward Floating Tone Association (LFTA).10 This process, which differs

from FLA in the direction of association, is restricted to tones that are underlyingly H and are either

coerced onto a couplet through coalescence, as we see here, or are part of the underlyingly melody

of a couplet, as we will see in §4.1.6. I assume that coalescence also includes the deletion of the

mora associated with the pronoun.

The phonetic realization of the sandhi (HL) realization of the couplets in (105) and the non-

sandhi (HH) realization of those in (106) is shown by the mean pitch contours in Figure 8 from the

Single Word production experiment (Appendix A). Each f0 contour represents the average of six
10 Leftward tonal association processes are also found in other Mixtecan languages, such as Triqui (DiCanio 2016).
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Figure 8. Contrast between /H/ + 1sg and /HL/ + 1sg; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary

repetitions by five male speakers pronouncing tʃɨt́i ̀ ‘my knee’ (105a), which has an underlying /HL/

couplet melody, ítí ‘my cornplants’ (106e), which has an underlying /H/ couplet melody, and tɨḱà
‘grasshopper’, which has an underlying /HL/ melody and is not combined with the pronoun. The

low falling final TBU of the HL=H ‘1sg’ f0 contour clearly contrasts with the high final TBU of

the H=H ‘1sg’ contour and is indistinguishable from the f0 contour of the lexical /HL/.

FLA is obligatory in the N + clitic pronoun construction; it also occurs frequently, though

apparently not obligatorily, from a /HL/ couplet to an immediately following couplet with either the

/H/ or /HL/ melodies in the N-N associative construction:

(108) a. nɨɲ́ɨ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

ɲaɲ̀i ́
ɲaɲ́i ́
brother

 
 

‘brother’s blood’

b. nɨɲ́ɨ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ́
ⁿdɨβ́ɨ ́L
egg

 
 

‘egg’s blood’
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Figure 9. Comparing mean pitch contours of /HL/ + /H/, /HL/ + /LH/ and /H/ + /LH/ in the N-N
construction; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

The initial word in each example has the /HL/ melody, while the second word has the /H/ melody in

(108a) and /HL/ in (108b). Observe that the final word in each example surfaces with the LH melody

due to the application of FLA. The phonetic realization of (108a) is shown by the plot of /HL/-/H/

in Figure 9, where it is compared to the f0 contour of the melody combinations /HL/-/LH/ (nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́
màᵑgú ‘mangoʼs blood’) and /H/-/LH/ (ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ màᵑgú ‘mango’s brother’), where the second word of

the phrase has a lexical LH melody. The f0 contours represent the averages of eight repetitions of

each item in citation context by five male speakers from the N-N production experiment (Appendix

B). The pitch of the voiced syllable onsets is included in the f0 contours, and syllable boundaries

(dotted vertical line) and the boundary between words (solid vertical line) are indicated. Notice

that the f0 contour of nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́ ɲãɲ̀i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s blood’ (/HL/ + /H/) has a LH tone pattern on ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ when

the floating L of nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood’ is realized on its first TBU. Notice also that this sandhi pattern is

comparable to the lexical LH in the second word of the f0 contours of /HL/ + /LH/ and /H/ + /LH/.

I give the autosegmental derivation of /HL/ + /H/ from (108a) in (109).
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(109) /HL/ + /H/ → HH-LH

µ µ

L

FLA

H

µ µ

H

( () )

FLA creates an association line from the floating L of the first word across a couplet boundary to

the initial TBU of the second couplet. The H feature that was associated to this TBU is delinked

leaving the H linked to the second TBU. The result is a couplet with L linked to the first TBU and

H linked to the second TBU.

While the application of FLA on a following enclitic pronoun basically has a uniform real-

ization (but see footnote 11), this is not true of the application of FLA to a following couplet in a

phrase. In addition to replacing only the initial TBU as in (109), the floating L may also replace

the entire melody, as exemplified in (110).

(110) a. nɨɲ́ɨ ́ ɲaɲ̃i ̃̀ ‘brother’s blood’
b. nɨɲ́ɨ ́ ⁿdɨβɨ ̀ ‘egg’s blood’

In contrast to the LH realization of the sandhi form shown in Figure 9, when the floating L replaces

the entire melody of the second word it has a high falling contour which is comparable to the

realization of /L/ couplets in this context (i.e. following /HL/) as shown in Figure 10. This plot

gives the average realization of eight repetitions of the melody combination /HL/-/L/ (nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́ ɲiɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀
‘corncobʼs blood’) in citation context by five male speakers from the N-N production experiment

(Appendix B). Recall that /L/ surfaces as∅L, having no initial pitch target of its own, hence the

large degree of carryover from the H of the preceding word creating the high falling pitch on the

first TBU of the second word.

The autosegmental derivation of the second realization of FLA is shown in (111).
11See footnote 7 in chapter 4.
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(111) /HL/ + /H/ → HH-∅L

→

ILD

µ µ

H

µ µ

L

(( ))µ µ

H

(

L

FLA

µ µ

H

( ))

This derivation begins just like the derivation shown in (109), but then L spreads iteratively to the

second TBU couplet and then is delinked from the first TBU by ILD (98).

So far, conditions for determining which of these sandhi forms of FLAwill be selected have

not been discovered and it seems that one alternation may be preferred over the other for some

lexical combinations. As mentioned above, FLA also does not appear to be obligatory in the N-N

construction like it is in the noun-enclitic pronoun construction, particularly where the melody of the

second couplet is /HL/. In a production experiment investigating the N-N construction (Appendix

B), all subjects (five male speakers and five female speakers) produced sandhi forms in all three

items exemplifying the /HL/ + /H/ melody combination, with the most common sandhi form being

LH. Subjects were split in their productions of the one /HL/ + /HL/ item in the experiment, with

some subjects producing the LH sandhi form, others producing the L sandhi form and one subject
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not producing sandhi at all. FLA also occurs in the N-Adj construction, though apparently only

optionally for one speaker. This has not been studied experimentally, but informal elicitations so

far indicate that only the LH sandhi form is used for /H/ and /HL/ adjectives following /HL/ nouns

in the phrase. More study is needed to determine if it is possible to predict more accurately when

and how FLA will apply to a following couplet.

Another tonal process that shows the contrast between the /HL/ and /H/ melodies is seen

when nouns with these melodies combine with the third person masculine pronoun, =ɾà. We

already saw in (101) that nouns with the /H/ melody simply surface as HH=L, when combined

with the L toned pronoun; curiously, the pronoun surfaces as H when combined with /HL/ nouns,

as demonstrated in (112).

(112) a. tʃɨt́ɨ ́ɾá
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=ɾà
knee=3.masc
ʻhis kneeʼ

b. kʷij́áɾá
kʷij́áL=ɾà
year=3.masc
ʻhis yearʼ

c. tʃáˀ áɾá
tʃáˀ L=ɾà
foot=3.masc
ʻhis footʼ

d. ⁿdóóɾá
ⁿdoĹ=ɾà
sugar.cane=3.masc
ʻhis sugar caneʼ

Under the floating L analysis proposed here, the raising of L pronouns following words with a

floating L (112), and not following couplets lacking the floating L, is analyzed as a process of high

tone spread (HTS) from the stem in order to preserve the distinction between words with and without
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the floating L in their tonal melody—that is, since the lowering effect of the floating L would be

lost by associating the floating L with a pronoun that has L as its underlying melody, spreading H

to the pronoun instead is a means of maintaining the distinctiveness of the tonal melody of these

couplets from the /H/ couplets which lack the floating tone.12 Interestingly, there is evidence that

there is a floating L after the raised pronoun which is optionally realized on a following /H/ word,

as shown in (113).

(113) iʃ́iḱòɾà
i–́ʃik̀ò=ɾà
pfv–sell=3.masc

ɲɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ɾ́á
ɲɨ ́L=ɾà
salt

ɲũ̀ṹ
ɲú
town

ʻHe sold his salt in townʼ

In this example, ɲɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ ́L ‘salt’ has the /HL/ melody. H spreads from ɲɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ ́L to the third person masculine

enclitic pronoun, =ɾà, changing its tone to H resulting in a floating L at the right edge of the

pronoun. This floating L is realized on the final word, ɲũṹ́ ‘town’, which has the /H/ melody, by

lowering its initial TBU (in bold) so that it is realized as LH.

The autosegmental derivation of /HL/ +=ɾà ‘3.masc’ from (112), where the HTS process

occurs from the /HL/ couplet to a L pronoun, is depicted in (114).

(114) /HL/ +=ɾà ‘3.masc → HH=HL’

‘3.masc’

HTS

H

µ µ

L

µ

L

)(

12 Paster (2006) discusses a somewhat similar situation in the Yucunany dialect of Mixtepec Mixtec. In that language,
the first person singular enclitic pronoun is marked by a L tonal suprafix that associates at the right edge of its host
except when the host ends in a L tone, in which case the allomorph, =yù, is selected instead. She argues that the
selection of=yù in precisely those environments where the use of the tonal suprafix would lead to homophony serves
to maintain the distinction between forms marked with the pronouns and those that are not. While the IM situation
described here involves a lexical distinction (i.e. the realization of a floating L that is part of the lexical melody of a
stem) rather than allomorphy, the principle of contrast preservation where underlying tonal contrast would be obscured
by the context is the same. In precisely the environment where the effect of the floating tone of the stem would be lost,
we find high tone spreading.
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Here HTS creates an association line rightward from the H tone of the couplet to the TBU of the

pronoun and delinks the L tone that was associated with it. Since the L at the right edge of the

/HL/ couplet is floating, no association lines are crossed in this process. Based on the evidence in

(113), I assume that either the original floating L or the L that has been delinked from the pronoun

remains in the output.

HTS is another process that iteratively spreads through the couplet. As with FLA, HTS
applies obligatorily from a /HL/ couplet to a following L pronoun, but the process also optionally

applies from a /HL/ couplet to a following /L/ couplet in the N-N associative construction, in which

case it spreads iteratively to both TBUs of the couplet, as shown in these examples:

(115) a. ⁿdʲáˀ jú
ⁿdʲáˀ júL

mud

júkú
jùkù
mountain

ʻmountainʼs mudʼ

b. tʃáˀ á
tʃáˀ L
foot

jútṹ
jùtù̃
tree

ʻtreeʼs footʼ

c. tʃiḱi ́
tʃiḱi ́L
hill

ɲṹˀ ṹ
ɲùˀ
land

ʻlandʼs hillʼ

The initial word in each example has the /HL/ melody and the following word has the /L/ melody.

H optionally spreads from the first word to both TBUs of the second word. When this happens the

second word in the phrase has a floating L to its right, as shown by this example:

(116) tʃíkí
tʃíkíL
hill

ɲṹˀ ṹⁿdi ̀
ɲùˀ=ⁿdi ́
land=1pl.excl

ʻour hillʼs landʼ
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Notice that when the H enclitic pronoun (in bold) is added to the phrase from (115c), which has

undergone iterative HTS, the pronoun tone is lowered to L, indicating the presence of a floating L

after ‘land’. In other words, whenHTS applies to a couplet, it has the effect of completely replacing

its /L/ melody with /HL/.13

The autosegmental derivation of iterative HTS is given in (117).

(117) Iterative HTS within couplets: /HL/ + /L/ → HH HHL

µ µ ) )(

L

HTS

H

µ µ

L

(

H spreads rightward across a couplet boundary to each TBU of a following /L/ couplet. As with

HTS in the N-Pron construction, there is a floating L in the derived HL couplet, whether the original

floating L of the /HL/ couplet or the L that is delinked from the /L/ couplet as a result of the spreading.

It should also be noted that if a L enclitic is added to the phrase in (115c), the L pronoun

also undergoes HTS, as shown in (118).

(118) tʃíkí
tʃíkíL
hill

ɲṹˀ ṹɾáʟ
ɲùˀ=ɾà
land=3masc

ʻhis hillʼs landʼ

As above, H spreads from the initial /HL/ noun to the /L/ noun, changing its melody to HL, and a L

pronoun (in bold) added to the end of the phrase also undergoes HTS. These facts can be taken as

an indication that the iterative domain of HTS includes both a couplet and enclitics, or that there

is an iterative HTS rule that applies within a couplet as well as a HTS rule that applies within the

prosodic word from a couplet to L enclitics. Note that the iterative rule in (117) must have a couplet

boundary after the initial /HL/ couplet and before the /L/ couplet, whereas the rule that was given
13 A process similar to the optional HTS process described here for the N-N construction also applies obligatorily

from a prefix or proclitic with the /HL/ melody to a following /L/ couplet, but with the difference that the tone of the
prefix/proclitic dissimilates to L after spreading H to the couplet.
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in (114), which applies from a /HL/ couplet to a following L enclitic, only requires the first couplet

boundary, since the enclitic to which H spreads is not a couplet and therefore spreading cannot be

iterative.

In this section we have seen that the overly large group of noun couplets with the HH

surface melody (50% of the sample) is actually comprised of two couplet melodies based on their

contextual behaviour. Using the noun + enclitic pronoun construction, it was demonstrated that

one group of these nouns (comprising 20% of the sample) do not cause tone sandhi in following H

and L pronouns, whereas a second group (comprising 30% of the sample) cause H toned pronouns

to be lowered to L and L toned pronouns to be raised to H. This discovery makes the very lopsided

distribution in Table 24 much more evenly distributed, although there are still asymmetries that will

be addressed below. I have analysed the sandhi triggering couplets with a floating L at their right

edge. This floating tone is generally not realized on the couplet itself, but instead associates to a

TBU to the right. The strategy of marking the sandhi triggering morphemes with a floating tone

in their underlying representation captures the generalizations that a) it is a lexical phonological

property of these words that triggers the sandhi, and b) the effect on the following morpheme is

that of providing it with a L tone. I assign the non-sandhi HH nouns the underlying melody /H/ and

the sandhi triggering group the underlying melody /HL/.

A number of tonal processes have also been introduced in this section in order to demon-

strate the contrast between the /H/ and /HL/ melodies. FLA is a process whereby a floating L tone

associates rightward across a couplet boundary to an adjacent TBU. This process applies obligato-

rily in the N-Pron construction from a /HL/ couplet to a following H enclitic pronoun (cf. (104),

(107)), but also applies optionally in the N-N associative construction from a /HL/ couplet to a

following couplet with the /H/ or /HL/ melodies. When this happens, it may either associate the

floating L across the couplet boundary to the first TBU, creating a LH couplet (cf. (109)), or it may

apply iteratively to both TBUs creating a ∅L couplet (cf. (111)). LFTA is an obligatory process

that associates the tone of an enclitic pronoun that has been left floating through vowel coalescence
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leftward across a couplet boundary to the preceding TBU (cf. (107)). Finally, HTS occurs obliga-

torily from a /HL/ couplet to a following /L/ pronoun (cf. (114)). It also occurs optionally in the

N-N associative construction, where it applies iteratively to both TBUs of a following /L/ couplet

(cf. (117)).

4.1.4 Noun couplets with the citation melody HL

In this section we will see that the group of noun couplets with the HL citation melody

(cf. Table 23 and Table 24) also splits into two groups based on the tonal behaviour of these

couplets when combined with the first person singular enclitic pronoun, requiring the addition of

another underlying couplet melody to our repertoire. The vast majority of noun couplets with the

HL citation melody surface with HH when combined with the first person singular pronoun, as

illustrated by the data in (119a).

(119) a. tʃit́é
tʃit́ò=i ́
bed=1sg
ʻmy bedʼ

b. ⁿdɨ ́ˀ ji ́
ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ=̀i ́
pimple=1sg
ʻmy pimpleʼ

c. séˀ i ́
sêˀ =i ́
offspring=1sg
ʻmy childʼ

d. kái ́
ka=̂i ́
metal=1sg
ʻmy metalʼ

Given the facts of tonal association when pronouns coalesce with couplets that were established in

the preceding section, the tonal behaviour of these couplets is straightforward. The H tone of the
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pronoun replaces the tone of the final TBU of the stem (in bold font) by LFTA resulting in a HH

surface melody. I assign these couplets the underlying melody /HL/.

In terms of autosegmental representations, /HL/ couplets have the representation given in

(120), with each tone of the melody associated to its own TBU.

(120) /HL/

H L

µ µ( )

The tonal derivation of /HL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ coalescence that was exemplified in (119), then, can be

represented as in (121).

(121) /HL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg → HH’

µ

H

‘1sg’
µ µ

LH

LFTA

( )

Since no tonal processes have modified the pronoun tone, when segmental coalescence occurs and

the tone of the pronoun replaces the tone of the final TBU of the couplet by LFTA, the result is a

HH couplet.

A second group of 10 native noun couplets with the HL citation melody, however, undergo

an unexpected tonal alternation in this context, as shown by these examples:

(122) a. tʃòké
Ltʃókò=i ́
opossum=1sg
ʻmy opossumʼ

b. laβ̀é
Llaβ́a=̀i ́
lizard=1sg
ʻmy lizardʼ
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Figure 11. Mean pitch contours of tʃit́é ‘my bed’ and tʃòké ‘my opossum’ by subject MQM

c. lɨ ̀ˀ ji ́
Llɨ ́ˀ jɨ=̀i ́
chick=1sg
ʻmy chickʼ

d. pi ̀i ́
pi=̂i ́
turkey.hen=1sg
ʻmy turkey henʼ

While the tone of the final TBU of the couplet is still replaced by the H tone of the pronoun in these

data, as in (119), the initial couplet TBU is also unexpectedly lowered to L. The contrast between

this group of words and those given in (119) is clearly shown in Figure 11 which gives the mean

pitch contours of eight repetitions each of (119a) and (122a) by one male speaker from the N-Pron

production experiment (Appendix C). The behaviour of this group of words indicates that they have

a different underlying representation, and in order to better understand how that difference should

be represented, it is helpful to consider what happens to the first group (119) when they follow a

noun with a floating L.
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The examples in (123) show a noun with the /HL/ melody combined with a noun with the

/HL/ melody in the N-N associative construction. (Examples (a)–(c) are also combined with the

toneless second person singular enclitic pronoun.)

(123) a. tʃáˀ á
tʃáˀ L
foot

sēˀũ̀
sêˀ =ũ
offspring=2sg

ʻyour childʼs footʼ

b. júú
júL

stone

sēˀũ̀
sêˀ =ũ
offspring=2sg

ʻyour childʼs stoneʼ

c. ʃi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́
ʃiɲ́i ́L
head

tʃi ̄sõ̀
tʃiśò=ũ
father.in.law=2sg

ʻyour father-in-lawʼs headʼ

d. sókó
sókóL
arm

tʲōkò
tʲókò
ant

ʻantʼs armʼ

In each example, the initial TBU of the second (/HL/) word in the phrase is realized as M rather

than L, showing that FLA has not applied as described in §4.1.3. This is due to the fact that the

tonal melody of these couplets already has a L, and IM has a constraint against more than one L

TBUwithin a couplet, which I refer to as *LL. Thus, instead of FLA the first TBU of the /HL/ words

undergoes a vertical assimilation process (VA) (cf. Hyman & Schuh 1974; Hyman 1975:221–2;

2007b): H → M / L)(__L (round brackets = couplet boundaries)—that is, the initial H of the /HL/

couplet becomes M when preceded in a phrase by a word ending in a floating L resulting in a ML

surface melody for this word.14 What is crucial for our discussion of the tonal alternation in (122)
14 This process will be formalized in autosegmental terms below in §4.1.6, but it should be noted here that this

derived ML is formally and phonetically distinct from the surface “ML” that was shown in Figure 5 and is analyzed as
∅L.
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is what happens to a /HL/ noun in the same context if it is coalesced with the H toned first person

singular pronoun:

(124) a. tʃáˀ á
tʃáˀ L
foot

sèˀi ́
sêˀ =i ́
offspring=1sg

ʻmy childʼs footʼ

b. júú
júL

stone

sèˀi ́
sêˀ =i ́
offspring=1sg

ʻmy childʼs stoneʼ

c. ʃi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́
ʃiɲ́i ́L
head

tʃi ̀sé
tʃiśò=i ́
father.in.law=1sg

ʻmy father-in-lawʼs headʼ

Heres, as in (119), the H tone of the pronoun replaces the final L tone of the couplet and the resulting

couplet no longer has L in its tonal melody. Thus, FLA is no longer blocked and the floating L is

associated with the first TBU creating a LH surface melody on this word.

I propose that the tonal derivation described for the data in (124) is just what is happening

with the idiosyncratic group of HL nouns represented in (122) except that the floating L does not

belong to a preceding word, but to the word that undergoes the alternation to LH. I therefore rep-

resent the underlying tonal melody of the nouns in (122) as /LHL/ with a floating L at the left edge

of the associated HL tones, as shown in the autosegmental representation in (125).

(125) /LHL/

H L

µ µ

L

( )

The derivation of /LHL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ /LHL/ can then be modelled as shown in (126).
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(126) /LHL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ → LH

→
µ

H

‘1sg’
µ µ

L HH

µ µ

L LH

FLALFTA

( () )

In the first part of the derivation, LFTA applies first changing the final TBU of the couplet from L

to H (e.g. tʃókò +=i ́→ Ltʃóké). In the second part, since *LL would no longer be violated, FLA
applies, replacing the initial TBU of the couplet with the floating L from the input melody resulting

in a LH couplet (e.g. Ltʃóké→ tʃòké).
Further support for positing a floating L at the left edge of these words comes from their

behaviour in the N-N construction. In this construction,VA (cf. (123)) also occurs in /LHL/ couplets

not only when they follow /HL/ couplets, but also following couplets with all other tonal melodies

except /L/ and LM, as demonstrated by the data in (127).

(127) a. ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́
ɲaɲ́i ́
brother

lō̄mẽ̀
Llómẽ̀
bat

ʻbatʼs brotherʼ

b. nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

lōmẽ̀
Llómẽ̀
bat

ʻbatʼs bloodʼ

c. mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀
miɲ́i ̀
pool

lō̄mẽ̀
Llómẽ̀
bat

ʻbatʼs poolʼ

d. laβ́à
laβ́à
lizard

lō̄mẽ̀
Llómẽ̀
bat

ʻbatʼs lizardʼ
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e. màŋ gú
màŋ gú
mango

lō̄mẽ̀
Llómẽ̀
bat

ʻbatʼs mangoʼ

In each example, the melody of the initial word in the construction varies: it is /H/ in (127a), /HL/

in (127b), /HL/ in (127c), /LHL/ in (127d) and /LH/ in (127e). At the same time, the second word of

the construction always has the /LHL/ melody. As can be seen by the surface tone of the first TBU

of Llómè in each example, regardless of the initial melody, VA occurs creating M on the first TBU
of the second word of the phrase (in bold). Since only in (127b) does the initial word of the phrase

have a floating L in its melody, the lowering of HL to ML in the other examples must be attributed

to the floating L in the melody of the second /LHL/ word itself. This alternation is robustly attested

in the N-N production experiment (Appendix B). Figure 12 gives the mean pitch contour of eight

repetitions of (127a) by five male speakers compared to those of the /HL/ + /HL/ phrase, nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́ mi ̃ɲ̄i ̃ ̀
‘poolʼs blood’, and the /H/ + /HL/ phrase, ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘poolʼs brother’, in the same experiment. The

plot shows that the /HL/ couplet is not lowered following the /H/ couplet in the /H/-/HL/ f0 contour,

but, as expected, it is lowered following the /HL/ couplet in the /HL/-/HL/ f0 contour. Crucially, the

/LHL/ couplet in the /H/-/LHL/ f0 contour shows the same kind of lowering when it follows a /H/

couplet, which lacks a floating L. Comparing the derived ML in the second word of the /HL/-/HL/

and /H/-/LHL/ f0 contours to the high falling pitch contour of /L/ in the plot of /HL/-/L/ in Figure

10, shows a clear contrast and provides support for the representation of the surface melody of /L/

as∅L rather than ML. The simple tonal feature system employed thus far has no way to represent

a partial assimilation like this (i.e. H → M / L_L) so I will put off the representation of this process

until §4.1.6, where I will introduce a richer set of autosegmental tonal features.

The /LHL/ data allow us to speculate as to a plausible source of the floating L on these

nouns. Interestingly, all native /LHL/ noun couplets in my database are animal names, as can be

seen by the complete list given in (128).
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Figure 12. Mean pitch contours of N-N phrases with the melody combinations /H/ + /HL/, /H/ +
/LHL/ and /HL/ + /HL/; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

(128) /LHL/ nouns
a. Lβiĺù ʻcatʼ
b. Lβíʃì ʻsquirrelʼ
c. Llátʃã̀ ʻchachalaca (bird)ʼ
d. Lláβà ʻlizardʼ
e. Lléˀ là ʻsowʼ
f. Llɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ʻchickʼ
g. Llómẽ̀ ʻbatʼ
h. Lpíì ʻturkey henʼ
i. Ltʃókò ʻopossumʼ
j. Lúʃũ̀ ʻpuppyʼ

As described in §2.4.1, Mixtec has an archaic noun classifier system, which included a L toned

animal classifier, tɨ–̀, which is still overtly present in some words in the language. It seems likely,

then, that at some point in the history of the language these few words were also preceded by the

L toned animal classifier and that subsequently the segmental material was lost and the L tone

remained. In fact, Dürr (1987:27) hints at the possibility of tonal marking of lexical fields in his

Proto-Mixtec tone reconstruction, noting that numerals, some animal names and several kinship

terms have similar tone patterns, although he does not suggest that this is due to the loss of an affix

or a tonal suprafix.
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In this section, we have seen that noun couplets with the HL citation melody split into two

groups based on their tonal behaviour when they combine with the H toned first person singular

pronoun and the pronoun tone replaces the tone of the final TBU of the couplet. Most of these

nouns surface as HH in this context as expected and are assigned the underlying melody /HL/. A

small group, however, become LH when their final TBU is changed to H. This, we saw, is just what

happens to the /HL/ couplets when they follow a word with a floating L in a phrase if their final TBU
is changed to H through coalescence of the couplet with the first person singular pronoun—that is,

FLA associates L to the initial TBU of /HL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ constructions and they become LH, but if

the final L of /HL/ couplets is not changed to H, FLA cannot associate L to their initial TBU due to

the *LL constraint. In that case, the floating L triggers VA instead, and the initial H of the second

couplet is realized as M. Based on these facts, I assign the second group of nouns the underlying

melody /LHL/, which has a floating L at the left edge of the couplet.

The tonal processes/constraints introduced in this section were VA and *LL. In VA, the H

of a /HL/ couplet undergoes partial assimilation to a preceding floating L to be realized as M. *LL
is a constraint in IM which prohibits both TBUs of a couplet from being associated with L.

Finally, it should be noted that, while four of my consultants gave the LH sandhi form for the

/LHL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ construction shown in (122), two consultants did not for most of the /LHL/ words

that were tested (although one of these consultants would accept the sandhi form, even though she

preferred the non-sandhi form). Despite this evidence that the pattern may be losing ground in the

synchronic grammar and the fact that it affects such a small set of words, the analysis of this group

of irregular nouns not only makes the analysis of noun couplet melodies more complete, but also

provides a basis for understanding the behaviour of the L toned imperfective verbal suprafix that

will be discussed in §4.2.2.
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4.1.5 Noun couplets with the citation melodies LH and LM

In this section I address noun couplets with the surface melodies LH and LM and consider

how these melodies should be represented. As noted in Table 24, these melodies are found on only

a handful (3.1%) of native noun couplets in my database. A complete list of these words is given

in Table 25.

Table 25. Native noun couplets with the LH and LM tonal melodies

LH LM

jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’ ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ‘chicken’
kɨt̀ɨ ́ ‘horse’ lùlū ‘thick tortilla for babies’
ʃòᵑgi ́ ‘cricket’ leè ̄ ‘baby’
tɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃ ́ ‘rat’ ɲũũ̀̄ ‘night’
lùˀlú ‘foal’

It should be noted that tɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃ ́, kɨt̀ɨ ́ and jak̀ʷi ̃́ are alternately pronounced with the /L/ melody by some

speakers and lùˀlú is sometimes pronounced LM.15 In the case of kɨt̀ɨ ́, the LH pronunciation appears

to be used exclusively to mean ‘horse’, while the /L/ pronunciation means more generally ‘animal’,

in which case it often forms a compound with the adjective ʃãá̃ ́L ‘fierce’, but can also mean ‘horse’.

These melodies differ phonetically by the pitch height of their final TBU. This difference is

obvious when couplets with these melodies combine with the third person male pronoun,=ɾà, as

in the examples in (129).16

15 Also, Llúʔlù (different tonal melody) means ‘small’ in IM and many other Mixtec varieties (from *luʔu; Josserand
1983:642ff), although the more common IM word for small is Llóʔò. The meanings ‘small’ and ‘foal’ (= small horse)
are semantically related and it would appear that the noun developed from the adjective ‘small’ given that this word is
so widespread among Mixtec varieties that it has been reconstructed for Proto-Mixtec.

16 The nouns kùtʃi ́ ‘pig’ and kòtȭ ‘shirt’ are not in Table 25 because they are loanwords. My choice to use them
in these examples is because they were used in the N-Pron production experiment due to their phonetic compatibility
with the other stimuli. These words behave phonologically just like native words with these melodies.
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Figure 13. Mean pitch contours of kùtʃi=́ɾà and kòtõ=̄ɾà

(129) a. kùtʃiɾ́à ʻhis pigʼ
b. kòtõɾ̄à ʻhis shirtʼ

No sandhi occurs in this context. As can be seen in the mean pitch contours of these words produced

by four male speakers and two female speakers in the N-Pron experiment (Appendix C) given in

Figure 13, the H pitch (TBU 2) of the LH couplet has a considerably higher pitch than the M (TBU

2) of the LM couplet. The high falling pitch of the pronoun in the LH=L f0 contour is due to

insufficient time to complete the fall to L in the experimental context.

The phonological contrast on the final couplet TBU of words with the LM and LH melodies

is neutralized when they combine with the first person singular pronoun, as shown in (130).

(130) a. kùtʃi ́ ʻmy pigʼ
b. kòtẽ́ ʻmy shirtʼ

In both cases the H pronoun replaces the final couplet TBU, albeit with no apparent result in the

case of kùtʃi ́, so that both words are realized as LH.
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The surface melodies LM and LH are peculiar melodies in the nominal tone system—not

only are they extremely rare, but they are the only noun couplet melodies that begin with L. I con-

tend that this is no coincidence since L initial melodies are common in other grammatical contexts

where there is synchronic derivation or evidence that morphemes have a complex diachronic his-

tory. To begin with, it can be observed that all of the LH noun couplets, though only one LM

couplet, are animal names (cf. Table 25). Given our speculation that the floating L in /LHL/ nouns,

which are also all animal names (cf. (128)), originated with the loss of the L toned animal classifier,

tɨ–̀, we can further speculate that the LH words may also have received their L tone from the same

source. If these couplets had an underlying /H/ melody, the addition of a L tonal suprafix (at an

earlier stage of the language) would not be blocked from associating with the initial TBU by *LL,

as is the case with the /LHL/ and would always surface as LH.

More importantly, it is also the case that both LH and LM are common realizations of im-

perfective verb couplets of every structural type, as illustrated by the data in Table 26. Significantly,

the imperfective aspect is derived by a L tonal suprafix that will be described more fully in §4.2.2.

In other words, the initial L that is found in these couplets comes from a source other than the

coupletʼs basic melody.

As we saw in §4.1.3, LH is also synchronically derived by FLA in the N-N construction

when /H/ and /HL/ couplets follow a /HL/ couplet in the phrase (cf. (108)). Another context where

LH is optionally derived in the N-N construction is when /H/ and /HL/ couplets follow a /L/ couplet

in the phrase. As shown by the examples in (131), L spreads from the initial word in the phrase

to the first TBU of the second word, which has the /H/ melody in (131a) and the /HL/ melody in

(131b), by a process I call low tone spread (LTS):

(131) a. nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀
nɨɲ̀ɨ ̀
corncob

ɲãɲ̀i ̃ ́
ɲáɲí
brother

‘brother’s corncob’
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Table 26. Imperfective verbs with the LH and LM tonal melodies

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV

LH kìʃí tʲàˀjú tʃàá kã̀ˀ ã́
‘is sleeping’ ‘is rotting’ ‘will arrive’ ‘is speaking’

LM tʃàʃi ̃ ̄ kàˀⁿdɨ ̄ kãà̃ ̄ kùˀū
‘is crushing’ ‘explode’ ‘is perforating’ ‘is sick’

b. nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀
nɨɲ̀ɨ ̀
corncob

nɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

 
 

‘blood’s corncob’

I give the autosegmental representation of this process in (132).

(132) /L/ + /H/ →∅L LH

µ µ

LTSILD

µ µ

L H

) )( (

An association line is created across the couplet boundary from L in the first word of the phrase to

the initial TBU of the following /H/ couplet, delinking its tone. ILD (cf. (98)) also applies to the

first word delinking L from its first TBU to satisfy the *LL constraint. It should be noted that LTS
is frequent, but like FLA in the N-N construction, it is not obligatory, at least not for all speakers.17

The average phonetic realization of LTS in (131a) by five male speakers in citation context from

the N-N experiment (Appendix B) is given in Figure 14. It is clear that L spreads from the final
17 In the N-N production experiment, 6 speakers (all 5 male speakers and 1 female speaker) produced LTS in the

/L/-/H/ item (/nɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃̀ ɲaɲ́i/́ ‘brother’s corncob’), another female speaker produced 4 LTS tokens and a third female
speaker produced 1 LTS token and 2 female speakers never produced LTS in this item. In the same experiment, only
2 male speakers produced LTS in the /L/-/H/ item (/nɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃̀ nɨɲ́ɨ ́L/ ‘blood’s ear of corn’), and one of these produced it
both with and without sandhi. The other three male speakers and all five female speakers did not produce LTS for this
item. Productions are also split between sandhi and non-sandhi realizations for both of these melody combinations in
informal elicitations.
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TBU of the first word in the construction, into the first TBU of the second /H/ word, producing a

LH tone pattern.
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Figure 14. Mean pitch contour of /L/ + /H/ in the N-N construction; dotted vertical line = syllable
boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

LM (but not LH) is also a common melody of adjectives, as shown by the examples in Table

27.18 Furthermore, a few adjectives in my data with this tone pattern (less than a dozen) appear

to have been historically derived from nouns by a tonal suprafix, as illustrated by the examples in

Table 28. The specifics of the tonal derivation are no longer consistent across the contemporary

nominal forms, but it seems clear that the derivation involved a L tonal suprafix, and most of the

derived words have the LM melody, like the first two in Table 28.

Table 27. LM adjectives by couplet type

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV

LM kʷìtʃi ̃ ̄ ‘white’ ⁿdàˀβi ̄ ‘poor’ kʷãà̃ ̄ ‘yellow’ kèˀ ẽ̄ ‘wide’

18 There is only one native LH adjective in my data, ʃĩɲ̀ṹ ‘shiny’.
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Table 28. Noun ~ Adjective tone pairs

Noun Adjective

súkṹL ‘throat’ sùkũ̄ ‘tall’
ʃã́ˀ ã ́ ‘lard’ ʃã̀ˀ ã̄ ‘fat’
sóˀò ‘ear’ soˀò ‘deaf’

In addition to imperfective constructions, the LM melody is also synchronically derived in

all /L/ couplets regardless of their lexical class when they coalesce with the first person singular

enclitic pronoun, as in these examples:

(133) a. tʃìkī
tʃik̀ì=í
fist=1sg
‘my fist’

b. kòˀlē
kòˀlò=í
turkey=1sg
‘my turkey’

c. ɲɨ ̃ĩ̀ ̄
ɲɨ=̀í
skin=1sg
‘my skin’

d. ɲũ̀ˀ ĩ ̄
ɲùˀ=í
earth=1sg
‘my land’

Since the underlying tone of the pronoun is H, it might be expected that /L/ couplets would surface

as LH when combined with this pronoun; however, recall from the discussion of the /HL/ + =í
‘1sg’ construction (cf. (105) and (107)), that tonal processes apply to the pronoun first, then the

pronoun coalesces with the final TBU of the couplet replacing its tone. With this in mind, consider

the data in (134), which show /L/ couplets combined with the first person plural exclusive pronoun,

=ⁿdí , which does not coalesce with the couplet.
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(134) a. tʃikìⁿdī
tʃik̀ì=ⁿdí
fist=1pl.excl
‘our fist’

b. jutũ̀n dī
jùtù̃=ⁿdí
tree=1pl.excl
‘our wood’

c. ɲũˀũ̀n dī
ɲùˀ=ⁿdí
earth=1pl.excl
‘our land’

d. jaàⁿdī
jà=ⁿdí
tongue=1pl.excl
‘our tongues’

These data show that M is also derived on the H pronoun even though it does not coalesce with the

couplet.

The resemblance between the tone of the pronouns in (134) and that of the first person

singular pronoun in (133) is borne out in the plot in Figure 15. These f0 contours give the mean pitch

contours of eight repetitions of tʃìkī ‘my fist’ (133a), tʃikìⁿdī ‘our fist’ (134a) and tʃɨt́ɨ ́n dí ‘our seed’

(106a) with H pronouns, and tʃikìɾà ‘his fist’ with a L pronoun, by four male and two female speakers

from the N-Pron production experiment (Appendix C). Observe the clear distinction between L, M

and H on the second TBU of the f0 contours, where the first person singular pronoun = M and also

contrasts with the couplet L of tʃikìɾà and the couplet H of tʃɨt́ɨ ́n dí . The same contrast is evident

on the final TBU where the first person plural exclusive pronoun = M and also contrasts with the

corresponding TBUs of tʃikìɾà and tʃɨt́ɨ ́n dí . Furthermore, the pitch of the final TBU of tʃik̀i ,̄ which

bears the lowered H tone of the first person singular pronoun, is comparable to the pitch of the

final TBU of tʃiki ̀n di ,̄ which bears the lowered H tone of the first person plural exclusive pronoun. I

take these data as evidence that both H pronouns undergo VA following /L/ couplets—that is, they
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partially assimilate to the preceding L, and that it is this assimilated tone that replaces the tone of

the final TBU of /L/ couplets when the first person singular pronoun coalesces with it. The domain

of this rule is the prosodic word, since enclitics are part of the same prosodic word as their couplet

host, as will be discussed in §6.1. This contrasts with the domain of LTS in (131) and (132) which

is phrasal, since couplets form separate prosodic words. VA can occur on the initial TBU of the

couplet, however, as was demonstrated in (123a) and (127). The condition for this to occur is that a

HL couplet be preceded by a floating L. As we saw in that discussion, if the couplet melody is HH

rather than HL, or is changed to HH through coalescence with the first person singular pronoun,

then FLA will occur instead of VA.

In this section, we have seen that LH and LM are not only rare surface melodies on noun

couplets, they are the only surface melodies that begin with L. This state of affairs gains signifi-

cance in light of the fact that these melodies are common in other grammatical contexts where the

melodies are derived by rule in the synchronic grammar or where there is evidence of morpholog-

ical complexity at some earlier stage of the language. Examples of synchronic rule-derived LH

and LM melodies are found in verbs due to the L tonal suprafix, LH is derived in the N-N con-
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struction by FLA and LTS and the LM melody results when /L/ couplets coalesce with the H toned

first person singular pronoun, =í . LM is also a common melody for adjectives, some of which

show evidence that they were derived from nouns by what appears to have been a L tonal suprafix.

Further, all LH nouns are animal names which gives rise to speculate that they might have received

their initial L from the loss of the L toned animal classifier prefix as was speculated for the /LHL/

nouns in §4.1.4, which are also all animal names, and are analyzed with a floating L at the left edge

of the couplet.

Based on the above, I propose to give noun couplets with the surface melody LH the un-

derlying melody /LH/. These couplets automatically undergo FLA and surface as LH, as shown in

(135).

(135) /LH/ → LH

µ µ

L H

)(

FLA creates an association line from the initial L, which is floating in the underlying form, to the

initial TBU of the couplet and delinks the H tone that was associated to it resulting in a LH surface

form.

The underlying form of LM noun couplets, on the other hand, draws particularly on the

behaviour of the /L/ +=í ‘1sg’ construction, where the M is derived by vertical assimilation of

a H that becomes floating when its mora is deleted during fusion with a preceding L. I assign LM

couplets the underlying melody /LH/, which has the autosegmental representation given in (136).

(136) /LH/

µ µ

L H

)(
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The floating H at the boundary of these couplets undergoes VA before associating with the final

couplet TBU so that they surface with LM; however, since the simple features used thus far do not

handle partial assimilations, I put off the autosegmental derivation of /LH/ → LM until §4.1.6.

The underlying tonal melodies proposed here for LH and LM are somewhat more abstract

than those of the other couplet melodies; nevertheless, I believe that this makes for a better analysis.

In §4.1.1 I demonstrated that M does not occur on the initial TBU of noun couplets and that there is

no contrast between L and M on the final couplet TBU. The distribution of L and M on the second

couplet TBU can be summarized as follows:

• M only occurs on the second TBU of the couplet when the first TBU is L

• L never occurs on the second TBU of the couplet when the first TBU is L

Resolving the situation with a rule lowering H following L within the couplet (H → M / [L__]),

however, is not an option since H also occurs on the final couplet TBU when the first TBU is L (i.e.

LH) and the result of such a rule would preclude LH couplets. Nevertheless, it would be undesirable

to add M to underlying forms since a three-way underlying contrast would lead to a proliferation

of unattested tonal melodies, as demonstrated in Table 24. Furthermore, there is evidence that M is

productively derived on the second TBU of /L/ couplets when they coalesce with the H toned first

person singular pronoun. The analysis of LM noun couplets as underlyingly /LH/ avoids positing

M as an underlying tone and derives it using tonal processes that are independently motivated.

Another piece of evidence in favour of this analysis comes from the phonological behaviour

of M. The L and H tones are phonologically active in the tonal processes of FLA, HTS and LTS,

and one might expect M to either be active in spreading M, as described by McKendry (2013:151)

for M in SE Nochixtlán Mixtec, or to be a phonologically inactive, unmarked tone, as described

for M in Peñoles Mixtec (which is analyzed as /∅/) by Daly & Hyman (2007:172ff). As it turns

out, M is phonologically active in IM, but it spreads H, not M, as I will now show.
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First, the following data show that M does not spread to the H toned first person enclitic

pronouns:

(137) a. ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄n di ́
ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̀H=ⁿdi ́
chicken=1pl.excl

 

ʻour chickenʼ

b. ⁿdɨβ̀i ́
ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̀H=i ́
chicken=1sg

 

ʻmy chickenʼ

Given the obligatoriness and uniformity of tonal processes from couplets to enclitic pronouns, if

M were to spread, it would be expected to spread in this context, yet, these examples show that the

pronoun tone remains H following the LM noun, and in the case of the first person singular (137b),

it is this tone which replaces the final tone of the couplet as a result of coalescence. This is not

what happens, however, when the H pronouns follow /L/ couplets. As we saw in (133) and (134),

following /L/ the H pronouns partially assimilate (VA) to the L of the couplet and surface as M.

Next, recall from §4.1.3 that HTS only spreads H from /HL/ nouns to a following /L/ pro-

noun in the N-Pron construction, and not from the other melodies that end in an associated H—/H/

and /LH/. This is not the case, however, in the noun-adjective construction, where HTS usually

(albeit not in all cases for every speaker) spreads from all three of these melodies to a following /L/

adjective, as shown in these data:

(138) a. ísú
ísú
deer

kã́ˀ nṹ
kã̀ˀ nù
big

‘big deer’

b. tʃáˀá
tʃáˀL
foot

tʲã́ˀ ã́
tʲã̀ˀ
dirty

‘dirty foot’
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c. kùtʃí
Lkútʃí
pig

jáˀβí
jàˀβì
expensive

‘expensive pig’

The second word in each of these examples is an adjective with the /L/ melody, while the initial

noun of the phrase has the melody /H/, /HL/ and /LH/, respectively. The adjective surfaces as HH

with all three of these initial melodies. Crucially, when the noun has the LM citation melody, it

also usually spreads H to a following /L/ adjective, as shown by these examples:

(139) a. ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄
ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̀H
chicken

kã́ˀ nṹ
kã̀ˀ nù
big

 
 

‘big chicken’

b. ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄
ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̀H
chicken

jáˀβí
jàˀβì
expensive

 
 

‘expensive chicken’

c. ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄
ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̀H
chicken

tʃã́ˀ nṹ
tʃã̀ˀ nù
old

 
 

‘old chicken’

Even though the initial word in the construction lacks an overt H, the /L/ adjective still surfaces as

HH. This does not happen, however, when the initial word has the /L/ melody, as shown in (140a–b)

or the HL melody, as in (140c–d).19

(140) a. ⁿdaˀà
ⁿdàˀ
hand

kãˀnũ̀
kã̀ˀ nù
big

 
 

‘big hand’
19 It should be noted that there was one /HL/ + /L/ noun-adjective construction, tʲúˀβà tʃãˀ nũ̀ ‘old hammock’, that

was pronounced [   ], like the /HL/ + /L/ examples given in (140c–d), and also as LM-HH [   ]—that is,
with the /HL/ noun realized as LM and the /L/ adjective raised to H—by two different speakers. This does not fit with
the rest of the data and I do not have an explanation for it.
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b. suβì
sùβì
tamale

jaˀβì
jàˀβì
expensive

 
 

‘expensive tamale’

c. ⁿdaβ́à
ⁿdaβ́à
wood.bar

kãˀnũ̀
kã̀ˀ nù
big

 
 

‘big wood bar’

d. kɨśɨ ̀
kɨśɨ ̀
clay.pot

tʲãˀ ã̀
tʲã̀ˀ
dirty

 
 

‘dirty clay pot’

The result in (139) is hard to explain if the M in the LM noun is underlying, but if the underlying

melody is /LH/, the H in the underlying form provides a plausible source for the H spreading. I take

this as support for the abstract underlying representation of LM words as /LH/.

4.1.6 Representing partial tonal assimilation

Thus far I have been giving autosegmental representations using two non-decomposable

tone features, L and H. This simple system works well for most of the representations that are

needed; however, it is not possible to represent a derived M using these features. A derived M, we

have seen, is produced when VA applies to HL from a preceding floating L (cf. (123)), when it

applies to a H pronoun following a /L/ couplet (cf. (133), (134)) and in the derivation of lexical

LM (cf. (136)). In order to represent these derivations, a richer feature system that includes both

register features and pitch features that may spread independently of each other is needed. There

are a number of feature systems that include both tonal features and register features, each having

many similarities and some real differences (see Bao 1999 for a survey). The system I will use is

Sniderʼs (1999) Register Tier Theory (RTT). In this section, I will briefly sketch out the basics of

RTT features, how IM tonal melodies are represented using these features and, particularly, how to

represent the derivation of M.
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RTT recognizes the autosegmental register features h(igh) and l(ow), and tonal (pitch) fea-

tures, H(igh) and L(ow), each existing on separate register and tonal tiers, respectively. These

tiers are linked at a structural node called the tonal root node (TRN) which is linked to TBUs, as

diagrammed in (141).

(141) Tonal geometry in Register Tier Theory (RTT) (adapted from Snider 1999:23)

High

Register tier

H Tonal tier

Tonal root node tier (TRN)

Tone bearing unit tier (TBU)µ

h

The register features h and l are defined as in (142a), while tonal features H and L are defined as

in (142b):

(142) a. Effect a register shift h = higher, and l = lower relative to the preceding register
setting. (Snider 1999:25)

b. Realize this TBU at H = high pitch, and L = low pitch relative to the current register.
(Snider 1999:25)

The inherent relativity of tone is incorporated directly into the definition of the features. The tonal

features are interpreted relative to the register to which they are linked—h or l—and the registers

are defined as higher (h) or lower (l ) than the preceding register. Snider likens the concept of

register to the key of a piece of music—like the same musical melody can be played in a higher or

lower key, a tonal feature—H or L—may be pronounced in a higher or lower register.

The features defined in (142) allow for the following four phonemic level tones:
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(143) Representation of four level tones (adapted from Snider (1999:24)

Low

L

µ

l

Mid
1

H

µ

l

Mid
2

L

µ

h

High

H

µ

h

The lowest tone is defined as having a l register feature and a L tonal feature, and the highest tone is

defined as having a h register feature and aH tonal feature. Two mid tones are defined with opposite

register and tonal features—l-H and h-L. The key property of the formalism for our purposes is that

of separating the features into different autosegmental tiers which allows for each feature to spread

independently. This property is required to formally represent the partial assimilation process, VA,

that results in a M, as distinct from tone replacement (total assimilation) processes such as FLA,

HTS and LTS.

Based on the above geometry and feature definitions, I redefine the non-decomposable L

and H features that I have been using so far as Low and High in (143). The simple representation

of couplet melodies (/L/ (97), /H/ (102), /HL/ (103), /HL/ (120), /LHL/ (125), /LH/ (135) and /LH/

(136)) translate straightforwardly to RTT representations by substituting tones in (143) for L and

H, as shown in (144).
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(144) Couplet melodies in RTT
b) /H/

H

µ

h

µ( )

/L/a)

/
L
HL/

LH

lh
L

l

µ µ( )

e)

L

µ

l

µ( )

/HL/d)

LH

lh

µ µ( )

/H
L
/c)

L

l
H

µ

h

µ

/
L
H/

L

l h

µ µ( )

f)

H

h

( )

/L
H
/g)

HL

µ

l

µ( )

The boundaries of the couplet are marked in the representation with round brackets. Floating tones

are indicated by the fact that there is no TBU (µ) associated with the TRN (º). It should be noted,

however, that the configurations given in (144) represent the output of the lexical phonology. As

briefly discussed in 4.1.8 and will be dealt with fully in §6.2.1, roots which are realized as (C)V(ˀ)V

couplets are analyzed as underlyingly /(C)V(ˀ)/ and thus do not have two moras in their underlying

form. These forms are expanded to a bimoraic couplet in the lexical phonology due to prosodic

constraints (cf. §5.4). The forms in (144), therefore, represent the forms after prosodic structure

has been assigned.

Before looking at partial assimilation in RTT, let us consider an example of total assimila-

tion. Total assimilations inRTT are represented by spreading from theTRN, to which are associated

both the register and tonal features of the tone, to the TBU and delinking the tone associated with

it. To illustrate this, consider the derivation of /LH/ → LH by FLA (from (135)) which is recast in

(145) using RTT features.
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(145) Floating L Association (FLA) in the derivation of LH

FLA

(

L

l

)

H

µ

h

µ

In this example, since the couplet tone pattern does not contain L, FLA applies associating the TRN
of the floating L rightward to the adjacent TBU and delinking the tone associated with it. The result

is a couplet with L associated with the initial TBU and H associated with the second TBU.

Partial assimilation, by contrast, spreads from a tonal or register feature to a TRN. The first

case of partial assimilation (VA) we encountered was when a HL couplet follows a /HL/ couplet in

a N-N construction, as in (146), repeated from (123a).

(146) tʃáˀ á
tʃáˀ L
foot

sēˀũ̀
sêˀ =ũ
offspring=2sg

ʻyour childʼs footʼ

FLA is blocked from applying in this construction by *LL since séˀ ũ̀ has L in the couplet and re-

placing the initial TBU with L would juxtapose two Ls in the couplet. What happens instead is the

partial assimilation of the H to the preceding floating L, which I represent as spreading the l-register

feature from the floating L of the first word to the initial TBU of the HL word resulting in ML, as

illustrated in (147).

(147) L Register Spread (LRS) — /HL/ + /HL/ → HH-ML

→

(

L

l
H

µ

h

µ) (

H

µ

h

µ)

LRS

LH

lh

µ µ( )

l

µ(

H L

µ)
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LRS is indicated by the dotted line from the l-register of the floating L at the right edge of the first

word to the TRN of the first TBU of the second word and the delinking of the h-register associated

with it. The result is a l-register associated with a H-tonal feature on the initial couplet TBU and a

L-tonal feature on the second couplet TBU. Thus, the surface melody is ML, where M is the Mid1

tone defined in (143). Based on this derivation, we can reformulate the *LL constraint as a ban

against consecutive L-tonal features in the couplet.

The second context in which M was derived through partial assimilation with a preceding

L was in the N-Pron construction where /L/ couplets combined with the first person singular and

plural exclusive pronouns =i ́ and =ⁿdi ́, respectively. These combinations are illustrated by the

data in (148), repeated from (133a) and (134a).

(148) a. tʃiki ̄
tʃik̀ì=í
fist=1sg
‘my fist’

b. tʃikìⁿdi ̄
tʃik̀ì=ⁿdí
fist=1pl.excl

 
 

‘our fists’

Both derivations derive M in the same way, but the /L/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ has the extra coalescence step,

so I give that derivation in (149).

(149) L Register Spread (LRS) — /L/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ → LM

→

HL

µ

l

µ( )

LFTA

→

LRS

L

µ

l

µ( )

H

µ

h

‘1sg’

L

µ

l

µ( )

H

µ

‘1sg’
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The first step is the association of the l-register of the final couplet TBU to the TRN of the pronoun,

delinking its h-register. The second step involves delinking the pronoun from its TBU, and then

LFTA creates an association line from the TRN of the pronoun to the final TBU of the couplet and

delinks it from L. There are a couple differences between this derivation and the one given in (147).

First, in this derivation, LRS occurs from an associated L to the following H TBU, rather than from

a floating L, and second, this process does not require that the TBU following the targeted H be

L. Both of these differences have to do with the fact that LRS applies from a couplet to an enclitic

pronoun in this construction, whereas in (147), the process occurs from one couplet to another. The

domain of this second process is the prosodic word, since enclitics are part of the same prosodic

word as their couplet host, as discussed in §6.1, whereas the domain of the process in (147) is

phrasal, since couplets form separate prosodic words.

The final context where we have encountered a derived M is the lexical derivation /LH/ →

LM (cf. (136)). This derivation, given in (150), differs little from that of (149).

(150) Lexical L Register Spread (LRS) — /LH/ → LM

LFTA

→ →

LRS

HL

µ

l

µ( )

L

µ

l

µ( )

H

h
L

µ

l

µ( )

H

The domain of LRS here is also the prosodic word. The only difference is that the H to which LRS
applies is floating in the input, rather than associated to the first person singular pronoun, so no

delinking from a TBU is needed. Thus, we see that the M of words with the LM citation melody is

derived using tonal processes that are already independently required by the grammar.
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4.1.7 Are all Hs the same?

The analysis presented so far has indicated that there are seven underlying melodies for

noun couplets—/L/, /H/, /HL/, /HL/, /LH/, /LHL/ and /LH/. Implicit in these representations is that

each H in the underlying forms represents the same kind of tone. For instance, it is implied in §4.1.3

that both groups of nouns with the surface melody HH contain H in their underlying melody, but

contrast in that the group which causes sandhi in enclitic pronouns (and elsewhere) has a floating

L at its right edge. There is, however, some experimental data, as well as some elicitation data,

indicating that the Hs in words which I have designated /HL/ and /HL/ have a somewhat higher

pitch than Hs in words with the /H/ melody. This can be seen in the plot in Figure 16 which shows

the mean pitch contours of five male speakers producing eight repetitions of N-N constructions

with the melody combinations /H/ + /HL/ and /H/ + /HL/ in isolation from the N-N production

experiment (Appendix B).20 In both of these f0 contours, the initial noun in the phrase with the

/H/ melody (ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’) has a lower pitch than the Hs in the following word in the phrase,

which have the melodies /HL/ and /HL/, respectively. The highest pitch for H is in the /H/ - /HL/ f0

contour (ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘poolʼs brother’), where the pitch of the first TBU of the second (HL) word is

considerably higher than the pitch of the Hs of the first word in the same f0 contour. The f0 contour

of /H/ - /HL/ (ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood brother’) shows that the Hs of the second (HL) word also have a

somewhat higher pitch than those of the initial (H) word.

A similar situation can also be seen by comparing N-N constructions where the initial

melody is /LH/ (→ LH) and the second melody in the construction is alternately /H/, /HL/ and

/HL/, as shown by the plot in Figure 17 from the same experiment. In each of these constructions

the initial word in the phrase is mã̀ŋ gú, which has the surface melody LH. As can be seen in the f0

contour of /LH/ - /H/ (mã̀ŋ gú ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́), the pitch of the Hs in a following /H/ word are considerably
20 It should be noted that one speaker (PQQ) had only six tokens of /H/ + /HL/, which means that this pitch contour

is based on n = 38, rather than n = 40 (8 repetitions x 5 speakers) that the other f0 contours are based on.
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Figure 16. Mean pitch contours of N-N phrases with the melody combinations /H/ + /HL/ and /H/
+ /HL/; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

lower than that of the Hs of the second word in the /LH/ - /HL/ (mã̀ŋ gú nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) and /LH/ - /HL/ (mã̀ŋ gú
mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀), which have the /HL/ and /HL/ melodies, respectively.21

Despite the differences in the pitch between the Hs of /H/, on the one hand, and /HL/ and

/HL/, on the other, that are evident in the contexts shown in Figures 16 and 17, there are several

good reasons to consider that all of the tones designated as H in these melodies are, in fact, the same

type of tone. The first reason is that the pitch difference may not be as great as suggested by the plot

above when the segments are identical and the context different. For example, the pitch contours

of the homophonous tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’ with the /H/ melody, and tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ‘knee’ with the /HL/ melody, are

nearly identical in citation context, as shown by the mean pitch contours of six repetitions by five

male speakers from the Single Word production experiment (Appendix A) given in Figure 18.

A second and more important reason is evidence that in IM H is predictably raised when

it is followed by L, as shown by the data in Figure 19, which repeats the f0 contours from Figure

16 and adds f0 contours of N-N constructions with the melody combinations /H/ + /L/ (ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀
21 It should be noted that one speaker (AQQ) had only seven tokens of /LH/ + /HL/, which means that this f0 contour

is based on n = 39, rather than n = 40 (8 repetitions x 5 speakers) that the other pitch contours are based on.
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Figure 17. Mean pitch contours of N-N phrases with the melody combinations /LH/ + /H/, /LH/ +
/HL/ and /LH/ + /HL/; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

‘corncobʼs brother’) and /HL/ + /L/ (nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘corncobʼs blood’). The /H/ - /L/ and /HL/ - /L/ f0

contours clearly demonstrate that the initial words in the phrases, which have the melodies /H/ and

/HL/, respectively, are realized at the same pitch height (see the offset pitch at the solid vertical

line) when they are followed in the phrase by a word with the /L/ melody. In other words, when /H/

and /HL/ are both followed in the construction by a word with the /L/ melody, the pitch difference

that is apparent in the /H/ - /HL/ f0 contour is neutralized; moreover, the height of these words is

comparable to the height of the H of HL in the /H/ - /HL/ f0 contour.

The plausibility of this analysis is supported by the fact that the raised pitch of H tones before

L tones has been well documented in a wide variety of languages in both phonetic and phonological

studies (Hyman 2007b:3; Abua—Pike 1970; Bimoba—Snider 1998; Engenni—Thomas 1974:14

and Hyman 1993:85; Kirimi—Hyman 1993:99; Krachi—Snider 1990; Luobuzhai Qiang—Aston

et al. 2010; Mandarin—Xu 1993; Thai—Gandour et al. 1994:483; Yoruba—Connell & Ladd

1990:18, Laniran 1992 and Laniran & Clements 2003). Furthermore, a number of these lan-

guages—Yoruba (Laniran 1992:52), Engenni (Hyman 1993:85), Kirimi (Hyman 1993:99) and Bi-

moba (Snider 1998:87)—also attest that the phenomena is triggered by floating L. The implication
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Figure 18. Mean pitch contours of tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’ and tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ‘knee’

of these findings for this discussion is that it should not be surprising to find that the Hs of words

with the /HL/ and /HL/ melodies have a higher pitch than the Hs of words with the /H/ melody by

virtue of the fact that the Hs in the former melodies are followed by L.

I consider the raising of H before L to be a matter of phonetic implementation; if the output

of the phonological component of the grammar contains H followed by L, whether floating or

associated, it triggers raising, although associated Ls trigger the greatest amount of raising. The

data from the N-N production experiment indicate that this occurs even if the triggering L belongs

to a following couplet, but that this effect is mostly or entirely nullified if the second couplet (i.e.

the second couplet which contains the L) has the melody /LH/ (→ LH) rather than /L/. The effect

is still recognizable, however, if the triggering couplet has the melody /LH/ (→ LM), though not as

great as if the couplet is /L/. The data also indicate that the raising affects the entire couplet melody

where both TBUs are H.

Aside from the phonetic reasons for considering all Hs to be the same type, there are also

phonological reasons. One reason is that FLA applies to both /H/ and /HL/ (cf. (108)), though

admitted less frequently to /HL/. Though it is not unreasonable to think that this process could
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Figure 19. Mean pitch contours of N-N phrases with the melody combinations /H/ + /HL/, /H/ +
/HL/, /H/ + /L/ and /HL/ + /L/; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word
boundary

apply to two different tones, say M (for what I have called /H/) and H (for /HL), in both cases the

result is a LH couplet on words with both melodies, as demonstrated in Figure 9. If /H/ is analyzed

as M rather than H, this result requires an additional unmotivated rule raising the final M to H when

it undergoes FLA. The same can also be said of LTS which also applies to both /H/ and /HL/ (cf.

(131)), though less frequently to /HL/. Again, the result of LTS on /H/ is to create a LH couplet, as

shown in Figure 14, which is hard to explain if /H/ is M.

Additional phonological evidence comes from considering HTS. Although HTS applies

from a /HL/ couplet to a L enclitic pronoun, but not from a /H/ couplet, we saw that this difference

serves the functional purpose of maintaining the contrast between the two melodies within the

domain of the prosodic word. However, as was shown in (138a) and (138c), HTS does apply from

both /H/ and /LH/ nouns to a following /L/ adjective. This is completely arbitrary if the words

triggering this process do not actually have H in their melodies.

In light of the fact of the similar phonological behaviour of /H/ and /HL/, as well as the fact

that the elevated pitch of /HL/ and /HL/ is predictable from the process of H raising before L, which
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is robustly established cross-linguistically, I conclude that the Hs in these melodies are instances

of the same tonal category and that the differences in pitch are, more or less, attributable to the fact

that /HL/ and /HL/ have L in their melody. Making /H/ into another tone level in the tone system

(e.g. /M/) would obfuscate these generalizations and complicate the analysis by requiring rules that

would raise the putative M to H in various contexts, such as those described above. In other words,

the contrast between words with the /H/, /HL/ and /HL/ melodies is at the level of the melody, not

because the H tones within these melodies represent different tonal categories.

4.1.8 Summary of noun melodies

In the preceding sections we have seen that noun couplets have the five citation melodies—∅L,

HH, HL, LH and LM; however, tonal alternations revealed in various contexts, particularly the N-

Pron construction, reveal seven underlying melodies. Four of these melodies, /L/, /H/, /HL/ and

/HL/ account for 94% of the native noun couplets in my database (n = 293), as shown in Table 29.

Table 29. Majority tonal melodies of noun couplets

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count

/L/ tʃikì ‘fist’ koˀlò ‘turkey’ ɲɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘skin’ ɲũˀũ̀ ‘earth’ 82 (28.0%)
/H/ tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’ kúˀβá ‘amount’ ɲũṹ́ ‘town’ ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’ 57 (19.5%)
/HL/ tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ‘knee’ ɲúˀmáL ‘smoke’ ɲɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ ́L ‘salt’ ʃṹˀ ṹL ‘money’ 89 (30.4%)
/HL/ tʃítʲì ‘canal’ ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’ sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’ nṹˀ ũ̀ ‘tooth’ 46 (15.7%)

Total: 274 (94%)

The remaining three melodies—/LHL/, /LH/ and /LH/—account for the remaining 6% of the native

noun couplets, as shown in Table 30.

Table 30. Minority tonal melodies of noun couplets

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count
/LHL/ Ltʃókò ‘opossum’ Llɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘chick’ Lpií ̀ ‘turkey hen’ 10 (3.4%)
/LH/ jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’ lùˀlú ‘foal’ 5 (1.7%)
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CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count

/LH/ ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ‘chicken’ ɲũũ̀̄ ‘night’ 4 (1.4%)
Total: 19 (6%)

It should also be noted that with underlying contrasts like /HL/ ~ /HL/ ~ /LHL/ and /LH/ ~ /LH/

there is no way to derive the surface melodies for couplets unless the tones which are not floating

are underlyingly associated. For instance, a left-to-right association of tones to TBUs would result

in a HL couplet from both the /HL/ and the /HL/ (= /HL/ if all tones are underlyingly unassociated)

melodies. Fully specifying each couplet TBU of the underlying form of /HL/ as /HHL/, in violation

of the OCP, would solve this problem, since left-to-right tonal association would produce HHL, but

the association of tones in the /LHL/ (i.e. /LHL/) melody would not work, since this melody would

surface as LHL.

Another matter that needs to be addressed is the underlying forms of CVː and CVˀV cou-

plets. In §6.2.1 I argue that roots which are realized with these couplet structures should be ana-

lyzed as underlyingly /CV/ and /CVˀ/, respectively, and that they surface with a bimoraic form due

to prosodic constraints. Given that tonal melodies must be considered underlyingly associated, it

is necessary, then, to state that the constraint against more than one tone per TBU only holds over

surface forms in order to accommodate words like sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’ and nṹˀ ũ̀ ‘tooth’, which are assigned

the underlying forms, /sɨ/̂ and /ɲûˀ/, respectively.

4.2 Tone in other word classes

With the analysis of noun tonal melodies results in hand, I now compare the distribution

of the tonal melodies established for nouns with their distribution in the other major word classes

in Table 31. Each of these melodies will be exemplified in §4.2.1 for adjectives and in §4.2.2 for

verbs, where I will also demonstrate their utility in describing the tonal behaviour of words with

these parts of speech. Before doing so, however, I will make a few preliminary observations about

their distributions. First, I note that the tonal melodies established for nouns are nearly sufficient
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for the analysis of both the adjectival and verbal tone systems. It turns out that one additional

melody—/H/—is required for the description of verbs, as will be discussed further in §4.2.2. It is

also obvious in Table 31 that each of the majority noun melodies are attested in both adjectives and

verbs, though /HL/ not nearly as strongly for either of these word classes, nor /HL/ for adjectives.

Minority noun melodies, on the other hand, are virtually absent for verbs, which, we will see below,

is not because they are unattested for verb couplets, but because they are almost entirely restricted

to the imperfective verbs and are therefore not considered to be underlying verb melodies. In

regards to adjectives, given that the minority noun melodies, /LHL/ and /LH/, were hypothesized to

have derived historically from the loss of a L toned classifier prefix, it is also not surprising that

these melodies are not well attested in this word class. By contrast, the status of the /LH/ melody

in adjectives is clearly anomalous; it is the second most attested adjective melody whereas it is

extremely rare for both nouns and verbs.

Table 31. Counts of couplet melodies in major lexical classes

Nouns Adjectives Verbs Total
/L/ 82 (28.0%) 24 (39.7%) 53 (53%) 160 (35%)
/H/ 57 (19.5%) 11 (17.5%) 15 (15%) 83 (18%)
/HL/ 89 (30.4%) 4 (6.3%) 4 (4%) 97 (21%)
/HL/ 46 (15.7%) 5 (7.9%) 12 (12%) 63 (14%)
/LHL/ 10 (3.4%) 2 (3.2%) 0 (0%) 12 (3%)
/LH/ 5 (1.7%) 1 (1.6%) 0 (0%) 6 (1%)
/LH/ 4 (1.4%) 14 (22.6%) 1 (1%) 19 (4%)
/H/ 15 (15%) 15 (3%)

293 62 100 455

4.2.1 Tone in Adjective couplets

Looking first at adjectives, Table 32 gives examples of each underlying melody by couplet

structure.
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Table 32. Tonal melodies of adjective couplets

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count

/L/ βiʃà ‘wet’ kãˀnũ̀ ‘big’ tʃaà ‘new’ soˀò ‘deaf’ 24 (39.7%)
/H/ ɲãḿã́ ‘light weight’ úˀβá ‘salty’ ⁿdáá ‘true’ tɨ ̃ ́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́ ‘narrow’ 11 (17.5%)
/HL/ ásɨ ̃́L ‘delicious’ ʃãã́́L ‘fierce’ kʷáˀáL ‘many’ 4 (6.3%)
/HL/ βítʃĩ ̀ ‘cold’ βéè ‘heavy’ βáˀà ‘good’ 5 (7.9%)
/LHL/ Llúˀlù ‘small’ Llóˀò ‘small’ 2 (3.2%)
/LH/ ʃĩɲ̀ṹ ‘shiny’ 1 (1.6%)
/LH/ kʷìtʃĩ ̄ ‘white’ ⁿdàˀβī ‘poor’ kʷãã̀̄ ‘yellow’ kʷàˀā ‘red’ 14 (22.6%)

Total: 62 (100%)

The majority noun melodies are presented in the first four rows. The numbers given here only

include words that are considered to be adjectives based on appropriate diagnostics, as described in

Penner (2014).22 It should be noted that there is a sizeable number of additional property concept

words (cf. Dixon 1977) that have not been sufficiently analyzed and therefore not included. These

words mostly have the /L/ and /LH/ melodies.

Although the sample represented in Table 32 is small and, admittedly, far from complete,

several useful generalizations can be made. The first is that, of the majority noun patterns in Table

29, only the /L/ and /H/ melodies are well attested for adjectives. /L/ is by far the most prevalent

adjective melody, and its proportion is likely only to increase upon completing the analysis of the

remaining property concept words given the large number of additional property concept words

with this melody. The most unusual pattern in Table 32 when compared to noun couplet melodies,

however, is that the /LH/ melody is the second most frequent melody, comprising nearly a quarter of

the sample. This compares to only 1.4% of nouns with this melody (cf. Table 30). We have noted

that a few adjectives appear to have been historically derived through L tone suprafixation (cf. Table

28), and it seems possible that the rest of the adjectives with this melody were too, but at this point
22 The diagnostics applied to the words here focus on establishing property concept words as unmarked modifiers

of nouns and differentiating them from verbs, which are unmarked syntactic predicates and able (in IM) to bear aspect
without further measures taken (Penner 2014). While adjectives also need to be differentiated from nouns, I have
allowed some words into this sample which have not been rigorously tested for the noun-adjective distinction, since
this is not the issue in IM that it is in some other languages (e.g. Hausa Beck 2002).
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this is speculation. The final pattern of note in Table 32 is that the /LHL/ and /LH/ melodies, which

were severely underrepresented in noun couplets (cf. Table 30), are also infrequent for adjectives.

Evidence for the adjective melodies in Table 32 is found by combining adjectives with each

couplet melody with the first person singular pronoun (although I do not have data for /LH/ adjective

+ this pronoun) and demonstrating that they exhibit the same tonal behaviour we have observed for

noun couplets when combined with this pronoun. An example of an adjective with the /H/ melody

in this construction is given in (151).

(151) ɲãḿẽ́
ɲaḿa=́i ́
light=1sg

 
∅
be

ʻI am lightʼ

In this construction the adjective is the syntactic predicate, which takes a zero copula, as described

in §2.4.3. The adjectival predicate thus does not take the L imperfective suprafix that verbs do, as

is evident by the fact that the initial TBU of the predicate is not lowered to L (cf. §4.2.2). Rather,

like /H/ nouns which are combined with this pronoun (cf. (106)), /H/ adjectives remain HH.

/HL/ adjectives, on the other hand, become HL when they coalesce with the first person

singular pronoun:

(152) ʃãí ̃ ̀
ʃãĹ=i ́23

fierce=1sg

 
∅
be

ʻI am fierceʼ

As demonstrated for /HL/ nouns (cf. (105)), the floating L of the couplet changes the pronoun tone

to L by FLA, and then the pronoun tone replaces the final tone of the couplet by LFTA.

Adjective couplets with the /L/ melody become LM when combined with the first person

singular pronoun:
23 See footnote 8.
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(153) kã̀ˀ ni ̃̄
kã̀ˀ nù=i ́
big=1sg

 
∅
be

ʻI am bigʼ

Like nouns (cf. (148a)), the pronoun assimilates to the L of the couplet (VA) and then replaces its

tone by LFTA.

An /HL/ adjective in the Adj + ‘1sg’ construction is realized as HH:

(154) βeí ́
βe=̂i ́24

heavy=1sg

 
∅
be

ʻI am heavyʼ

The final couplet TBU is replaced with H, as we saw also happens for nouns in this context in (119).

/LHL/ adjectives in this construction surface as LH:

(155) lòˀi ́
lôˀ=i ́25

small=1sg

 
∅
be

ʻI am smallʼ

The derivation is just like the one given for nouns with the same melody in (126): the pronoun tone

replaces the final couplet TBU with H by LFTA, and then FLA associates the floating L at the left

edge of the couplet to the initial couplet TBU.

Finally, when /LH/ adjective couplets combine with the first person singular pronoun they

surface as LH.

(156) kʷit̀ʃi ̃ ́
kʷit̀ʃi ̃̀H=i ́
white=1sg

 
∅
be

ʻI am whiteʼ
24 See footnote 8.
25 See footnote 8.
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These couplets, which have the citation melody LM, have their final tone replaced by the pronoun

H by LFTA, as was seen for the few nouns with this melody in (137b).

4.2.2 Tone in Verb couplets

My purpose in this section is not to give a complete description of verb tone, which is more

complicated than other areas of the grammar and not as well studied. Rather, I aim to demonstrate

how the couplet melodies identified in nouns are also useful in the analysis of verb couplets. Table

33 gives the underlying tonal melodies attested in a sample of 100 IM verbs.

Table 33. Tonal melodies of verb couplets

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count
/L/ kuβì ‘be’ kaˀβì ‘read’ tʲaà ‘write’ ⁿdʲeˀè ‘see’ 53
/H/ kúsú ‘sleep’ tʲáˀjú ‘be rotten’ tʃáá ‘arrive’ kã́ˀ ã́ ‘speak’ 15
/HL/ ⁿdɨj́ɨ ́L ‘be burned’ tʲíˀjóL ‘be cooked’ ɲĩ ́ˀ ĩ ́ ‘obtain’ 4
/HL/ kútʃì ‘bury’ tʲáˀβì ‘pay’ ⁿdóò ‘remain’ ⁿdɨ ́ˀ ɨ ̀ ‘need’ 12
/LHL/ 0
/LH/ 0
/LH/ jùˀū ‘be afraid’ 1
/H/ káʃĩ ́ ‘be crushed’ káˀⁿdɨ ́ ‘explode’ kãã́́ ‘perforate’ kúˀú ‘be sick’ 15

Total: 100

Here again it should be noted that there are, of course, many other verbs that await tonal analysis,

so these numbers are not necessarily representative; nevertheless, some valuable generalizations

can be drawn. The four majority noun melodies are well attested in this sample, except for /HL/,

and, like adjectives, the /L/ melody is by far the most prevalent verb melody (53%). One word

does appear to have /LH/ as its basic melody since it behaves tonally like /LH/ in non-imperfective

contexts. The final melody, /H/, will be explained below as I demonstrate the utility of the underlying

couplet melodies in Table 33 in representing the tonal behaviour of verb couplets with imperfective

aspect.
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The basic tonal melody for verb couplets from which the imperfective tone pattern is derived

is generally found to be the same as that of the bare form of the verb, which is used as an imperative.

(This form is also the basic couplet melody for perfective and prospective aspects, though with some

complexities that will not be addressed here.) To begin with, consider the verb kã́ˀ ã́ ‘speak’, which

has the bare imperative form given in (157).

(157) kã́ˀ ã́
∅ᴖkã́ˀ
impᴖspeak
‘Speak!’

As shown, this verb surfaces as HH and is assigned the underlying melody /H/. When used with

the imperfective aspect, it undergoes the tonal alternations shown in (158).

(158) a. kã̀ˀ ṹ
Lᴖkã́ˀ =ũ
ipfvᴖspeak=2sg
‘You are speaking’

b. kã̀ˀ ãɾ́à
Lᴖkã́ˀ =ɾà
ipfvᴖspeak=3.masc
‘He is speaking’

In (158a) the /H/ couplet has coalesced with the toneless second person singular pronoun, and in

(158b) it is combined with the L toned third person singular enclitic pronoun. In each example, the

L imperfective suprafix associates with the initial TBU by FLA changing it to L, and results in a

LH couplet melody. When the H toned first person singular pronoun coalesces with imperfective

couplets having this melody, as expected, the surface melody is also LH, as shown in (159).

(159) kã̀ˀ ĩ ́
Lᴖkã́ˀ =i ́
ipfvᴖspeak=1sg
‘I am speaking’
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The tonal behaviour of verbs with this melody is the same as that of /LH/ nouns (cf. (129a), (130a)

and (135)), which are hypothesized to have a floating L in their underlying melody due to a lost

animal classifier prefix. In this case, however, the equivalent of the floating L is the imperfective

tonal suprafix.

A few verbs have also been identified with the /HL/ melody, having a floating L at their

right edge. One such verb is tʲi ́ˀ jóL ‘be cooked’. The bare couplet used as an imperative has the HH

melody, as shown in (160).

(160) tʲi ́ˀ jó
∅ᴖtʲi ́ˀ joĹ

impᴖbe.cooked
ʻBe cooked!ʼ

As described for nouns in §4.1.3, the floating L associates with a following H TBU by FLA if it does

not belong to a couplet with an associated L in its melody. This tonal behaviour is demonstrated in

(161) where tʲi ́ˀ jóL is followed by the /HL/ noun, nũɲ́i ̃́L ‘corn’, in a verb-subject construction.

(161) tʲi ̀ˀ jó
Lᴖtʲi ́ˀ joĹ

ipfvᴖbe.cooked

nũɲ̀i ̃́
núɲi ́L
corn

‘The corn is cooking’

Notice that the imperfective suprafix is realized on the initial TBU of tʲi ́ˀ jóL as it is for /H/ verbs (cf.

(158) and (159)) creating a LH couplet melody on the verb. The first TBU of nũɲ́i ̃ ́L is also realized

as L due to the floating L in the verb couplet melody similar to what we saw in (108b) when two

/HL/ nouns are juxtaposed in a N-N construction.

It is interesting to observe what happens when imperfective verbs with the /HL/ melody

coalesce with the first person singular pronoun since they have a L tonal suprafix at their left edge

(the imperfective suprafix) and a lexical floating L at their right edge. In /HL/ nouns, which only

have a floating L at their right edge, a HL couplet is created when the first person singular pronoun
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(which is lowered by FLA) replaces the tone of the final TBU of the couplet, as was shown in (105),

repeated here as (162).

(162) tʃɨt́i ̀
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=i ́
knee=1sg
ʻmy kneeʼ

/HL/ imperfective verbs, on the other hand, surface as LM, as shown in (163).

(163) tʲi ̀ˀ jē
Lᴖtʲi ́ˀ joĹ=í
ipfvᴖbe.cooked=1sg
‘I am being cooked’

A *LL conflict results since the imperfective prefix associates L to the initial couplet TBU and

coalescence requires that the pronoun tone, which is changed to L by the lexical floating L, also be

realized on the couplet. This is resolved by triggering partial (vertical) assimilation (i.e. LRS) from

the pronoun to the final couplet TBU creating a derived M (= l-register feature, H-tonal feature; cf.

(143)), instead of total assimilation (i.e. LFTA), which would replace the final couplet tone with L:

(164) Imperfective /HL/ +=i ́ ‘1sg’

(

L

l

)

H

µ

h

µ

‘1sg’ ‘1sg’‘ipfv’ ‘ipfv’

L

l
H

µ

h

µ

L

l
FLA LRSFLA

→

H

h

µ

L

l

µ( )

The derivation can be described in two steps: In the first step, the imperfective suprafix (at the left

edge of the couplet) replaces the initial TBU of the couplet by FLA and the lexical floating L (at

the right edge of the couplet) replaces the pronoun tone also by FLA. In the second step, since the
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initial TBU of the couplet is L, LFTA is blocked since L is already associated with the couplet and

instead, the pronoun spreads its l-register to the couplet final H (LRS), changing it to M.

As briefly mentioned in §2.4.2, the L imperfective suprafix is blocked from verb couplets

with an associated L in their melody due to the *LL constraint, and a ∅ allomorph is selected

instead. This is shown in (165) for an imperfective /HL/ verb.

(165) tʃáˀàɾà
∅ᴖtʃâˀ=ɾà
ipfvᴖgive:real=3.masc
‘he is givingʼ

Observe that the initial tone bar of the schematic pitch representation of (165) is high rather than

low, indicating that the L imperfective suprafix is not present; however, when the final TBU of the

couplet is changed to H through coalescence with the first person singular pronoun, as shown in

(166), the L suprafix is able to apply, resulting in a LH couplet melody.

(166) tʃàˀí
Lᴖtʃâˀ=í
ipfvᴖgive:real=1sg
‘I am giving’

This is just what we have seen happens with /LHL/ nouns (122) and adjectives (155), but in this

case the floating L is morphological.

The imperfective L suprafix is also blocked from applying to verb couplets with the /L/

melody, as in these data:

(167) a. tʲaàɾà
∅ᴖtʲa=̀ɾà
ipfvᴖwrite=3.masc
‘He is writingʼ
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b. tʲài ̄
∅ᴖtʲa=̀í
ipfvᴖwrite=1sg
‘I am writing’

In the first example the mid-falling pitch on the initial TBU indicates that the L suprafix is absent.

When this couplet coalesces with the first person singular pronoun, as in (167b), the result is LM

just as we saw for nouns (148a) and adjectives (153). Of course, it is possible to say that the suprafix

applies vacuously in (167b)—that is, with no audible result since the initial TBU would be L even

without the imperfective suprafix as it is in nouns and adjectives, but this would be at odds with

the way *LL is formulated, since the couplet melody contains an associated L. I therefore conclude

that /L/ verbs always take the∅ imperfective allomorph.

It was shown in Table 26 that there are imperfective verbs that surface as LH and LM, but

exactly how the underlying representation for the group that surface as LM should differ from those

that surface as LH is not immediately obvious. It appears that /H/ could be the basic melody from

which the imperfective form of both groups is derived. It has already been shown in (158) and

(159) that the group that surfaces as LH in the imperfective is straightforwardly represented with

an underlying /H/ melody to which the imperfective suprafix applies, replacing the initial TBU; but

consider the imperative form of kṹɲĩ ́ ‘want’ given in (168).

(168) kṹɲĩ ́ ʻWant!ʼ

The surface melody of this bare form of the verb is also HH like the corresponding form for kã́ˀ ã́
‘speak’ in (157); however, when inflected for imperfective aspect, the couplet emerges as LM rather

than LH, as illustrated by these examples:

(169) a. kũɲ̀ĩɾ̄à
LᴖkũɲiH=ɾà
ipfvᴖwant=3.masc
‘He is wanting’
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b. kũɲ̀ĩ ̄
LᴖkũɲiH
ipfvᴖwant

lèē
lèH

baby

mùlī
mùlìH
stew

‘The baby is wanting stew’

Like LM (i.e. /LH/) nouns (130b) and adjectives (156), this verb also surfaces as LH when it coa-

lesces with the first person singular pronoun, as shown in (170).

(170) kũɲ̀ĩ ́
LᴖkũɲiH=i ́
ipfvᴖwant=1sg
ʻI am wanting’

As above, the H pronoun, which has not undergone any tonal processes, replaces the final TBU of

the couplet during coalescence (LFTA).

It would appear, then, that the group surfacing as LM require additional (partial) spreading

of the L suprafix to the couplet final H, and there does not seem to be a principled way to formulate

the rule so that L spreads to the final TBU in one group and not in the other if they both have

the same underlying representation. I believe my solution for noun couplets in §4.1.5 points to a

way to resolve the representational problem with LH/LM imperfective verbs. There I proposed to

represent nouns with the LH citation melody as /LH/ and those with the LM citation melody as /LH/.

FLA applies to /LH/ words and they surface as LH (cf. (135)). /LH/ words, on the other hand, spread

the l-register from the couplet L to the floating H (LRS), which then replaces the final TBU of the

couplet creating LM (cf. (150)), similar to the way LM is derived in /L/ +=í ‘1sg’ constructions.

Following a similar approach, I suggest that verbs that surface as LM in the imperfective do have

a H melody but that the H is unassociated in the underlying form—/H/—and because it is floating,

the imperfective suprafix associates with the entire couplet in the initial stage of the derivation, as

shown in (171).
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(171) Derivation of imperfective /H/ couplets

(
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The derivation is described in three stages. The floating tones are associated from left to right so in

the first stage the imperfective suprafix associates iteratively to both (toneless) TBUs of the couplet

by FLA, as shown by the left side of the first arrow in (171). Since the underlying H of the verb

root is not associated with the couplet, LRS occurs from the couplet L to the floating H lowering

it to M in the second stage of the derivation. It is this tone that associates with the final TBU of

the couplet by LFTA, as shown in the third stage. This derivation is similar to what we saw for /L/

+ =í ‘1sg’ constructions (cf. (149)), except that here the L on the couplet comes from the tonal

suprafix and not the root itself, and the H is floating in the underlying melody rather than as a result

of coalescence with the couplet.

When the imperfective suprafix is not present in the derivation—that is, in other grammat-

ical contexts—LFTA occurs, associating the underlying H to both TBUs of the couplet, as shown

in (172).

(172) Derivation of non-imperfective /H/ couplets

( )µ µ

H

h
LFTA

The condition for this rule to apply iteratively to the initial TBU is that it be toneless.
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The rightward shift of the H tone off the end of the word suggested by the representation of

/H/ verbs and /LH/ nouns and adjectives is a tonal process that has been robustly attested diachron-

ically and synchronically in a number of tonal languages as typologically disparate as Zhenhai

(Chinese, Wu, China; Chen 2000:64ff), Kuki-Thaadow (Tibeto-Burman, NE India and Myanmar;

Hyman 2007a; Hyman 2011a) and Bantu languages such as Kikuyu (Kenya; Clements & Ford

1979) and Zulu (South Africa; Downing 1990). More importantly, rightward tone shift has been

documented in other Mixtec varieties, albeit Highlands varieties, by Hollenbach (2003) and McK-

endry (2013). McKendry claims that most tonal melodies in SE Nochixtlán Mixtec are shifted

so that the initial tone of the underlying melody associates with the second couplet TBU and the

second tone of the melody is floating and shows up when combined with other words in various

constructions. This is demonstrated for the /LH/ melody in Table 34. (“ ⁿ ” = morpheme level

nasalization.)

Table 34. Tone shifting in Highlands Mixtec

XTA MXY MIG Gloss
/LH/ kòʔó    kōʔòH kōʔòH ‘bowl’
/LH/ nùni ́n nūni ̀n H nūni ̀n H ‘corn (grains)’
/LH/ kòó kōòH kōòH ‘snake’
(McKendry 2013:145)

The melody aligns with the left edge (no tone shift) for Alcozauca Mixtec (XTA), but is shifted

one TBU to the right in SE Nochixtlán Mixtec (MXY) and San Miguel El Grande Mixtec (MIG),

resulting in a default M on the first syllable and a floating H at the end of the word. Misalignment

of tone melodies with respect to the root TBUs results in a proliferation of floating tones which

cause rampant tone sandhi.

What I argue for in IM is that H tones which have shifted to the right are required by the

grammar to associate to the couplet to which they belong underlyingly, unlike the floating L of /HL/

couplets. This differential treatment of a floating L and a floating H is similar to what Clements &
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Ford (1979) report for Kikuyu. In that language, underlying tones are shifted one TBU to the right

so that the first tone in the underlying melody associates with the second TBU and spreads leftward

to fill the empty initial TBU, and the remaining tones are associated one to each remaining TBU,

as illustrated in (173). (L = ā, LH rising tone = a᷄)

(173) /LLH/ mōrāŋgi ᷄ ‘bamboo’ (adapted from Clements & Ford 1979:187, 191)

L L H

mo ra ŋgi

This sometimes results in an extra tone at the end of the word because there are more tones than

available TBUs, as in (173). When this happens, if the extra tone is H, a special rule associates it

to the final TBU if it is L, creating a rising contour tone. Crucially, this rule only applies to floating

Hs and not to other floating tones. The difference between this situation and the one in IM is that

IM does not allow contour tones and therefore partial assimilation occurs creating M instead of a

contour tone.

Evidence for tone shifting in other Mixtec varieties notwithstanding, demonstrating the di-

achronic origin of tone shift in the case of IM using comparative data is not easy since IM be-

longs to the small “Area B” group of Mixtec languages from Dürrʼs (1987) Proto-Mixtec tone

reconstruction. This group did not fit his reconstructed tonal categories and so cannot be straight-

forwardly compared to the “Area A” languages, discussed by Hollenbach (2003) and McKendry

(2013), which did. Thus, the all-important step of demonstrating correspondences between words

with shifted melodies in IM with unshifted melodies in other varieties will have to await further

study.

The only remaining tonal melody from Table 33 is /LH/, which has only one attestation,

jùˀū ‘be afraid’. The L in this verb is analyzed as part of the underlying melody rather than as the

imperfective suprafix since it shows up in other grammatical contexts. The bare form of the verb

(which I do not have as an imperative in my data) is LM, as shown in (174a).
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(174) a. jùˀū
jùˀH
be.afraid
ʻto be afraidʼ

b. jùˀi ́
∅ᴖjùˀH=i ́
ipfvbe.afraid=1sg
ʻI am afraidʼ

c. ij́ùˀi ́
i–́jùˀH=i ́
pfv–be.afraid=1sg
ʻI was afraidʼ

When the imperfective of this verb coalesces with the first person singular pronoun, given in (174b),

it surfaces as LH, as expected (cf. (130b)); however, in (174c) we see that the perfective form of

this verb plus the first person singular pronoun also has L on the first couplet TBU. This can be

compared to the perfective form of kúˀú ‘be sick’, which has the /H/ melody, combined with the

first person singular pronoun:

(175) iḱúˀi ́
i–́kúˀ=i ́
pfv–be.sick=1sg
ʻI was sickʼ

Words with the /H/ melody do not have L on the first TBU in the perfective, even though they

have LM as their imperfective form (cf. (169)). Thus, I analyze jùˀū ‘be afraid’ as having L in its

underlying melody and therefore, I claim that it takes the∅ imperfective allomorph.



Chapter 5

Prosodic structure

In the preceding chapters I have given basic descriptions of IMmorphosyntax, tonal phonol-

ogy and non-tonal phonology with only limited reference to the organization of phonological ma-

terial into higher level units of structure—§3.3 described the syllable structure, and there have

been many references to the descriptive term “couplet” as well as to the mora. The primary claim

of this dissertation, however, is that the Mixtec couplet shows all the hallmarks of a prosodic do-

main—specifically, the prosodic foot. Before launching into that discussion in chapter 6, this chap-

ter will lay the theoretical groundwork for prosodic structure in general and the foot in particular.

Having established what the properties of the foot are, we will be ready to evaluate the IM evidence

for the foot in the next chapter.

5.1 Defining prosodic structure

The term “prosody” (and the adjectival form “prosodic”) has a great variety of mean-

ings—so much so that it might justifiably be considered simply a “grab-bag of things that are hard

to write with a string of symbols” (Ladd 2014:74). Nevertheless, Ladd goes on to point out that phe-

nomena that are labelled prosodic fall into two main clusters: those with phonetic properties that are

often considered as “running in parallel with the segmental string” (p. 74) and which apply to more

than a single segment of the speech string, and those that involve the hierarchical (phonological)

organization of speech and syntagmatic relations. An example of the former sense would be pitch,

which is produced independently of segmental articulation (e.g. Lehiste 1970; Ladd 2014). The

latter sense, on the other hand, can be seen in the prosodic organization of segments into syllables

and even higher levels of prosodic structure, and the way in which an accented syllable is defined

in relation to the surrounding syllables in a unit of speech (i.e. syntagmatically) (e.g. Beckman
172
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1986; Hyman 2006; Ladd 2008; 2014).1 Although this dissertation certainly deals with phenom-

ena that are prosodic in the first sense (e.g. tone, nasalization), I will use the term “prosodic” in the

second sense. By “prosodic structure” I refer to the organization of the string of speech into higher

level phonological units which have particular ordering relations. These prosodic units and their

ordering relations will be defined in §5.2.

Before attempting a more detailed description of prosodic structure, however, it is helpful

to consider why one might want to posit prosodic structure in addition to morphosyntactic struc-

ture in the first place. I believe that there are two main reasons for doing so. One reason is that the

units provided by morphosyntax do not always meet the requirements of the phonology—that is,

the phonology needs to reference a portion of the phonological string that does not constitute any

morphosyntactic unit (e.g. Selkirk 1980a; 1980c; 1986; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]). Examples

of this abound with respect to syllables. In fact, two such phonotactic restrictions of the IM sylla-

ble have already been noted—OCP Coronal and OCP Labial, which restrict the co-occurrence of

coronal and labial features, respectively, within syllables. The string necessary to define the lo-

cus of these restrictions does not constitute any type of morphosyntactic unit, but as demonstrated

in §3.3, this domain is straightforwardly definable in terms of phonological elements (e.g. con-

sonants, vowels and moras) and principles (e.g. sonority sequencing; cf. Clements 1990). It is

generalizations such as these which motivate positing that the unit “syllable” is a prosodic domain

in Mixtec, and probably all other languages,2 but there is also abundant evidence for the need for

prosodic constituents that are larger than the syllable which do not coincide with morphosyntactic

units, as will be discussed below.

A second reason for adopting prosodic structure to handle the business of phonology is

conceptual. Linguists have long held the view that the analysis of language involves different

levels of linguistic analysis corresponding to the different subsystems of language and that these
1 It should be noted that the two types of prosodic structure can interact as in boundary tones, for instance, where

pitch, which is prosodic in the first sense, is used to mark the boundary of a prosodic constituent, which is prosodic in
the second sense.

2 However, see Hyman (1985; 2011b) for a discussion of whether the syllable is a prosodic constituent in Gokana.
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levels, while certainly interrelated with each other, have different kinds of abstractions and therefore

different kinds of units or categories (Halliday 1961:268; cf. Hockett 1955; Pike 1967). This idea

was instantiated in the separate morphosyntactic, lexical and phonological hierarchies of these early

linguists. This view of linguistic analysis, then, would lead us to expect to find mismatches between

the units required by the phonology and those provided by the morphosyntax since they represent

different kinds of abstractions.

Despite this prevailing view of linguistic analysis in pre-generative linguistics, “classical”

generative phonology (Chomsky & Halle 1968) had no role for higher level phonological units

in its theory of phonological representations, and it was not until the mid-1970s and 1980s, that

generative phonologists began to explicitly incorporate a hierarchy of purely phonological units

into their phonological theory (Fox 2000). This research program was kick-started by attempts to

represent prominence relations, rhythm and intonation in terms of higher level prosodic structures

by practitioners of metrical phonology and the autosegmental-metrical theory of intonation (Liber-

man 1975; Liberman & Prince 1977; Hayes 1980; Selkirk 1980b; Pierrehumbert 1980), but was

expanded into a more general phonological theory in prosodic phonology (Selkirk 1980a; Selkirk

1980c; Selkirk 1981; Selkirk 1986; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]; Inkelas 1989; Zec 1989) and

prosodic morphology (McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; McCarthy & Prince 1990a; McCarthy

& Prince 1990b; McCarthy & Prince 1993; McCarthy & Prince 1995). The central idea pursued

in this work, which was first advanced by Selkirk (1980a; 1980b; 1980c; 1981), is that there is

a fixed set of prosodic (phonological) units that are arranged in hierarchical relation in what is

called the prosodic hierarchy. Prosodic phonology, in particular, further claims that phonological

generalizations should be stated with respect to prosodic units rather than directly referencing the

units provided by morphosyntax; the units of the prosodic hierarchy, therefore, mediate between

the phonological component and the other components of the grammar (e.g. Nespor & Vogel 2007

[1986]; Inkelas 1989; Inkelas & Zec 1990:xiii).
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5.2 The prosodic hierarchy

A fairly standard version of the prosodic hierarchy that will be assumed in this study is

given in (176) (cf. Selkirk 1980a; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]; McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986];

Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988; Inkelas 1989; Zec 1989).

(176) The Prosodic hierarchy
 

Utt Utterance
|

IP Intonational Phrase
|
ɸ Phonological Phrase (PPh)
|
ω Prosodic Word (PWrd)
|
F Foot
|
σ Syllable
|
µ Mora

This dissertation will only be concerned with the lower level prosodic units—prosodic word, foot,

syllable and mora—but particularly the foot and the mora. The foot will be discussed in detail

in §5.3; the mora, which is the lowest/smallest unit in this hierarchy, is a unit of phonological

weight (Hyman 1985; McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; 1995; Hayes 1989; Zec 1989) such that

a light syllable (e.g. CV) has a single mora and a heavy syllable (e.g. CVː) has two (McCawley

1978:114). The status of the mora as a prosodic unit and constituent in the prosodic hierarchy

has been somewhat ambivalent in the literature and it is not included by many researchers, being

considered by some to be a property of syllables and segments rather than an actual constituent

in the hierarchy (McCarthy & Prince 1993; Itô & Mester 2003 [1992]; 2009a). Nevertheless, Zec

(1989) argues for its inclusion as a prosodic unit based on the fact that the sonority requirements for

moras are different from those of syllables, and on the necessity in some languages for the mora as
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a prosodic licenser in the sense of Itô (1986). The mora has also been included in the hierarchy by

various other authors (e.g. Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988; Kager 1993; Kager 1999; McCarthy &

Prince 1995; Bennett 2012; Smith & Ussishkin 2015), and I include it as a prosodic unit primarily

on the basis that it is the prosodic unit to which tones are associated in IM and other varieties of

Mixtec (cf. McKendry 2013; DiCanio et al. 2014).

Standard prosodic hierarchy theory imposes strict conditions on the composition and order-

ing relations of the units of the hierarchy by means of Selkirk’s (1981:382; 1984:26) Strict Layer

Hypothesis (SLH).3 Informally, the SLH stipulates that constituents at each (non-terminal) level of

the hierarchy are comprised of at least one unit from the immediately lower level in the hierarchy

and no other types of units. A consequence of the SLH is that recursion is excluded in prosodic struc-

ture in order to reflect the fact that prosodic structure is relatively “flat” when compared to syntactic

structure, which is another way in which prosodic structure demonstrates its non-isomorphism with

syntactic structure.

The highly restrictive original version of the SLH has now been abandoned by most re-

searchers. An approach that appears to be more compatible with empirical findings, and which

will be assumed in this work, is given by Selkirk (1996), who breaks the SLH into four component

constraints—two violable and two inviolable. The two inviolable constraints are Layeredness and

Headedness (Cn = a prosodic category):

(177) Inviolable constraints on prosodic structure (Selkirk 1996:190)
a. Layeredness

No Ci dominates a Cj, j > i (e.g. no σ dominates a F)
b. Headedness

Any Ci must dominate a Ci-1, except if Ci is the lowest level of the hierarchy (e.g. a
PWrd must dominate a F)

3 “[A] category of level i in the hierarchy immediately dominates a (sequence of) categories of level i−1” (assuming
that the syllable is level 1 and each higher level one greater than the preceding level) (Selkirk 1984:26).
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Layeredness (177a) prohibits a prosodic category from dominating higher level categories, while

Headedness (177b) requires that it dominate at least one unit from the next lower level.

The two violable constraints on prosodic structure are Exhaustivity and Nonrecursivity:

(178) Violable constraints on prosodic structure (Selkirk 1996:190)
a. Exhaustivity

No Ci immediately dominates a constituent Cj, j < i-1 (e.g. no PWrd immediately
dominates a σ)

b. Nonrecursivity
No Ci dominates Cj, j = i (e.g. no F dominates a F)

Exhaustivity prohibits a prosodic structure that is composed of a unit more than one level below it

(i.e. no skipping levels), nor may a prosodic structure be composed of a unit of the same type as

itself by Nonrecursivity.

As an example of a prosodic structure which conforms to all of the constraints in (177) and

(178), consider the prosodic structure of the English word Alabama:

(179) Prosodic structure of Alabama (based on Kager 2007:369)

σσσ

ω

FF

m əˈb æl  əˌæ

µµµ

σ

µ

Each vowel in the word is associated with a mora which is immediately dominated by a syllable.

Each subsequently higher level in the prosodic structure is strictly layered such that syllables are

composed only of moras, feet only of syllables and the prosodic word only of feet. This particular

presentation of prosodic structure brings out another commonly held assumption regarding prosodic

constituents, which is that one of the elements of a constituent is the head and other elements of
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the constituent are dependents.4 The formalism in (179), derived from Hammond (1984), uses a

vertical line between two levels in the diagram, or “tree”, to indicate that the constituent on the lower

level is the head of the constituent on the higher level, while slanted lines indicate dependency.

Thus, the vertical line from each mora to each syllable node indicates that the mora is the head of

the syllable, while the slanted line from the onset consonant to the syllable node indicates that it is a

dependent of the syllable. Similarly, since English has left-headed feet, the first syllable in each foot

has a vertical line to the foot node showing it to be the head of the foot (= most prominent syllable),

and the head foot of the PWrd is the rightmost foot. The syllable with the greatest prominence

(= primary stress) in the PWrd, then, is the syllable that heads the most prominent foot, which

necessarily has a vertical line extending from the bottom to the top of the tree. The initial foot, by

contrast, has a slanted line at the level of the PWrd, and bears secondary stress since its level of

prominence does not reach as high in the tree as that of the final foot.

Exhaustivity (178a) violations are found in a number of studies, including the present one,

where, for instance, unfooted syllables attach directly to the PWrd (e.g. Itô & Mester 2003 [1992];

2009a; Selkirk 1996; Booij 1996; Booij 1999; Bennett 2012), as illustrated by the English data in

(180).

(180) Exhaustivity violations in English (Itô & Mester 2009a:152)
a. allege [ə(ˈlɛd͡ʒ)]
b. banana [bə(ˈnænə)]

In these words the foot (demarcated with round brackets) is aligned to the right edge of the prosodic

word (demarcated with square brackets), leaving the initial syllable unfooted, which is obvious by
4 It should be noted that the notion of head and dependent is sometimes restricted to feet and not to other prosodic

constituents (e.g. Bennett 2012). In addition, this notion of head is not equivalent to the headedness principle of
the SLH, which only speaks to what is allowed to dominate what. Although the headedness principle of the SLH
stipulates what kind of element constitutes an obligatory element of a particular prosodic constituent (e.g. a syllable
must head a foot), which is part of the standard notion of headedness in phonology (e.g. Anderson & Ewen 1987),
it says nothing about the dependency relations within a constituent—that is, where there is more than one element
within a constituent, one is the head and all others are dependents—a concept that is essential to the general notion of
phonological headedness (e.g. Anderson & Ewen 1987; van Oostendorp 2013).
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the lack of a full vowel in these syllables. Itô & Mester (2009a) analyze these “stray” syllables as

adjoining directly to the PWrd, as shown by the tree diagram for (180a) given in (181).

(181) Prosodic structure of allege

σ

ω

F

d͡ʒˈl ɛə

µµ

σ

µ

Since the English foot is bimoraic and coda consonants are moraic (i.e. they count as a unit of

weight and are associated with a mora) (e.g. Hayes 1980; 1995), the final bimoraic syllable forms

a foot. The initial light syllable, however, is not associated with a foot in this analysis, but rather

attaches directly to the PWrd.

Limited recursion in prosodic units is also argued for by a number of researchers (e.g. Ladd

1986; 2008; Selkirk 1996; Booij 1996; Itô & Mester 2007; 2009a; 2009b; 2013; Bennett 2012), in

violation of constraint (178b). Recursion is said to impossible for the categories foot and syllable

(McCarthy & Prince 1993:85), however, by the independent principles of foot theory and syllable

theory which “license a very limited set of expansions of foot and syllable,” which does not include

recursion.5 One kind of prosodic recursion that factors into the analysis of IM is the recursive

PWrd. As an example of PWrd recursion, Booij (1996:225) cites the following Italian data from

Nespor (1991):

5 Nevertheless, it should be noted that Bennett (2012) argues in favour of foot recursion in order to unify the
the analysis of the distribution coda [h] epenthesis in Huariapano with the location of stress. For other examples of
recursive foot structures see, for instance, Selkirk (1980b), Anderson (2005), Martínez-Paricio (2013) and Kumagai
(2016).
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(182) a. dare=gli → dargli (*daregli) ʻgive themʼ
b. fare lezione→ far(e) lezione ʻto teachʼ

Italian has a vowel deletion rule that obligatorily applies to a word + clitic construction, as shown

in (182a); however, in sequences of words that are part of the same PPh, the rule is optional, as

shown in (182b). Booijʼs analysis of the prosodic structure of (182a) is that a PWrd is formed over

the lexical word, and the syllable of the clitic is adjoined to this by creating a superordinate PWrd
that encompasses the inner PWrd and the clitic—[[dare]PWrd gli]PWrd , as diagramed in (183).

(183) Recursive PWrd structure (adapted from Booij 1996:225)

σ σ σ

ω

F

 d  a gl  ir  e 

µ µ µ

ω

∅
⇣

The rule can then be stated as deleting the final vowel of a PWrd before a consonant; it applies

obligatorily within an extended PWrd, and optionally in the PPh.

Based on the discussion above we can say that evidence for the existence of a prosodic con-

stituent lies in the identification of a string of phonological elements that functions as a unit with

respect to phonological patterns and which corresponds to a unit in the prosodic hierarchy defined in

(176). Minimally, this unit must conform to the properties of Layeredness (177a) and Headedness

(177b). The strongest evidence for the distinctness of prosodic constituents from morphosyntactic

constituents is evidence showing that the unit required to describe phonological patterns does not

have a one-to-one correspondence with any unit provided by the morphosyntax (e.g. Selkirk 1980a;
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1980c; 1986; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]). Such phonological patterns may include rules gov-

erning phonological alternations, phonotactic generalizations or patterns of metrical prominence

(Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]). A string is considered to function as a unit if it provides the domain

for the application of a phonological rule or phonotactic generalization, or if it must be referenced

by a phonological rule, as in a rule creating a foot from two syllables or moras (cf. Nespor & Vogel

2007 [1986]).

5.3 The foot

The prosodic structure of primary concern in this study is the foot, which is the prosodic

constituent between the syllable and the prosodic word in the prosodic hierarchy (cf. (176)). I sub-

scribe to the standard assumptions that a foot always dominates at least one syllable (cf. Headedness

(177b)), and that it is dominated by a PWrd but never by a lower level constituent (cf. Layeredness

(177a)). On the other hand, the prosodic structures posited in this research violate Nonrecursivity

(178b) at the level of the PWrd, and I assume that not all syllables are grouped into feet, nor are

PWrds exhaustively parsed (divided) into feet, in violation of Exhaustivity (178a).

Evidence for the foot initially arose from the analysis of stress in metrical phonology, where

the phonological string is parsed into binary groupings of strong-weak elements in order to compute

the overall prominence profile (i.e. primary and secondary stresses) of the string (Liberman 1975;

Liberman & Prince 1977), as was illustrated in (179). Based on the binary groupings required

by stress patterns in his large survey of stress systems, Hayes (1985; 1987; 1995) proposed the

following small set of putative universal foot types:
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(184) Universal inventory of basic foot types (Hayes 1987; 1995)
 
a. Syllabic trochee — Left-headed, quantity-insensitive

σ σ

F

 
b. Moraic trochee — Left-headed, quantity-sensitive

σor σ

F

µ

σ

µ µµ

F

 
c. Iamb — Right-headed, quantity-sensitive

σ σor or

F FF

σ σσ

µ µµµ µµ µ

All feet in the inventory are binary either in terms of having two syllables or two moras. According

to the inventory in (184), the Syllabic trochee (a) has only a single licit form, while the Moraic

trochee (b) and Iamb (c) foot types have acceptable alternative forms. Two parameters on which

the three foot types contrast are which element of the foot is the head (i.e. the strongest or most

prominent; sometimes also called “headedness”, e.g. Crowhurst 1991; Kager 1993), and whether

the foot is quantity-sensitive. If the left element in the foot is the head, the foot is said to be trochaic

(184a–b), and if the right element is the head, it is an iamb (184c). The second parameter has to do

with whether feet are constructed over syllables irrespective of their weight (i.e. their mora count),

in which case they are quantity-insensitive feet, or whether the weight of the syllable plays a role in

foot construction, in which case the feet are quantity-sensitive. Phonological weight is determined

on a language-specific basis; in some languages, syllables with either long vowels or codas count

as heavy syllables, but in others only syllables with long vowels are considered heavy (Hyman

1985). Missing from the inventory is the right-headed, quantity-insensitive foot, which reflects a
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putative typological gap (Hayes 1987; 1995). While iambs prefer an uneven rhythm (e.g. the first

foot template given in (184c)), where the second element is not only more prominent than the first

but also has greater weight, trochees are said to prefer an even rhythm even if they are quantity-

sensitive, thus the absence of (ˈµµ.µ) as a moraic trochee foot template (Hayes 1987; 1995; Prince

1991 [1990]; however, see Harris & Urua (2001) for the claim that this foot type is a morphological

template in Ibibio).

In this study I do not take a strong position as to whether the foot types in (184) are the only

foot types that exist. They are certainly the most prevalent types attested cross-linguistically and

should probably be considered as basic foot types from which other types are derived (e.g. Prince

1985; 1991 [1990]). The foot types in (184) are sufficient for describing the IM data, and in chapter

6 I will argue that the moraic trochee (184b) is the foot type that plays a central organizational role

in IM phonology and morphology.

Classical metrical theory also allowed for unbounded feet—that is, feet which do not have a

size restriction (Hayes 1995; Kager 1995). In stress systems with unbounded feet, words can consist

of a single foot encompassing the entire word; however, various authors have argued that feet are

strictly binary, ruling out unbounded feet (Prince 1985; 1991 [1990]; McCarthy & Prince 1996

[1986]; Kager 1989; 1993; Bennett 2012). By relaxing the requirement to exhaustively parse all

syllables into feet (cf. the violable Exhaustivity constraint (178a)), stress assignment in languages

with so-called unbounded feet is adequately handled by the construction of a single, bounded foot

(Prince 1985; McCarthy & Prince 1993; Kager 1999; Bennett 2012).6 Moreover, as Bennett (2012)

argues, at least some “unbounded” systems show evidence for a binary foot from phonological

patterns besides stress. This is the view that the IM data presented in chapter 6 support.

While the definitional property of the foot is often considered to be the vital role it plays

in determining the location of word-level stress, numerous researchers have argued that the foot is

independently required to describe other types of phonological patterns besides stress in a broad
6 Prince (1985) actually assumes (inviolable) Exhaustivity but argues for a rule (Stray Adjunction) that takes syl-

lables that are not parsed in initial creation of a single, binary foot, and creates a larger “derived foot”.
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range of languages. For instance, feet play a templatic role in many languages as minimal word

templates, templates for morphological processes (McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; McCarthy &

Prince 1995) and as templates for sound change (e.g. Macken & Salmons 1997; Smith & Ussishkin

2015). In some languages, the foot also triggers processes of lengthening or shortening that have

nothing to do with word/root minimality, but simply to ensure that feet that conform to the pat-

terns in (184b–c) (Prince 1991 [1990]). Moreover, feet are also essential as domains for numerous

phonological rules and phonotactic generalizations (e.g. Kiparsky 1979; Selkirk 1980a; Selkirk

1980b; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]; Bennett 2012). In fact, Bennett (2012:2) argues convinc-

ingly that the foot can play a “central organizational role” even in phonological systems where

stress assignment is not crucially based on iterative foot parsing, and that the foot should be con-

sidered a structure with a more general role in the phonological organization of words. In the rest

of this section I will demonstrate the prototypical role of the foot in stress assignment in §5.3.1, its

templatic role in 5.3.2 and its role in providing the domain for phonological processes and phono-

tactic generalizations in §5.3.3. In chapter 6, I show that each of these roles the foot is played by

the couplet in IM, leading to the conclusion that the couplet should be identified as a foot.

5.3.1 The foot and stress

The prototypical role of the foot is the computation of stress in languages where stress

has a rhythmic, alternating pattern, and longer words have multiple feet and therefore multiple

syllables with prominence (e.g. Liberman 1975; Liberman & Prince 1977; Hayes 1980; 1995;

Selkirk 1980b). In these languages, stress is said to be iterative and the string of phonemes is

chunked or parsed into feet beginning at one edge of the word or the other, allowing, in some cases,

for some constituent to be skipped at the edge of a domain (i.e. considered extrametrical) (Hayes

1980; 1995). A brief example of metrical parsing for stress computation has already been given in

(179); for a more extended example we will consider stress assignment in Mansi (Uralic; Western

Siberia).
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Following Bennett (2012), Mansi stress is computed by constructing syllabic trochees from

left to right beginning at the left edge of the word without skipping any syllables:

(185) Mansi stress (Bennett 2012:13–14; original data: Vaysman 2009:212–15)
a. [(ˈsa.mɛ)] ‘its eye’ (ˈσ σ)
b. [(ˈa.tɛ)nəl] ‘its smell (ablative)’ (ˈσ σ)σ
c. [(ˈo.ma)(ˌtɛ.nəl)] ‘its mother (ablative)’ (ˈσ σ)(ˌσ σ)
d. [(ˈpo.ca)(ˈˌɣa.nəl)nəl] ‘their (dual) drips (ablative)’ (ˈσ σ)(ˌσ σ)σ
e. [(ˈta.kʷə)(ˌsa.ɣə)(ˌnəl.nəl)] ‘their (dual) autumns (ablative)’ (ˈσ σ)(ˌσ σ)(ˌσ σ)

Feet are required to be binary, thus words which have an odd number of syllables, like (185b)

and (185d), end up with a single unfooted syllable at their right edge that does not bear stress.

Words with an even number of syllables (185a, c, e), on the other hand, are exhaustively parsed

into feet. Mansi feet are left-headed, so the first syllable in each foot is stressed. The leftmost

foot is the head of the word and therefore bears primary stress, while the heads of the other feet

bear secondary stress. Thus, primary and secondary stress fall out as a result of the organization

of syllables into feet and feet into words. This was graphically illustrated by the metrical tree for

the English word Alabama in (179), but in that language primary stress falls on the final foot of the

word.

In languages where stress is located at or near one of the edges of the word and does not have

an alternating pattern like we see in Mansi, one might wonder whether there is sufficient reason to

posit foot structure (i.e. the existence of a single foot in prosodic words) since stress could simply

be calculated with respect to the edge of the word. This question is addressed by Bennett (2012),

who argues that in (at least some) languages of this sort there are reasons to posit foot structure apart

from stress, since there are other phonological patterns which take the foot as their domain. One

language he cites as providing evidence of this type is Uspanteko (Mayan, Guatemala). According

to Bennett (2012), stress and (privative H) tone in this language always fall within a two-syllable

window at the right edge of the word, and stress shifts within this domain so that it coincides with

the syllable bearing H, if one is present. This binary unit, which the author takes to be a foot,
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is also the domain of an optional and gradient process of vowel syncope in the weak syllable of

the foot, as well as a restriction on the distribution of tone with respect to vowels—based on the

vowel sonority scale, low > mid > high/ə, the foot can only bear tone if the vowels in the foot

(from left to right) have an equal sonority (e.g. rúxib’ ‘his/her/its aroma’) or decreasing sonority

(e.g. ánim ‘woman’), otherwise, if the vowels increase in sonority (e.g. chukej ‘cramp’), the foot

cannot bear tone (Bennett 2012:172–3). Given the independent need for the foot as a prosodic

structure to describe non-stress phenomena, Bennett (2012) takes the strong stance that stress is

always assigned to the head of a foot regardless of whether some other computational scheme is

possible (cf. Hayes 1995 and Halle & Vergnaud 1987 for unbounded feet, and Prince 1983 for a

metrical grid approach that does not use feet).

5.3.2 The foot as a template

The property of the foot whereby it imposes a fixed shape upon morphological elements can

be referred to as its templatic role (cf. McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; 1995), and the foot patterns

given in (184) are referred to as “shapes”. These shapes are defined in terms of the number and

kind of prosodic units (e.g. syllables, moras) with which they are composed rather than in terms

of sequences of consonants and vowels (or skeletal slots). In many languages, the foot functions

templatically as the minimal word or root shape (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; Hayes

1995:88). Sometimes this is simply seen in the static generalization that words or roots always

minimally have this shape, but in others it is actively enforced, causing alternations in surface forms.

A particularly vivid illustration of this is the minimal word template of the Lardil (Australian),

which has been widely discussed in the literature (e.g. Wilkinson 1988; McCarthy & Prince 1996

[1986]; 1995), and warrants a closer look here because of the way it sheds light on the facts of IM.

McCarthy & Prince (1995) describe the Lardil minimal word as a quantity-sensitive, bi-

moraic foot, where CVV(C) syllables count as heavy and CV(C) as light. The foot templatically

triggers augmentation of subminimal forms and blocks a truncation process when it would create
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a subminimal form. First, consider the nominative and accusative forms of the bimoraic bases in

Table 35.

Table 35. The minimal word in Lardil (McCarthy & Prince 1995:222)

Underlying Nominative Accusative Gloss
Bimoraic base /wiʈe/ wiʈe wiʈe–n ‘inside’

/peer/ peer peer–in ‘ti-tree species’

Monomoraic base /wik/ wika wik–in ‘shade’
/ter/ tera ter–in ‘thigh’

Long bases /mayara/ mayar mayara–n ‘rainbow’
/kantukantu/ kantukan kantukantu–n ‘red’

Since these roots already fill out the bimoraic foot template, they are unchanged in the nomina-

tive and the accusative. Monomoraic roots, on the other hand, are subminimal and, therefore, are

augmented with an epenthetic vowel in the nominative so that they will have two moras (/wik/
→ wika). Augmentation is unnecessary in the accusative, however, since the accusative suffix –in
supplies a second mora and no epenthesis occurs (/wik/→ wikin). At the same time, long bases

are truncated—final vowels are deleted in the nominative (/mayara/→mayar), as are consonants

that are unable to form a licit coda with the preceding syllable; however, this process is blocked

with bimoraic roots, since this would produce a subminimal structure. Both the process of aug-

mentation and the suppression of truncation in this language find a unified explanation in positing

that the minimal word is a bimoraic foot:
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(186) a. Vowel epenthesis—/wik/ ‘shade’ b. Truncation blocked—/wiʈe/ ‘inside’

σ

F

kiw

σ

µ µ

a⇡

σ

F

ʈ eiw

σ

µ µ

As illustrated in (186a), the trigger for epenthesis in the nominative of ‘shade’ is subminimal-

ity—that is, the failure of this form to fill the foot template. By the same token, (186b) shows that

since the nominative of ‘inside’ exactly fills the foot template, deleting the final vowel would result

in an an unfilled position of the template and therefore truncation is blocked.

The foot also functions templatically in a number of languages to stipulate the shape of

reduplicative morphemes (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]). Since this type of prosodic mor-

phology is not present in IM I will not discuss it further; however, with the success of prosodic

morphology in the analysis of nonconcatenative morphological processes like reduplication, his-

torical phonologists began to recognize the templatic effects of higher level prosodic structure like

the foot in sound change. This function of the foot, that has been receiving increasing attention

in recent years, is of considerable interest to the discussion of the IM data and will be elaborated

further.

One early analysis along these lines was Macken & Salmonsʼ (1997) analysis of several

Highland Mixtec varieties that was discussed in §2.2. Their study showed how a trochaic foot tem-

plate provides a coherent explanation for a number of diverse sound changes in those languages

ranging from the location of consonant clusters to patterns of strengthening and weakening, conso-

nant loss and vowel harmony. The intervening years have seen additional studies exploring the role

of the foot in sound change (e.g. Holsinger 2000; 2008; Smith 2004; 2007; 2009; Simpson 2009).

Nearly 20 years later, Smith & Ussishkin (2015) reiterate the call to consider the templatic role of
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prosodic structure, particularly the foot, in providing grounded explanations for otherwise disparate

sound changes across languages. Citing more recent evidence from Germanic and Semitic studies,

as well as Mixtec data from Macken & Salmons (1997), the authors argue that evidence from these

unrelated language families “show[s] pervasive effects of foot-based prosodic templates in shaping

the outcome of language change over time” (p. 284). To illustrate this, I consider examples from

two different branches of West Germanic which parallel foot-conditioned sound changes in IM.

Vowel loss in Old Saxon provides an example of foot conditioned sound change that brings

out the quantity-sensitive nature of the early Germanic foot. Smith & Ussishkin (2015) describe

Germanic nouns as formed with a root, a thematic vowel and an inflectional suffix (number and

case), as in Old Saxon ferd+i–o ‘journey–pl.gen’. As many inflectional endings were lost, the

thematic vowels came to be in the word final position and thus also subject to loss. The facts

concerning the loss of the theme vowels of the so-called i-stem noun class in Old Saxon illustrate

the influence of prosodic structure in determining whether the thematic i was retained or lost.

The nominative/accusative data in Table 36 show that the theme vowel was lost after stems

ending in VCC (e.g. fard (m.) ‘journey’) or VːC (e.g. tiːd (m.) ‘time’), and retained after VC stems

(e.g. sel+i ‘room’). Observe that the data in the first two columns, which give words that had

the stem structures (C)VCC and (C)VːC, respectively, have no theme vowel (i) at their right edge,

whereas the words in the final column, which contains words that had the stem structure (C)VC,

preserve the stem final theme vowel (in bold).

Table 36. i-loss and retention in Old Saxon i-stem nouns (Smith 2004:18–19)

(C)VCC stems (C)VːC stems (C)VC stems
fard (f.) ‘journey’ tiːd (m.) ‘time’ seli (m.) ‘room’
gast (m.) ‘guest’ quaːn (f.) ‘woman’ stedi (f.) ‘city’
burg (f.) ‘town, city’ thraːd (m.) ‘thread’ wini (m.) ‘friend’
wurm (m.) ‘worm’ waːg (m.) ‘wave’
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The explanation for why the vowel was lost after the (C)VCC and (C)VːC stems and not

after the (C)VC has to do with the way the stem + theme vowel were mapped to the foot template.

The Germanic foot was a moraic trochee (184b) that was satisfied by a single heavy syllable (σµµ),

consisting of either a syllable with a short vowel and a coda consonant (VC) or a long vowel (Vː),
or by two light syllables (σµσµ) which had short vowels. In the stage of the language before the

theme vowel was lost, the theme vowel formed a syllable with the final consonant as its onset with

each type of stem in Table 36 (e.g. far.di ‘journey’, tiː.di ‘time’, se.li ‘room’). The reason the theme

vowel was lost with the (C)VCC and (C)VːC stems is that when the stems were mapped to the foot,

as shown in (187), the final syllable with the theme vowel was outside the foot, since the stem

consisted of a heavy syllable and thus a complete foot.

(187) Foot structure before i-loss (based on Smith 2004:48)

a. fard ‘journey’ b. tiːd ‘time’

σ

f a r

µ µ

F

σ

d i

µ

> [fard]

σ

t iː

µ µ

F

σ

d i

µ

> [tiːd]

The combination of the (C)VC stems with the theme vowel, on the other hand, resulted in two light

syllables that formed a single foot that included the theme vowel:
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(188) Foot structure of words with i-retention (based on Smith 2004:48)
seli ‘room’

σ

F

l ies

µ

σ

µ

> [seli]
The generalization governing the loss of the theme vowels, then, is that when the theme vowel

could be mapped to the foot template, it was retained, but when it could not, it was lost. As Smith

& Ussishkin (2015) point out, both the deletion of the unfooted theme vowels and the retention

of the theme vowel when it could be footed result in conformity with the trochaic foot template

governing the shape of the i-stem noun class: On the one hand, an extraneous syllable is eliminated

resulting in a single foot aligned to the right edge of the stem—(σµµ)σµ → (σµµ), and on the other,

the structure which retains i also forms a single trochaic foot aligned to the right edge of the stem—

(σµσµ).

Turning now to consonantal phenomena, Holsinger (2000) has demonstrated that an array

of phonetically dissimilar lenition processes (e.g. flapping, voicing, deletion, spirantization) in

West Germanic languages can be given a unified analysis in terms of the templatic influence of

a trochaic foot. The left syllable in the trochaic foot is the head (strong) and therefore expected

to license the greatest variety of contrasts, as well as be the locus of fortition processes, while the

second, non-head syllable is weak, and therefore expected to license fewer contrasts and undergo

processes of lenition and neutralization (Macken 1996; Harris 1997; 2004; Macken & Salmons

1997; Holsinger 2000; 2001; Harris & Urua 2001). As an example of consonantal sound changes

attributed to the trochaic foot in West Germanic, Smith & Ussishkin (2015) give the data in Table 37

showing the deletion of /d/ in Buttelstedt German (Thuringian, East Central German) as compared

with Standard German (the Standard German data is given in German orthography).
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Table 37. Medial consonant loss (Smith & Ussishkin 2015:273)

Buttelstedt Standard Gloss
Inflection wind, winə Wind, Winde ‘wind, winds’

khind, kinr̩ Kind, Kinder ‘child, children’
blind, blinr̩ blind, blinder ‘blind, blind (masc.sg.strong.adj)’

Derivation wind, winɪχ Wind, windig ‘wind, windy’
hund, hunəχn̩ Hund, Hündchen ‘dog, doggy’
rind, rinr̩ Rind, geil sein ‘cow, randy’

Each pair of Standard German words show the retention of /d/ in the final position of the foot/word

(e.g. Wind ‘wind’) and in the foot medial position (e.g. Winde ‘winds’). The Buttelstedt German

data, in contrast, show that /d/ is only retained in the foot/word final position (e.g. wind ‘wind’),

and is deleted foot medially (e.g. winə ‘winds’), even though the consonant is in the syllable onset,

a syllable position which is typically subject to strengthening (Vennemann 1988). This diachronic

process, which is not explained by recourse to the syllable, receives a straightforward explanation

in a foot-based analysis since the deletion occurs precisely in the weak syllable of the trochaic foot.

The historical derivation of winə ‘winds’ based on Smith & Ussishkin (2015) is given in (189).

(189) Foot-medial consonant loss in Buttelstedt German (Smith & Ussishkin 2015:274)

σ σ

d nə/

> 

ə]

σ σ

/v [v
∅
⇣

ɪɪ n

RO O O ORR R

F F

(They give the syllable structure of the foot template in terms of O = onset and R = rhyme instead

of moras.) The target of the deletion process is easily singled out in the prosodic analysis as the

the onset of the weak syllable of the trochaic foot. Moreover, the deletion also has the effect of

reducing the weight of the initial syllable, which creates a balanced disyllabic foot.
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The foot also plays a templatic role in the adaptation of loanwords in various languages

where, among other things, it can cause truncation and augmentation in adapted forms. For in-

stance, Silverman (1992) demonstrates that the Cantonese foot plays a templatic role in the adapta-

tion of English words. He argues that Cantonese speakers truncate English words by “constructing

a binary foot from left to right (as opposed to English right-to-Ieft foot construction)” (p. 316), as

shown by these examples:

(190) Cantonese truncation (adapted from Silverman 1992:316)
a.

rɛ si (dent)

F
b.

ju lay(niversity) (brary)
F

‘resident’ ‘university library’

Adaptations of single word forms construct the foot over the first two syllables, as in (190a), while

multi-word adaptations target the initial syllables forming a bisyllabic foot in the adapted form, as

in (190b). Unfooted material (in parentheses), is deleted. He further demonstrates the influence of

the foot in English loanword adaptation by showing that liquids in word initial consonant-liquid

clusters are preserved only in monosyllabic forms. Although these forms constitute a (monosyl-

labic) bimoraic foot in English, since the codas bear a mora, they are mapped to a disyllabic foot

template during adaptation, as in (191a).

(191) Cantonese liquid retention/deletion (adapted from Silverman 1992:319)
a.

pʼ lin

F

σσ

i⇡

b.

pʼɛn tʼa

F

σσ

‘print’ ‘printer’
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When print is mapped to the disyllabic foot template, the liquid r (adapted as l) maps to the onset of

the second syllable and a vowel is epenthesized as the nucleus of the first syllable. The disyllabic

word printer (191b), on the other hand, is able to map its two syllables to the two syllables of the

foot template obviating the need to create a syllable from the initial cluster; the illicit cluster is

consequently repaired by deleting the liquid.

Another example of how the foot functions templatically in loanword adaptation that is

particularly relevant in light of the IM data to be discussed in chapter 6 is provided by English

loanword adaptations in Fijian. By way of background, Kenstowicz (2007) describes Fijian as

having a vowel length contrast:7

(192) Vowel length in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:317)
a. ˈkila ʻwildʼ
kiˈlaː ʻknow itʼ

b. maˈkawa ʻoldʼ
ˌmaːˈcawa ʻweekʼ
ˌmacaˈwaː ʻworthlessʼ

Words are parsed iteratively into bimoraic trochaic feet from right to left, with long vowels consti-

tuting a bimoraic monosyllabic foot, and the rightmost foot bearing primary stress:

(193) Alternating trochaic stress in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:317)
ˌkataˈkata ʻhotʼ
maˌtanaˈvotu ʻvisible worldʼ
ˌvakaˌtaːkiˈlaː ʻreveal itʼ

Since the right edge of the word must be aligned with a foot, when a long vowel occurs in a penul-

timate syllable, it is shortened in order to ensure that the final foot is bimoraic and aligned with the

right edge of the word:

7 Transcriptions are given in Fijian orthography. I have substituted IPA symbols for the primary and secondary
stress accent diacritics given in Kenstowicz (2007). The example bu–qu ‘my grandmother’ in (194b) did not have an
accent mark in the source, but apparently should.
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(194) Trochaic shortening in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:317)
a. ˈtaː ʻchopʼ
ˈta–y–a ʻchop itʼ

b. ˈbuː ʻgrandmotherʼ
bu–qu ʻmy grandmotherʼ

In these examples, the underlyingly long vowels in ˈtaː and ˈbuː are both shortened when the con-

catenation of other morphemes results in a trimoraic CVːCV stem in order to match the bimoraic

foot template (→ CVCV), since a CV(VCV) parse would violate syllable integrity (cf. Prince

1976).

Turning now to templatic effects in loanwords, Kenstowicz (2007) notes that stress in adap-

tations that have the same number of syllables as their English source is predictable based on the

location of stress in the source word, but various metrical adjustments occur to ensure that stress

is realized in a bimoraic foot aligned to the right edge of the word. Two and three syllable English

words with penultimate stress and a final open syllable present no challenge to metrical structure

and trigger no changes syllable weight, as shown by these examples:

(195) English loanwords in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:319)
English Fijian      English Fijian

a. ˈjelly ˈjeli ˈfever ˈfiva, ˈviva
b. toˈbacco taˈvako paˈjama paˈjama

These words are straightforwardly adapted with a final disyllabic foot and the initial syllable, if

there is one, is unstressed. Deletion of final consonants apparently is not an acceptable repair as

these adaptations with penultimate stress and a final consonant show:

(196) English loanwords in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:319)
English Fijian      English Fijian

a. ˈcabin ˌkeːˈbini b. ˈlettuce ˌleːˈtisi
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Without recourse to consonant deletion, a vowel is epenthesized after the final consonant to match

the disyllabic foot template. Primary stress is consequently shifted to this foot, since the rightmost

foot must be stressed. In addition, the initial syllable, which bore primary stress in the English

source, is lengthened to match the monosyllabic foot template, allowing it to bear secondary stress.

Note that word final r in English fever is orthographic and not pronounced except as rhotacization

on the vowel.

English words with antepenultimate stress also conflict with Fijian metrical constraints and

are adapted in a similar manner to those in (196):

(197) English loanwords in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:319)
English Fijian      English Fijian

a. ˈcolony ˌkoːˈloni b. ˈtaffeta ˌtaːˈfeta

These words already end in an open syllable so no epenthesis is needed at the end of the word;

however, as above, the vowel of the initial stressed syllable is lengthened to form a foot that bears

secondary stress, and primary stress is shifted to the final foot.

A final type of Fijian adaptation to be considered are English words with final stress:

(198) English loanwords in Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007:319)
English Fijian      English Fijian

a. baˈzaar baˈzaː guiˈtar qiˈtaː
b. baˈlloon baˈluni perˈcent paˈsede

Here again the final orthographic r is not pronounced in the examples in (198a), but in order to

maintain the correspondence of stress in the adaptation with the stressed syllable of the source, the

final vowel in this syllable must be lengthened to form a proper foot, matching the monosyllabic

foot template. By contrast, the words with final stress in the examples in (198b) form a foot by

epenthesizing a vowel after the final consonant to match the disyllabic foot template, as in (196).

What is significant is that both strategies achieve the same result; the stressed syllable in the adap-
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tation corresponds to the stressed syllable in the source word, and stress is realized in a proper foot

that is aligned to the right edge of the word.

5.3.3 The foot as a domain for phonological processes and phonotactics

The third role for the foot is that it provides the domain for numerous phonological pro-

cesses and phonotactic generalizations. In §5.3.1, we have already mentioned the case of Uspan-

teko (Mayan, Guatemala), where the foot, which is the domain of stress and tone placement, is also

the domain of stress shift, a tone-vowel sonority interaction and an optional process of vowel syn-

cope (Bennett 2012). In Applecross Gaelic (van der Hulst & Smith 1982), the foot is described as

the domain of nasal spreading. In that language, nasalization spreads leftward and rightward from

a stressed vowel until it reaches a blocking segment (an oral stop or /e, o, ə/) or a foot boundary:

(199) Nasalization in Applecross Gaelic (van der Hulst & Smith 1982:319; from Ternes
1973:134–5)
a. /ˈkʰɔĩspaxk/ → [(ˈkʰɔĩ̃sp̃axk)] ‘wasp’
b. /kʰɔ+ˈvĩaˑt/→ [kʰɔ(ṽĩãˑt)] ‘how much’

In (199a), the nasal feature associated with the stressed vowel /ɔ/ cannot spread leftward to the

initial stop, but spreads rightward up until it encounters /p/. In (199b), by contrast, the spread of

nasalization to the initial /ɔ/ is blocked by a foot boundary.

As discussed in §5.3.2, the second syllable of a trochaic foot is weak and thus consonants

and vowels in this position tend to be weakened and lost. This foot position is also the locus of

synchronic weakening processes in various languages with this foot type. An example from English

is flapping, where /t/ is aspirated in the foot initial position and flapped (→ [ɾ]) in the foot medial

position, as in potato → pʰə(ˈtʰeɪ.ɾoʊ) (Kiparsky 1979:438; Harris 1997). Medial weakening is

also found in the Nigerian language Ibibio (Lower Cross), which is described as lacking stress

accent. Non-geminate stops /p, t, k/ undergo lenition to [β, r, ɣ] in the foot medial position, but

not in the foot final position:
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(200) Foot-medial lenition in Ibibio (Harris & Urua 2001:90)
a. (tóp) tie (tóβó) ʻtie oneselfʼ
b. (bèt) ‘shut’ (bèɾé) ‘be shut’
c. (fʌḱ) ‘cover’ (fʌ́ɣɔ)́ ‘cover onself’

The first example in each pair shows the nonlenited version of the stops in the final position of

the foot/word and the second example shows that the stop is lenited in the foot medial position (in

bold). Stops that are in the initial position of the foot also do not undergo lenition even if they are

intervocalic:

(201) Foot-initial stops in Ibibio (Harris & Urua 2001:90–1)
a. ú–(táŋ) ʻplaitingʼ *úɾáŋ
b. ú–(kʌṕ) ‘covering’ *úɣʌṕ
c. í–(bàttá) ‘s/he is not counting’ *íβàttá

Ibibio aligns the left edge of roots with the left edge of the foot, therefore, t, k, b are in the initial

position of the foot in these examples and therefore do not weaken.

The Hare dialect of Slave (Athapaskan, Canada) is an example of a language where the foot

has extensive influence throughout the phonology and morphology, including providing domains

for phonological processes. Rice (1990) contends that the foot is a “basic organizing unit” (p. 201)

in the phonology and morphology of the language. Besides providing the domain for phonological

processes, the foot is also the domain of stress assignment and serves as a minimal word template

and a base for affixation. I will focus this discussion on several of the foot-based phenomena in

the verbal phonology, but it should be noted that there is also strong evidence for the foot in other

lexical categories, though with some differences.

The Hare foot is described as a two syllable sequence consisting of a prestem syllable and

a stem syllable (foot boundaries are indicated with round brackets; stems are in bold font):8

8 See Rice (1990:207) for more detail on the Athapaskan verb word. In interlinear glosses I have shortened “con-
jugation/primary aspect” to “primary.aspect”. She gives following explanation of the orthography used in examples
is given: V́ = high toned vowel, V = low toned vowel, sh = [s]̌, zh = [z,̌ y], gh = [ɣ], ch = [c]̌, wh = voiceless w,
wʼ = glottalized w, ɬ = voiceless lateral fricative, l = voiced lateral fricative, Cʼ = ejective consonant, d, g, dz, dl, j =
voiceless unaspirated stops, t, k, ts, tɬ, ch = voiceless aspirated stops. A hyphen before a verb stem indicates that it is
preceded by some syllabic material. I have rendered her nasalized vowels as Ṽ, instead of V̧.
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(202) a. (dɛhjɛ ̃̃)
dɛ–h–jɛ ̃
inceptive–1sg.sbj–sing
‘I start to sing’

  Rice (1990:211)

b. (hĩ ́dze)gɛ9
hɛ–ndzég–ɛ
epenthetic–be.sticky–stem.formative
‘it is sticky’

  Rice (1990:218)

c. wɛ(nelu)
wɛ–nɛ–lu
primary.aspect–2sg.sbj–net:pfv
‘you netted’

  Rice (1990:214)

In (202a), the foot is coextensive with the word, but when the stem is disyllabic (202b), only the

initial syllable of the stem is included in the foot. Similarly, when there is more than one prestem

syllable (202c), only the one that is closest to the stem is footed, and an additional prestem syllable

is extrametrical.

Rice (1990) indicates that it is this disyllabic unit that is the domain stress, with the initial

syllable being “phonetically more prominent, having greater stress and fuller vowel quality” (p.

221). The stressed syllable does not change if the verb is suffixed, as in (202b) or preceded by an-

other syllable, as in (202c). Since quantity-sensitivity is not mentioned, we can therefore conclude

that the Hare foot is the syllabic trochee (184a) from the set of foot types.

The Hare foot also plays a templatic role as the minimal verb word. Verb words like the

one in (202a) have a syllabic prestem morpheme (dɛ– ‘inceptive’) and thus the disyllabic minimum

is met; however, when no prestem syllable is available a morphologically empty syllable, hɛ, is

epenthesized:

(203) a. (hɛhjɛ ̃̃)
hɛ–h–jɛ ̃
epenthetic–1sg.sbj–sing
‘I sing’

  Rice (1990:211)

9 Rice (1990:220) includes the final root consonant, g, in the foot and only considers the stem formative suffix, ɛ,
as extrametrical; however, it seems unlikely to me that this consonant would not form an onset for the final syllable
and that this entire syllable would not be extrametrical by syllable integrity Prince (1976).
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b. (hɛ́ʔa)
hɛ–ʔá
Epenthetic–eat
‘s/he eats’

  Rice (1990:214)

The derivation of (203b) in terms of prosodic structure is given in (204).

(204) Augmentation of deficient verbs (based on Rice 1990:219–20)

σ

F

ʔ a

→µ

σ

µ

σ

F

ʔ aɛh

µ

σ

µ

The left-hand side of the derivation shows the prosodic deficiency of the bare verb stem, which does

not fill out the foot template. The requirement that verbs contain a foot as defined above triggers

the augmentation of verbs lacking a prestem syllable through epenthesis so that the foot template

is filled, as shown in the right-hand side of the derivation.

The foot is also the domain of a tone shifting process in Hare verbs. Verb stems are analyzed

as either underlyingly H or toneless (phonetically realized with a low pitch). H tones, however,

always appear on the prestem syllable rather than on the verb stem itself. That the tone is part of

the lexical entry of the stem rather than the prestem syllable is easily demonstrated, since the same

prestem morpheme is H when followed by a H stem and low when followed by a toneless stem:

(205) a. (nɛdõ)
nɛ–dõ
2sg.sbj–drink
‘you drink’

  Rice (1990:216)
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b. (nɛ́ʔa)
nɛ–ʔá
2sg.sbj–eat
‘you eat’

  Rice (1990:216)

Notice that the initial syllable of the foot (in bold), which is the second person singular subject

agreement marker, nɛ–, in both examples, has an unspecified tone in (205a) but a H in (205b). This

difference is due to the to the fact that ‘drink’ is toneless whereas ‘eat’ has H in its underlying

representation. This H also shows up on an epenthetic syllable. An example of this has already

been given in (202b) above, where the stem, ndéz ‘be sticky’ has a H tone which is realized on the

epenthetic prestem syllable. This example also shows that the presence of a stem suffix (in this

case, the stem formative –ɛ) does not affect the placement of the H tone.

Some roots are used to form both noun and verb stems. When the root with a H tone forms

a noun stem the H tone appears on the stem, as indicated in the first column in (206); however,

when the same root forms a verb stem the H tone shifts to the initial syllable of the foot, as shown

by the examples in column two, where the root morpheme is in bold font.

(206) Noun Verb
a. t’é ‘charcoal’ (hɛh́t’e) ‘I cook’
b. xá ‘club’ ʔɛ(dɛh́xa) ‘I hit with club’
c. jí ‘baited hook’ xa(dɛh́ji) ‘I hook one after another’
(Rice 1990:217)

We thus see that the foot is the domain of tone shifting in verb words and the only domain where

verbal tone shift occurs. Rice (1990) suggests that this process should be taken as additional evi-

dence for the prominence of the left branch of the foot—that is, the H tone is attracted to the position

of prominence in the foot, a phenomena which has been demonstrated in various other languages

(e.g. de Lacy 2002).

As a final example of a foot-based phonological process in Hare, consider the segmental

process of vowel assimilation, which also takes the foot as its domain of application. Rice (1990)
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reports that the mid front nontense vowel is tensed (/ɛ/→ [e]) before a following tense vowel—/i,
e, u/ (oral or nasal), but only within the foot:

(207) a. (hehlĩ)
hɛ–h–lĩ
epenthetic–1sg.sbj–be
‘I am’

  Rice (1990:214)

b. (néde)
nɛ–dé
2sg.sbj–eat.piece.by.piece
‘you eat piece by piece’

  Rice (1990:214)

In (207a), the vowel of the epenthetic syllable (in bold), hɛ, assimilates the tenseness of the stem

vowel /i/, since it falls with in the foot. Similarly, in (207b) the vowel of nɛ– assimilates the

tenseness of the stem vowel /e/. Tenseness assimilation does not extend to a syllable preceding

the foot, however, as demonstrated by these examples:

(208) a. (welu)
wɛ–∅–lu
primary.aspect–3.sbj–net:pfv
ʻs/he netted’

  Rice (1990:214)

b. (nélu)
nɛ–lú
2sg.sbj–net
‘you net’

  Rice (1990:214)

c. wɛ(nelu)
wɛ–nɛ–lu
primary.aspect–2sg.sbj–net:pfv
‘you netted’

  Rice (1990:214)

The first two examples show that the vowel of the prestem morphemes wɛ– and nɛ–, respectively

(in bold), assimilate the tenseness of the stem vowel, /u/. When the verb contains both of these

morphemes, however, as in (208c), only the morpheme (nɛ–) that immediately precedes the stem,

and is therefore part of the foot, undergoes tenseness assimilation. Thus, the very same disyllabic
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unit which is the domain of stress assignment and tone placement in the verb, is also necessary to

describe the domain of vowel assimilation.

In summary of the Hare data, we have seen that a disyllabic, trochaic foot is an important

organizational structure in the verbal phonology and morphology. It is the locus of stress assign-

ment and functions as a minimal word template which triggers the augmentation of deficient verbs

through epenthesis. In support of the claim made in this section, the foot is also the domain of the

non-templatic phonological processes tone shift and vowel assimilation.

5.4 Assigning prosodic structure

In this dissertation I make the fairly standard assumption that prosodic structure in the sense

defined in §5.1 is generally not present in underlying forms (e.g. Selkirk 1980a; Nespor & Vogel

2007 [1986]). I also assume that prosodic structure stands in a close, though non-isomorphic, rela-

tionship to morphosyntactic structure and that there are rules or constraints that map morphosyn-

tactic structure to prosodic structure (e.g. Selkirk 1980a; 1986; 2011; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986];

Booij & Lieber 1993; Booij 1999). In addition, I follow Booij & Rubach (1984) and various oth-

ers (e.g. Booij 1988; Booij & Lieber 1993; Anderson 2005) in assuming that prosodic structure

up to and including the level of the PWrd is assigned in the Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982;

Mohanan 1982).

An exception to the first assumption that has bearing on the analysis of IM is the case

where the phonological consequences of a morphological boundary persist after the complex form

has become fossilized and the morphological boundary no longer exists in the synchronic grammar.

In order to solve a phonological problem of this type in Jita (Bantu, Tanzania), Kenstowicz (1993)

includes prosodic boundary information in underlying forms, following proposals by Halle (1990)

and Idsardi (1991).10 In certain circumstances, a H tone in this language shifts one syllable to the

right of the position it had in its etymological source, even across a word boundary. Nouns with
10 It should be noted that Kenstowicz (1993) is a metrical analysis of data for which Downing (1988; 1990) provides

a non-metrical analysis.
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a final H in isolation shift their tone to the initial syllable of a following word, as shown by these

examples:

(209) a. iːndará ʻleopardʼ
b. yaːBilima ʻranʼ
c. iːndara yáː Bilima ʻthe leopard ranʼ

(Kenstowicz 1993:266)

The word for ‘leopard’ (209a) has H on the final syllable in its isolation form, while the word ‘ran’

(209b) does not have a H tone; however, when ‘ran’ follows ‘leopard’ in a sentence (209c), the H

from ‘leopard’ is realized on the first syllable of ‘ran’.

Nouns with H on the penultimate syllable in isolation break into two groups, one in which

the H does not shift, and one in which the H does shift. An example from the group where H does

not shift is given in (210).

(210) a. eBituːngúru ʻonionsʼ
b. mucikaṕo ʻin the basketʼ
c. eBituːngúru mucikaṕo ʻonions in the basketʼ

(Kenstowicz 1993:266)

Observe that both of the first two examples have H on the penultimate syllable and this does not

change when the words are put together in a phrase in (210c). In contrast, the data in (211) demon-

strate how H shifts from the penultimate syllable of the word for ‘pineapple’, which belongs to the

second group.

(211) a. linanaj́i ʻpineappleʼ
b. lyaːmali ́ːBwa ʻwas eatenʼ
c. linanaji ́ lyaːmali ́ːBwa ʻthe pineapple was eatenʼ

(Kenstowicz 1993:266)

In isolation this word is stressed on the penultimate syllable, as shown in (211a); however, in (211c)

we see that the H tone shifts to the ultimate syllable when it is followed by another word.
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Kenstowicz (1993) argues that the phonological system has been reinterpreted such that

syllables which bore the etymological H are now considered to mark the beginning of “a binary

right-headed metrical constituent” (which we recognize as the foot), the head of which (i.e. the

second syllable) is marked with a H tone. He proposes to mark this prosodic boundary in the

lexicon with a left bracket, as shown in (212), which gives the metrical analysis of the data from

(209), (210) and (211).11

(212) a. iːnda(ra
iːnda(ra
leopard

yáː )Bilima
yaːBilima
ran

ʻthe leopard ranʼ

b. eBi(tuːngú)ru
eBi(tuːnguru
onions

mucikaṕo
mucikapo
in.the.basket

ʻonions in the basketʼ

c. lina(naji)́
lina(naji
pineapple

lyaːmali ́ːBwa
lyaːmali ́ː Bwa
was.eaten

ʻthe pineapple was eatenʼ

Foot boundaries in the examples are only provided for the nouns. In (212a), a left foot boundary

occurs in the underlying form of ‘leopard’ at the beginning of the syllable ra. When this word is

footed in the postlexical phonology, the left boundary of the foot is taken from the lexicon and the

right boundary is supplied in the metrical parse. When another syllable is available to its right, as

in this example, it forms the second syllable of the foot, and since feet in this language are right-

headed, this syllable is the head and receives the H tone; however, when ‘leopard’ is pronounced

in isolation (cf. (209a)), a degenerate (i.e. non-binary) foot is formed and the H tone is on the final

syllable of the noun. Example (212b), on the other hand, has the underlying foot boundary before
11 It should be noted that the interlinearization in (212) is not a complete morpheme-by-morpheme analysis, since

this was not provided by Kenstowicz (1993). The metrical bracketing is my own, but is based on Kenstowiczʼs metrical
analysis for the nouns in isolation.
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the syllable, tuː, and thus the location of the H does not change since the foot always consists of

tuːngu. In the final example (212c), the foot boundary is on the penultimate syllable and thus the

foot is formed with the last two syllables of ‘pineapple’ in the sentence ‘the pineapple was eaten’

and the final syllable receives the H tone. Kenstowicz analyzes final syllables as extrametrical in

this language and therefore the final syllable of ‘pineapple’ cannot be footed in the isolation form

which results in H on the penultimate syllable (cf. (211a)).

5.5 Summary

The focus of this dissertation is on prosodic structure at the lower end of the prosodic hier-

archy up to the prosodic word, but particularly on the foot. Various properties of the foot fall out

from prosodic hierarchy theory (§5.2) and from the putative universal foot types that were given in

(184) (Hayes 1987; 1995). These properties are given in (213) and I will refer to them as structural

properties of the foot.

(213) Structural properties of the foot
a. The foot is built up from moras and syllables
b. The foot constitutes a unit of prosodic structure between the syllable and the prosodic

word
c. The foot is a binary structure either in terms of syllables or moras
d. Feet may be quantity-sensitive or quantity-insensitive
e. The foot is a headed structure having a single strong element and all other elements

being dependent or weak

In addition, foot structures matching the properties in (213) have been found to serve a number of

recurrent roles or functions cross-linguistically. I refer to these as typologically common roles or

functions of the foot:
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(214) a. The foot is the locus of stress assignment (§5.3.1)
b. The foot is a structure which templatically affects the shape of morphemes (§5.3.2)
c. The foot is a structure which provides the domain of phonological rules and phono-

tactic generalizations (§5.3.3)

In the remainder of this dissertation, I will show that the IM couplet has the structural properties of

the foot and fulfills the typologically common roles of the foot, and therefore should be considered

a prosodic foot.



Chapter 6

The couplet is a foot

Building on the discussion of prosodic structure in Chapter 5, in this chapter I argue, based

on data from Ixtayutla Mixtec, that the descriptive unit “couplet” from Mixtecan studies has the

structural properties and fulfills the typologically common roles of the foot and therefore should be

identified as a prosodic foot. I begin in §6.1 by showing that the couplet is the unit to which stress

is assigned in IM, the prototypical property of the foot (cf. §5.3.1), and that the couplet has the

structural properties of the moraic trochee from Hayes’ (1995) inventory of foot types. In §6.2, I

demonstrate that the couplet also functions templatically to affect the shape of morphemes, another

cross-linguistically typical role of the foot. In both the synchronic phonology and the diachronic

phonology, the couplet is shown to act as a minimal word/root template triggering the augmentation

of subminimal forms so that they surface as a proper stress foot. A number of diverse sound changes

also receive a unified explanation if the couplet is available in the grammar as a point of reference

or diachronic template, another cross-linguistically common role of the foot discussed in §5.3.2.

In the third major section (§6.3), I demonstrate that the couplet also provides the domain for the

realization of a number of diverse phonological patterns including distributional restrictions on

contrastive glottalization, nasal segments, vowels, labial consonants, epenthetic glottalization and

tone. Providing the domain for the realization of phonological rules and phonotactic generalizations

is a well-established role of the foot and crucial to the interface of the phonological component with

other components of the grammar (cf. 5.3.3). The phonological patterns which take the couplet as

their domain provide evidence that the couplet is a unit in the IM grammar, and since it is also the

domain of stress and has the structural properties of the foot (§6.1) this unit should be identified

as a prosodic foot. Having established the identity of the couplet as a foot in the first three major

sections of the chapter, in §6.4 I show how the prosodic analysis provided for IM makes sense of a
208
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tonal process where L tones are raised in prosodically weak positions. In the final section (§6.5), I

show that, just like the foot plays an important role in the adaptation of foreign words into languages

like Cantonese and Fijian (cf. §5.3.2), the foot that is ubiquitous in the native phonology of IM also

plays a pivotal role in the adaptation of Spanish words into the language.

6.1 The couplet and stress

In the description of IM stress in §3.4, it was demonstrated that the location of stress on

surface forms is variable in terms of syllables (i.e. either an ultimate heavy syllable or penultimate

light syllable), but always occurs on the initial mora of the couplet—that is, stress always occurs

on the penultimate mora of the grammatical word whether the couplet is disyllabic, as in (215a–b),

or a bimoraic monosyllable, as in (215c–d).

(215) CV.CV CVː
a. (ˈsã.́nã́L) ‘domestic animal’ c. (ˈnaã̃)̀ ‘to be lost’

sá.(ˈlé.ɾú) ‘heron’ sà.(ˈnaã̃)̀ ‘cause to be lost’
b. (ˈⁿdúˀ.βa)́ ‘plain’ d. (ˈɲãˀ ã)̀ ‘woman’
ʃi.̀(ˈⁿdúˀ.βáL) ‘spider’ sa.̀(ˈɲã̀ˀ ã)́ ‘to show’

According to the metrical theory of stress, stress is assigned within feet (e.g. Liberman 1975;

Liberman & Prince 1977; Selkirk 1980b; Hayes 1980; 1985; 1987; 1995), and when we take a

look at the putative inventory of foot types in (184), we find that the form of the couplet—one

heavy syllable or two light syllables—is precisely what has been identified in typological studies

as a left-head, quantity-sensitive foot known as the moraic trochee (184b). This is demonstrated

for the couplets (ˈsã.́nã́L) (215a) and (ˈnaã̃)̀ (215c) in (216).
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(216) a. CV.CV couplet b. CVː couplet

σ σ

F

 s  ã  n  ã

µ µ

 n  ã

σ

µ µ

F

The disyllabic couplet (216a) exactly matches the disyllabic foot template from (184b), with stress

on the initial syllable, and the monosyllabic couplet (216b) matches the monosyllabic foot template,

with stress on the only syllable of the foot. On this account, the generalization for stress assignment

in IM can be restated as assigning stress within a foot aligned to the right edge of the grammatical

word, where the foot is a moraic trochee.

Although this dissertation is about the foot, it is necessary to discuss briefly how the foot

fits into the structure of the IM prosodic word (PWrd). The definitional property of the IM PWrd
is that it contains only one stress and thus, minimally consists of one prosodic foot (as in (216)),

which serves as its obligatory nucleus or minimal PWrd. However, the PWrd may optionally

contain syllables preceding the foot, as in (218), which gives the prosodic structure of kʷānãʃ́ikò
‘going to resell’:

(217) [kʷan̄ã(́ʃikò)]
kʷa–́na–̀ʃik̀ò
pros–rep–sell
‘going to resell’
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(218) Pre-foot syllables in the IM prosodic word

‘going to resell’

σσ

ω

F

(ʃ  in ãkʷ a k  o) 

µµ

σ

µ

σ

µ

Given my current understanding of the data as lacking secondary stress in words that contain ad-

ditional syllables to the left of the couplet (or of shifting primary stress) (cf. §3.4), I suggest that

only a single foot is constructed in the PWrd and that it is aligned to the right edge of the PWrd.

As shown, additional syllables are unfooted and attach directly to the PWrd in violation of the Ex-

haustivity constraint (cf. (178a)), but in keeping with various recent proposals (e.g. Itô & Mester

2003 [1992]; 2009a; Selkirk 1996; Booij 1996; Booij 1999; Bennett 2012).

As discussed in §5.4, structure such as that depicted in (218) is built in the Lexical Phonol-

ogy, but the data also indicate that enclitics (cf. §2.5) are added to the PWrd in the Postlexical

Phonology. These syllables also do not cause stress to shift (cf. §3.4) and are analyzed as un-

footed, but with the difference (from material preceding the foot) that they are adjoined to the

existing PWrd by the creation of a recursive PWrd (cf. §5.2), as shown in (220), which gives the

prosodic structure of ìsáⁿdúsùkũk̄é ‘I caused (it) to become taller’:

(219) [[ì.sá.ⁿdú(ˈsù.kũ)̄]ké]
í–sa–̀ⁿdù–sùkù̃H=ka=́i ́
pfv–caus–inch–tall=more=1sg
‘I caused (it) to become taller’
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(220) The extended IM prosodic word

‘I caused (it) to become taller’

σ σ σσσ

ω

F

(s  uⁿd us  ai k ek ũ) 

µ µ µµµ

σ

µ

ω

Here we see that the morphological stem, sùkũ̄ ‘tall’, appears as the stress foot and therefore the

nucleus of a complex construction containing both prefixes and enclitics. The only foot in this

structure is located at the right edge of the grammatical word and the right edge of the (inner)

PWrd that is created in the Lexical Phonology. This lexical prosodic structure is preserved in the

Postlexical Phonology where enclitic syllables are added to it by creating a superordinate PWrd,

following the “affixal clitic” analysis of Selkirk (1996; cf. also Anderson 2005; Itô & Mester

2009a) in violation of the Nonrecursivity constraint (178b). The primary and only stress of the

PWrd falls on the head of the foot, which is the first syllable of sù.kũ̄. I leave open the possibility

that some compounds could contain more than one PWrd and therefore have secondary stress.

More study is needed to investigate the acoustic properties of stress in compounds and in larger

words that are not compounds, particularly those containing enclitics, since enclitics are observed

to (at least sometimes) have greater duration than the final syllable of the foot at least when the

prosodic word in which they are included is the rhematic focus of the sentence.1

The PWrd structure given in (220) predicts not only that PWrds will have a single stress,

but that unfooted syllables both preceding and following the foot will be prosodically weak, a fact

that is borne out in the data and discussed particularly in §6.2.2 and §6.4. It also predicts a close
1 In terms of the information structure of the sentence, the rhematic focus is the part of the rheme (= comment)

that is intended by the speaker to give the specific answer to the underlying question that the sentence is supposed to
answer (Melʹčuk 2001:114).
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and unique relation between the foot and enclitics, which is also found in the data, particularly in

the obligatory tonal processes that occur between couplets and enclitics, but which only optionally

apply from one couplet to the other (as discussed in Chapter 4). If instead of a recursive PWrd
the enclitics were analyzed as attaching directly to the phonological phrase (PPh), another option

presented in Selkirk (1996), the application of tonal processes might be predicted to be the same in

couplet + enclitic and couplet + couplet constructions, since both would constitute a PPh.

It could be argued that instead of positing foot structure in IM, the location of stress could

be computed by simply counting moras from the edge of the word, or using a metrical grid without

recourse to prosodic structure (greater than the mora), as advocated, for instance, by Prince (1983)

and Selkirk (1984), and this is certainly true; however, like Bennett (2012), I point out that this

approach is then at a loss to adequately explain the many other generalizations that take the foot

as their domain. As observed by Nespor & Vogel (2007 [1986]) in their arguments for the foot

as a prosodic constituent, in the end we would have to reiterate the definition of the foot in the

statement for each generalization. This loss of generalization surely represents a less parsimonious

description of the language.

The same arguments can be made against analyzing IM as having a so-called unbounded

foot—that is, with a single foot encompassing the entire word. Bennett (2012) has taken the strong

stance that stress is always assigned to the heads of feet even in so-called “unbounded” stress sys-

tems based on evidence that these languages, like IM, still have phonological patterns that coincide

with a binary foot which is also the locus of stress. This is unexpected if the foot encompasses the

entire word; however, if the unit to which stress is assigned is binary we then see a convergence

of evidence pointing to a binary foot. That being the case, Bennett reiterates the position of early

prosodic phonology researchers (e.g. Selkirk 1980a; 1980b; 1980c; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986];

McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]) that the foot is a more general structure in phonology—that is,

one which not only plays a part in stress assignment, but is a formal structure generally available in

the grammar for other types of rules and phonotactic generalizations. Freedom from the assump-

tion of Exhaustivity (cf. (178a)) allows us to construct a single foot at the right edge of the IM
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word, and it is this foot that serves as the formal unit to which the description of both stress and

other phonological patterns refer.

As the first piece of evidence that the couplet should be considered a prosodic foot, there-

fore, I submit that the couplet is the unit that describes the locus of stress assignment in IM and that

this unit has the properties of the moraic trochee from the inventory of foot types having a binary

form that is quantity-sensitive and left headed. Both of the attested forms of the couplet—two light

syllables ((C)V(ˀ)CV) (216a) and one heavy syllable ((C)V(ˀ)V) (216b)—are precisely the tem-

plates provided by the theory for this foot type (cf. (184b)). Moreover, the couplet is a unit that is

intermediate between the syllable and the PWrd, as shown in (218). The placement of stress in IM
can thus be straightforwardly described by saying that IM has a trochaic (left-headed) foot aligned

with the right edge of the grammatical word.

6.2 The couplet as a template

In this section I present evidence to show that the couplet acts as a template affecting the

shape of words in IM. Since it has been shown that feet have a similar templatic role in many other

languages (cf. §5.3.2), and since the structures created have the form of the moraic trochee from

the inventory of foot types (cf. (184b)), this evidence argues that the couplet should be considered

a foot. §6.2.1 shows that the couplet acts synchronically as a template for the minimal word and

root. In §6.2.2, I then show how the couplet acts as a canonical word/stem template for various

types of sound changes.

6.2.1 Synchronic augmentation

In this section I show that there are good reasons to analyze IM couplets with the surface

(C)V(ˀ)V as underlyingly monomoraic /(C)V(ˀ)/ and undergoing a synchronic process of vowel

lengthening in order to satisfy the monosyllabic foot template (cf. §5.3.2) and meet the require-

ment that IM words be minimally a foot. I then demonstrate that when additional morphemes are
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concatenated to these monomoraic roots, they are not included in the foot with the root; instead, the

root vowel is still lengthened and the prefixes or enclitics are joined to the couplet base. I take this

as evidence that the foot is, more specifically, the minimal shape of roots in IM. The monomoraic

roots demonstrate both the distinctness of morphological and prosodic structure, and also the fact

that they are aligned to one another, as has been claimed in the analyses of two other Mixtec vari-

eties—Coatzospan Mixtec (Gerfen 1996) and Ixpantepec Mixtec (Carroll 2015). I close the section

by discussing (C)V(ˀ)V couplets in fossilized words that are larger than a couplet. Although the

couplet of these words no longer constitutes the morphological root, it still has the same properties

of other (C)V(ˀ)V couplets. These words provide additional evidence that the couplet is a prosodic

structure which is non-isomorphic with morphosyntactic structure. Since the foot boundary is no

longer predictable in these words based on morphological structure, I propose to include it in the

lexical representation.

As shown in Chapter 3, IM has a large number of lexical roots that surface as a couplet

having the shape (C)V(ˀ)V; however, there are reasons to argue that the underlying structure of

these words is monomoraic, having the form /(C)V(ˀ)/. First, consider that surface (C)V(ˀ)V struc-

tures virtually always have a single vowel quality, and that, with the exception of the occasional

occurrence in compounds (cf. §2.4.1), these long vowels are restricted to the couplet portion of

the word—that is, to the final (heavy) syllable of the grammatical word, as illustrated by these

examples: (The couplet is indicated in the examples with round brackets.)

(221) a. tù(kʷááL) ‘orange’
b. tùkʷá(juù) ‘guava’
c. tùkútʃí(ᵐbúú) ‘type of insect’
d. ɲã(̀sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ)̄ ʻwifeʼ
e. ⁿdutʲà(ɲũˀũ)̀ ʻfloodwater, oceanʼ

Significantly, when a root with the surface form (C)V(ˀ)V is nonfinal in a compound, it is usually

realized as a light CV syllable. This can be seen in (221b), which is a compound of tùkʷaáĹ ‘orange’
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(221a) and júúL ‘stone’, and (221d), which is a compound of ɲãˀ ã̀ ‘woman’ and sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ ̄ ‘female mate’.

In both examples, the vowel is long when that root is in the stressed couplet, and short when it is

the first (unstressed) root in a compound (for other examples see (33) in §2.4.1). Since roots with

the surface structure (C)V(ˀ)V alternate to a short CV when they are not the stressed couplet of the

word, and since couplets always have a bimoraic structure, the restriction of vowels to this context

argues that they are underlyingly short (i.e. /CV/ and /CVˀ/) and are lengthened in order to fulfill

the requirements of a couplet template.

As mentioned, occasionally roots with this structure do surface with long vowels in com-

pounds even when they are not in the couplet of the word as illustrated by these examples (repeated

from (34)):

(222) a. júúL ‘stone’ + saβ́i ́ ‘rain’ → júúsaβ̀i ́ ~ júsaβ̀i ́ ‘hail’
b. joˀò ‘rope’ + jutũ̀ ‘tree’ → joˀòjutũ̀ ~ jòjutũ̀ ‘root’
c. kóóL ‘snake’ + jaˀⁿdⁱi ̀ ‘?’ → kóójáˀ ⁿdi ́ ~ kójáˀ ⁿdʲi ́ ‘rainbow’

While the long form may be acceptable (and even be preferred for the first two examples), a short

form is a viable option; however, when roots such as these occur as the couplet of the word, as in

the examples in (221), the vowels are obligatorily long.

Another argument for considering surface (C)V(ˀ)V to be underlyingly monomoraic is that

this representation falls out naturally from what is known about the early historical development of

couplets with this structure. Longacre (1955:195) and Mak & Longacre (1960:27) postulate that

some Proto-Mixtecan *CV and *CVˀ monosyllabic morphemes lengthened in Mixtec (and other

Mixtecan languages) to CVV and CVˀV structures, respectively (see also Josserand 1983:459. This

development can be interpreted as the movement of Mixtecan languages, and Mixtec in particular,

towards a general foot orientation in the phonology (cf. Macken & Salmons 1997).

The final, and most compelling, reason to consider (C)V(ˀ)V forms underlyingly monomoraic

is their behaviour when combined with the first person singular,=í , and second person singular,
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=ũ, enclitic pronouns.2 When these two vowel initial enclitics combine with the right edge of

words (which always end in a vowel), the vowel hiatus results in coalescence if the couplet of the

base has the form (C)V(ˀ)CV (i.e. when the couplet is disyllabic, having a medial consonant); how-

ever, if the base has a (C)V(ˀ)V couplet structure (i.e. the couplet is monosyllabic having no medial

consonant), there is no coalescence. Examples showing vowel coalescence are given in Table 38.

Table 38. Vowel coalescence in disyllabic couplets

Noun N + /=i/́ ‘1sg’ N + /=ũ/ ‘2sg’

/i/ tit́ʃi ̀ ‘stomach’ tit́ʃi ́ ‘my stomach’ tit́ʃũ̀ ‘your stomach’
/ɨ/ kɨtɨ ̀ ‘horse’ kɨt̀i ̄ ‘my horse’ kɨtũ̀ ‘your horse’
/u/ ⁿdaḱù ‘broom’ ⁿdaḱi ́ ‘my broom’ ⁿdaḱũ̀ ‘your broom’
/e/ tɨt̀ʃéˀ leĹ ‘cockroach’ tɨt̀ʃéˀ lè ‘my cockroach’ tɨt̀ʃéˀ lṍL ‘your cockroach’
/o/ tʃit́ò ‘bed’ tʃit́é ‘my bed’ tʃit́õ̀ ‘your bed’
/a/ kaḱá ‘lime’ kaḱé ‘my lime’ kaḱṍ ‘your lime’

Each of the nouns in the first column end in one of the six IM vowels. The result of coalescence

with the first and second person singular pronouns is given in columns two and three, respectively.

The vowel hiatus and coalescence patterns from Table 38 are shown in (223).

(223) First person singular Second person singular
Input Output           Input Output

a. i + i → i [cor, +high] i + ũ → ũ [+back, +high]
b. ɨ + i → i [cor, +high] ɨ + ũ → ũ [+back, +high]
c. u + i → i [cor, +high] u + ũ → ũ [+back, +high]
d. e + i → e [cor, -high] e + ũ → õ [+back, -high]
e. o + i → e [cor, -high] o + ũ → õ [+back, -high]
f. a + i → e [cor, -high] a + ũ → õ [+back, -high]

The first vowel in each input column is the final vowel of the base and the second vowel is the

pronoun vowel. The vowel in the output column is the result of coalescence and its distinctive

features are given. As can be seen, the output vowel when combined with the first person singular
2 I thank Scott Berthiaume for his insights on the original analysis of these pronouns.
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pronoun is always coronal, which is the place feature of the pronoun vowel, even though the place

of the base vowels varies (only the base vowels of (a) and (d) are coronal). The height of the

output vowel, on the other hand, varies according to the height of the base vowel; that is, it is

[+high] when the base vowel is [+high] (a–c), and it is [-high] when the base vowel is [-high] (d–f).

Similarly, when combined with the second person singular pronoun, the output vowel is always

[+back] (which also implies [+round] in IM) and is nasalized. These are all features of the pronoun

vowel. The height of the output vowel, however, varies with the height of the base vowel, just as

described for the first person singular pronoun data.

In contrast to the CVCV data presented in Table 38, consider the data in Table 39 and Table

40 showing bases with CVV and CVˀV couplets, respectively, in combination with the first person

singular and second person singular pronouns.

Table 39. No vowel coalescence in CVV couplets

Noun N + /=i/́ ‘1sg’ N + /=ũ/ ‘2sg’

/i/ Lpií ̀ ‘turkey hen’ piì ́ ‘my turkey hen’ piṹ̀ ‘your turkey hen’
/ɨ/ jɨɨ ̀ ‘husband’ jɨì ̄ ‘my husband’ jɨũ̀ ‘your husband’
/u/ júúL ‘rock’ júi ̀ ‘my rock’ júṹ ‘your rock’
/e/ leè ̄ ‘baby’ leì ́ ‘my baby’ leũ̀̀ ‘your baby’
/o/ kóóL ‘snake’ kói ̀ ‘my snake’ kóṹ ‘your snake’
/a/ kaá̀ ‘metal’ kaí ́ ‘my metal’ kaṹ̀ ‘your metal’

Table 40. No vowel coalescence in CVˀV couplets

Noun N + /=i/́ ‘1sg’ N + /=ũ/ ‘2sg’

/i/ mi ̃ˀ i ̃ ̀ ‘garbage’ mi ̃̀ˀ ũ̄ ‘my garbage’ mi ̃ˀ ũ̀ ‘your garbage’
/ɨ/ sɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́ ‘forked post’ sɨ ̃́ˀ i ̃ ́ ‘my forked post’ sɨ ̃́ˀ ṹ ‘your forked post’
/u/ juˀù ‘mouth’ jùˀi ̄ ‘my mouth’ juˀũ̀ ‘your mouth’
/e/ βeˀè ‘house’ βèˀ i ̄ ‘my house’ βeˀũ̀ ‘your house’
/o/ joˀò ‘rope’ jòˀi ̄ ‘my rope’ joˀũ̀ ‘your rope’
/a/ ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’ ⁿdàˀi ̄ ‘my hand’ ⁿdaˀũ̀ ‘your hand’
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These data show no coalescence with the final root vowel (although tone rules apply, as described

in Chapter 4). Rather, the segmental form of the pronoun is always i for the first person singular

pronoun and ũ for the second person singular pronoun. I analyze the lack of coalescence in (C)V(ˀ)V

couplets as an indication that there is no underlying vowel associated with the second mora for the

clitic pronouns to coalesce with like there is in (C)VCV couplets. The roots of (C)V(ˀ)V couplets

are underlyingly monomoraic /(C)V(ˀ)/ and only surface with long vowels to fulfill the requirements

of the couplet template, as illustrated in (224).

(224) Augmentation of kóóL ‘snake’

σ

k o

µ µ

However, when the first and second person enclitic pronouns, which are integrated into the root,

are present, the second mora of the template is filled by the pronoun vowel and no coalescence or

lengthening of the root vowel occurs, as shown in (225).3

(225) No augmentation in kói ̀ ‘my snake’

σσ

k o i

µ µ

This analysis receives interesting support from the pronunciation of a word that has both CVˀCV

and CVˀV variants. The word for ‘cockroach’ is pronounced both with a CVCV couplet, tɨ(̀tʲéˀ léL)
and with a CVˀV couplet, tɨ(̀tʲéˀ e ́L), by (at least) one speaker. This speaker gave tɨt̀ʲéˀ lè, with vowel

3 At first glance, the integration of the vowel pronouns into the foot appears to be motivated by the goal of reducing
larger structures down to foot-sized words. However, it is also consistent with a phonological constraint requiring that
syllables have an onset, and since these pronouns also coalesce with other enclitics (e.g. =ká ‘more’ +=i ́ ‘1sg’ →
=ké ‘more:1sg’), avoiding onsetless syllables is likely the real motivation.
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coalescence, as the first person singular form for the alternant with the CVCV couplet, and tɨt̀ʲéˀ i ̀,
without coalescence, for the form with the CVˀV couplet.4

To summarize this discussion so far, roots with the surface structure CVV and CVˀV are

analyzed as underlyingly monomoraic /CV/ and /CVˀ/, respectively. Support for this analysis comes

from the fact that they virtually always have identical long vowels which suggests a representation

having a single vowel associated with two structural positions. This representation dovetails with

the fact that long vowels are distributionally restricted to the couplet in noncompounds, and in

compounds they are usually short if they are not the final root of the compound (and therefore

the couplet), but must be long if they are. The picture that emerges, then, is that the couplet is a

structure that is required to have a bimoraic shape and that vowels are long precisely when they

belong to roots which must be realized in a couplet. This is corroborated by the fact that at least

some roots with this structure are known to derive historically from /CV/ and /CVˀ/ structures.

The final key piece of evidence for the analysis is the behaviour of these roots with respect to

vowel coalescence with the first and second person enclitic pronouns. Unlike roots with CVCV

couplets, roots which surface with (C)V(ˀ)V couplets do not undergo vowel coalescence when they

combine with these vowel initial enclitics; the pronoun vowels simply fill the final vowel slot

of the couplet. I argue that this is because there is no underlying vowel in this couplet position

to coalesce with. This analysis provides a vivid example of how the couplet is, in Josserandʼs

(1983:183) words, “a phonological or surface frame for underlying morphological material to fit

into, or accommodate itself to, for its spoken realizations”, and why I argue that the couplet cannot

be considered a morphosyntactic structure like a root. The possessed couplets in Table 39 and Table

40 contain two distinct morphemes (root and pronoun) which do not even overlap in terms of their

segmental makeup since there is no vowel coalescence.
4 The three known (C)V(ˀ)V words with different vowels (ʃiú́L ‘abdomen’, aú̀ ‘yes’ and tʃáˀṹ ‘fifteen’) are analyzed

as disyllabic with the second vowel specified underlyingly. Unfortunately, these words all end in a [+high] vowel (as
do the pronoun vowels), so it is impossible to test definitively whether they would display the coalescence patterns of
(C)V(ˀ)CV bases or of (C)V(ˀ)V, since the height of the base vowel in each of these words is the same as the height of
the pronoun vowel, so coalescence would not result in a vowel height alternation (cf. Table 38a–c).
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The property of the couplet whereby it provides the minimal size and shape which words

or roots must satisfy is a well-attested property of the foot, which serves as the minimal word

template in numerous languages (e.g. McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; Hayes 1995:88). More

importantly, the augmentation that occurs in IM monomoraic roots creates a structure that matches

the monosyllabic template of the moraic trochee (cf. (184b)). This type of augmentation is just

like the augmentation of Lardil monomoraic bases in the nominative case that was shown in Table

35 (§5.3.2), except that in IM the process is one of vowel lengthening, whereas in Lardil it is

accomplished through vowel epenthesis. Similarly, just like the combination of monomoraic bases

with the accusative suffix (–in) in Lardil satisfies the bimoraic template and blocks augmentation, so

the concatenation of monomoraic roots with the first and second person singular pronouns satisfies

the monosyllabic foot template and blocks augmentation in IM. I therefore conclude that, given the

equivalence of the couplet forms with the foot templates of the moraic trochee established in §6.1,

this behaviour of triggering the augmentation of /(C)V(ˀ)V/ roots to match the bimoraic template

counts as strong evidence that the couplet should be considered a prosodic foot. This analysis will

receive further corroboration from the analysis of Spanish loanword adaptations presented in §6.5,

where Spanish words with final stress undergo similar vowel lengthening so that stress is realized

in a bimoraic foot.

Up to this point the discussion has focused on lexical words where the failure to augment

would result in a subminimal word and the couplet has functioned as a minimal word template. The

data in (226), however, show that augmentation occurs not only when word minimality would be

violated, but also when additional morphemes are present which could be used to create a proper

foot and yet they are not parsed into the foot.

(226) a. sa(̀ⁿdóò)ⁿdò
sa–̀ⁿdô=ⁿdò
caus–remain=2pl
ʻLeave (it) you guys!ʼ
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b. kʷa(́kúˀú)ɾà
kʷa–́kuˀH=ɾà
pros–be.sick=3masc
‘He is going to be sickʼ

These examples have the monomoraic roots, /ⁿdô/ and /kuˀH/, respectively. As can be seen, in

neither example are the enclitic pronouns (=ⁿdò ‘2pl’ and =ɾà ‘3masc’) included as the final

syllable of the foot, which would result in the erroneous parsings, *sa(̀ⁿdóⁿdò) and *kʷa(́kúˀɾa)̀,
respectively. At the same time, neither are the causative (sa–̀) and the prospective aspect (kʷa–́)
prefixes included as the initial syllable in the foot, as in the fallacious parsings, *(sàn dó)ⁿdò and

*(kʷaḱú)ɾà, respectively. Instead, the monomoraic roots are expanded to fill the foot template just

like when they are the only morpheme in the word. This type of augmentation cannot be viewed as

creating a minimal word, but as creating a minimal root. It is clear from data like this that there is

a rule requiring the morphological root to be mapped to the foot template, and specifically, that the

left edge of the root be aligned to the left edge of the foot. A special rule, then, must be postulated

which allows the vowel initial enclitics to be included in the foot.

The final aspect of (C)V(ˀ)V couplets to discuss is their occurrence in fossilized forms that

are larger than a couplet, as illustrated by these examples: (The “•” symbol indicates a hypothesized

etymological morpheme boundary.)

(227) a. mã(̀ⁿdoò)
ma•̀ⁿdò
turtle
‘turtle’

b. ɾì(ɾòó)
ɾi•̀ɾó
mayor
‘mayor’

c. tú(mãˀã)̀
tú•màˀ
raccoon
‘raccoon’
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d. tù(βéˀe)́
túL•βèˀ
area.outside.of.house
‘area outside the house’

Each of these examples end in a stressed heavy syllable (couplet), which has the formCVː for (227a)

and (227b), and CVˀV for (227c) and (227d). Based on the examples in (226), the phonological

form of these words leads us to expect a morphological root boundary at the location of “•” in the

second interlinear line, that the roots of each example would be /ⁿdò/, /ɾó/, /mã̀ˀ / and /βèˀ /,
respectively, and that the roots are augmented to fill out the couplet. This is not the case, however,

since these elements are not synchronic roots, but are hypothesized to be etymological roots.5 Nev-

ertheless, these words still behave like the /(C)V(ˀ)/ roots described above when combined with the

first person singular pronoun, as shown in (228).

(228) a. mã̀n dòī
ma•̀ⁿdò=i ́
turtle=1sg
‘my turtle’

b. ɾìɾòí
ɾi•̀ɾó=i ́
mayor=1sg
‘my mayor’

c. túmã̀ˀ ĩ ̄
tú•màˀ =i ́
raccoon=1sg
‘my raccoon’

5 The internal structure of (227a) and (227b) is completely opaque, while elements of the second two examples
can still be reconstructed, but involve fossilized elements and have undergone a phonological process that is no longer
part of the synchronic grammar. In (227c), tú can be confidently identified as deriving historically from the fossilized
animal classifier, tɨ–̀, and has undergone labial assimilation (no longer a synchronic process) and tonal dissimilation
with the etymological root. The etymological root could be related to mã́ˀ ã̀ ‘mother’, but has the /L/ tonal melody
rather than /HL/. In (227d), the root is clearly identifiable as βeˀe ‘house’, which has undergone tone sandhi due to the
element that precedes it. I hypothesize that the preceding element comes from the final syllable of tʃat́áL ‘back’, which
also underwent labial assimilation with the initial root consonant. This seems plausible because tʃat́á βéˀ é ‘behind the
house’ is a common contemporary expression with a related meaning and this etymology would also explain the kind
of tone sandhi seen in this word.
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d. tùβéˀì
túL•βèˀ =i ́
area.outside.of.house=1sg
‘area outside my house’

Although the final vowel in each example is [-high], the pronoun vowel does not coalesce and

become e (cf. (223)), it simply fills the final slot in the foot template just as observed in Tables 39

and 40 for (C)V(ˀ)V roots. In other words, although this element that I have called the etymological

root has no synchronic status, it still behaves phonologically like it is a monomoraic root to which

the foot must be aligned and which has no underlying vowel for the pronoun to coalesce with.

Creating a foot that included the initial CV (e.g. *(mã̀n dò) (227a), *(ɾiɾ̀ó) (227b), *(túmã̀ˀ ) (227c),

*(tùβéˀ ) (227d)) would not only incorrectly predict vowel coalescence, but would also result in the

wrong stress pattern as well as other kinds phonological patterns violating foot-phonotactics that

will be discussed in §6.3.

The proper footing of these words, then, depends on establishing a foot boundary at the

location of the etymological root. What I propose, following Kenstowicz’s (1993) analysis of H

tone shifting in Jita (Bantu, Tanzania) that was discussed in §5.4, is that the etymological root

boundary has been reinterpreted in the grammar as a prosodic boundary. Since this boundary is

no longer predictable from the morphological structure, I propose to mark the left boundary of the

foot at the left edge of the etymological root in the lexical entries for words like these, as shown in

(229).

(229) a. /ma(̀ⁿdò/ → mã(̀ⁿdoò) ʻturtleʼ
b. /ɾi(̀ɾó/ → ɾi(̀ɾòó) ʻmayorʼ
c. /tú(màˀ / → tú(mãˀ ã)̀ ʻraccoonʼ
d. /tùL(βèˀ / → tù(βéˀ e)́ ʻarea outside of the houseʼ

When these words are parsed into feet, the left boundary of the foot is supplied by the lexicon for

these words, and the right boundary is determined by the foot template which triggers augmentation
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(cf. (224)). In (C)V(ˀ)V couplets where the etymological root = the morphological root, the left

edge of the morphological root is aligned with the left edge of the foot template.

6.2.2 Diachronic templatic effects

In this section, we will examine IM data showing that various types of diachronic processes

have occurred which create couplet sized structures, but which are no longer part of the synchronic

grammar and therefore demonstrate the importance of the couplet shape as a point of reference

in sound change. In some cases, subminimal forms were augmented to create a couplet, while in

others, forms that were larger than a couplet were truncated down to couplet size. Since it has

already been established that the IM couplet has the structural properties of a moraic trochee (cf.

(184b)), and since it was demonstrated in §5.3.2 that the foot commonly functions as a template

for sound change, I take these data as evidence that the IM couplet should be identified as a foot.

6.2.2.1 The couplet in word-formation

In this section I examine fossilized forms of historic word formation processes in IM and

show how the couplet acts as a template stipulating the minimal form of the stems that are formed

and also the canonical maximal form. In these examples, minimality is satisfied for the most part

not through vowel lengthening, as in the preceding section, but through combining roots with other

morphemes to form couplet-sized stems. On the other hand, truncation of longer forms to satisfy

the canonical maximum is also observed. Josserand (1983:460) identified the tendency to reduce

multisyllabic constructions down to “the favored two-syllable couplet form” as one of the most

important processes at work in Mixtecan languages and in the earlier development of Mixtecan

from Proto-Otomanguean. In IM, this diachronic influence of the couplet can be seen in the deletion

of the vowel of the etymological (CV) prefix or relegating it to a secondary articulation on its

onset consonant. The principle examples of this type come from the class of verbs that mark a

realis/irrealis mood distinction through separate stems that evolved from the combination of verb
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roots with the now fossilized mood prefixes. After describing the influence of the couplet templates

in this old word-formation process, I describe similar, though more limited, examples from the

formation of animal words with the old animal classifier prefix.

In §2.4.2, I described a relatively small group of irregular verbs that have fossilized realis

and irrealis stems that were formed with the mood prefixes, kù– ‘irrealis’ and tʃi–̀ ‘realis’. His-

torically, this class of verbs had a small number of monomoraic roots consisting of a single CV

and when these roots formed a stem with the mood prefixes they did not follow the usual strategy

of vowel lengthening described in §6.2.1. Rather, the mood prefixes were included in the couplet

forming a disyllabic stem, as shown by these examples:

Table 41. Irrealis/realis stems with CV roots

Root Gloss Irrealis kù– ‘irr’ Realis tʃi– ‘real’
/tʲi/̀ ‘bathe’ ˈku•tʲi ̀ *kuˈtʲii ̀ ˈtʃi•tʲi ̀ *tʃiˈtʲii ̀
/tù/ ‘clear land’ ˈku•tù *kuˈtuù ˈtʃi•tù *tʃiˈtuù
/ɲi/̀ ‘hear’ ˈkũ•ɲi ̃̀ *kuˈɲiĩ ̃ ̀ ˈtʃi•̃ɲi ̃̀ *tʃiˈɲiĩ ̃ ̀
/nù/ ‘run’ ˈkũ•nũ̀ *kuˈɲũũ̀ ˈtʃi•̃nũ̀ *tʃiˈɲũũ̀
/tò/ ‘know’ ˈko•tò6 *kuˈtoò ˈtʃi•tò *tʃiˈtoò

The etymological root and its gloss are given in the first two columns, followed by the synchronic

form of the irrealis stem (formed with kù–) and the realis stem (formed with tʃi–̀). In each example,

the mood prefix is included as the stressed syllable of the couplet rather than forming a pre-couplet

syllable plus a CVː root couplet, as illustrated by the unattested (starred) forms to the right of each

example.

This verb class also had roots with a VCV shape which met the bimoraic minimality con-

straint before the addition of the prefix. What is interesting is that the realis and irrealis stems

formed from these roots are contracted so that they also conform to a disyllabic couplet pattern. In

the majority of cases, this involved the loss of the prefix vowel as in these examples:

6 The irrealis prefix in this example undergoes a process of vowel harmony with the root vowel.
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Table 42. Prefix V deletion in realis-irrealis stems

Root Gloss Irrealis ku– ‘irr’ Realis tʃi– ‘real’
/asɨH/ ‘close’ k•aśɨ ́ *kuˈasɨ tʃ•as̀ɨ ̄ *tʃiˈasɨ
/añũH/ ‘destroy’ k•ãńṹ *kuˈañũ tʃ•ãǹũ̄ *tʃiˈañũ
/is̀ò/ ‘carry’ k•isò *kuˈiso tʃ•isò *tʃiˈiso
/ósó/ ‘sprinkle’ k•ósó *kuˈoso tʃ•òsó *tʃiˈoso
/ũˀɲi ̃H/ ‘tie’ k•ṹˀ ɲi ̃́ *kuˈũˀɲi ̃ tʃ•ũ̀ˀ ɲi ̃ ̄ *tʃiˈũˀɲi ̃

In each example, the synchronic stem consists of the prefix consonant plus the root. To the right

of the stem is given the unattested form without vowel deletion. This form may have been the

original form of the stem; however, it is also possible that this verb class was always constrained

to a couplet shape, as will be discussed further below.

Another strategy used to truncate the prefix + root to form a single couplet was glide for-

mation whereby the nucleus of the the kù– prefix was relegated to the syllable onset through labi-

alization. This allowed the entire prefix to map to the initial consonant position of the couplet, as

in these examples:

Table 43. Prefix labialization in irrealis stems

Root Gloss Irrealis ku– irr Realis tʃi– real
/aḱú/ ‘laugh’ kʷ•aḱú *kuˈaku tʃ•ak̀ú *tʃiˈaku
/ãɲ́ú/ ‘step on’ kʷ•ãɲ́ṹ *kuˈaɲ̃ũ tʃ•ãɲ̀ṹ *tʃiˈaɲ̃ũ
/ã̀ˀ nù/ ‘grow’ kʷ•ãˀ nũ̀ *kuˈãˀ nũ tʃ•ãˀ nũ̀ *tʃiˈãˀ nũ
/ã/̀ ‘have sex’ kʷ•aã̃̀ *kuˈaã,̃ *ˈkũã tʃ•aã̃̀ *tʃiˈaã,̃ *ˈtʃuã
/ã́ˀ / ‘go’ kʷ•ã́ˀ ã́ *kuˈãˀ a,̃ *ˈkũãˀ tʃ•ã́ˀ ã ́ *tʃiˈãˀ a,̃ *ˈtʃũãˀ

All but one of the roots which follow this strategy of truncation begin with /a/, although not

all roots beginning with this vowel labialized the irrealis prefix (cf. Table 42). Corresponding

realis stems, on the other hand, deleted the prefix vowel and did not undergo glide formation.

The unpredictability of kù– labialization shows that this word-formation process involved lexically
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conditioned allomorphy and supports the analysis that the the realis/irrealis stems are fossilized.7

Note also that the final two examples have vowel initial monomoraic roots. The root vowel is

lengthened (cf. §6.2.1) creating CVː and CVˀV couplets, respectively, rather than allowing the

mood prefixes to form the initial syllable of the couplet like the CV monomoraic roots in Table 41.

This follows from the nearly total prohibition against different vowels in monosyllabic couplets in

IM (cf. §3.1) apart from roots that combine with the first and second person enclitic pronouns (cf.

§6.2.1), and the requirement of this class of verbs that couplet-shaped stems be formed with the

mood prefixes + the verb root.8

From the preceding discussion one might wonder whether the truncation observed in Table

42 and Table 43 is not merely the avoidance of hiatus. While this may be part of the motivation

for these processes, it must be noted that hiatus is tolerated in the synchronic morphology at the

couplet boundary:

(230) a. kʷak̀ú(as̀ū)
kʷa–́kù–as̀ùH

pros–be–blue
ʻgoing to be blueʼ

b. iḱū(úˀβi)̀ɾà
i–́kù–úˀβi=̀ɾà
pfv–be–hurt=3masc
ʻwas hurtʼ

These examples demonstrate the productive process of deriving deadjectival verbs using kù– ‘be’,

which is homophonous with the fossilized irrealis prefix. In each of the examples there is vowel

hiatus between a pre-couplet syllable and a vowel initial couplet, yet neither prefix vowel deletion
7 It can also observed that there are stem pairs, kã́ˀ nũ/́tʃã́ˀ nṹ ‘break’ and kʷãˀ nũ/̀tʃãˀ nũ̀ ‘grow’, where the irrealis

stems would be segmentally homophonous except that in the former the prefix vowels was deleted, while in the latter
the prefix vowel labialized. The prefix vowel is deleted in both realis stems and they are segmentally homophonous.

8 A couple of VCV roots—ɨɲɨ ‘be standing’ and iyo ‘exist’—pattern with the verbs discussed in the next dataset
(231), which have CVCV roots, in that they use the bare root in the imperfective aspect, while the realis stem, which
truncates to a couplet, is only used with the perfective aspect. They are the only two verbs I know of that can form a
vowel initial couplet.
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nor labialization is triggered. Instead, the vowel initial couplet is subject to epenthetic glottalization,

which is discussed in §6.3.5.

A few verbs with realis/irrealis stems have a CVCV root structure and do not show any

truncation in the realis and irrealis stems formed with the mood prefixes, as illustrated in (231).

(231) a. (ⁿdʲik̀ũ)́tɨ ̀
Lᴖⁿdʲiḱú̃
ipfvᴖbe.tied=3anml
ʻit is tiedʼ

b. i ́tʃi ̄(ⁿdʲiḱũ)̀tɨ ̀
i–́tʃi•̀ⁿdʲiḱù̃=tɨ ̀
pfv–be.tied:real=3anml
ʻit was tiedʼ

c. it̀ʲãá̃ ́
i(̀tʲã́
tomorrow

kù(ⁿdʲiḱũ)̀tɨ ̀
kù•ⁿdʲiḱù̃=tɨ ̀
be.tied:irr=3anml

ʻtomorrow it will be tiedʼ

Most roots with this structure use the bare root in the imperfective, as shown in (231a), and only

use the realis stem in the perfective aspect, as shown in (231b). As can be seen, the fossilized realis

prefix (in bold) is completely external to the couplet; the same is also true of the irrealis prefix (in

bold) in (231c).

The discussion above shows that the formation of realis/irrealis stems has obviously been

subject to the templatic influence of the bimoraic couplet. When the root had a monomoraic CV

shape, a disyllabic CVCV couplet was formed by simply including the prefix as the first syllable

of the couplet, e.g. kù–tʲi ̀ → (ku•tʲi)̀ ‘will bathe’. This can be viewed as augmenting the defi-

cient root to form a minimal, couplet-sized stem required by this class of verbs. On the other

hand, when the verb root had the VCV shape, stem formation (potentially) created a trimoraic

stem which was larger than the couplet template. These stems were truncated down to a CVCV

couplet usually by deleting the prefix vowel—for example, kù–(aśɨ)́ → (k•aśɨ)́ ‘will close’—and
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also, in the case of the irrealis prefix, by labializing the prefix—for example, kù–(aḱú) → kʷaḱú
‘will laugh’. Monomoraic roots lacking an onset demonstrate an interesting interaction between the

morphological requirement to form couplet-sized stems with the mood prefixes and the phonotactic

requirement that monosyllabic couplets have a single vowel quality—the roots were augmented by

vowel lengthening, and the prefix was truncated, resulting in CV(ˀ)V couplets—kù–ã̀ → kù–(aã̃)̀
→ (kʷ•aã̃)̀ ‘will have sex’; kù–ã́ˀ → kù–(ã́ˀ ã)́ → kʷ•ã́ˀ ã́ ‘is going’. Verbs from this class with

CVCV roots already had the ideal CVCV couplet structure and demonstrate that there are limits to

how much deviation from the input is tolerated in order to achieve template satisfaction. For in-

stance, were the form kù–ⁿdʲiḱũ̀ (231c) to be truncated to *k–ⁿdʲikũ, the resulting onset cluster kⁿdʲ
would be an unacceptable violation of syllable structure, and deleting the initial root consonant to

produce *kʷikũ (or *kikũ) or deleting the entire prefix (*ⁿdʲikũ), would remove signifiers essential

to the meaning. The very fact that the imperfective forms of these verbs, by and large, do not use

the tʃi– prefix, may itself be due to pressure from the system towards couplet-sized structures.

The correspondence between root structure and realis/irrealis stem structure are summarized

in Table 44, with the couplet boundaries marked in the stem structure.

Table 44. Correspondence between root structure and realis/irrealis stem structure

Root Stem Comment
V (CVV)
Vˀ (CVˀV)
CV (CVCV) /ⁿdʲa/́ ‘sit’ patterns with CVCV roots9

VCV (CVCV) /ɨɲɨ ̀/ ‘stand’, /iyoH/ ‘exist’ pattern with CVCV roots
CVCV (CVCV) imperfective

CV(CVCV) perfective, irrealis

9 This is one CV root in this verb class, /ⁿdʲa/́ ‘sit’, which follows the lengthening strategy of augmentation and
surfaces as ⁿdʲaà̄ in the imperfective, i–̀tʃi•́(ⁿdʲaá)́ in the perfective and the irrealis stem is kù•(ⁿdʲaá)́. The realis and
irrealis prefixes are completely external to the couplet and the realis stem is only used in the perfective following the
typical pattern of CVCV roots, that will be discussed below.
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At this point, it is not certain whether the couplet initially served as a morphological template for

the stem formation process so that intermediate forms (e.g. kù–(aśɨ)́, kù–(aḱú), kù–(aã̃)̀, kù–(ã́ˀ ã)́)
never surfaced due to a requirement that the output of this process be a couplet, or whether the

intermediate forms were the original output of the stem formation process and the couplet served

as a template that triggered subsequent sound changes. Whatever the case may be, the overall result

is that couplets of every type (cf. (11), (215)) were produced by this verb stem formation process,

although CVCV couplets were highly preferred and CV(ˀ)V couplets came about only as a last

resort, so to speak, when monomoraic roots contained no onset consonant and thus could not serve

as the second syllable of a CVCV couplet.

The templatic influence of the couplet described here with respect to the realis/irealis stems,

whether as a morphological template at some earlier stage of the language, or a template for sound

change, is a very common function of the foot cross-linguistically, as was demonstrated in §5.3.2.

I therefore regard this as further evidence that the couplet should be considered a foot. CV roots

of this verb class were right aligned in the foot similar to the alignment of verb stems to the foot in

Hare (cf. (204)), while the prefix filled the initial syllable of the foot template:

(232) Foot structure of CV roots—ku•tʲi ̀ ‘will bathe’

σ

F

tʲ i
uk

σ

µ µ

⇡

Foot structure also provides the means of both describing the phonological locus of vowel loss/labialization

in VCV roots and of motivating it:
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(233) a. Vowel deletion—k•aśɨ ́ ‘will close’ b. Labialization—kʷ•aḱú ‘will laugh’

σ σ

F F

s sɨ ɨ

→

a au kk

σ σσ

µ µµ µµ

∅
⇣

σ σ

F F

k ku u

→

a au kʷk

σ σσ

µ µµ µµ

ʷ
⇣

In terms of location, the vowel loss/labialization occurred in an unfooted syllable preceding the

foot. The motivation is three-fold: First, prefix vowels which are lost or labialized are in an un-

footed syllable and therefore a weak prosodic position (cf. §5.3.2). By contrast, the prefix vowel

is never lost/labialized when it is internal to the couplet, as in (232). This is similar to the situation

in Old Saxon i-stem nouns discussed in §5.3.2, where the theme vowel was lost when it was not

footed and retained when it was (cf. (187) and (188)). A second way that the foot motivates pre-

fix vowel loss/labialization before VCV roots is that the foot provides the canonical word shape,

which may have been the required shape of these stems (within limits). Therefore, the processes of

vowel deletion and labialization created the ideal foot structure. In fact, the maximally articulated

CVCV foot, aligned to the right edge of the grammatical word appears to have been strongly pre-

ferred by this class of verbs, as demonstrated in Table 44. This explains why roots which already

had a CVCV shape were left alone—they already had the ideal structure. The third motivation for

vowel loss/labialization is that these processes phonetically strengthen the initial and phonologi-

cally strong position of the foot by providing the VCV roots with an onset (cf. Macken & Salmons

1997; Vennemann 1988).

Several things are particularly significant about the couplet-sized stems in Tables 41, 42

and 43. One is that these stems, which were historically multimorphemic structures, display the

same phonological patterns (to be described in §6.3) that characterize other couplets, including

glottalization (cf. §6.3.1), nasalization (cf. §6.3.2) and tone patterns and processes (cf. §6.3.6),
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etc. It is also significant that in the case of CV roots, the mood prefix ends up as the stress bearing

syllable, contrary to the usual state of affairs where stress always falls on the root. The reason for

this apparent stress shift is due to the irregular mapping of these verbs to the foot template. Usually,

the left edge of the root maps to the left edge of the foot (e.g. /sa–̀/ ‘caus’ + /ⁿdô/ ‘to remain’ →

sa(̀ⁿdóò) ‘to leave’; cf. §6.2.1); however, similar to what we saw for Hare (cf. (202)), these verbs

map the left edge of the stem formed with a mood prefix + a root to the left edge of the foot, as

shown in (232), and the syllable mapped to the head of the foot is stressed regardless of whether it

is the morphological head or not. This indicates another mismatch between prosodic structure and

morphosyntactic structure in IM, though at an earlier stage of the language. Finally, the crucial fact

is that when these elements combine to form a stem, no lengthening of the morphological root is

observed (e.g. kù–tʲi ̀ → (ku•tʲi)̀ ‘will bathe’, *kù(tʲii)̀; cf. 6.2.1) since the requirements of the foot

templates (184b) are met by integrating the prefix into the foot.

Though not as extensive, another sector of the lexicon with examples of templatic effects

similar to those of the realis/irrealis stems is animal names. As discussed in §2.4.1, a number of

animal names were formed from the combination of the fossilized animal classifier prefix, tɨ–̀, plus

a root. Two examples which show the prefix included in the couplet together with a monomoraic

CV root, like the realis/irrealis stems in Table 41, are given in (234).

(234) a. tɨ ̃•̀ɲɨ ̃́ ‘rat’ cf. *tɨjɨʔ̃ (Josserand 1983:480)
b. tɨ•́kà ‘grasshopper’

Interestingly, the cognates of both of these words as well as several other animal names in Chalca-

tongo Mixtec (CM) have two free variant forms: one form is a disyllabic couplet consisting of the

prefix + root, like those in (234), and the other form follows the root augmentation strategy dis-

cussed in §6.2.1 and lengthens the root vowel to satisfy the couplet template (data from Macaulay

1996:235–6):
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(235) a. tɨ ̃•́ñɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ ́ ~ tɨ ̃•́ñɨ ̃ ́ ‘rat’
b. tɨ•kaà̀ ~ tɨ•kà ‘grasshopper’
c. tɨ•̃ñũṹ́ ~ te•ñṹ ‘owl’
d. ti•xií ~ ti•xi ‘buzzard’
e. ti•mií ́ ~ ti•mi ́ ‘bee’

The IM words for ‘owl’ (kãˀ mũ̀), ‘bee’ (ɲúɲúL) and possibly ‘buzzard’ (mat̀ʃii ̀) do not appear to

be cognate with the CM words. These data, which apply both strategies of template satisfaction,

corroborate the analysis that the forms in (234) include the animal prefix inside the couplet, since

the same forms in (235) have a variant where the prefix is outside the couplet, but more importantly,

they provide strong support for the existence of a bimoraic template within the larger Mixtec family

which has both a disyllabic and a single heavy syllable form. If a prefix is integrated into the couplet,

then no lengthening occurs; however, if it is not, then the root vowel is lengthened so that it surfaces

as a bimoraic foot.

Truncation similar to the labialization of the irrealis prefix that was demonstrated in Table

43 is also found in animal names. A number of animal names formed with tɨ– have also been

truncated down to a couplet-sized structure as illustrated in Table 45.

Table 45. Truncation by glide formation in animal names

IM form  Forms in other Mixtec varieties                    
tʲaḱà ‘fish’ tɨ•jaḱá ~ tʃaḱá (SM; Dyk & Stoudt 1965:12, 46)
tʲúkũ̀ ‘fly’ tɨ•júkṹ ~ tʃúkṹ (SM; Dyk & Stoudt 1965:15)
tʲókò ‘ant’ tɨ•jókó ~ tʃókó (SM; Dyk & Stoudt 1965:14)
tʲóóL ‘crab’ ti•joo (Chayuco Mixtec; Pensinger 1974:48)
tʲóˀóL ‘flea’ tɨ•jòʔó ~ tʃòʔó (SM; Dyk & Stoudt 1965:15)

Comparing the IM forms with those of other Mixtec varieties (San Miguel El Grande (SM), Dyk &

Stoudt 1965 and Chayuco Mixtec, Pensinger 1974) shows that the form evolved from a combination

of the animal prefix and a root with an initial palatal glide, which is, in fact, how Dürr (1987:55)

reconstructs the proto-form of tʲaḱà ‘fish’—*tɨ–jakaʔ ‘fish’. A likely scenario is that the adjacency
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of the high vowel of the animal prefix to the initial palatal glide induced the loss of the prefix

vowel and then t was palatalized (tj → tʲ). According to Josserand (1983:259, 263–4, 456–7),

palatalization was a major phonological process in the development of modern Mixtec throughout

the Mixteca, particularly among the eastern coastal dialects, where IM lies. Further, de Leon’s

(1988:140) study on Mixtec classifiers identified ti, tʃ, tj and si as variants of the animal classifier,

and the SM forms still showed free variation between the full form and the palatalized form at the

time Dyk & Stoudt (1965) was published (and possibly still do). In the following examples, which

do not have a root initial glide, the animal classifier appears to have been lost altogether in IM:

Table 46. tɨ–̀ loss in animal names

IM form  Forms in other Mixtec varieties                
saá́ ‘bird’ tɨ•saā ~ saā (SM; Dyk & Stoudt 1965:101)10

ińá ‘dog’ tɨ•ʔinā ~ inā (SM; Dyk & Stoudt 1965:101)11

This also results in reduction to a couplet, but additionally, the loss of the morphological information

of the prefix.

It should be noted that examples like tʲóóL ‘crab’ and tʲóˀóL ‘flea’ in Table 45 show that

the prefix was not always included as the initial syllable of the couplet with CV roots, since the

etymological roots of these forms are /jo/ and /joˀ/, respectively (cf. also tɨ•̀ⁿdʲií ́L ‘type of insect’

and tɨ•̀ɲɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L ‘skunk’, which have lengthened root vowels). What is non-negotiable in the grammar is

that the word be at least a bimoraic couplet. The normal means to accomplish this for monomoraic

roots is through lengthening the root vowel, as demonstrated in §6.2.1; however, for whatever

reason, the two forms listed in (234) satisfied the template by including the prefix in the couplet.

It should also be kept in mind that the truncation demonstrated in Table 45 occurs in a very

limited context—that is, where the animal prefix precedes a j-initial root. In other contexts, the

prefix vowel has not deleted in animal names, as shown by these examples:
10 Cf. *tɨ laa Proto-Mixtec (Josserand 1983:479)
11 However, Dürr (1987:43, 53) gives the proto-form *ina ‘dog’, even though 6/17 (possibly 7) sources have the

prefix (or a reduced form of it), and one (SM) has it optionally, which he doesn’t note.
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(236) a. tɨ•́kiʃi ̃ ̀ ʻmothʼ
b. tɨ•́ⁿdakù ʻwormʼ
c. tɨ•̀tʲéˀ léL ʻcockroachʼ
d. tú•mãˀ ã̀ ʻracoonʼ12

Deletion also appears to be restricted to the morphological context of the animal prefix, since it

does not occur in nɨ(̀jɨˀɨ)̀ ‘raw’ and tɨ(̀jɨɨ́)́ ‘type of land formation’. It is important to remember,

however, that the context of the vowel deletion still must be described in terms of the couplet—that

is, it is the vowel of the syllable preceding the couplet. Significantly, ɨ-deletion and palatalization

did not occur in (234a) (cf. the proto-form *tɨ•jɨ ̃ˀ ) where the segmental sequence tɨj is internal to

the couplet. The conditions for the rule are not only that the couplet initial consonant be /j/ and

the /ɨ/ belong to the animal prefix, but also that tɨ be external to the couplet. This is very similar to

the conditions of prefix vowel loss/labialization in realis/irrealis stems and also to the templatically

governed i-deletion in Old Saxon i-stem nouns. Not all vowels were deleted in those stems, but

the deletion site of the theme vowel is predictable based on foot structure: if the theme vowel was

external to the foot (cf. (187)), the vowel was deleted; however, if it was footed with the stem, it

was not (cf. (188)). Following the foot-based analysis of Old Saxon and the IM realis/irrealis stems

above, I also take the facts of ɨ-deletion in IM as evidence that the couplet should be considered a

prosodic foot. The foot-based account of the process is given in (237).

(237) a. Vowel deletion—tʲaḱà ‘fish’ b. No vowel deletion—*tɨ•jɨ ̃ˀ ‘rat’

σ σ

F F

k ka a

→

a aɨ j tʲt

σ σσ

µ µµ µµ

∅
⇣

σ

F

j ɨ ̃ˀ
ɨt

σ

µ µ

⇡

12 The etymological prefix has undergone labial assimilation with the labial consonant of the root.
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When the prefix vowel is left unfooted and the initial C of the foot was /j/, the vowel was deleted,

as shown in (237a); however, when the prefix fell within the foot, as in (237b), the vowel was not

deleted. Seen in this light, ɨ-deletion is sanctioned due to the weak prosodic position of the vowel

and it results in a canonical word structure consisting of a single CVCV foot aligned to the right

edge of the grammatical word. This process also results in strengthening the initial C position of the

foot, just like vowel deletion/labialization in realis/irrealis stems, since the consonantal strength of

the palatalized stop /tʲ/ is higher than that of the approximant /j/ (Murray & Vennemann 1983:519;

Vennemann 1988:9). In the next section, we will see that this same location is the site of deletion

of other vowels.

6.2.2.2 Couplet-initial consonant clusters

An important piece of evidence presented by Macken & Salmons (1997) in support of their

hypothesis that the Mixtec couplet is a foot template is the fact that sC clusters (i.e. s + consonant)

have developed only in the initial position of the couplet in CM. They take this, together with the

tendency of proto-glides (*w, *j) to be realized as obstruents couplet-initially in that language as

evidence for strengthening the initial position of the trochaic foot. This process is complementary

to diachronic weakening in the couplet-medial position in CM, in particular, which is seen in the

tendency of glides (approximants) to be realized as glides in this position (i.e. not strengthened to

obstruents) or to be lost altogether. Both tendencies, they argue, result in an overall trend towards a

CVV template that worsens the syllable structure according to Vennemannʼs (1988) syllable pref-

erence laws, which state that the ideal syllable onset is exactly one consonant, since complex onsets

are created couplet initially and syllables lose their onsets couplet medially. A syllable-based anal-

ysis fails to capture the distribution of the consonant clusters or to motivate them; however, if the

fundamental organizational unit is the trochaic foot rather than the syllable the distribution falls out

naturally. The sC clusters are formed through diachronic processes at the onset of the foot, which

is the precise location where clusters might be expected to be tolerated (if anywhere), since the
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initial syllable of the trochaic foot is strong, and therefore sanctions the greatest number of con-

trasts (Macken 1996; Harris 1997; 2004; Macken & Salmons 1997; Dresher & van der Hulst 1998;

Harris & Urua 2001).

In this section I examine similar evidence from IM and show that IM not only has sC clusters,

but also several other kinds of clusters with similar characteristics. The following data illustrate

the sC clusters that are found in IM with the boundaries of the couplet marked with round brackets:

(238) a. (skʷií ́L) ‘Llano Verde (town)’
b. (sjúˀmã)̀ ‘Llano Escondido (town)’
c. (stúú) ‘sir’
d. (stóˀó) ~ tʃi(́tóˀó) ‘owner’
e. tũ(̀stʲaβi)̀ ‘stock of maguey flower’ cf. jaβi ̀ ‘maguey’
f. sta(́tʃaˀa)̀ ‘liver’ cf. ʃit́áL ‘tortilla’, tʃáˀ áL ‘foot’

As shown by these examples, sC clusters in IM also typically occur at the left edge of the couplet,

just as Macken & Salmons (1997) claim for CM; however, example (238f) (and a few others dis-

cussed below) show that this generalization must be qualified. The strong generalization that the

IM data support is that consonant clusters do not occur couplet medially, but in compounds such

as (238f), syncope may occur in the initial syllable of the first root in the compound.13

Macken & Salmons (1997) state that sC clusters evolved by the coalescence of sV syllables

prefixed to roots in CM, but give no examples. A clear conditioning pattern for this type of clus-

ter does not emerge from the IM sC data alone due to a lack of etymological information on the

unreduced form of most of the words; however, IM also has ʃC and n̥ⁿd clusters (which Macken &

Salmons do not mention for the languages discussed in their paper) that give a clearer picture. The

data in (239) show words with /ʃi/ preceding the couplet, in which the high vowel /i/ is frequently

devoiced or elided creating an initial ʃC cluster.

13 It is also possible, at least in rapid speech, to contract the preposition-pronoun combination, tʃii=̀tɨ ̀ ‘to it’, to stɨ. I
have not studied this sufficiently to say whether this contracted form forms a couplet (with augmentation, cf. §6.2.1) or
leans prosodically on a neighbouring lexical word. At this point, I consider this kind of contraction to be a fast-speech
phenomena and do not pursue it further.
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(239) a. (ʃkɨj́ɨ ́L) ~ ʃi(̀kɨj́ɨ Ĺ) ‘blister’
b. (ʃkẽˀ ẽ)̀ ~ ʃi(̀kẽˀ ẽ)̀ ‘fly’
c. (ʃkʷɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) ~ ʃi(̀kʷɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) ‘type of corn’

In these words, pronouncing /i/ in the pre-couplet syllable is acceptable, but in fast speech or

even “normal” speech it is lost.14 In other words with a pre-couplet /ʃi/ syllable, there is usually

at least a slight trace of the /i/ and the vowel is not usually completely elided. There are also

several compounds (or apparent compounds), such as the one given in (240), with /ʃi/ as the first

syllable of an initial disyllabic root of a compound that also may optionally undergo reduction of

/ʃi/ creating a ʃC cluster similar to (238f), at least for some speakers.

(240) ʃita(̀kaa)̀ ~ ʃta(̀kaa)̀ ‘pull’ cf. ʃità ‘pull’

Here, the optional ʃC is not at the onset of the couplet, but in the onset of the word.

Yet another type of cluster in IM involve a voiceless nasal before /ⁿd/, as shown in Table

47.

Table 47. Consonant clusters with a voiceless nasal

IM Gloss Cf.
a. (n̥ⁿd́uʔù) ~ ‘traditional skirt’ sunduʔu, Chayucu Mixtec (Josserand 1983:538)
hú(ⁿduˀù)

b. (n̥ⁿdókóL) ~ ‘chicatana’ siṉdo̱ko,̱ Xochapa Mixtec (Stark et al. 2003:147)
(sⁿdókóL)

c. (n̥ⁿdɨḱɨ ́L) ~ ‘cattle’ sɨndɨkɨ, Jamiltepec Mixtec (Johnson 1988:21)
(sⁿdɨḱɨ ́L)

d. (n̥ⁿd́utʲa)̀ ~ ‘godfather’ probably from sutù ‘father’ + ⁿdutʲà ‘water’
hú(ⁿdutʲa)̀ ~
hi(́ⁿdutʲa)̀

e. ka(̀n̥ⁿdóˀò) ~ ‘Jamiltepec’ Spanish casa ‘house’ + ⁿdóˀò ‘adobe’
kasa(̀ⁿdóˀò)

f. (n̥ⁿdaɾ̀ū) ‘soldier’ Spanish soldado; sɨⁿdaɾu, Jamiltepec Mixtec
(Johnson 1988:76)

14 It is possible that the vowel is sometimes voiceless rather than elided, but the amount of frication following the
sibilant makes it very difficult to determine the difference between, for instance, ʃi ̥̍kɨj́ɨ ́L and ʃkɨj́ɨ ́L.
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g. n̥nù(̃kʷij́a)́ ~ ‘next year’ cf. kʷij́áL ‘year’
hu̥nù(kʷij́a)́

As can be seen, all of these unusual words have alternate pronunciations, some with [h] and a

vowel, and some with /s/. In each example, a cluster with an initial voiceless nasal is formed with

a voiced nasal, which is /ⁿd/ in all cases except (g), where it is /n/. Also, in every example but

(g), there is reason to posit that the cluster developed from a pre-couplet syllable with s as the onset,

as indicated by the cognate forms in the last column, and in all but (e), the vowel appears to have

been a high vowel. Example (g), which apparently developed from a compound consisting of two

CVCV roots, the first of which is now lost, is also exceptional in that the cluster is word initial

rather than couplet initial. Examples (e–f) are interesting because they show that this process has

been extended to well entrenched loanwords ((e) is a toponym).

One further type of consonant cluster which has developed in IM is tɾ. All attested forms

of this cluster in my data are given in (241).

(241) a. (tɾɨ ́m bɨ ́L) ~ tɨ(̀ɾɨ ́m bɨ ́L) ‘burl’
b. (tɾɨ ́ˀ ⁿdɨ ́L) ‘bumps’
c. (tɾẽ́ˀ e ̃ ́L) ‘boogers’

This cluster begins with a voiceless obstruent, but not with a sibilant, and involves the marginal

phoneme /ɾ/. Notice also that (241a) has an alternate pronunciation which includes a vowel in the

pre-couplet syllable. While tɾ clusters differ somewhat from the generalizations made above about

sC, ʃC and n̥ⁿd clusters, they share the property that the initial C is an obstruent, and crucially, that

they do not occur in the second syllable of the couplet. In fact, all attested tɾ clusters occur at the

onset of the couplet, which can not quite be said of the other types of clusters.

In summary, four types of consonant clusters have been demonstrated in this section—sC,

ʃC, n̥ⁿd/n̥n and tɾ. Some of the words with these clusters have variable realizations which may at

times include an intervening voiced or voiceless vowel, indicating that the sound change is not yet

complete for these words. From these words, and from cognate forms in other Mixtec varieties
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which include a CV syllable rather than a cluster, it is clear that clusters in words that do not have

alternate forms have evolved through vowel syncope. Although the facts differ somewhat between

the various clusters, one thing that is common to them all is that the clusters are never found couplet-

medially, and are nearly always located at the onset of the first syllable of the couplet. This raises

the question, Why should this syllable be treated specially? An analysis based solely on syllables

has no answer, but moving up the prosodic hierarchy to the foot provides a ready explanation. If the

couplet is identified as a foot, the consonant clusters have primarily developed at the onset of the

foot, which is also the strongest position of the trochaic foot. This is illustrated by the derivation

of the reduced form of ‘blister’ from (239a) in (242).

(242) Vowel syncope: ʃik̀ɨj́ɨ ́L → ʃkɨj́ɨ ́L ‘blister’

σ σ

F F

j jɨ ɨ

→

ɨ ɨi kkʃ ʃ

σ σσ

µ µµ µµ

∅
⇣

The foot is aligned to the right edge of the grammatical word, leaving the initial syllable ʃi unfooted

and thus prosodically weak. It is this vowel that the syncope process targets, which is exactly where

vowel deletion occurred in the development of realis/irrealis stems (233a) and some animal names

(237a). The prosodic conditions on vowel syncope discussed here are also similar to templatically

governed theme vowel deletion in Old Saxon i-stem nouns discussed in §5.3.2; if the theme vowel

could be footed with the stem, it was retained (cf. (188)), but if it could not, it was lost (cf. (187)).

Following Macken & Salmons (1997), I take the facts of consonant cluster formation in IM as

evidence for a foot template which must serve as a point of reference for the description of this

pattern and which provides an explanation for the location of the clusters. Since the initial syllable

is prosodically strong in the trochaic foot, this is the location where one would expect to find the
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greatest number of contrasts (Harris 1997) and thus where the otherwise anomalous consonant

clusters would be permitted (Macken & Salmons 1997).

Several examples of compounds were also given ((238f), (240), Table 47 (g)) where the

vowel of the first syllable of an initial CVCV root in a compound is syncopated resulting in a

consonant cluster which is located at the onset of the word rather than the foot. Here it can be noted

that all syllables preceding the couplet are unfooted and therefore weak (cf. (218)), but also that

the resulting cluster occurs at the initial boundary of another prosodic structure, the prosodic word.

The net effect of the truncation processes that result in consonant clusters is to create a structure

that, in most cases consists solely of a single foot or canonical word, and which in any case is closer

to the ideal size dictated by the foot template. Furthermore, in both cases the initial boundary of a

higher level prosodic structure is strengthened. An analysis based on syllables has no explanation

for why clusters never occur at the onsets of syllables inside the foot and usually occur at the foot

boundary, but it makes perfect sense if the prosodic foot is considered a basic structural unit in the

phonology.

6.2.2.3 Couplet-medial weakening

Macken & Salmons (1997) point out that complementary to the formation of consonant

clusters at the onset of the couplet discussed in the preceding section, other processes result in

weakening the final syllable of the couplet in CM by deleting the couplet medial consonant. That

language shows a strong tendency to lose present-day reflexes of Proto-Mixtec (PM) continuants

*w, *j and *x in the couplet medial position compared to the neighbouring dialect, SM, though SM
also shows the tendency in a few forms when compared to PM. Further, they claim that glides tend

to surface as glides outside the couplet, be strengthened to obstruents couplet initially (e.g. *j→ ʒ)
and be lost couplet medially. This, they argue, is counter to Vennemann’s (1988:13–14) Head Law

of syllable preference, which would predict that medial onsets should also be strengthened (with

respect to Vennemann’s consonant strength hierarchy) like any other syllable onset rather than
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weakened. However, if the basic unit of phonological organization is the foot, this discrepancy

disappears since the initial position of the trochaic foot is strong and the medial position weak

(Macken 1996; Harris 1997; 2004; Macken & Salmons 1997; Harris & Urua 2001). The IM data

also provide support for this argument. In this section I will begin by examining diachronic patterns

of couplet-medial weakening due to the loss of medial consonants in IM, though not the different

realization of glides in different prosodic positions. I will show that, while IM does not share most

losses of *w and *x in the couplet medial position that are found in CM and SM, it has a number

of similar losses that CM does not appear to have, particularly, with respect to the loss of couplet

medial *j. I will close this section with a brief discussion of evidence for synchronic reduction in

prosodically weak positions.

Looking first at medial *x, Table 48 gives IM cognates of the four examples from SM and

CM given by Macken & Salmons (1997), together with PM reconstructions from Josserand (1983).

Table 48. Couplet-medial *x loss (Macken & Salmons 1997:47; Josserand 1983:479ff)

Gloss SM CM PM IM
a. ‘come:real:ipfv’ βaì ~ βax̀i beì *wexi βat́ʃi ̀
b. ‘eat:real:ipfv’ xei ~ kaxi zěé *xexiˀ tʃatʃi ̀
c. ‘come:irr’ kii kii *kixi kit́ʃi ̀
d. ‘true’ ⁿdaa ⁿdizǎ ~ ⁿdia *ⁿdixe ⁿdaá́

The reflexes of *x (where they exist) are x in SM, ž (i.e. ʒ) in CM and tʃ in IM. Notice that all PM
forms have a medial *x, and two of the SM examples (a, b) and one CM example (d) vary between

forms with and without the medial consonant. Except ⁿdáá ‘true’ (d), however, the IM cognates do

do not instantiate the pattern of medial consonant loss. PM *x only occurred before front vowels

(Bradley & Josserand 1982:292), which resulted in palatalization and affrication in the IM reflex.

This had the effect of increasing rather than weakening the consonantal strength (cf. Vennemann

1988:9), which I speculate contributed to its resistance to deletion in this context.
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Examples of the loss of *w reflexes in CM vis-a-vis SM, discussed by Macken & Salmons

(1997) are given in Table 49 together with corresponding IM forms, andPM forms (where available)

from Josserand (1983).

Table 49. Couplet-medial *w loss (Macken & Salmons 1997:44–46; Josserand 1983:479ff)

Gloss SM CM PM IM
Cɨ(ˀ)wɨ
‘egg’ ⁿdɨvɨ ̀ ⁿdɨù *ⁿdɨwɨʔ ⁿdɨβ́ɨ ́L
‘enter’ kɨv̀ɨ kɨu kɨ ́ˀ βɨ ̀
‘day’ kɨvɨ ̀ kɨù *kɨwɨˀ kɨβ́ɨ Ĺ
‘sky’ aⁿdɨv́ɨ ́ aⁿdɨú́ àn dɨβɨ ̀
‘world’ ñužɨv́ɨ ñũžɨú ɲãj́ɨβ́ɨ Ĺ
‘people’ ñãžɨvɨ ñãžɨ ̃ṹ́ ɲãj́ɨβɨ ̀
‘spit’ sɨʔ̀vɨ tesɨʔ̀u tʲas̀ɨɨ́ ̀15

‘to have hiccups’ kakɨʔ̀vɨ kákɨʔɨ kakɨˀɨ16

Ca(ˀ)wi
‘maguey’ žau žau *jawiˀ jaβi ̀
‘rain’ saù saù *sawiˀ saβ́i ́L
‘price’ saù saù jáˀ βi ̀

In these examples, the SM reflex of *w is v, the reflex is completely missing in the CM cognates

and in IM it is β. The CM data exhibit two basic patterns with respect to the SM data and PM
reconstructions—Cɨ(ˀ)wɨ and Ca(ˀ)wi (where w = the modern reflex of *w), but the sound change

is the same in both: a couplet-final *wV syllable becomes u. This process affects only two of the IM
cognates (the words for ‘spit’ and ‘to have hiccups’), and in these the medial C is simply deleted;

however, a similar sound change is found in IM in Cu(ˀ)wi couplets. IM words showing this type

of medial consonant loss are given in Table 50.

15 I am uncertain of the tone of this word.
16 I do not know the tone of this word.
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Table 50. Couplet-medial *w loss in IM
IM form  Forms from PM/other Mixtec varieties                
kuβi ̀ ~ kuù ‘to be’ *kúwí (PM; Dürr 1987:53)
suβi ̀ ~ suù ‘affirmative’
tuβi ~ tuù ‘appear’
úβi ́ ~ úú ‘two’ *uwi (Josserand 1983:480)
jùˀū ‘be.afraid’ *juʔwi (Josserand 1983:480)
kúú ‘die:irr’ kuβi Coatzospan Mixtec (Gerfen 1996:48)

The first four examples show synchronic variation between forms with and without the medial

consonant, while the sound change is complete in the last two examples—that is, they are always

pronounced without the medial consonant.

Turning now to the final PM glide, Macken & Salmons (1997) give the following examples

showing the loss of medial *j, three of which involve nasal contexts where it is realized as ñ (= ɲ):

Table 51. Couplet-medial *j loss examples from Macken & Salmons (1997:47–48)

Gloss SM CM PM IM
a. ‘work’ tiñu tiũ̃ *tijõ tʲiɲ̃ũ̀
b. ‘griddle’ xio sǐó ~ sǒò *xijoˀ tʃij́óL
c. ‘fingernail’ tiñ́u ti ̃í ̃ ́ *tiji ̃ˀ tʲiĩ ̃ ̀
d. ‘language, Spanish’ sañi ̀ saĩ ̃ ̀ sã́ˀ ã ́L

In two of these forms (a, b), the IM words show no loss of the medial glide, and in two they do (c,

d). Interestingly, none of the nasalized morphemes (a, c, d) lose their nasalization when the medial

nasal consonant is lost. Besides these few examples, IM has additional examples of the loss of

medial *j in oral contexts that Macken & Salmons do not mention for SM and CM:

Table 52. Couplet-medial *j loss (PM data from Josserand 1983:479–80)

Gloss IM PM Lost C
‘heavy’ βeé̀ *weji *j
‘house’ βeˀè *weʔji *j
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Gloss IM PM Lost C
‘armpit’ tʃá̍ ʃèˀ é *leʔjiʔ *j
‘sickness’ kʷéˀ éL *kʷeʔji *j
‘offspring’ séˀ è *saʔji *j
‘slowly’ kʷeè̄ *kʷeje *j
‘see’ ⁿdʲeˀè *ⁿdeʔja *j

In each of these examples, the couplet-initial consonant is retained while the couplet-medial *j is
lost. The IM reflexes always have a long vowel (whether glottalized or not), and the quality of the

vowel, with the apparent exception of ‘offspring’, is the same as that of the initial vowel of the root.

The word *saʔji ‘offspring’ underwent the vowel change a > e /__ji (Josserand 1983:413–14), and

therefore also fits the pattern. The data in Table 52 also show that contrastive glottalization is not

lost with the loss of the medial consonant. This lends support for the analysis that glottalization is

not a feature of the medial consonant (i.e. a glottalized consonant), since it is retained even when

the consonant is lost.

While the data in Table 52 illustrated the strong tendency for couplet-medial *j to be lost

in IM, there is not a single case of couplet-initial *j-loss in contemporary IM words for which

Josserand (1983) provides a PM reconstruction, as shown by these examples:

Table 53. No couplet-initial *j loss (PM data from Josserand 1983:480)

Gloss IM PM           Gloss IM PM
‘crooked’ jakʷà *jakʷeʔ ‘corn.husk’ ɲãḿã́L *jawãʔ
‘armadillo’ jak̀ʷi ̃́ *jakʷĩʔ ‘brother’ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ *jeni
‘hole’ jaβ́i ́ *jawi ‘wax’ ɲũḿã́L *juwẽʔ
‘squash’ jɨkɨ ̃̀ *jɨkɨʔ̃ ‘people’ ɲãj́ɨβɨ ̀ *jẽ jɨwɨʔ
‘mountains’ jukù *jukuʔ ‘smoke’ ɲṹˀ mã́L *juʔwẽ
‘stone’ júúL *juuʔ ‘salt’ ɲɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ ́L *jɨɨʔ̃
‘mouth’ juˀù *juʔuʔ ‘fire’ ɲṹˀ ṹ *juʔũ
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The first column of glosses gives examples of *j in oral contexts and the second column of glosses

gives examples of *j in nasal contexts. All of the IM forms in both contexts contain a couplet-initial

consonantal reflex for *j.
In summary of this section so far, Macken & Salmons (1997) give numerous examples

showing the loss of couplet-medial *x, *w and *j in CM/SM. While only some of the IM cognates

of these examples have lost the couplet-medial consonant, many other IM examples show the loss of

medial *j. Following Macken & Salmons, I propose that these data are best understood in terms of

prosodic structure. The couplet can be used to describe the location of consonant loss, but provides

no motivation for it. If, however, the couplet is recognized as a quantity-sensitive, trochaic foot,

the loss of medial consonants makes sense since they occur in the weak syllable of the foot, while

the retention or even strengthening (cf. §6.2.2.2) of couplet-initial consonants is expected since

they stand at the head and strongest position of the foot. The diachronic derivation is illustrated for

*weji ‘heavy’ from Table 52 in (243).

(243) Consonant loss: *weji > βeé̀ ‘heavy’

σ σ

F F F

j i i

> >

e e ew β β

σ σ σ

µ µ µµ µ µ

∅
⇣

The first part of the derivation shows the deletion process targeting the onset of the second syllable

of the foot, similar to d-deletion in Buttelstedt German (cf. (189) §5.3.2), while the foot-initial

glide is retained. To arrive at the contemporary forms which all have a long e, a diachronic vowel

harmony process is posited that spreads the vowel features associated with the initial mora of the

foot to the second mora, delinking the vowel features that were associated there and also its syllable

node, as shown in the second part of the derivation. The spreading of vowel features is indicated in
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the derivation by the dotted line from the initial vowel to the second mora and the double slash on

the association line to i indicates the deletion of those vowel features. The deletion of the syllable

node is shown by a double slash from F to the dependent σ node.

The vowel harmony shown by the data in Table 52 is another indication of the preference for

like vowels within the foot, which was noted with respect to the formation of realis/irrealis stems in

§6.2.2.1 and will be discussed further in §6.3.3.1. Macken & Salmons (1997:43–44) argue that the

loss of foot-medial consonants and vowel harmony reflect the trajectory of sound change toward the

specification of a single consonant and vowel per foot—that is, towards a CVː foot template. This

tendency is in tension with the equally basic CVCV foot template, and suggests the evolution of the

phonology from one that is primarily organized around syllables to one has a primarily foot-based

organization.

Medial weakening in trochaic feet leading to the kind of sound changes described above,

of course, begin in the synchronic grammar. Synchronic foot-medial weakening was illustrated

by the Ibibio data in §5.3.3, and there is evidence of this in IM as well. As mentioned in Chapter

3, there is an observed tendency for some phonemes to have reduced realizations in prosodically

weak positions of the word, which we can now identify as foot-medial, and in unfooted syllables

preceding and following the foot. The reduction includes varying degrees of shortened duration

(when not phrase final), voicing of voiceless consonants, particularly /t/ and /k/, or both voic-

ing and spirantization, particularly of /k/ (→ [ɣ]). The reduction processes are gradient and are

greater/more frequent for some speakers than for others.

As an example of the type of lenition described here consider the waveform and spectrogram

in Figure 20 of an elicitation of the sentence given in (244).
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Figure 20. Speaker IMQ: ‘She went (and) cried behind the house.’

(244) ìtʃá(kʷákù)kē
í–tʃá–ku–akù=kē
pfv–go:pfv–irr–cry=3fem

tʃat́á
tʃat́aĹ

back

βéˀ é
βeˀè
house

‘She went (and) cried behind the house.’

The two highlighted syllables between the dotted vertical lines indicate the foot of the PW, with the

syllable kʷa as the accented head of the foot, easily discernible in the figure for its clear voiceless

production of /kʷ/ (the virtual absence of oscillation in the waveform and low energy in the spec-

trogram during the stop closure) and extra duration. It is preceded by two prefixes and followed

by one enclitic. In this example, there is not much reduction in the pre-couplet syllables, although

other examples from the same elicitation session have /tʃ/ reduced to [ʃ]. The foot final syllable,

ɣu (cf. /kù/), however, is voiced and spirantized (as evidenced by the periodic oscillations in the

waveform, a light band of energy in the F1 region of the spectrogram and the pitch tracking (blue

line) throughout the syllable), while the /k/ of the post-couplet enclitic /kē/ is even more weak-

ened ([ɣ]), as indicated by the greater amplitude in the periodic waveform oscillations, greater

intensity (darker) formant bands in the spectrogram, and uninterrupted pitch tracking in the onset

of the syllable, which is underlyingly a voiceless velar stop.
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Figure 21, which gives the waveform and spectrogram of the clause in (245), shows even

more lenition, particularly in the pre-couplet syllables.

Figure 21. Speaker IMQ ‘(It is) about what he is going to eat now.’

(245) kʷèⁿdā
kʷèⁿdā
about

tʃàkʷá(katʃì)ɾà
tʃà–kʷá–ku–atʃì=ɾà
already–pros–irr–eat=3masc

βitʲĩ ̀
βitʲĩ ̀
today

kuù
∅ˆkuù
ipfvˆbe

‘(It is) about what he is going to eat now.’

Here again the disyllabic foot is highlighted. The onset of the head syllable in the foot, /ka/, is a

clearly articulated voiceless stop, whereas the foot final /tʃ/ is reduced to [ʃ] with no stop closure,

while the onset of the pre-couplet syllable kʷa– is reduced to an approximant ([w] is a generous

transcription). Notice also the reduction of the vowels in the pre-couplet (/a/ → [ə], /a/ → [ʌ]),
foot final (/i/ → [ɪ]) and post-couplet (/a/ → [ə]) syllables. The increased reduction in this token

is likely due to the fact that this was a recorded discussion rather than an elicitation of a specific

datum and, thus, a less careful speech style. One further thing that should be noted in Figure 21

is that the spectrogram also demonstrates that foot initial consonants can be quite reduced in high

frequency words and in utterance final positions, as indicated by the pronunciations of the final

two words in the clause. Both βitʲĩ ̀ ‘now, today’ and kuù ‘be’ are high frequency words, especially
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kuù. Viewing the waveform and spectrogram at the starting point of each of these words clearly

shows that /β/ of βitʲĩ ̀ is quite reduced (there is little decrease in waveform amplitude, spectral

intensity or f0 at the beginning of the word), and the /k/ of the utterance final kuù is practically an

approximant.

While more systematic study and quantification is needed, similar observations of con-

sonant lenition were made during the segmentation of experimental data. In the noun-pronoun

experiment (Appendix C), /k/ of third person feminine enclitic pronoun=kē (e.g. tʃɨt́ɨ=́kē ‘her

seed’) was very frequently reduced to [g] or [ɣ]. Similar reduction also occurred in the foot medial

position (e.g. tʃiki ̀ ‘fist’), though much less often. Lenition was also observed in pre-couplet syl-

lables in the complex noun experiment. The situation with pre-couplet positions is more complex

since there may also be strengthening in the initial syllable of the word. For instance, one speaker

showed more severe reduction of pre-couplet /k/ in tʲúkū(ʃĩɲ́ĩ ́L) ‘fleas/stars’, where /k/ was not

word initial, than in kɨtɨ(̀ʃãã̀)́ ‘animal’, where it is. While it seems clear that the pre-couplet posi-

tions are prosodically weaker than the foot initial position, more study is needed to determine how

they should be ordered with respect to the foot medial and enclitic positions.

The kind of lenition described here is consistent with the analysis that the couplet forms

a trochaic foot where the initial syllable has greater prominence than the second and therefore

its segments are articulated with greater preciseness. The lenition patterns also fit the analysis

presented in §6.1 that PWrds contain only a single foot and that syllables occurring before and

after this foot are unfooted and thus also prosodically weak (cf. (218)).

6.3 Couplet processes and phonotactics

A primary motivation for positing a prosodic structure is that certain chunks of phonological

material function as the domain for the application of phonological rules and phonotactic general-

izations (e.g. Selkirk 1986; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]; McCarthy & Prince 1996 [1986]; Inkelas

1989; Rice 1990). The necessity of such a structure becomes even more obvious when the domain
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in question does not correspond to any existing morphosyntactic unit. The IM couplet is an exam-

ple of such a structure since it is the domain for numerous phonological processes and phonotactic

generalizations, yet does not correspond exactly to the morphological root, stem, word or any other

morphosyntactic unit. In this section I will discuss a role of the couplet that goes beyond size/shape

concerns that were the subject of the preceding section and look at how the couplet is necessary

to describe the domain of contrastive glottalization (§6.3.1), nasalization patterns (§6.3.2), vowel

harmony and melodies (§6.3.3.2), the distribution of labial consonants (§6.3.4), epenthetic glot-

talization (§6.3.5) and tonal phenomena (§6.3.6). All of these patterns which take the couplet as

their domain provide evidence that the couplet is a unit to which the IM grammar must refer, and

because it is also the domain of stress and has the shape identified for the moraic trochee in the

inventory of foot types, this unit should be identified as the foot.

6.3.1 Contrastive glottalization

As discussed in Chapter 3, IM has both contrastive glottalization and non-contrastive, epenthetic

glottalization. Although the couplet plays an important role in the description of both kinds of glot-

talization, epenthetic glottalization has different distributional characteristics and will be dealt with

separately in §6.3.5. In this section I describe contrastive glottalization, which is found in every

Mixtec variety.

Mixtec languages are known for contrastive glottalization in both CVV and CVCV couplets

(CVˀV, CVˀCV), as illustrated by the following IM minimal pairs:
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(246) CVˀV CVV
a. βeˀè ‘house’ ~ βeè ‘below’
b. ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’ ~ ⁿdaà ‘going up’
c. ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’ ~ ɲũṹ́ ‘town’

CVˀCV CVCV
d. ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’ ~ ⁿdɨj́ɨ ̀ ‘corpse’
e. jaˀβì ʻexpensiveʼ ~ jaβì ʻagaveʼ
f. tã́ˀ mã́L ‘ridge’ ~ tãḿã́L ‘famine’

As demonstrated in these examples and in §3.1, contrastive glottalization may occur with any vowel

phoneme, but in IM and nearly all other Mixtec varieties, it is only realized couplet medially.17

Significantly, this type of glottalization is only found in the couplet and never in prefixes or clitics,

nor in pre-couplet syllables within a prosodic word. Furthermore, when affixes and clitics are

formed through grammaticalization, glottalization is lost as shown by the examples in (247).

(247) a. saˀà ʻdo, make, causeʼ ~ sa–̀ ʻcausativeʼ
b. júˀú ʻfirst person singularʼ ~ =i ́ ʻfirst person singularʼ18

c. ⁿdʲúˀú ʻfirst person plural exclusive ʼ~=ⁿdi ́ ʻfirst person plural exclusiveʼ19

d. kʷã́ˀ ã́ ʻis/was goingʼ ~ kʷa–́ ʻprospective, go:motion.awayʼ
e. kṹˀ ṹ ʻwill/would goʼ ~ kú– ʻgo:motion.away:irrealisʼ
f. tʃã́ˀ ã ́ ʻgo and returnʼ ~ tʃa–́ ʻround.tripʼ

In each example, the grammaticalized form consists of the CV of the root from which it historically

derives, and each of the roots is a synchronic morpheme in the language (see §2.4.2 for further

discussion of the prefixes). Significantly, glottalization is never included in the grammaticalized

form. The examples in (247d–247f) also show the loss of nasalization, which will be discussed

further in §6.3.2.
17 There are three Mixtec varieties—Ayutla Mixtec (Pankratz & Pike 1967; Josserand 1983), Zacatepec Mixtec

(Josserand 1983; Towne 2011) and Southwestern Tlaxiaco Mixtec (McKendry 2013)—where glottalized vowels also
occur couplet finally, resulting in couplets with the forms CVCVˀ, CVˀCVˀ, CVˀVˀ and CVVˀ.

18 Hollenbach (2015:16) reconstructs the form *=ju for the Proto-Mixtec first person singular enclitic pronoun,
which she suggests is plausibly a contraction of the independent first person singular pronoun *juˀvi (cf. *juˀu in
Josserand 1983:664–668). The form *=ju, then, would be an intermediate form in the reduction of the full pronoun
to the present-day IM clitic form: =í < *=ju < *juˀvi.

19 Hollenbach (2015:18) reconstructs the proto form of the independent pronoun as a compound: *ⁿdɨ– ‘all’ + *juˀβi
‘first person singular’.
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Similarly, when compounds are formed with an initial root having a CVˀV citation form,

the initial root is realized as CV and glottalization is lost, as the compounds in (248) show.

(248) a. βek̀aá̀ ʻjailʼ    cf. βeˀè ʻhouseʼ + kaá̀ ʻmetalʼ
b. jùkùˀú ʻbathroomʼ    cf. juˀù ʻmouthʼ+ kúˀúL ʻbushʼ
c. túⁿdoˀò ʻsufferingʼ    cf. tṹˀ ũ̀ ʻwordʼ + ⁿdoˀò ʻbeatʼ

Although the unreduced form is often acceptable, it may be interpreted as a phrase with a more com-

positional meaning, as in βeˀè̍ kaá̀ ‘a house made of metal’ for (248a) rather than ‘jail’.20 Examples

(248b) and (248c) show that glottalization is only lost in the initial root of the compound.

Contrastive glottalization has been analyzed in three principal ways in the Mixtec literature:

a) as a glottal stop phoneme, b) as a vocalic feature (at the right edge of short vowels or interrupting

long vowels) and c) as a floating feature of the root. The glottal stop phoneme approach, which has

had many proponents over several decades of Mixtec research (e.g. San Miguel El Grande Mix-

tec—Pike 1944; Ocotepec Mixtec—Mak 1958; Ayutla Mixtec—Pankratz & Pike 1967; Mixtepec

Mixtec—Pike & Ibach 1978; Alacatlazala Mixtec—Zylstra 1980; Atatláhuca Mixtec—Alexander

1980; Chalcatongo Mixtec—Macaulay 1987b), posits the structure in (249) for words like βeˀè
‘house’ and jaˀβì ‘expensive’ (adapted from Macaulay & Salmons 1995:39).

20 However, my consultants tell me that the unreduced form of (248b) could not be used euphemistically to mean
‘bathroom’ (i.e. ‘the place where you go to relieve yourself’). The full form would be understood as ‘the edge of the
bush’.
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(249) Glottal stop analysis of contrastive glottalization

a. βeˀè ‘house’ b.    jaˀβì ‘expensive’

β

C CV V

e eʔ j

C CV C V

a β iʔ

Under this analysis, these words would have the syllable structures CV.CV and CVC.CV, respec-

tively, adding the CVC syllable type to the inventory, with /ʔ/ as the only phoneme allowed in the

coda, but only if it is the first syllable of the couplet (for most varieties of Mixtec).

The vocalic feature analysis of glottalization (Jicaltepec Mixtec—Bradley 1970; Proto-

Mixtec—Bradley & Josserand 1982; Josserand 1983; Ayutla Mixtec—Hills 1990; Coatzospan—Gerfen

1996) avoids creating a CVC syllable type with glottals as the only licit coda, since these words

would have the structure given in (250) (adapted from Macaulay & Salmons 1995:39), and be

parsed into syllables as CVV (or CV.V, if considered disyllabic) and CV.CV, respectively.

(250) Vocalic feature analysis of contrastive glottalization

a. βeˀè ‘house’ b.    jaˀβì ‘expensive’

β

C VV

eˀ e j

C CV V

aˀ iβ

This analysis, however, results in a very large vowel inventory, since each of the six IM vowels

can be plain, glottalized, nasalized, and five can also be nasalized and glottalized resulting in a

vowel inventory of 23 vowel phonemes, which is more than the 19 consonant phonemes posited for

the native lexicon. In dialects where glottalization only occurs on stressed syllables, this approach

explains the distribution of glottalization as only occurring when it is licensed by stress (e.g. Gerfen

1996); however, there are dialects which are reported to have glottalization in unstressed syllables

(Ayutla Mixtec—Pankratz & Pike 1967; Alacatlazala Mixtec—Zylstra 1980:16, 37–38, n. 3).
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Macaulay & Salmons’ (1995) solution is to propose (for most Mixtec dialects) “a floating

glottalic feature as a (facultative) characteristic of the root or ‘couplet’” (p. 39). Under this analysis,

glottalized roots are marked in the lexicon for a floating glottal feature, [+constricted glottis], which

is realized on the surface by a rule that associates it to a vowel slot of the couplet. For most Mixtec

varieties this is the leftmost vowel slot, as illustrated in (251) (adapted from Macaulay & Salmons

1995:39).

(251) Root feature analysis of contrastive glottalization

a. βeˀè ‘house’ b.    jaˀβì ‘expensive’
σ σ

β e
ˀ
e

σ σ

j a
ˀ

iβ

The underlying structure of the “root” or couplet is different from that of the vocalic feature ap-

proach (250), in that the glottalic feature exists independently on a different autosegmental tier from

the vowel with which it is realized on the surface. The authors propose that this tier is the laryngeal

tier, together with voicing, since glottalization in CVCV structures is limited to those with voiced

medial consonants (cf. §3.2.2). Thus, the root feature approach to Mixtec glottalization avoids the

huge vowel inventory of the vocalic feature approach, since glottalization is not an underlying fea-

ture of the vowel, but merely associates to it by rule. It is also able to express the distributional facts

of glottalization in a way that does not link it to stress, which makes it more broadly descriptive

since there are dialects where it is licensed in unstressed syllables.

Macken & Salmons (1997) adopt the root feature analysis of Macaulay & Salmons (1995),

but recognizing that the couplet ≠ morphological root, they claim that glottalization is “best an-

alyzed as a non-segmental phenomenon associated with the couplet or [foot] template” (p. 33).

This is the approach I follow in this dissertation. The structures presented in (251) are modified

slightly in (252) to show how glottalization in roots bearing this contrastive feature is associated to

the vowel that is associated with the first mora of the foot templates.
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(252) a. βeˀè ‘house’ b. jaˀβì ‘expensive’

ˀ

σ

β e

µ µ

F

j a
ˀ
iβ

σ σ

µ µ

F

Glottalization of the underlying vowel is shown by the dotted line in the representation from ˀ to

the vowel associated with the initial mora of the foot. In (252a), the root vowel also spreads to

the second mora to fill out the template, but since glottalization is not an underlying feature of this

vowel, it does not spread with the vowel.21 Crucially, the glottalization rule must refer to the foot

so that glottalization is inserted at the proper location. Moreover, glottalization cannot be realized

in grammatical morphemes (e.g. affixes and clitics) which are not realized in a foot. The foot,

therefore, provides the domain for the realization and mapping of glottalization, while the vowel

is the glottalization bearing unit, in the same way that tonal melodies are typically the property of

(or are mapped to) a larger domain (e.g. the foot, “prosodic stem”, etc.), but individual tones are

anchored to a smaller constituent (e.g. vowel, mora, syllable) (cf. Hyman & Leben to appear).

Following Macken & Salmons (1997), I consider the loss of glottalization in compounds

(248) and grammaticalized morphemes (247) as due to the fact that the resultant form no longer

meets the structural requirements for glottalization—that is, it is no longer a prosodic foot. We

thus see that reference to the foot is necessary to state the domain which licenses the realization

of glottalization as well as the precise location of its realization (the first mora of the foot). Since,

as we have seen, the couplet has the shape defined by prosodic theory for the quantity-sensitive,

trochaic foot, and since it is a typologically common function of the foot to provide the domain

for phonological rules and phonotactic restrictions, I take the fact that the couplet is the constituent

which provides the domain for the restriction of glottalization in IM and to which the glottalization
21 For a similar view of the prosodic structure of (C)VˀV couplets see McKendry (2013:73).
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rule must refer for its precise placement as evidence that the couplet should be considered a prosodic

foot. The restriction of glottalization to the initial mora of the foot falls out from the fact that this is

the strong mora of the foot and therefore capable of licensing the greatest number of contrasts (e.g.

Harris 1997). A further consequence of this analysis is that, while there is a surface contrast between

glottalized vowels and the other vowel sets described in §3.1, no glottalized vowel phonemes are

posited for IM.

6.3.2 Nasalization patterns

Marlett (1992) claims that “nasalization in Mixtec [varieties] is an autosegmental morpheme-

level feature which links to the right edge of a morpheme and spreads to adjacent sonorants” unless

it is blocked by an obstruent, and he notes that in some varieties, even obstruents do not block

the spread of nasalization (p. 425–6). In other words, vowels and consonants are not underlyingly

nasal, but derive their nasality from the spreading of a floating nasal feature that is part of the under-

lying representation of some morphemes. This analysis only accounts for the distribution of nasal

segments if it is assumed that monomorphemic words always have a couplet shape and that those

that are larger than a couplet are multimorphemic (p. 425–6, fn. 2). In this section I will argue that

Marlettʼs analysis is better understood as a description of the historical development of nasalization

in IM based on a lack of evidence for synchronic alternation between supposed oral ~ nasal con-

sonant allophones and that it is untenable to analyze various fossilized forms that are larger than a

couplet as synchronically analyzable into constituent morphemes in order to explain their nasaliza-

tion patterns. Instead, I argue that the nasalization rules described by Marlett are responsible for the

nasal phonotactic patterns found in contemporary IM, but that the synchronic phonology should in-

clude underlyingly nasal vowels and consonants, as well as contextually nasalized vowels. The IM
nasal phonotactics are similar to the foot-based distribution of nasal segments in Applecross Gaelic

discussed in §5.3.3. Since the couplet forms the domain for IM nasal phonotactics, I consider these

patterns to constitute evidence that the couplet should be considered a foot.
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All Mixtec languages have contrastive nasalization similar to that which is illustrated by

the pairs of IM examples in (253).

(253) Oral Nasal
a. jɨkɨ ̀ ‘bone’ ~ jɨkɨ ̃̀ ‘squash’
b. tɨɨ ̀ ‘tight’ ~ tɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘grab’
c. sáˀáL ‘do/make:irr’ ~ sã́ˀ ã́L ‘Spanish’
d. ⁿdɨj́ɨ ́L ‘burn’ ~ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood’
e. jɨɨ ̀ ‘husband’ ~ ɲɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘skin’
f. juˀù ‘mouth’ ~ ɲũˀũ̀ ‘ground’

In Chapter 3, six nasal vowel phonemes, /ĩ, ẽ, ã, ɨ,̃ õ, ũ/, and three nasal stop phonemes, /m, n,
ɲ/, were proposed; however, it was also noted that there is a phonotactic restriction that vowels

following nasal consonants are nasalized, which neutralizes the contrast between nasal and oral

vowels in this context. It is also true, however, that the nasal stops are in complementary distribution

with their voiced oral counterparts at the same place of articulation—/β, ⁿd, j/—with the former

occurring before nasalized vowels and the latter before oral vowels, as illustrated in Table 54.

Table 54. Complementary distribution of voiced oral and nasal consonants

CV(ˀ)CV CV(ˀ)CV CVː CV(ˀ)V

m ~ β βítʃĩ ̀ ‘cold’ kãˀmĩ ̀ ‘to smoke:irr’ βéè ‘heavy’ βáˀà ‘good’
mĩɲ́ĩ ̀ ‘pool’ kaˀβì ‘read’ mãã̀ ‘emphatic’ mã́ˀ ã̀ ‘mother’

ⁿd ~ n ⁿdáβà ‘wood bar’ káⁿdá ‘move’ ⁿdaà ‘to rise’ ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’
nãḿã́L ‘soap’ kãnã̀ ‘call’ nãã̀ ‘be lost’ nãˀã̀ ‘strapping’

j ~ ɲ júˀβáL ‘thread’ kájá ‘accumulate’ jaà ‘tongue’ jáˀà ‘pass’
ɲṹˀmã́L ‘smoke’ kãɲã̀ ‘go out’ ɲãã̀ ‘dark’ ɲãˀã̀ ‘woman’

The first two columns of the table compare the voiced oral and nasal consonants (in bold) in the first

syllable and second syllables of CV(ˀ)CV couplets, respectively, while the third and fourth columns

compare them in monosyllabic couplets with plain and glottalized couplets, respectively. When the
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couplet medial consonant is nasal (column 2), the surrounding vowels are both nasalized regardless

of the nasality of the couplet-initial consonant. Similarly, if the medial consonant is a voiced oral

consonant, the surrounding vowels are oral except where vowels are phonetically nasalized before

a prenasalized consonant, as described in §3.1 (e.g. kán dá ‘move’). In (C)V(ˀ)CV couplets, if the

initial consonant of the couplet is a nasal, all segments in the couplet are nasal; however, if the

initial consonant is a voiced oral consonant, the following vowel and medial consonant are always

oral, but the final vowel may be nasalized if the medial consonant is voiceless, as in βítʃĩ ̀ ‘cold’ and

(253a). In (C)Vː and (C)VˀV couplets, all segments are nasal if the consonant is nasal and oral if it

is a voiced oral consonant.

From the data in (253) and Table 54, we can see that the nasalization patterns in IM are more

intricate than a simple phonotactic restriction that vowels are nasal following a nasal consonant.

In fact, the phonotactic patterns are defined in terms of the same unit that describes the locus of

stress, the pervasive structure traditionally referred to as the couplet. The generalizations regarding

the distribution of oral and nasal segments within the couplet can be summarized as follows: (In

the quasi-examples for each generalization in (254), k = any voiceless consonant, j = any voiced

consonant, ɲ = any nasal stop, a = any oral vowel and ã = any nasal vowel.)

(254) Phonotactics of nasal segments
a. There are no oral segments to the right of a nasal segment in the couplet, e.g. kakã,
kãɲã, ɲaɲ̃ã, but *kãka, *kãkã, *ɲãkã, *ɲãka

b. If the couplet-medial consonant is a nasal, then all couplet vowels will be nasal, e.g.
kãɲã, ɲãɲã, but *jaɲã, *kaɲã, *kãɲa

c. If the couplet-medial consonant is a voiced oral consonant, then all couplet segments
will be oral, e.g. jaja, kaja, but *ɲãjã, *ɲaja, *kãjã, *kãja

The generalizations in (254) are very robust in IM, though not exceptionless.

Two types of exceptions are couplets with nasalization in the first syllable and oral segments

in the second syllable, and couplets with a medial nasal and either an oral vowel or voiced oral

consonant in the first syllable. Examples of the first type of exception are given in (255).
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(255) a. mĩ ́ˀ ⁿdʲáL ‘prickly pear fruit’ cf. *wiˀⁿdeˀ (Josserand 1983:480)
b. i ̃ ́ŋ gá ‘another’ cf. iĩ ̃ǹ ‘one’,=ká ‘more’
c. nãã́́ kuù ~ nãḱù ‘why’ cf. nãá̃ ́ ‘what’, kuù ‘be’
d. nãkù ‘uncertainty’ cf. (d)
e. nõso ~ nas̃o ‘not’

These examples all violate generalization (254a) by having oral segments to the right of a nasal

segment in the couplet, while (255a–b) also violate (254c) since they have nasal segments in the

couplet with a medial voiced oral consonant. The first example has a medial prenasalized con-

sonant, which appears to be the source of nasalization of both the onset and vowel of the initial

syllable of (255a), but (255b) demonstrates that this type of exception to the nasal phonotactics can

also arise from the concatenation of a nasal morpheme to an oral morpheme. It should also be noted

that there are other examples with medial prenasalized consonants like lĩᵑgi ̀ ‘repulsive’ where the

vowel of the first syllable is subject to anticipatory phonetic nasalization, as described in §3.2.2.

The concatenation of a nasal morpheme to an oral morpheme is also the origin of (255c), and likely

the final two examples, as well, all of which are also not lexical morphemes.

All known native exceptions with a couplet-medial nasal and an oral segment in the initial

syllable are given in (256).

(256) a. sjúˀmã̀ ʻLlano Escondido (town)ʼ
b. kʷi ́ˀ nã́L ʻDevilʼ
c. Llõḿẽ̀ ʻbatʼ

These examples all violate generalization (254b), since they have a couplet-medial nasal consonant

but no nasalization in the first syllable. There also appears to be “free” variation between an oral

~ nasal first vowel in other words with CVˀNV couplets (i.e. with a voiceless initial consonant,

glottalization and a medial nasal).22 This may indicate that vowels in this context are beginning to
22 For instance, my primary consultant indicated that the word for ‘tortilla cloth’ could be pronounced either saˀmã̀

or sãˀmã̀, and another consultant also did not nasalize the first vowel of ʃiˀɲã̀ ‘caterpillar’, and pronounced some other
CVˀNV words both with and without nasalization on the first vowel. Also, although the predominant pattern for (256a)
appears to be with an oral first vowel, my primary consultant gave tokens that have some nasalization on this vowel.
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lose their nasalization, perhaps even more so if the initial consonant is a sibilant. Example (256c)

also violates the generalization in (254c), since it has a voiced oral consonant in a couplet with

nasal segments, and it may also have little or no nasalization on the first vowel, at least for some

speakers.

The generalizations in (254) are robust across Mixtec languages, which led Marlett (1992)

to propose that individual segments in Mixtec languages are not underlyingly nasal, but derive their

nasality by rule from a lexical nasal feature. Morphemes that have nasal segments are marked in

the lexicon with an autosegmental nasal feature and the nasalization patterns described in (254)

result from the following rules:

(257) Pan-Mixtec nasalization rules (adapted from Marlett 1992:426)
a. Associate the feature [+nasal] to the right edge of the morpheme
b. Spread nasalization iteratively from right to left throughout the morpheme until

blocked by a voiceless obstruent.

Under this analysis, nasal vowels are all derived from oral vowels, similar to the analysis of glot-

talized vowels presented in §6.3.1, and each oral ~ nasal consonant pair in Table 54 are allophones

of a single phoneme. The blocking effect of obstruents is seen in examples like (253a), where a

medial voiceless obstruent permits a nasal vowel to the right, but not to its left in the first syllable

(cf. (254a)). Since only voiceless obstruents can block the spread of nasalization, this accounts for

the fact that couplets lacking a medial voiceless obstruent are either completely oral (if they have

a medial voiced oral consonant, cf. (254c)), or completely nasal (if they have a medial nasal stop,

cf. (254b)), apart from the possibility of an initial voiceless obstruent (e.g. (253c)).

As insightful as this analysis is, there are reasons to reject it as a synchronic analysis for IM
nasalization and consider it rather to describe the historical development of nasalization in Mixtec.

One key reason is that there is no clear evidence of synchronic alternation between the supposed

oral ~ nasal consonant allophones—that is, you never find a situation where a morpheme with

say, [β] changes to [m] (or vice versa) when brought into proximity with a nasal similar to the
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way the English plural morpheme /–z/ alternates to [s] when it is suffixed to a root ending in a

voiceless consonant (e.g. cat–s [kæts] ~ dog–s [dɑgz]).23 One place that an oral ~ nasal consonant

alternation might be expected to show up in IM is when the nasal second person singular enclitic

pronoun,=ũ, integrates with the couplet (cf. §2.5, §6.2.1); however, nasalization does not trigger

an alternation in couplet-medial voiced oral consonants, as shown in these examples:

(258) a. kaˀβì ʻto readʼ
kaˀβũ ‘you read’

b. kán dá ‘to move’
kàn dȭ ‘you move’

c. kajɨ ̀ ‘to cough’
kajũ̀ ‘you cough’

In each pair of examples, the final stem vowel is nasalized when the nasal pronoun coalesces with

it, but the medial voiced oral consonant does not alternate to a nasal stop and the resultant form

violates couplet nasal phonotactics, since it has a voiced oral consonant in a couplet with a nasal

(cf. (254c)). Although there can be nasalization on /β/ in the possessed form of the first example,

it is not realized as [m] and clearly contrasts with /m/ in kãˀmũ̀ ‘owl’. I take the lack of alternation

as evidence that the nasalization patterns should be modelled as static phonotactic constraints (cf.

Silverman 2000; Gorman 2013), rather than generated by rule.24

A second reason to consider the nasalization patterns to be static generalizations is that there

are trisyllabic monomorphemic words that do not fit the nasalization rules in (257). Some or all

of these trisyllabic words may have been complex at some earlier stage of Mixtec, but are now

monomorphemic.25 These exceptions are of two types, words with an oral pre-couplet syllable and
23 One kind of alternation that does occur in IM, however, is that /ɲ/may be realized as [ɲ] or [j]̃ in nasal couplets

in fast speech.
24 An Optimality Theoretic analysis, on the other hand, would generate the phonotactic patterns through the

language-specific ranking of constraints rather than handling them in the underlying representations (cf. Gerfen 1996);
however, Silverman (2000) argues that it is important to distinguish between active and static relations among sounds
in order to make predictions that are accurate and testable.

25 Some of these words are comparable to English refer and prefer, which are synchronically monomorphemic in
English, though they were complex in Latin from which they descended.
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a nasal couplet, and words with a nasal pre-couplet syllable and an oral couplet. Exceptions of the

first type are given in (259) with the couplet boundaries marked by round brackets.

(259) a. sa(́ɲɨɨ̃ ̃)̀ ‘corncob’
b. tɨ(́nañã)̀ ‘tomato’
c. tɨ(̀nɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L) ʻtwinsʼ
d. tɨ(̀ɲɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L) ʻskunkʼ
e. tú(mãˀ ã)̀ ‘racoon’

Marlett (1992) considered the domain of nasalization to be the morpheme and therefore the initial

vowel in these examples should be nasalized since there is no obstruent to block the leftward spread

of nasalization, but it is not. To be fair, Marlettʼs (1992) analysis did not consider morphemes larger

than a couplet because he considered them to be “almost invariably clearly not monomorphemic” (p.

426, fn. 2); however, languages change and monomorphemic words such as these provide evidence

either that the nasalization patterns are static generalizations or that the domain of application is

the couplet not the morpheme, or both, a point I will return to below.

Examples which have nasals in the pre-couplet syllable and no nasalization in the couplet

are given in (260).

(260) a. ɲã(́jɨβɨ)̀ ‘people’
b. ɲã(̀jɨβ́ɨ ́L) ʻworldʼ
c. nɨ ̃(̀jɨˀɨ)̀ ‘raw’
d. mã(̀tʃii)̀ ‘vulture’
e. mã(́ⁿdoò) ‘turtle’
f. mã(́jɨɨ́)́ ‘cicada’

Since these words are synchronically monomorphemic, if nasalization spreads leftward from the

right edge of the morpheme, there should be no oral segments to the right of nasal segments. Fur-

thermore, nasalization in the pre-couplet syllables cannot be attributed to the purported nasalization

rules since these syllables are not morphemes.
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The examples in (259) and (260) show that the nasalization patterns, which probably at some

point in Mixtec history were derived by rule, have now been lexicalized and should be considered

static phonotactic patterns. Moreover, these data also show that the domain of nasal phonotactics in

IM is the couplet, since the patterns of nasalization are adequately described in these larger words

if they are stated in terms of the couplet, as in (254)—that is, the nasal phonotactics hold over the

couplet portion of the word, and the nasality of the pre-couplet syllable neither affects the couplet

nasalization patterns nor is affected by them. Presently I will show that even at the stage of the

language when the nasalization patterns would have been rule-based, the domain of nasalization

was the couplet and not simply the morpheme, but first I turn to the question of how much vowel

nasalization should be included in underlying forms.

Nasal vowels in words which have no nasal consonants clearly must be considered un-

derlyingly nasal if we do not adopt Marlettʼs (1992) lexical nasal feature analysis. Examples of

underlying forms for words like these are given in (261).

(261) a. ʻsquashʼ /jɨk̀ɨ ̃/̀ → jɨkɨ ̃̀
b. ʻdeliciousʼ /aśɨ ̃́L/→ aśɨ ̃ ́L

By the same token, (C)V(ˀ)V words with a nasal vowel and no nasal consonant are also represented

with underlying nasal vowels:

(262) a. ʻto grabʼ /tɨ ̃/̀ → tɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀
b. ʻoneʼ /i ̃/̀ → iĩ ̃ ̀
c. ʻSpanishʼ /sã́ˀ L/→ sã́ˀ ã ́L
d. ʻfiveʼ /ú̃ˀ/ → ṹˀ ṹ

When these roots lengthen the underlyingly short vowel to fulfill the requirement that words/roots

are minimally a foot (cf. §6.2.1), it is a nasal vowel which spreads to the second mora of the couplet.

The nasal “spreading” in (C)V(ˀ)V couplets, then, is simply a consequence of the augmentation that

occurs to meet the prosodic requirements.
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As already mentioned, vowels are predictably nasal following nasal stops and I propose to

treat these vowels as underlyingly oral and to be phonologically nasalized by nasal spreading from

the preceding nasal. Unlike the situation with nasal consonants, there is evidence of an oral ~ nasal

vowel alternation. One context where this occurs is when the oral perfective prefix, i–́, is preceded

by the negative proclitic, ɲã́L=, as shown in (263).

(263) a. ɲãí ̃(́tʃiḱa)̄
ɲaĹ=i–́tʃik̀à
neg=pfv–walk:real

i ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́
iɲ̃i ̃
inner.being

ʻdid not thinkʼ

b. ɲãí ̃(́ket̄a)̀
ɲaĹ=i–́ket̀à
neg=pfv–go.out
ʻdid not go outʼ

The vowel of at least the perfective prefix must be considered underlyingly oral due to its oral

realization in non-nasal contexts (e.g. i–́satà ‘bought’), however, both the vowel of the proclitic

and the perfective prefix are nasalized on the surface because they follow the nasal consonant, /ɲ/.
Another context showing an oral ~ nasal vowel alternation is when the first person singular enclitic

pronoun,=í , is integrated into the couplet of monomoraic roots:

(264) a. tṹˀ i ̃ ́
tũˀ=i ́
word=1sg
ʻmy wordʼ

b. ʃã́ˀ i ̃ ̀
ʃã́ˀ L=i ́
lard=1sg
ʻmy lardʼ

c. kúˀi ̀
kúˀL=i ́
bush=1sg
ʻmy bushʼ
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d. ⁿdàˀ i ̄
ⁿdàˀ =i ́
hand=1sg
ʻmy handʼ

If the couplet is nasal, the pronoun vowel is nasal (264a–264b), but if the couplet is oral, the pronoun

vowel is oral (264c–264d). The fact that the oral pronoun is nasalized in nasal couplets is significant

because, as discussed in §6.2.1, the pronoun does not coalesce with the root vowel (i.e. take on the

vowel height of the final root) vowel in (C)V(ˀ)V couplets like it does in (C)V(ˀ)CV couplets (e.g.

tʃátáL ‘back’ +=í ‘1sg’ → tʃátè ‘my back’, *tʃátì), it simply fills the final slot of the couplet since

there is no vowel there for it to coalesce with. This being the case, the nasalization of the pronoun

vowel is modelled as the result of progressive assimilation from the preceding nasal vowel (i.e.

the root vowel).26 Based on the evidence of the alternations in (263) and (264), therefore, I treat

vowels next to nasals as underlyingly oral and nasalized by spreading from the preceding vowel:

(265) ʻbrotherʼ /ɲaɲ́i/́→ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́

Couplets with two nasal consonants, then, are represented with underlyingly oral vowels.

The final context to consider for vowel nasalization is following a voiceless consonant and

preceding a nasal consonant (e.g. kãˀ mi ̃̀ ‘to smoke:irr’). These vowels are obviously not nasalized

by progressive vowel nasalization, and they generally only occur in the initial syllable of couplets

with a medial nasal (i.e. (C)V(ˀ)NV).27 I therefore treat the initial vowel in (C)V(ˀ)NV couplets as

underlyingly nasal, as shown in (266).

26 The nasalization of the first person singular pronoun in nasal (C)V(ˀ)V couplets could also be considered evidence
for a lexical nasal feature which is realized within the couplet of the word—that is, the pronoun vowel is nasalized
because it is integrated into the couplet of a root that is marked with the nasal feature; however, this evidence does
not seem compelling enough to overturn the reasons outlined above for rejecting the lexical nasal feature analysis as a
synchronic analysis.

27 There are a few exceptions in my data like kañãk̀aβà ‘to fall’, which could be taken to be compounds consisting
of two couplets, and it should also be noted that there can be phonetic anticipatory nasalization in oral prefixes like
kʷa–́ ‘prospective’ preceding a nasal prefix like nã–̀ ‘repetitive’ (e.g. kʷa–́na–̄kúˀβá ‘going to repay’.
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(266) a. ʻto smoke:irrʼ /kãˀ mi/→ kãˀ mi ̃̀
b. ʻinner beingʼ /i ̃ɲ́i/́ → i ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́

These data, together with (261) and (262) show that the distribution of underlyingly nasal vowels

is restricted to couplets. This is similar to DiCanioʼs (2008:70–1) analysis of nasalization in the

Mixtecan language, Itunyoso Trique (Mexico), except that in that language underlying nasal vowels

are restricted to the final syllable. Interestingly, it is the final syllable in Trique that bears stress and

is obligatorily bimoraic.

To summarize this section so far, IM has three nasal stop phonemes, /m, n, ɲ/, and un-

derlyingly nasal vowels of each of vowel quality within the couplet when there are no nasal stops

preceding them (e.g. /jɨk̀ɨ ̃/̀→ jɨkɨ ̃̀ ‘squash’, /tɨ ̃/̀→ tɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘to grab’, /kãˀ mi/→ kãˀ mi ̃̀ ‘to smoke’).

Vowels are also contextually nasalized by a progressive nasalization process from a neighbouring

nasal segment (e.g /ɲaɲ́i/́‘→’ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́, tũˀ=i ́→ tṹˀ i ̃ ́ ‘my word’). There is also phonetic anticipatory

nasalization of vowels preceding prenasalized consonants (e.g. /kaⁿdaH/ → kã́n dá ‘to move’).

Due to the historical development of nasalization from an autosegmental feature of particular mor-

phemes and rules of nasal harmony, the distribution of nasal segments and the nasal spreading

rules are governed by the couplet—that is, the patterns of nasal segments (cf. (254)) are described

in terms of the couplet not the synchronic morpheme, and progressive phonological nasalization

does not appear to cross couplet boundaries.

I now turn to consider data showing that even at the stage of the language when Mixtec

nasalization was rule-based, the couplet and not simply the morpheme was the domain of applica-

tion. In §6.2.2.1 I described a class of verbs that have fossilized irrealis and realis stems formed

with a root plus the mood prefixes ku– ‘irr’ and tʃi– ‘real’. Some of the etymological roots of

these stems were monomoraic and therefore unable to form a couplet without some form of aug-

mentation. The roots which had a CV shape simply combined with the mood prefixes in order

to form a couplet rather than following the usual strategy in the language of lengthening the root

vowel (cf. §6.2.1). What is significant with respect to nasalization is that when the oral prefixes
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formed a couplet with nasal roots, the entire couplet except the initial obstruent was nasal, as shown

in Table 55, where the second column gives a hypothesized etymological root based on Marlettʼs

(1992) nasal harmony analysis, and the third and fourth columns give the contemporary irrealis and

realis stems, respectively.29

Table 55. Irrealis/realis stems with nasal CV roots

Gloss Root Irrealis Realis

‘hear’ *jiᶰ kũ•ɲi ̃̀ tʃi•̃ɲi ̃̀
‘run’ *nuᶰ kũ•nũ̀ tʃi•̃nũ̀

On the other hand, when the prefixes formed stems with oral roots, the couplet was oral:

Table 56. Irrealis/realis stems with oral CV roots

Root Gloss Irrealis Realis
*tʲi ̀ ‘bathe’ ˈku•tʲi ̀ ˈtʃi•tʲi ̀
*tù ‘clear land’ ˈku•tù ˈtʃi•tù
*tò ‘know’ ˈko•tò ˈtʃi•tò

Furthermore, when stems were formed with CVCV roots, the prefix was outside the couplet and

thus the prefix vowel did not nasalize even if the couplet was nasal, as shown in (267).

(267) a. kù(naɲ̃i ̃)̀
kù•naɲ̀i ̀
be.named:irr
ʻBe named!ʼ

b. it̄ʃi(́nãɲ́i ̃)̀ɾà
i–́tʃi•̀naɲ̀i=̀ɾà
pfv–be.named:real=3masc
ʻhe was namedʼ

29 The etymological roots given in Table 55 and Table 56 are not based on comparative data and are not meant to
represent PM forms. My point here is not how they should be represented, but that when they are nasal(ized), the nasal
feature spreads to the oral prefix.
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This also appears to have happened with tɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃ ́ ‘rat’, which is completely nasalized even though it

is historically derived from an oral animal classifier, tɨ– and a nasal root *jɨ ̃ˀ (cf. *tɨjɨʔ̃; Josserand

1983:480). Yet when the classifier is inside an oral couplet, as in tɨḱà ‘grasshopper’, or outside

a nasalized couplet, as in tɨ(ɲɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L) ‘skunk’, it is oral. These data argue that the domain of lexical

nasalization was the couplet and not simply the morpheme; however, given the predominant pattern

for roots to be realized as couplets, the typical couplet is monomorphemic.

Another interesting fact about nasalization is that, similar to glottalization (§6.3.1), nasal-

ization is often lost when nasal morphemes are grammaticalized as prefixes, as in kʷã́ˀ ã́ ‘go:prog’

> kʷa–́ ‘pros, mot.aw.pr’, kṹˀ ṹ ‘go:irr’ > kú– ‘mot.aw.irr’ and tʃã́ˀ ã ́ ‘go:rnt’ > tʃa–́ ‘rnt’

(cf. §2.4.2). To this list could be added the fossilized wood classifier prefix, tu–, from the final

syllable of jutũ̀ ‘tree’, which is usually not nasalized (though it sometimes is for a couple of my

consultants). Though the data are not plentiful and more study is needed, it also appears that inher-

ently nasal vowels in CVˀV couplets are lost (as well as glottalization) when they are the initial root

in a compound, as in abstract nouns formed with /tú̃ˀ/ ‘word’, e.g. tú(mãɲ́i ̃ ́L) ‘favour’, tú(ⁿdoˀò)
‘suffering’ (although the second example can have some phonetic nasalization due to the following

prenasalized stop). Nasal consonants, on the other hand, do not lose their nasalization when gram-

maticalized—nũṹ́L ‘face’ > nṹL= ‘locative’—nor when they form compounds—ɲãˀ ã̀ ‘woman’ ~

ɲã(̀sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ)̄ ‘wife’. Similar facts in Ixpantepec Mixtec led Carroll (2015) to suggest that vowel nasal-

ization is a “stress-dependent property” which may be lost lost due to destressing. I suggest, rather,

that vowel denasalization be interpreted as evidence that underlyingly nasal vowels are restricted

to the couplet, as discussed above, and therefore when these roots are not realized in the couplet,

underlying vowel nasalization is lost.

It should be noted, however, that enclitics do not lose their nasalization through the gram-

maticalization process in IM as in these examples:
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(268) a. =tũ ‘wood’    cf. jutũ̀ ‘tree’
b. =ũ ‘2sg’    cf. *kɨˀᶰ ‘2sg’ (Hollenbach 2015:10)
c. =ɲã̀ ʻ3.fem.polʼ    cf. ɲãˀ ã̀ ʻwomanʼ

These data show that the generalization that underlyingly nasalized vowels only occur in couplets

must be qualified to include enclitics. The nasal phonotactics of couplet are patterns of (historic)

nasalization that take the foot as their domain. This type of nasalization is normally lost in gram-

maticalization, but not in the case of enclitics perhaps due to the position of enclitics at the end of

the PWrd where the nasalization is proposed to have originated.

In summary, in this section we have seen that IM has robust nasalization patterns (cf. (254))

that take the couplet as their domain. The couplet is also the only domain where underlying nasal

vowels are posited, and there is evidence that when these vowels are realized outside the couplet

their nasalization is lost. Underlying (C)V(ˀ) roots with nasal vowels surface with a long nasal

vowel as a result of the lengthening of the underlying vowel that occurs in order to fulfill the

bimoraic minimal word/root requirements. The monomorphemic trisyllabic words given in (259)

and (260) are exceptions to Marlettʼs (1992) nasalization rules, which are morpheme-based rather

than couplet-based. The final two syllables/moras of these words—that is, the couplet—are the

domain of the nasal phonotactics, while the initial syllable is excluded, even though the couplet

no longer corresponds to any synchronic morphosyntactic structure (root, stem, morpheme, etc.).

Further evidence for the couplet and not simply the morpheme as the domain of nasalization comes

from fossilized word formation processes which show that when couplet-sized stems were formed

with oral prefixes and nasal roots, the result was a couplet with the same nasalization patterns as

those that were monomorphemic. In other words, nasalization spread throughout the couplet. On

the other hand, the prefixes remain oral in stems formed with oral roots, or with the prefixes outside

a nasal couplet. Recognizing the special status in the grammar of the final couplet of the lexical

word provides the unit needed for the description of the nasal phonotactics and many other patterns

in IM. Since the couplet is the locus of stress in IM, a prototypical role of the foot, and since the
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couplet has the shape defined by prosodic theory for the quantity-sensitive, trochaic foot, and since

it is a typological property of the foot to provide the domain for phonological rules and phonotactic

restrictions, I take the fact that the couplet provides the domain for nasal phonotactic patterns in

IM to be evidence that the couplet should be considered a foot.

6.3.3 Distribution of vowels

Another piece of evidence that Macken & Salmons (1997) give for the existence of a

prosodic foot template in Mixtec is that there are particular vowel distribution patterns and re-

strictions that are peculiar to the couplet. They report that CM and SM show “a broad diachronic

tendency towards vowel harmony,” (p. 52) by which they mean identical vowels, especially in

CV(ˀ)V couplets, as well as other vowel co-occurrence restrictions within the couplet.30 Similar

vowel distribution patterns are also found in IM, though with some differences, and the fact that the

domain of these patterns is the couplet provides yet another example of a phonotactic restriction

that takes the couplet as its domain, and thus further evidence that the descriptive unit “couplet”

fulfills the typologically common role of the foot in providing the domain for phonotactic gener-

alizations. I begin in §6.3.3.1 by addressing the specific harmony processes noted by Macken &

Salmons and show that IM has the same or similar diachronic vowel harmony processes. Following

that, in §6.3.3.2, I address other vowel pattern restrictions within the couplet mentioned by Macken

& Salmons and compare them to those found in IM.

6.3.3.1 Vowel harmony

Macken & Salmons (1997) give evidence from CM that vowels within the couplet show

a broad tendency towards absolute vowel harmony—that is, sound changes that result in a single

vowel quality associated with both moras of the couplet. The fact that the couplet serves as the

domain for this diachronic tendency/phonotactic constraint constitutes evidence for considering
30 Josserand (1983) also reports a number of “vowel harmony” processes common throughout the Mixteca.
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it a prosodic constituent. In this section I will show that the IM data also provide evidence that

the vowels within couplets have been harmonized when compared to data provided by Macken &

Salmons, as well as to other data from Josserandʼs (1983) Proto-Mixtec reconstructions.

Macken & Salmons (1997) present data showing the strong tendency for harmony in cou-

plets with /ɨ/ and /i/, usually resolved in favour of /ɨ/. They argue that CM has made a number of

diachronic innovations compared to the neighbouring dialect of SMwhich result in vowel harmony,

including “a categorical, bidirectional harmony rule in Chalcatongo” (p. 53) whereby CɨCi and CiCɨ
templates become CɨCɨ (and occasionally CiCi). Interestingly, where corresponding forms in IM
exist they also have identical vowels, as can be seen in Table 57, which shows rightward harmony,

and Table 58, which shows leftward harmony (SM&CM data from Macken & Salmons (1997:53)).

Table 57. Rightward i ~ ɨ vowel harmony

CɨCi→ CɨCɨ CɨCɨ
SM CM IM

‘blood’ (nɨñi)̀ (nɨñɨ) (nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L)
‘corncob’ (nɨñi) (nɨñ́ɨ)́ (nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃)̀
‘rat’ (tɨñi)́ (tɨñɨ), (tiñi)́ (tɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃)́
‘to play tricks on’ sa(́ndɨzǐ)́ sa–́(ndɨzɨ̌) —
‘jug’ (kɨz̀ǐ) (kɨzɨ̌) (kɨj́ɨ)́
‘to grind one’s teeth’ (kɨʔñi) (kɨʔñɨ) —
‘to scorch’ (sɨzǐ)̀ (sɨźɨ̌)́ —
‘pimple’ (ndɨʔzǐ) (ndɨʔzɨ̌) (ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ)̀
‘corpse’ (ndɨz̀ǐ) (ndɨzɨ̌) (ⁿdɨj́ɨ)̀

Table 58. Leftward i ~ ɨ vowel harmony

CiCɨ→ CɨCɨ CɨCɨ
SM CM IM

‘to curl’ (cǐŋgɨ) (cɨ̌ŋ̃gɨ ̃), (cǐŋ̃gi)̃ —
‘sand’ (ñit̀ɨ)́ (ñɨtɨ)̀ ɲi ̃(̀jɨtɨ)̀31

31 One consutant pronounced this word [ɲɨt̃ɨ] and [ɲũɨtɨ].
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CiCɨ→ CɨCɨ CɨCɨ
SM CM IM

‘candle’ (zǐtɨ) (zɨ̌tɨ) (jɨtɨ)̀ ‘pitchpine’

In both tables, the SM form in the second column has different vowels in the two vowel positions

of the couplet—ɨ-i in Table 57 and i-ɨ in Table 58—while the CM and IM forms in the next two

columns both have identical vowels—ɨ-ɨ. It should be noted that a couple of the forms have PM re-

constructions and these are reconstructed with *ɨ in both vowel slots of the couplet: *nɨjɨʔ ‘blood’,

*tɨjɨʔ̃ ‘rat’ and *ⁿdɨʔjɨ ‘pimple’ (Josserand 1983:479–80). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to question

whether these reconstructions should have identical vowels given that the SM forms have /i/ in-

stead of /ɨ/, and that, according to Josserand (1983:300), *ɨ merged with *i in all environments in

most modern varieties of Mixtec, while /ɨ/ reflexes of *i are rare. Notice also that the SM form

ñìtɨ ́ ‘sand’ appears to be a contraction of a longer form that is found in IM. Consequently, if SM
ɲi ̃ was originally a pre-couplet syllable like it is in IM, this example may not be an instance of the

couplet-initial i harmonizing with the couplet final ɨ in CM and IM; however, it is also possible that

the form was contracted in CM and SM and then harmonized in CM once it was within the couplet.

These examples provide evidence of a diachronic process of vowel harmony within the couplet

particularly in CM and IM. The data also suggest that harmonizing the second couplet vowel with

the initial vowel is the more frequently attested sound change.

Other examples of harmony in IM compared to corresponding PM words from Josserand

(1983) are given in Table 59.

Table 59. Other vowel harmony examples compared to PM (Josserand 1983:479–80)

Gloss PM IM Direction V Process
‘cockroach’ *tɨ teʔjaʔ tɨ(̀ˈtʲéˀ léL) right a → e
‘foam’ *tɨ ijũ (tɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L) right u → ɨ
‘cut’ *kàʔndè (káˀ ⁿdʲa)́ right e → a
‘crooked’ *jakʷeʔ (jakʷa)̀ right e → a
‘chachalaca’ *laxẽʔ (Llat́ʃã)̀ right e → a
‘whisky’ *ⁿdɨsi (ⁿdiʃ́i)́ left ɨ → i
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Although there appears to have been considerable vowel harmony in PM, these examples show

that the process of harmonization has continued so that PM words with different vowels have been

harmonized in IM. Significantly, the vowel preceding the couplet in tɨ(̀ˈtʲéˀ léL) is not harmonized.

Again, the data suggest that a tendency to preserve the initial vowel of the template and copy it to

the second vowel slot is evident.

Another diachronic contributor to vowel harmony has been the loss of the template medial

consonant, which has already been discussed in §6.2.2.3. In Table 60 I repeat the data from that

section showing that medial consonant loss in IM as compared with corresponding PM forms in

Josserand (1983) has resulted in vowel harmony (PM data from Josserand 1983:479–80).32

Table 60. Vowel harmony resulting from couplet-medial consonant loss

Gloss IM PM Lost C Final V Direction
‘heavy’ (βeé)̀ *weji *j *i right
‘house’ (βeˀè *weʔji *j *i right
‘sickness’ (kʷéˀ éL) *kʷeʔji *j *i right
‘offspring’ (séˀ e)̀ *saʔji *j *i ?
‘slowly’ (kʷeè)̄ *kʷeje *j *e ?
‘see’ (ⁿdʲeˀe)̀ *ⁿdeʔja *j *a right
‘be afraid’ (júˀú) *juʔwi *w *i right

As can be seen, the lost medial consonant is almost always a glide, the glide is usually *j, the

final vowel is usually *i and harmonization almost always preserves the couplet initial vowel and

spreads it to the couplet final position, as was shown in (243). Clearly, this process contributed to

the present-day situation in IMwhere all but three CV(ˀ)V couplets known to me have a long vowel

associated with both moras of the couplet.

Other significant IM data involving the loss of the medial consonant comes from the loss

of /β/, the IM reflex of *w, as shown by the data in (269), which are repeated from Table 50.

32 A couple other possible examples of harmony from couplet-medial consonant loss whose diachronic derivations
are less clear are tʃá̍ ʃèˀ é ‘armpit’ (< *leʔjiʔ) and ⁿdaá́ ‘true’ (< *ⁿdixe).
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(269) Vowel harmony from couplet-medial *w loss
a. (kuβi)̀ ~ (kuù) ‘be’    cf. *kúwí (Dürr 1987:53)
b. (suβi)̀ ~ (suù) ‘affirmative’
c. (tuβi) ~ (tuù) ‘appear’
d. (úβi)́ ~ (úú) ‘two’    cf. *uwi (Josserand 1983:480)
e. (jùˀū) ‘be afraid’    cf. *juʔwi (Josserand 1983:480)
f. (kúú) ‘die:irr’    cf. kuβi Coatzospan Mixtec (Gerfen 1996:48)

Examples (269a–d) show synchronic free variation between forms with and without the medial

consonant, while the last two examples (269e–f) are always pronounced without the medial con-

sonant. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that when the couplet-medial consonant is

lost, the vowel from the first syllable lengthened to fill the bimoraic couplet, as per the analysis in

§6.2.2.3. Alternatively, a vowel assimilation process which takes the couplet as its domain could

be posited.33

Macken & Salmons (1997) give several examples of a process whereby CVV words with

different vowels in SM developed identical vowels in CM. However, as can be seen in Table 61,

the cognate words in IM all have a medial consonant and no vowel harmony (SM & CM data from

Macken & Salmons 1997:53).

Table 61. Examples with no medial C loss in IM and no V Harmony

Gloss SM CM PM IM
‘there’ (yũá)̃ (wãá)̃ *juku ã (jukʷã)̀
‘his’ (yũà̃)́ (waã̃)́      ̱----
‘comal’ (xió) (sǐò) > (sǒò) *xijoˀ (tʃij́óL)

Josserand (1983:480) reconstructs ‘there’ and ‘comal’ with medial consonants (*juku ã and *xijoˀ,
respectively), so it seems safe to assume that at least these two words had a medial consonant at

an earlier stage. Apparently dialects like SM have a higher tolerance for different vowels in the

couplet when the medial consonant is lost than dialects like CM and IM.
33 For instance, it could be posited that /i/ assimilates [+round] from /β/ and since [+round] vowels are always

[+back] in IM, the vowel is also realized with this feature and therefore realized as /u/.
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An important generalization that emerges from the consideration of vowel harmony relates

to the asymmetrical distribution of the vowels at the extremes of the vowel space (/i, a, u/) with

respect to the vowels more internal to the vowel space (/e, ɨ, o/). The asymmetry in Mixtec was

first recognized by Pike (1947:168ff) in his study of SM. He named the vowels outer and inner

triangle vowels, respectively, and observed that the outer triangle vowels have less combinatorial

restriction within the couplet than the inner triangle set. The combinatorics of outer and inner

triangle vowels will be discussed further in §6.3.3.2, but the basic asymmetry between the two sets

of vowels can also be seen in their relative frequencies in Table 62, which gives the frequency of

each vowel by couplet type and position within the couplet from the database of 1088 native IM
stems of various sizes.

Table 62. Vowel distribution by couplet type/position

   Disyllabic         Monosyllabic    
V1      V2 Vː VˀV Total

/a/ 289 225 70 70 654 (36%)
/i/ 156 179 23 17 375 (21%)
/u/ 142 137 37 32 348 (19%)
/ɨ/ 78 102 24 15 219 (12%)
/o/ 53 77 21 21 172 (9%)
/e/ 5 3 17 18 43 (2%)

723 723 192 173 1811 (100%)

The first two columns give the counts of each vowel in the first and second vowel position in

(C)VC(ˀ)V couplets, respectively, while the third and fourth columns give the number of occur-

rences of each vowel in monosyllabic couplets with long vowels and glottalized long vowels, re-

spectively. The sum of all occurrences for each vowel is given in the final column together with

the percentage of the total number of vowels. As can be seen, the outer triangle vowels (the first

three rows of the table) occur with considerably greater frequency that the inner triangle vowels.

The properties of these two groups of vowels will be discussed further in the next section, but here

it is important to note that the distributional asymmetry is also evident in vowel harmony patterns
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within the couplet. While both groups of vowels display vowel harmony, inner triangle vowels

nearly always do so. The only non-identical combination of inner triangle vowels in a couplet in

my data are two words with the vowel pattern o-e (tʃokʷe ‘Chatino person’ and Llómẽ̀ ‘bat’). In

other words, vowel harmony is nearly categorical for couplets with only inner triangle vowels in

IM, as has been noted for several other Mixtec varieties (SM—Pike 1947; CM—Macaulay 1996;

Macken & Salmons 1997; Ixpantepec Mixtec—Carroll 2015).

The vowel frequency data in Table 62 can also be used to show that the diachronic tendency

towards vowel harmony within the couplet has resulted in a significantly greater number of words

with couplets having like-vowels than would be predicted by chance, as Carroll (2015:63–7) has

done for Ixpantepec Mixtec. Since monosyllabic couplets almost always have a single vowel qual-

ity in the couplet, a point I address in the next section, I focus here on disyllabic couplets. Following

Carroll (2015), I calculate the probability of vowel harmony for each vowel based on the observed

relative frequency of the vowel in each syllable of the couplet (n = 723 disyllabic couplets). The

probability of identical vowels in both syllables of the couplet is the relative frequency of the vowel

in the first vowel position—P(V1)—multiplied by the relative frequency of the vowel in the second

vowel position—P(V2)—as shown in (270).

(270) Probability that V1 and V2 of a couplet are identical
P(V1 and V2) = P(V1) * P(V2)

The frequencies of each vowel in disyllabic couplets from Table 62 are repeated in the first two

columns of Table 63 followed by a column with the frequency of vowel harmony. The next two

columns give the relative frequency of the vowel in each syllable of a disyllabic couplet (= prob-

ability of that vowel occurring in that syllable position) and the sixth column gives the expected

probability of harmony using the formula in (270). The next column (in bold) gives the relative

frequency of vowel harmony for each vowel (= observed the observed harmony in column 3 di-

vided by n = 723). The exact binomial test was used to evaluate whether the relative incidence of

harmony for each vowel is significantly greater than the expected probability of harmony and the
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p-value resulting from this test is given in the final column. As can be seen, the relative frequency

of harmony is significantly greater than the expected frequency for all vowel qualities (p < .001 for

the first five vowel qualities and p = 0.021 for the sixth); furthermore, the overall relative frequency

of harmony (0.487) is also significantly greater (p < .001) than the overall expected frequency of

harmony (0.238), a result which parallels the findings of Carroll (2015:66), who reports the relative

frequency of harmony in oral disyllabic couplets in Ixpantepec Mixtec to be 0.51 and to be highly

statistically significant (n = 236, p = .000).

Table 63. The probability of vowel harmony in disyllabic couplets for each vowel quality

Frequency Relative frequency
V1 V2 Harmony P(V1) P(V2) P(V1)*P(V2) Harmony p-value

a 289 225 121 0.400 0.311 0.124 0.167 p < .001
i 156 179 62 0.216 0.248 0.053 0.086 p < .001
u 142 137 47 0.196 0.189 0.037 0.065 p < .001
ɨ 78 102 73 0.108 0.141 0.015 0.101 p < .001
o 53 77 48 0.073 0.107 0.008 0.066 p < .001
e 5 3 1 0.007 0.004 0.000 0.001 p = .021
Sums: 723 723 352 1.0 1.0 0.238 0.487 p < .001

In this section I have shown that the domain for diachronic processes resulting in vowel

harmony and for the synchronic description of these patterns is the bimoraic couplet. Since the

couplet has the shape identified in prosodic theory as the moraic trochee (cf. §6.1) and since it is

a common typological function of the foot to provide the domain for processes and phonotactic

generalizations, I take the facts of vowel harmony as additional evidence that the couplet should

be identified as a prosodic foot. Whether words are larger than a foot, as in tɨ(̀tʲéˀléL) ‘cockroach’,

or not, the diachronic harmonizing processes only target the foot, producing a single vowel quality

on both moras whether the foot has a disyllabic or monosyllabic form. The IM data show harmo-

nization across a medial consonant in (C)V(ˀ)CV couplets, and also where medial consonants have

deleted and a CV(ˀ)V couplet with a single vowel quality has resulted. In all of these processes, the

pattern of vowel spreading (or assimilation) is predominantly from the strong initial position of the
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foot to the weaker (final) one, and thus constitutes additional evidence for trochaic foot structure.

In this section, I have also shown that the overall result of these processes is that the number of IM
words with vowel harmony in the foot is much greater than what is predicted by chance. The form

of the foot also plays a role in that vowel harmony is nearly categorical in monosyllabic (C)V(ˀ)V

feet. As I have already mentioned in §6.2.2.3, this fact demonstrates the strong constraint in IM
against having different vowels in feet lacking a medial consonant and lends support for the anal-

ysis in §6.2.1 that these radicals/roots are underlyingly monomoraic and are lengthened in order to

fill out the foot template. One other foot-based generalization discussed in this section is that, with

only two exceptions, feet having only inner triangle vowels will invariably have absolute vowel

harmony.

6.3.3.2 Vowel patterns

Besides the tendency toward identical vowels, there are other combinatorial restrictions on

vowels within the couplet. As was discussed in the preceding section, Pike (1947) noted that SM
vowels divide into two groups based on their combinatorial possibilities within the couplet; outer

triangle vowels—that is, the peripheral vowels, /i, a, u/—combine relatively freely, whereas inner

triangle vowels—that is, the non-peripheral vowels, /e, ɨ, o/—are restricted in their distribution

within the couplet. Building on the work of Macaulay (1996:29–32), Macken & Salmons (1997)

note similar vowel restrictions in CM, also reporting the free co-occurrence of outer triangle vow-

els, but also note that only three combinations of outer and inner triangle vowels occur with any

frequency in CM—namely, the outer-inner pattern i–o and two inner-outer patterns e–u and ɨ–u.
This they take as evidence for restrictions on the two vowel slots of the couplet to either have

identical vowel quality (i.e. vowel harmony) or to be sequenced V1[-round]-V2[+round] and V1[-

back]-V2[+back].

The IM data concur with the general findings of Pike (1947) and Macken & Salmons (1997),

though with differences in the specific vowel patterns. The IM patterns for disyllabic and mono-

syllabic couplets are given in Table 64.
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Table 64. Vowel patterns in (C)V(ˀ)CV and (C)V(ˀ)V couplets

Disyllabic Couplets Monosyllabic
(C)_Ci (C)_Ca (C)_Cu (C)_Ce (C)_Cɨ (C)_Co Total ˈ(C)_ː(ˀ)

/i/ 62 39 26 0 0 29 156 40
/a/ 76 121 63 0 29 0 289 140
/u/ 38 57 47 0 0 0 142 69
/e/ 0 3 1 1 0 0 5 35
/ɨ/ 0 5 0 0 73 0 78 39
/o/ 3 0 0 2 0 48 53 42

179 225 137 3 102 77 723 365

The number in each cell of the columns pertaining to disyllabic couplets is the count of couplets

from the database of 1088 stems which have the vowel quality of the vowel in the row header in

the initial syllable of the couplet (i.e. filling the empty slot in the column header frame) and the

vowel quality indicated in the column header in the second syllable of the couplet. The actual form

of the initial vowel may be any of variant forms given in Chapter 3 for vowel phonemes—plain,

nasalized, glottalized or nasalized & glottalized—and the form of the final vowel may be plain or

nasalized, but not glottalized, as discussed in §6.3.1.34 The counts in bold font on the diagonal of

the table are the number of items where the couplets have the same vowel quality in both syllables.

The totals given in the final disyllabic column are the total number of couplets where the vowel in

the row header appears as V1 in the couplet, while the totals at the bottom of each column indicate

the total number of couplets where the vowel in the column header appears as V2 in the couplet.

(These numbers correspond to those given for disyllabic couplets in Table 62.) It should be noted

that the disyllabic figures include ʃiú́L ‘abdomen’ and tʃáˀ ṹ ‘fifteen’, which lack a medial consonant,

but which pattern with disyllabic couplets in having different vowels. The final column of the table

gives the count of couplets having long vowels with each vowel quality. These long vowels also

may be either plain, nasalized, glottalized or nasalized & glottalized.35 The counts in this column

combine the counts of CVː and CVˀV couplets in Table 62.
34 It should be noted, however, that there are no instances of glottalized & nasalized /o/.
35See footnote 34 in chapter 6.
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The relatively unrestricted combination of outer triangle vowels with each other can be seen

by the robust counts in the unshaded cells in the disyllabic data, although they still show a strong

preference for like-vowels with 43% (230/529) showing vowel harmony. Couplets with two outer

triangle vowels account for 529 (73%) of the 723 disyllabic couplets, and to these can be added

the 249 instances of these vowels in (C)V(ˀ)V couplets from the first three rows of the last column,

bringing the total couplets with an outer-outer vowel pattern to 778 (72%) of 1088 stems.

Combinations of two inner triangle vowels in a couplet, on the other hand, although the sec-

ond most frequently attested type of disyllabic combination at 124 (17%), are nearly categorically

restricted to sequences of like vowels, as shown by the darkly shaded cells in the lower right quad-

rant of Table 64. To these can be added 116 (C)V(ˀ)V couplets with inner triangle vowels bringing

the total number of couplets in the database with an inner-inner vowel combination to 240 (22%).

Next along the cline of preference in vowel combinatorics within the couplet come mixed

combinations of outer and inner vowels. Inner-outer patterns are the most frequent mixed pattern

attested (cf. the lightly shaded cells in the upper right quadrant of Table 64), but are restricted

to only two combinations—i-o and a-ɨ—each attested in a fair number of words. There are 58

couplets with inner-outer vowel patterns which amounts to 8% of disyllabic stems and only 5% of

all stems. The other mixed pattern, outer-inner, has four weakly attested patterns— ɨ-a, e-a, o-i and

e-u—shown in the lightly shaded cells in the lower left quadrant of Table 64. These patterns total

only 12 couplets which is 2% of disyllabic stems and 1% of the stems in the database; this pattern

also does not occur in (C)V(ˀ)V couplets.

The vowel patterns in terms of outer and inner vowel triangle combination types are sum-

marized and exemplified for disyllabic couplets in Tables 65 and 66, where the different types of

vowel patterns are ordered by overall frequency from left (most frequent) to right (least frequent).

Monosyllabic couplet patterns are not shown since they always have identical vowel quality on

both moras.
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Table 65. Disyllabic couplet vowel patterns with all outer or inner triangle vowels

Outer-Outer Example Count Inner-Inner Example Count
i-i tit́ʃi ̀ ‘stomach’ 62 e-e tɨ(̀tʲéˀléL) ‘cockroach’ 1
i-u it́ú ‘cornplant’ 26 ɨ-ɨ kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’ 73
i-a it́á ‘flower’ 39 o-o sokò ‘well’ 48
u-u tútú ‘paper’ 47 o-e Llómè ‘bat’ 2
u-i ⁿdutʲi ̀ ‘beans’ 38
u-a jútʲà ‘river’ 57
a-a tʲaḱà ‘fish’ 121
a-i kat́ʲi Ĺ ‘cotton’ 76
a-u tʃat́ú ‘pants’ 63

529 (73%) 124 (17%)

Table 66. Disyllabic couplet mixed vowel patterns

Outer-Inner Example Count Inner-Outer Example Count
i-o tʃit́ò ‘bed’ 29 ɨ-a jɨkà ‘delicate’ 5
a-ɨ lajɨ ̀ ‘clear’ 29 e-a ketà ‘go out’ 3

o-i tʃoˀli ̀ ‘navel’ 3
e-u sa(́leɾ́ú) ‘heron’ 1

58 (8%) 12 (2%)

The first column of each dataset gives the vowel combinations for the vowel pattern type in the col-

umn header—outer-outer, inner-inner, outer-inner and inner-outer. The next column of the dataset

gives examples of the patterns and the third column gives the count of couplets having the particular

vowel pattern, which is totalled at the bottom with its percentage of the total number of disyllabic

couplets.

The frequencies of the different combinations of vowel types support the following cline of

preference in vowel combinatorics within the couplet from most to least preferred:

(271) Cline of preference in vowel combinatorics
outer-outer > inner-inner > outer-inner > inner-outer
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It can also be seen, however, that the frequency of pattern type does not correspond entirely with

restrictions on the number of patterns of the type. For instance, although outer-outer patterns are

by far the most frequently attested and also show no restriction on their combinatorial possibilities,

the inner-outer pattern type has the next most different patterns, having five out of nine possible

vowel patterns, but each pattern is very poorly attested, only amounting to 2% of the total num-

ber of couplets. By the same token, inner-inner patterns, which have one less pattern than the

inner-outer type, have more than twice the number of attestations, but are almost completely re-

stricted to like vowel combinations. The strong generalizations that can be made regarding couplet

vowel pattern restrictions are that (a) outer-outer combinations are strongly preferred and are unre-

stricted, although there is still a significant bias towards like-vowel combinations; (b) inner-inner

are basically restricted to like-vowel combinations; and (c) combinations which mix vowel types

(inner-outer or outer-inner) are dispreferred, especially inner-outer combinations.

In terms of the findings of Macken & Salmons (1997) (cf. Macaulay 1996:30–32), the IM
data show that only the outer-inner pattern i–o [-back, +back] identified for CM is well attested,

while the e–u pattern occurs only once and ɨ–u not at all. If the poorly attested inner-outer patterns

are disregarded, the IM data also show support for the general preference identified in CM for

couplets with mixed inner and outer triangle vowels to be sequenced [-back, +back] (cf. the i-o
pattern) or have the same backness specification (cf. the a-ɨ pattern); however, in light of the OCP
[labial] andOCP [coronal] constraints that were introduced in the discussion of consonants in §3.2,

for IM the more significant generalizations in terms of feature co-occurrence within the couplet are

that neither labial vowels (/u, o/) nor front vowels /i, e/ co-occur in couplets. In other words,

couplets with identical front vowels, like tit́ʃi ̀ ‘stomach’ and tɨ ̀̍ tʲéˀléL ‘cockroach’, or identical back

vowels, like tútú ‘paper’ and sokò ‘well’ are acceptable, but not *titʃe/tetʃi or *tuto/totu since they

mix inner and outer vowels with the same front or back specification.

It is important to note that the generalizations about IM couplet vowel patterns are not true

of other two-syllable combinations in lexical words except in compounds composed of more than
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one couplet (e.g. kɨtɨ ̀̍ ʃãà̃ ́ ‘animal’ < kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’ + ʃãá̃ ́L ‘fierce’). This is demonstrated for the

quasi-couplet combination consisting of a pre-couplet and a couplet initial syllable in Table 67,

where the couplet is indicated having round brackets and the quasi-couplet is underlined.

Table 67. Couplet vowel patterns violated in quasi-couplet

Pattern type Pattern Example
Inner-inner ɨ-o sɨ ́kɨ(́sóˀò) ‘earring’

ɨ-e tɨ(̀tʃéˀ leĹ) ‘cockroach’
Inner-outer ɨ-i tɨ(̀ʃĩɲ́i ̃)́ ‘ridgepole’

o-u tʲó(ɲṹũ)́ ‘town name’
o-a kóó(jáˀ ⁿdi)́ ~ kó(jáˀ ⁿdʲi)́ ‘rainbow’
o-ɨ jò(jɨkɨ ̃)̀ ~ joˀò(jɨkɨ ̃)̀ ‘squash vine’
e-i βe(̀tʲi ̃ɲũ)̀ ‘government office’

Outer-inner i-ɨ ʃi(̀kɨ́jɨ ́L) ~ (ʃkɨj́ɨ ́L) ‘blister’
i-e ʃi(̀kẽˀ ẽ)̀ ~ (ʃkẽˀ ẽ)̀ ‘fly’
u-ɨ tù(tɨtɨ)̀ ‘zapolote tree’
u-e tʃú(βeˀe)̀ ‘inside the house’
u-o tú(ⁿdoˀò) ‘suffering’
a-o mã(̀ⁿdoò) ‘turtle’
a-e sa(́léɾú) ‘heron’

Each of these vowel patterns is unattested in actual couplets (cf. Tables 65 and 66), and repre-

sent violations of the restrictions for each pattern type, not to mention violations in the placement

of glottalization and nasal phonotactics, which are discussed in §6.3.1 and §6.3.2, respectively.

Furthermore, the constraint against couplets with two non-identical back vowels are violated by

the patterns o-u and u-o, while the patterns e-i and i-e violate the prohibition against couplets with

non-identical front vowels.

The data presented in this section show that the couplet plays an important organizational

role in the language by providing a unit of structure within which vowel patterns are defined and

realized. Since the couplet does not have a one-to-one correspondence with any morphosyntactic

unit, its form has the properties of the moraic trochee and it is a typologically common role of the
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foot to provide the domain for phonotactic generalizations, I take the facts of IM couplet vowel

patterns as evidence that the couplet should be considered a foot.

6.3.4 Distribution of labial consonants

Another phonotactic generalization that takes the couplet as its domain is what I have called

OCP Labial. In §3.2, I showed that the effects of the constraint are evident in syllables which, with

only a few exceptions in the native phonology, are prohibited from having labial onsets and labial

vowels (e.g. *βu); however, the effects of the constraint extend beyond the syllable. IM also has

a prohibition against two consecutive syllables having consonants with the labial feature if the

two syllables lie within the couplet. This phonotactic generalization affects all consonants with

the labial feature including, whether oral or nasal, including secondary articulation and the two

marginal labial phonemes: /β/, /kʷ/, /p/, /ᵐb/, /m/. Thus, there are no IM words of the form

*βaβi. This restriction does not, however, apply to other two-syllable sequences, which I call a

quasi-couplet, as can be seen in these examples, where the couplet is marked with round brackets

and the quasi-couplet is underlined:

(272) a. mã(́βàtú)
máL–βat́ú
neg.opt–fit
‘will not fit’

b. ma(̀kʷã́ˀ nũ)́
máL–kʷaˀnù
neg.opt–grow:irr
‘will not grow’

c. kʷak̀ʷá(tʲiɲ̃ũ)̀
kʷa–́kʷa–́tʲiɲù
pros–mot.aw.pr–work
‘going to go work’
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The pairs of onset consonants in the underlined syllables (m–β,m–kʷ, kʷ–kʷ) are not possible inside

the couplet, yet as shown by the data in these examples, the prohibition does not hold over pairs of

syllables that include syllables outside the couplet.

Longacre (1955:47) and Silverman (1993) have identified this as a constraint that is com-

mon to the entire Mixtecan family. DiCanio (2008:49) also reports a very similar constraint for the

Mixtecan languages Itunyoso Trique and Chicahuaxtla Trique, but in those languages it is described

as a restriction of one labial consonant per word (or more specifically, roots; DiCanio p.c.). Both

languages are also reported to prohibit labial consonants from co-occurring with labial vowels in a

syllable.

Once again we see that the exact domain within which theOCPLabial constraint holds is the

same domain that has been shown to be the domain of glottalization, nasalization, vowel distribution

restrictions and medial weakening—that is, the couplet, which we have also come to see has just the

shape dictated by prosodic theory for the moraic trochee. Since it is also a cross-linguistic function

of the foot to provide the domain for phonotactic generalizations, I therefore consider the fact that

this bimoraic unit provides the domain for the OCP Labial constraint as further evidence that the

couplet should be considered a foot.

6.3.5 Epenthetic glottalization

It has long been observed, although not widely discussed, that besides contrastive glottaliza-

tion, Mixtec languages also have glottalization in the initial position of words that would otherwise

be considered vowel initial (e.g. i ̃ńã́ [ˀi ̃ńã]́ ‘dog’). Although some early researchers have analyzed

this (as well as couplet-medial glottalization) as a glottal stop phoneme (e.g. Pike 1944), Josserand

(1983:227) rightly observes, “the glottal element seems to be an automatic feature of word initial

vowels, and is probably a feature of all Mixtec varieties, whether it is reported or described or not,”

and considers that a glottal stop phoneme analysis “would be an obfuscation, which hinders more

useful generalizations” (p. 227). She furthermore raises another interesting issue about initial glot-

talization that until recently has not been addressed in the literature. She noted that certain dialects
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have a glottal between the animal classifier and the word for ‘dog’, tiˀina, which in other varieties

is tina or ina (cf. Dürr 1987:43). The glottal, she claimed, could either be interpreted as retention

of the glottal of the vowel initial word for ‘dog’ (ina), or a retention of the final glottal on the clas-

sifier, tiˀ (in tina the glottal is lost due to reduction). The second interpretation can be ruled out

immediately as a general solution since the phenomenon is actually much more widespread than

just the word for ‘dog’, as can be seen by the following IM data (a phonetic transcription is given in

square brackets which includes “initial” glottalization; in larger words, the couplet is demarcated

with round brackets):

(273) a. úˀβí [ˀuˀβi]
‘hurting’

b. tàúˀβí [ta(ˀuˀβi)]
‘become hurt’

c. íkùúˀβí
í–kù–úˀβí
pfv–be–hurting

[ku(ˀuˀβi)]
 
 

‘he was hurting’

d. ìtʲi ̄ [ˀitʲi]
‘dry’

e. nàìtʲí
nà–ìtʲi ̄
rep–dry

[na(̃ˀitʲi)]
 
 

‘be drying’

f. ijà [ˀija]
‘sour’

g. tùkʷáijà
tùkʷáL–ìjā
orange–sour

[tukʷa(ˀija)]
 
 

‘lime’
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In these examples, the roots úˀβí , ìtʲi ̄ and ijà are all vowel initial, but are (usually) pronounced

with initial glottalization which they retain in a variety of morphological contexts, as illustrated by

complex examples with these roots.

A prosodic analysis for this phenomena is suggested by Carroll (2015), who addresses the

issue in Ixpantepec Mixtec. Citing data similar to that in (273), he proposes that glottals are epenthe-

sized at the initial boundary of the stress foot. Additionally, Carroll provides data showing that

glottal epenthesis marks the initial boundary of the prosodic word. This is also found in IM as

illustrated by these examples:

(274) a. ìtʲãá̃ ́ [ˀi(tʲãã)] ‘tomorrow’
b. àⁿdɨβɨ ̀ [ˀa(ⁿdɨβɨ)] ‘sky’
c. àⁿdʲajà [ˀa(ⁿdʲaja)] ‘hell’

Here the initial vowel is not part of the couplet, or as Carroll calls it, the stress foot, nevertheless they

are pronounced with initial glottalization. Since, as we also have noted, the boundary of the stress

foot may or may not coincide with a root or word boundary, Carroll observes, “The stressed foot

usually coincides with a bimoraic root, but the evidence shows that it is the prosodic domains and

not the morphology that determines the distribution of epenthesis” (p. 112). He therefore concludes

that glottal epenthesis marks both the initial boundary of the prosodic word and the stress foot.

The IM facts support Carroll’s (2015) analysis, although hard and fast conclusions are diffi-

cult to make because of the great variation in the realization of glottalization, and the fact that many

times the acoustic properties are very subtle, as was noted in §3.1 with respect to contrastive glot-

talization and is thoroughly investigated by Gerfen & Baker (2005) for Coatzospan Mixtec. There

are, however, many tokens where it is robustly attested, perhaps more so at the couplet/foot bound-

ary (e.g. (273)), than the prosodic word boundary (e.g. (274)). A very clear example of foot initial

epenthetic glottalization can be seen at the middle arrow in the waveform and spectrogram in Fig-

ure 22 (a). In this example, there is a dip in intensity (yellow line) and, more importantly, irregular

glottal pulses (vertical striations in the spectrogram) resulting in the inability of the pitch tracker to
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accurately track the pitch (blue line), all characteristics of glottalization (creaky phonation) (Gor-

don & Ladefoged 2001). Curiously, the acoustic indications for couplet/foot medial (contrastive)

glottalization (see the right arrow) are rather weak, since the decrease in pitch and intensity would

be present with the production of the medial /β/ anyway, and there is no sign of irregularity in the

glottal pulses. Notice, too, that there is even less indication of epenthetic glottalization on the initial

vowel of the PWrd (left arrow). The opposite situation is shown in (b), where the signs of con-

trastive glottalization (right arrow) are fairly robust, while those of couplet/foot initial (epenthetic)

glottalization (middle arrow) are limited to dips in f0 and intensity. Epenthetic glottalization at the

beginning of the PWrd (left arrow), however, is slightly more obvious in this token. In the final

plot (c), only the word initial (left arrow) glottalization is robust, while indications of couplet/foot

initial (epenthetic) glottalization and the couplet/foot medial (contrastive) glottalization are both

weak.
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a.    /í–tàˈúˀβí/ ‘pfv–become.hurt’

b.  /í–kù–úˀβí=ɾà/ ‘pfv–be–hurt’

c.  /í–kù–úˀβí=í/ ‘I was hurt’

Figure 22. Waveforms and spectrograms of epenthetic and contrastive glottalization in
productions by MQM
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Despite the great variation in the realization of epenthetic glottalization, it appears to be

a fairly robust phenomenon at the beginning of the PWrd and the couplet/stress foot. What is

not as clear, however, is whether it applies to separate vowel hiatus between prefixes/proclitics in

examples like these:

(275) a. tʃaì(́tʃatʃi)̀ɾà
tʃà–í–tʃatʃì=ɾà
already–pfv–eat:real=3masc
ʻhe already ateʼ

b. ɲãíḱũɲ́i ̃ ́
ɲã́L=í–kú̃ɲi=́ɾà
neg=pfv–feel

i ̃ɲ́i ̃ɾ́à
iɲ́i=́ɾà
inner.being=3masc

ʻhe did not thinkʼ

According to Carroll (2015) there should not be glottal epenthesis at the a–i hiatus in either of these

situations, since they do not occur at the boundary of either the stress foot or the PWrd. While

often (even usually) there is little or no indication of epenthetic glottalization in these contexts in

the IM data, there are some clearly glottalized tokens in my data, as can be seen in Figure 23.

In both figures, epenthetic glottalization is clearly seen at the vowel hiatus in the pre-stress foot

syllables (indicted by arrows), where there are vertical striations in the spectrogram and irregular

cycles visible in the waveform such that the pitch tracker fails to produce an accurate pitch track

and there is a concomitant dip in intensity.37

Carroll (2015) also reports that glottal epenthesis does not occur before vowel initial en-

clitics, which fuse with the root. This is also true in IM. The vowel hiatus which is created by

including vowel initial enclitics into the foot (e.g. kóóL ‘snake’ +=í ‘1sg’ → kóì ‘my snake’; see

Table 39 for more examples) does not result in epenthetic glottalization, nor does it occur in the

one CVV word with different vowels, ʃiú́L ‘abdomen’, nor, of course, in CVː words.
37 A second instance of epenthetic glottalization, before the vowel initial root, i ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́, can also be seen at the large dip

in f0 and intensity in the right half of the spectrogram.
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a.    tʃà–í–tʃatʃì=ɾà ‘already–pfv–eat=3m’

b.    ɲá=í–kúɲí íɲí=ɾà ‘neg–pfv–want inner.being=3m’

Figure 23. Glottal epenthesis a. between two prefixes (speaker MQM), and b. between a proclitic
and a prefix (speaker AHM)

To conclude this discussion, epenthetic glottalization is robustly attested in IM at the initial

boundary of vowel initial couplets, which Carroll (2015) rightly recognizes as the boundary of the

stress foot, as well as at the initial boundary of the PWrd (though perhaps slightly less robustly).

It definitely does not occur before vowel initial enclitics, which are integrated into the foot, nor

between vowels within the foot (excluding roots with contrastive glottalization, of course). It ap-

parently occasionally does occur in sequences of pre-couplet vowels, but is not robustly attested

in this prosodic position and deserves further study before making a firm decision. These facts

lead me to conclude, with Carroll (2015), that glottal epenthesis is prosodically driven, although it

may be necessary to revise his formulation to say that it occurs before all vowel initial morphemes

preceding the foot in addition to marking the initial boundary of vowel initial feet and PWrds.
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Since the initial foot boundary which is marked by glottal epenthesis coincides with the unit which

traditional Mixtecan studies have called the couplet, I take prosodically driven glottal epenthesis

as further evidence that the couplet should be called the foot. The prohibition of glottal epenthesis

to resolve vowel hiatus within the foot serves as further evidence for the special status of the stress

foot as a phonological domain in the IM grammar, which also serves as the domain for numerous

other phonological patterns described in this chapter.

6.3.6 Tonal phenomena

A tonal melody is a cohesive pattern of tones that is part of the signifier of a lexical item

(Leben 1973; 1978; Snider 1999; 2017; Hyman 2001; 2006; 2011a). In Chapter 4 I described

the possible tonal melodies for IM roots and how they are realized on couplets. In this section

I will argue that the fact that the couplet provides the domain for the realization of these tonal

melodies and the consequences that fall out from this fact provide evidence that the couplet should

be considered a foot.

In order to appreciate the profound influence of the couplet on the tonal phonology of IM
let us first consider an example of tonal melodies from a language with considerably different prop-

erties from IM. The following data demonstrate the stem melodies of the Bantu language Kukuya

(Congo) as they are realized when followed by another stem:

Table 68. Tonal melodies in Kukuya (data from Hyman 1987:313–4)38

Melody Mapping Example Gloss
/L/ L (kɪ)̀.bà ‘grasshopper-killer’

LL (kɪ)̀.bàà ‘jealousy’
L-L (kɪ)̀.bàlà ‘to build’
LL-L (kɪ)̀.bàal̀à ‘to cleave’
L-L-L (kɪ)̀.bàlàgà ‘to change route’

/H/ H (mà).bá ‘oil palms’
38 The data is transcribed as in Hyman (1987:313–4) except for (.ndé).pàlî ‘he goes out’, which follows Paulian

(1975:132).
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Melody Mapping Example Gloss
HH (mà).báá ‘cheeks’
H-H (mà).bágá ‘show knives’
HH-H (mà).báaḿá ‘liana’
H-H-H (lɪ)̀.bálágá ‘fence’

/LH/ 〈LH〉 (mú).sǎ ‘weaving knot’
LH (mú).saà́ ‘seed necklace’
L-H (mú).sàmí ‘conversation’
LL-H .saàb̀i ́ ‘roofing’
L-L-H .mʷàrəg̀ɪ ́ ‘younger brother’

/HL/ 〈HL〉 (kɪ)̀.kâ ‘to pick’
HL (kɪ)̀.kaá̀ ‘to grill’
H-L (kɪ)̀.kárà ‘paralytic’
HL-L (kɪ)̀.káar̀à ‘to be just right’
H-L-L (kɪ)̀.káràgà ‘to be entangled’

/LHL/ 〈LHL〉 (.ndé).bvi ᷈ ‘he falls’
LHL (.ndé).kaàŷ ‘he loses weight’
L-HL (.ndé).pàlî ‘he goes out’
LH-L (.ndé).baàḿɪ ̀ ‘he wakes up’
L-H-L (.ndé).kàləǵɪ ̀ ‘he turns around’

The header of each row gives the underlying tonal melody of the stem for each group of examples. A

schematic representation of the tonal mapping in terms of L (= low tone) and H (= high tone) of the

melody onto stems of various sizes is given in the first column where syllable breaks are marked

with “-” and tonal glides are enclosed in angle brackets (“〈〉”). In the examples, the beginning

of a stem is indicated by “ . ” and irrelevant prefixal material is placed in round brackets. As

described by Hyman (1987), there are exactly five underlying stem melodies, each of which are

expanded or contracted as needed to fit the shape of the stem, which can have one of five different

shapes—CV, CVV, CVCV, CVVCV and CVCVCV—where each V represents a TBU. In other

words, the domain to which the tonal melody is mapped is the stem regardless of its size/shape.

Tonal melodies are analyzed as underlyingly unassociated and are mapped to TBUs by Goldsmith’s

(1976) association conventions plus one additional rule. These properties—a fixed set of melodies
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or tone patterns, underlyingly unassociated and mapped to the TBUs of stems of various sizes by

rules—make Kukuya a canonical example of a language with tonal melodies.

In contrast, consider the IM noun melodies in Tables 69 and 70 (repeated from Chapter 4).

Table 69. Majority tonal melodies of noun couplets

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count

/L/ tʃikì ‘fist’ koˀlò ‘turkey’ ɲɨɨ̃ ̃ ̀ ‘skin’ ɲũˀũ̀ ‘earth’ 82 (28.0%)
/H/ tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’ kúˀβá ‘amount’ ɲũṹ́ ‘town’ ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’ 57 (19.5%)
/HL/ tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ‘knee’ ɲṹˀ mã́L ‘smoke’ ɲɨ ̃ɨ́ ̃ ́L ‘salt’ ʃṹˀ ṹL ‘money’ 89 (30.4%)
/HL/ tʃítʲì ‘canal’ ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’ sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’ nṹˀ ũ̀ ‘tooth’ 46 (15.7%)

Total: 274 (94%)

Table 70. Minority tonal melodies of noun couplets

CVCV CVˀCV CVː CVˀV Count
/LHL/ Ltʃókò ‘opossum’ Llɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘chick’ Lpií ̀ ‘turkey hen’ 10 (3.4%)
/LH/ jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’ lùˀlú ‘foal’ 5 (1.7%)
/LH/ ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ‘chicken’ ɲũũ̀̄ ‘night’ 4 (1.4%)

Total: 19 (6%)

As discussed in §4.1, all bimoraic noun roots, which can be equated morphologically to the Kukuya

stems, have one of these seven tonal melodies, which are exemplified above on every possible cou-

plet shape. Even fossilized trimoraic radicals have the same underlying tone patterns on the couplet

portion of the word. With some minor differences, though significantly different distributions, the

same melodies are found on adjective (§4.2.1) and verb roots (§4.2.2).) Aside from the fact that

IM tonal melodies have unpredictable floating tones which require the melodies to be underlyingly

associated to the root, another property that immediately sets IM apart from Kukuya (and other

prototypical tone melody languages) is that a single TBU in Kukuya may host multiple tones, even
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the largest melody, /LHL/, consisting of three tones;39 IM, on the other hand, only allows a sin-

gle tone per TBU. An even more significant difference in terms of this discussion, however, is the

variable nature of the Kukuya stem, which can have from one to three TBUs. IM is very different

in this respect in that the domain for the realization of the tonal melody is a very strictly prescribed

invariable shape, the bimoraic couplet, which has only two basic forms, (C)VCV and (C)Vː, both of

which have exactly two TBUs. This has a templatic effect on IM tonal melodies ensuring that they

are always realized in more or less the same way. For instance, whereas the Kukuya /HL/ melody

has the realizations, 〈HL〉, HL, H-L, HL-L, H-L-L, the IM /HL/ melody, by contrast, is just HL

(for CVː couplets) or H-L (for CVCV couplets). Thus, while the concept of “tonal melody” is not

as dramatically demonstrated in IM as in Kukuya, the data nevertheless demonstrate that there are

a limited number of root melodies and that these map to a specific domain—the couplet—even

though the mapping is lexicalized, and the couplet templatically regulates the realization of the

tonal melodies to just two associated tones.

It might also be supposed that the existence of floating tones in IM is another consequence

of only having two TBUs to map melodies to and not allowing multiple tones per TBU. This would

be an oversimplification, however, since it is not clear, for instance, that there are too many tones for

the number of TBUs in melodies like /HL/, which I represent autosegmentally as a single H feature

associated with both TBUs of the couplet, in keeping with theOCP (Leben 1973; Goldsmith 1976),

and a floating L at the right edge, while /HL/, which has the same number of tonal features, has no

floating tone. Under the analysis I propose, then, there are actually fewer underlyingly associated

tones in the /H/, /HL/, /LH/, /L/ and /LH/ melodies than there are TBUs in the couplet domain to

which they associate. This can be seen by comparing the realization of these melodies on couplets

and monomoraic grammatical morphemes as shown in Table 71.

39 Note that an analysis based only on the tone patterns found on monosyllabic stems would predict 125 (5 x 5 x 5)
possible tone patterns on stems with three TBUs; however, only the same five melodies are actually attested (cf. Snider
1999; 2017; Hyman 2011a).
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Table 71. Comparing tonal melodies on grammatical morphemes and couplets

Melody Monomoraic form Couplet form
/H/ =ⁿdi ́ ‘first person plural exclusive’ ⁿdʲúˀú ‘first person plural exclusive’
/HL/ nṹL= ‘locative’ nũṹ́L ‘face’
/L/ =jò ‘first person plural inclusive’ joò ‘first person plural inclusive’
/LH/ =kē ‘third person feminine’ jòˀō ‘second person singular’
/HL/ ---- tṹˀ ũ̀ ‘word’
/LHL/ ---- Llóˀò ‘small’
/LH/ ---- jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’

Some monomoraic grammatical morphemes have a clitic form, given in the first column, and a

related word with a couplet form, given in the second column. (The word jòˀō ‘second person

singular’ does not correspond to the third person feminine enclitic and is only given to illustrate the

/LH/ melody on a couplet.) As these data illustrate, some melodies do show templatic expansion

to fit the bimoraic couplet domain similar to the expansion of Kukuya melodies, although this has

been lexicalized so that floating tones are kept at the edge of the domain—that is, some melodies

have a form which is realized on a morpheme consisting of a single TBU and an expanded form for

a couplet: /H/ → [H] ~ [HH], /HL/ → [HL] ~ [HHL], /L/ → [L] ~ [∅L] and /LH/ → [M] ~ [LM].

Other melodies—/HL/, /LHL/, /LH/—which require two TBUs for their realization are not possible

on grammatical morphemes.

My first argument from the tonal phonology that the couplet should be considered a foot,

then, is that it is the bimoraic domain to which the root melodies are mapped, and my second

argument lies in the way the couplet templatically imposes an invariable shape on the realization

of tonal melodies. Since it is a typologically common role of the foot to both provide the domain

for the realization of phonological patterns and for this domain to function as a template in many

languages (cf. §5.3.2), and since the couplet is also the domain of stress assignment and has the

properties of a moraic trochee (cf. §6.1), I therefore take these tonal properties of the couplet as

evidence that the couplet should be considered a foot.
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Recognizing the couplet as the domain of stress and, therefore, a foot also makes sense of

another related tonal property of couplets which is that they license a fuller range of tonal melodies

than both affixes and clitics due to their bimoraic structure. While seven melodies are found on

couplets, only L, H, and HL are found on prefixes (cf. Table 2 in Chapter 2), only L and HL on pro-

clitics and L, H and LH on enclitics (cf. Table 6 in Chapter 2). Missing on grammatical morphemes

of any type are the melodies /HL/, /LHL/ and /LH/ (→ LH), all of which are realized on the surface

with two different tones in couplets.40 These facts mirror the situation in related Trique languages.

For instance, both Copala Trique (Hollenbach 1984) and Itunyoso Trique (DiCanio 2008) are de-

scribed as having the maximum number of tonal contrasts in the final syllable and a smaller set

of tonal contrasts in other syllables. Significantly, it is the final syllable that bears stress in those

languages.

As the domain of root melody association, the couplet is also the domain of various restric-

tions on both the distribution of tones and their realization, similar to the way it is the domain for

phonotactics in the non-tonal phonology. IM has a dispreference for L on the initial TBU of the

couplet. As discussed at length in §4.1.5, L initial melodies are very rare in native IM nouns (only

3% in my sample), and most of these words are hypothesized to have derived from a L toned animal

classifier prefix/suprafix. L initial melodies are only posited in the underlying melody of one verb

(§4.2.2), since other LH and LM verb forms are imperfective and are derived with a L suprafix.

Although L initial melodies are much more frequent in adjectives, it is hypothesized that these were

likely historically derived by a L suprafix. There is good reason, then, to believe that couplet initial

Ls come from outside the couplet, either synchronically or diachronically. It is possible to view

the dispreference as resulting from a cross-linguistic avoidance of L on prosodic heads (de Lacy

1999; 2002), which in the case of IM is the leftmost mora of the foot; however, it may just be the

phonologization of a phonetic tendency for L to fall over the course of the couplet when there is no

contrast between LL and ML (DiCanio p.c.).
40 It should be noted, however, that the vocative tonal suprafix (cf. §2.4.1) has the /HL/ melody.
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Another couplet-related distributional restriction is that /L/ is realized differently in the two

positions of the couplet. As was noted in §4.1.1, when L does occur in the couplet initial position (cf.

(279) and (280)), it is realized with a low level pitch whereas template finally it is realized as a low

falling tone (cf. the mean pitch contours presented in Figure 5). While it may be tempting to simply

consider the two different realizations of L as two different tones this conclusion is untenable, first,

because the tones are in complementary distribution, and second, because of the similarity between

words with a lexical LH melody, likemàŋ gú ‘mango’ and LH derived by FLA in the N-N associative

construction that was illustrated by the plot in Figure 9, in §4.1.3.

The most significant phonotactic constraint on tone is *LL, which bans consecutive L tones

within the couplet, as described in Chapter 4. This constraint is a specific example of a broad cross-

linguistic generalization known as the Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP; Leben 1973; Goldsmith

1976), which bans sequences of like features. A ban on adjacent L tones has also been described

for SM (Tranel 1995a:2; 1995b:300; cf. Pike 1944:124; 1948:57, 79), Peñoles Mixtec (Daly &

Hyman 2007:166) and Southeastern Nochixtlán Mixtec (SE) (McKendry 2013:305–306). The *LL
constraint plays an active role in the tonal phonology by blocking processes that would spread L

(LTS) or associate a floating L (FLA) to a couplet which already has an associated L, whether in

imperfective verb inflection, phrasal tonology or in the fossilized forms of words derived histori-

cally with the wood classifier prefix. For instance, L may optionally spread from a noun with the

/L/ melody to a following noun with the /H/ or /HL/ melodies in a NP, as shown by the data in (276),

repeated from (131).

(276) a. nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀
nɨɲ̀ɨ ̀
corncob

ɲãɲ̀i ̃ ́
ɲaɲ́i ́
brother

‘brother’s corncob’

b. nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀
nɨɲ̀ɨ ̀
corncob

nɨ ̃ɲ̀ɨ ̃ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

‘blood’s corncob’
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However, LTS does not apply to a following noun in the same context if it has the /HL/ melody:

(277) nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀
nɨɲ̀ɨ ̀
corncob

mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀
miɲ́i ̀
pool

ʻpoolʼs corncobʼ

The surface form of the HL noun, miɲ́i ̀ does not change to LL, *miɲ̀i ,̀ since this would violate *LL
by juxtaposing two separate Ls inside a couplet.

Similarly, FLA will not associate a floating L with a HL couplet, whether the floating L is

morphological (e.g. the imperfective suprafix) or lexical (e.g. /LHL/, /HL + HL/). I will illustrate

this with an example from verb inflection. As described in §2.4.2 and §4.2.2, the IM imperfective

morpheme is a L tonal suprafix, which associates to the verb couplet by FLA; however, when

the couplet already has a L, as in the /HL/ verb kiḱũ̀ ‘sew’, FLA is blocked since the L of the

imperfective cannot associate to the base and a∅ allomorph is selected instead, as shown in (278a).

(278) a. kiḱũ̀
∅ᴖkiḱù̃
ipfvᴖsew
‘is sewingʼ

b. kik̀i ̃ ́
Lᴖkiḱù̃=i ́
ipfvᴖsew=1sg
ʻI am sewingʼ

However, when the final TBU of the couplet is changed to H through coalescence with the first

person singular pronoun, as shown in (278b), the L suprafix is selected and FLA applies resulting

in a LH surface melody.

It is also tempting to consider the lack of LL as a surface melody in IM couplets (a gap

also noted in the surface inventory of couplet melodies of SM and SE) to be a consequence of *LL;

however, representing /L/ as single L feature associated with both moras of the couplet (cf. (97))
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is not an OCP violation. Still, while /H/ and /Hᶫ/ couplets are permitted to surface with H on both

TBUs of the couplet, this is apparently not permitted for /L/. Recall from §4.1.2 that the surface

realization of the /L/ melody is [∅L], which is modelled as derived from an underlying L linked

to both couplet TBUs and a process (ILD) delinking L from the initial couplet TBU, as in /ⁿdùtʲa/̀
‘water’ → ⁿdutʲà (cf. (98)). This process is blocked, however, if the final TBU is modified through

coalescence with the first person singular pronoun, as in ⁿdùtʲē ‘my water’, where the final couplet

TBU is changed to M and L is not deleted from the initial TBU.

It should be noted, on the other hand, that the restriction on consecutive L TBUs within the

couplet is not found in quasi-couplets consisting of the pre-couplet syllable and the initial couplet

syllable (underlined) as shown by these examples:

(279) a. pe(̀ɾù̀ú) ʻwatermelonʼ
b. ɲi ̃(̀ʃi ̀jō) ʻpalm beltʼ
c. jù(kùˀúL) ʻbathroomʼ

Consecutive L tones are also permitted in sequences of two pre-couplet syllables:

(280) a. nãǹã̀(tʃaũ̀)́
na–̀na–̀tʃa=́ũ
opt–rep–arrive=2sg
ʻwhen you arriveʼ

b. sàn dù(βiʃ̀i ̃)́
sa–̀ⁿdù–βiʃ́i ̃́
caus–inch–heated
ʻcausing to be heatedʼ

Similarly, consecutive L tones are also possible at the other end of the prosodic word:

(281) a. (βeˀe)̀ɾà
βèˀ =ɾà
house=3masc
ʻhis houseʼ
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b. (ⁿdutʲa)̀ɾà
ⁿdùtʲa=̀ɾà
water=3masc
ʻhis waterʼ

In these examples, L toned enclitics are shown to follow /L/ roots. Despite the fact that ILD occurs

in /L/ couplets but consecutive L TBUs are permitted in quasi-couplets, ILD is bettered considered

to be a consequence of the dispreference for L on the stressed mora of the couplet discussed above,

rather than a consequence of the *LL constraint.

Tonal processes themselves also provide support for the couplet as a tonal domain, but in a

way that is different from the segmental evidence. Whereas the segmental evidence consists mostly

of phonological patterns that take the couplet as the domain, all tonal processes, except ILD, operate

across couplet boundaries rather than within the couplet, as shown by the descriptions of the tonal

processes in Table 72.

Table 72. IM tonal processes

Process Description
LTS L spreads from /L/ across a couplet boundary to a H TBU in a following couplet subject

to *LL (cf. (132), (107))
FLA Associates a floating L across a couplet boundary to a H TBU in a following enclitic (cf.

(104)) or couplet subject to *LL (cf. (109))
LRS l-register spreads from a floating L across a couplet boundary to a following /HL/ couplet

(cf. (147)), or from /L/ to a following H enclitic (cf. (149), (150))
HTS Spreads H across a couplet boundary to a L TBU in a following enclitic (cf. (114)) or

couplet (cf. (117))
ILD L linked to both moras within a couplet is delinked from the initial mora (cf. (98))

Here it is important to remember Leben’s (2003:136) comments concerning tonal domains: “The

significance of tonal domains, in a nutshell, is that different things happen across them than happen

within them” (emphasis mine). In IM, tonal processes generally occur across the boundary of the

couplet domain rather than within it. For instance, neither LTS nor LRS apply from L to H within a

LH couplet. Similarly, HTS does not apply from H to L within a couplet. Since floating tones are
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never found couplet internally, FLA is not even possible within the couplet except when it applies

iteratively. In §4.1.3, it was noted that in a N-N construction with the melody combination /HL/

+ /H/, FLA can replace the entire melody of the /H/ noun with L (rather than just the first TBU),

resulting in a [∅L] couplet. This was represented autosegmentally in (111) as iterative association

of the floating L feature to each TBU of the couplet followed by delinking L from the initial couplet

TBU by ILD. Once FLA has applied across a couplet domain, then, it can optionally iterate within

the couplet domain.

HTS is another process that iteratively spreads through the couplet. In §4.1.3, HTS was

described as obligatorily applying from a /HL/ couplet to a following L pronoun, but this process

also optionally applies from a /HL/ couplet to a following /L/ couplet in the N-N construction, in

which case it spreads iteratively to both TBUs of the couplet, as was shown in (115) and (117).

The fact that HTS must apply to both TBUs if it is to apply at all provides evidence for the couplet

as a domain. The evidence is somewhat weakened, however, by the fact that if a /L/ enclitic is

added—/HL/-/L/=/L/ (cf. (118))—H will also spread to the /L/ enclitic. In other words, the enclitic

also appears to be included in the spreading domain. Another interpretation, however, as noted in

§4.1.3, is that there is a phrasal HTS rule that spreads H from one /HL/ couplet to a following /L/

couplet (i.e. within the PPh), and there is another HTS rule that spreads H within the PWrd to a

following /L/ enclitic.

There is, however, a tonal process that requires the couplet both in the formulation of the

rule and as the domain of application, which has not yet been discussed. H Dissimilation is a process

that delinks the H of a LH sequence before another H if the LH sequence is within the couplet, as

illustrated by the data in (282).

(282) a. (kùtʃi)ⁿdi ́
Lkútʃi=́ⁿdi ́
pig=1pl.excl

 
 

‘our pig’
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b. (jàkʷi ̃)ⁿdi ́
Ljaḱʷi ̃=́ⁿdi ́
armadillo=2pl.excl
ʻour armadilloʼ

c. (lùˀlu)ⁿdi ́
Llúˀlú=ⁿdi ́
foal=1pl.excl
ʻour foalʼ

Each of the roots in the examples has the /LH/ melody and is realized as LH in isolation (and other

contexts), however, when followed by the H toned second person exclusive pronoun the H tone of

the second couplet TBU (in bold) is realized at a pitch intermediate between L and H. I follow Paster

& Beam de Azcona (2005), who describe the same phenomena in Yucunany Mixtec, in analyzing

the process formally as delinking the couplet H of the LH=H sequence, resulting in a toneless mora,

as indicated by the lack of tone marking on these TBUs in the examples.

Crucially, H Dissimilation does not occur in the following examples because the LH se-

quence does not occur within the couplet:

(283) a. ra(̀ⁿdʲi ́ˀ i)́ ‘child’
b. ɲã(̀jɨβ́ɨ ́L) ‘people’
c. tɨ(̀kat́ʲi ́L) ‘blanket’
d. ra(̀ⁿdʲi ́ˀ i)́=ⁿdi ́ ‘our child’

In each example, the L on the initial TBU belongs to a pre-couplet syllable, while the following

H belongs to the couplet, so no H Dissimilation occurs. Example (283d), shows that even if the

couplet melody is considered to be linked to a single H (as the /H/ couplet melody is formalized)

and thus forms a LH sequence together with the pre-couplet L, the addition of the H toned first

person plural exclusive pronoun still does not trigger H Dissimilation of the couplet H.

I formalize H Dissimilation as follows:
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(284)

µ

H

µ µ

HL

H Dissimilation

)] ][[(

As shown, the domain of the rule is the extended PWrd (cf. (220)), but the LH sequence out-

putted from the Lexical Phonology crucially must be within the couplet/foot, while the H which

triggers the deletion of the couplet H must follow it within the extended PWrd. Following Morén

& Zsiga (2006:134–5), I assume that toneless TBUs “are phonetically mapped to the neutral/default

pitch range”, which in this case, where the toneless TBU lies between L and H TBUs, amounts to

an interpolation between the preceding L and following H (cf. Pierrehumbert 1980; Liberman &

Pierrehumbert 1984; Pierrehumbert & Beckman 1988). This analysis is well suited to the phonetic

realization of the toneless TBU in Figure 24, which gives the average pitch contour of four male

speakers and two female speakers producing eight repetitions each of (kùtʃi)ⁿdi ́ ‘our pig’ (282a)

(LH=H ‘1pl.excl’) and (kùtʃi)́ɾà ‘his pig’ (LH=L ‘3masc’) from the N-Pron production experi-

ment (Appendix C). The effect of the deleted H of LH=H ‘1pl.excl’ is clearly seen by the middish

pitch of the second TBU of this f0 contour as compared to the pitch of its final TBU and to the

corresponding (second) TBU of LH=L ‘3.masc’, since this construction with a L pronoun does

not undergo H Dissimilation. Aside from whatever cognitive or perceptual factors might motivate

dissimilation (Ohala 1981; Alderete 2003), H Dissimilation serves the purpose of reducing artic-

ulatory effort, as is evident in the name “Gradient Smoothing” used by Hinton et al. (1991) and

Paster & Beam de Azcona (2005) for the same process in Chalcatongo Mixtec and Yucunany Mix-

tec, respectively. Reducing H between L and H allows for the pitch change to be accomplished

over a greater amount of time, thus reducing the effort; however, this process is clearly governed

by prosodic structure and not by articulatory pressures alone.41

In summary, I have shown the couplet to be the domain of association for root tonal melodies

and have explored the templatic effects this has on the realization of tonal melodies. I have also
41 Another language with prosodically governed H dissimilation is Bambara. Leben (2002; 2003) reports that LH

alternates with L before H, but, as in IM, only when LH is contained within what he calls a tonal foot.
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Figure 24. Mean pitch contours of /LH/ + /=ⁿdi/́ ‘1pl.excl’ and /LH/ + /=ɾa/̀ ‘3masc’; dotted
vertical line = syllable boundary

described various restrictions on the distribution and realization of tones that take the couplet as

their domain including *LL, the dispreference of L on the initial couplet TBU and the different

realizations of L in the different couplet positions. The *LL constraint was also shown to block

the application of tonal processes that would spread or associate L to couplets already having an

underlying L. Aside from being subject to the *LL, constraint, the main couplet generalization from

tonal processes themselves is that they almost exclusively occur across couplet boundaries, rather

than within them; however, iterative FLA and HTS both take the couplet as the domain within

which they iterate. Furthermore, the H Dissimilation process only affects LH sequences which are

contained within the foot. All of these patterns which take the couplet as their domain provide

evidence that the couplet is a unit to which the IM grammar must refer, and because it is also the

domain of stress and has the shape identified for the moraic trochee in the inventory of foot types,

this unit should be identified as the foot. Further evidence for the foot status of the couplet related

to its status as the domain of stress assignment is the fact that the couplet licenses the greatest

number of tonal contrasts, and also that it shows a dispreference for L on its initial TBU, which

could instantiate the cross-linguistic dispreference for L on prosodic heads.
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6.4 Prosodically conditioned L raising

This section discusses a tonal process that I refer to as L Raising, which has not yet been

described. Like most other tonal processes, the structural description of this process also makes ref-

erence to phonological material across a couplet boundary; however, it is conditioned by prosodic

structure in a way that is unparalleled by other tonal processes. L Raising raises the L of a HLH

sequence, but only when the L is not in a prominent position. This means that the process not only

affects couplet final Ls, but also unfooted pre-couplet Ls, while Ls in the couplet initial TBU are

not raised.

The examples in (285) illustrate a context where L in the second couplet position of a /HL/

couplet is raised when followed by the H toned first person exclusive pronoun,=ⁿdi ́.

(285) a. (tʃit́ò)ⁿdi ́
tʃit́ò=ⁿdi ́
bed=1pl.excl

[  ]

ʻour bedʼ

b. (ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀)ⁿdi ́
ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ=̀ⁿdi ́
pimple=1pl.excl

[  ]

ʻour pimpleʼ

c. (káà)ⁿdi ́
ka=̂ⁿdi ́
metal=1pl.excl

[  ]

ʻour metalʼ

d. (ⁿdóˀò)ⁿdi ́
ⁿdôˀ=ⁿdi ́
adobe=1pl.excl

[  ]

ʻour adobeʼ

As can be seen by the middle tone bar in the schematic pitch representations, the final L of the

couplet is raised, and further, the final tone bar, representing the tone of the pronoun, is not lowered,

showing that LRS does not apply, as it does obligatorily when H pronouns are preceded by /L/
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couplets (cf. (285), in §4.1.6). Since the realization of L Raising is gradient and appears to be

sensitive to speech rate, I represent it formally as the delinking of L between the two Hs (hence,

the lack of a tone mark above the second couplet vowel (in bold) in the surface form). A formal

representation of the derivation of /HL/ + ‘1pe’ is given in (286).

(286) Couplet final L Raising

µ

H

µ µ

LH

L Raising

)(

Crucial to the statement of the rule are the couplet boundaries, which are marked with round brack-

ets. It is the L of the second TBU of the couplet that is delinked, and this bleeds LRS that would

otherwise apply to the pronoun (cf. (148), (149)). I assume that the surface pitch of the tone-

less TBU, while lacking a phonological pitch target, is “phonetically mapped to the neutral/default

pitch range” (Morén & Zsiga 2006:134–5) between the two high pitch targets on the neighbouring

TBUs.42

The phonetic realization of L Raising can be seen in the plot of the mean pitch contour of

eight repetitions of (285a) by each of two female and four male speakers from the N-Pron produc-

tion experiment (Appendix C) given in Figure 25. The f0 contour of this item is represented by

HL=H ‘1pl.excl’ in the plot, which has the output tones H∅=H, and is compared to the f0 con-

tour of HL=L ‘3.masc’ (tʃit́ò=ɾà ‘his bed’), with the output tones HL=L, and L=H ‘1pl.excl’

(tʃiki=̀ⁿdi ̄ ‘his fist’), which has the output tones∅L=M (the H pronoun being lowered by LRS; cf.

(148)). The pitch of the “raised L” (=∅) in the second TBU of HL=H ‘1pl.excl’ is clearly higher
42 The gradience and apparent sensitivity of L Raising to speech rate suggest that the process is phonetic, however,

the application of the process bleeds LRS, which would presumably apply from the final L of /HL/ to the following H
pronoun as it does from /L/ couplets to H pronouns, suggesting that the process is phonological. The autosegmental
account offered here attempts to capture both the gradient nature of the process (i.e. a toneless TBU that is assigned
its target by phonetic implementation) and its phonological nature (i.e. the fact that L has been deleted and therefore
can no longer spread), but this may not be entirely satisfactory to all. L Raising provides a good example to support
Kiparskyʼs (1985:94) observation that “the distinction between postlexical phonological and phonetic processes is by
no means clear-cut,” and that gradient processes form a cline.
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Figure 25. Mean pitch contours of /HL/ + /H/ ‘1pl.excl’, /HL/ + /L/ ‘3.masc’ and /L/ + /H/
‘1pl.excl’; dotted vertical line = syllable boundary

than the pitch of the second TBU of the other f0 contours, which have a L tone.43 Comparison

of the pronoun tones (the third TBU of each f0 contour) also shows that the H pronoun in HL=H

‘1pl.excl’ is not lowered like it is in L=H ‘1pl.excl’.

What is significant about L Raising from the standpoint of prosodic structure is that it does

not occur when the couplet melody is LH—that is, where the L is in the strong position of the

couplet. This tonal configuration is found in N-N constructions, such as those in (287), where the

initial word in the constructions ends in H, and the second word has the LH melody.

(287) a. ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́
ɲaɲ́i ́
brother

màᵑgú
Lmáŋ gú
mango

ʻmangoʼs brotherʼ
43 Here it is important to remember that no HTS occurs to the underlying L TBU, since if it did, a continuous (more

or less flat) high pitch contour over the three TBUs would be expected. The dip in the pitch is due to the fact that this
TBU is phonetically mapped to the neutral/default pitch range, as mentioned above.
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dotted vertical line = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

b. nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

màᵑgú
Lmáŋ gú
mango

ʻmangoʼs bloodʼ

c. ãm̀ã́
Laḿá
heart

màᵑgú
Lmáŋ gú
mango

ʻmangoʼs heartʼ

This creates a HLH sequence; however, the couplet initial L does not undergo the L Raising process.

This can be seen in the phonetic realization of these examples given in Figure 26, where they are

given the melody labels, H-LH (287a), HL-LH (287b) and LH-LH (287c). The low pitch of the third

TBU of each f0 contour in the plot compared to the high pitch of the TBUs on either side clearly

shows the lack of L Raising of the L in the strong position of the couplet.

It might be argued that L Raising does not apply in examples like (287) because it does

not apply across prosodic word boundaries, but this is not so, as the N-N construction examples in

(288) show.
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(288) a. mi ̃ɲ́i ̃
miɲ́i ̀
pool

ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́
ɲaɲ́i ́
brother

ʻbrotherʼs poolʼ

b. mi ̃ɲ́i ̃
miɲ́i ̀
pool

nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́
nɨɲ́ɨ ́L
blood

ʻbloodʼs poolʼ

c. mi ̃ńũ
mińù
epazote.herb

mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀
miɲ́i ̀
pool

ʻpoolʼs epazote herbʼ

In each of these examples, the initial word in the phrase has the /HL/ melody and the following

word begins with H, creating a HLH sequence. Since the L in the first word is in the weak position

of the couplet it is delinked and surfaces as toneless. The phonetic realization of these examples is

shown by the plot in Figure 27, where they are labeled HL-H (288a), HL-HL (288b) and HL-HL

(288c), and are compared with the f0 contour of the HL-LH phrase, mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ màŋ gú ‘mangoʼs pool’,

which does not have L Raising since the second word in the phrase begins with L rather than H.

Observing the pitch at the offset of the initial /HL/ in each f0 contour of the plot (at the solid vertical

line), L is clearly raised in each f0 contour except that of HL-LH. In the f0 contour of HL-H, it may

also be that, besides L Raising, the /H/ melody is also somewhat lowered, although the initial HL

is lower also.

In addition to targeting couplet final Ls, L Raising also applies to a pre-couplet L if the

couplet melody begins with H and this word is preceded by a word ending in H, as illustrated by

these examples:

(289) a. màᵑgú
Lmáŋ gú
mango

ɾa(ⁿdíˀí)
ɾà(ⁿdʲíˀ
child

[    ]
 
 

‘the child’s mango’
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Figure 27. Mean pitch contour of /HL/ + /H/, /HL/ + /HL/, /HL/ + /HL/ and /HL/ + /LH/ in the N-N
construction; dotted vertical lines = syllable boundary, solid vertical line = word boundary

b. tʃat́ú
tʃat́ú
pants

tɨ(nɨ ́ˀ ɨ)́
tɨ(̀nɨˀL
twins

[    ]
 
 

‘twins’s pants’

c. kúˀβá
kúˀβá
measurement

tʲi(kaá)̀
tʲi(̀kâ
knife

[    ]
 
 

‘knife’s measurement’

In each example, the initial word in the phrase ends in H and the second words have the melodies

L(HH) (289a), L(HHL) (289b) and L(HL) (289c). The initial TBU of the trimoraic word (the third

tone bar in the schematic pitch representation) is raised between two Hs. The average pitch contours

of ɾàn dʲi ́ˀ i ́ and tɨnɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L pronounced by speaker MQM in H_H and L_L carrier sentences in the Large

Noun production experiment (Appendix D) are given in Figure 28. Only the pitch of the target

word is given in the plot. Bearing in mind that the initial TBU of each item was preceded by a word

ending in a H or L depending on the carrier sentence, it is evident that the pre-couplet syllable (i.e.

the pitch of the first TBU) of the words preceded by H have a raised pitch in comparison to the
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same words preceded by L. It should also be noted that L Raising does not occur in this context if

the preceding word has the /HL/ melody, presumably due to the floating L.

The autosegmental derivation of pre-couplet L Raising is given in (290).

(290) Pre-couplet L Raising

µ

H

µ µ

LH

L Raising

) (

Critical to this derivation are the couplet boundaries. Unlike the couplet final L Raising, shown in

(286), two couplet boundaries are needed to define the environment, a fact that will be discussed

further below.

L raising in a HLH sequence is a typologically common process. Viewed from an articu-

latory perspective, L is raised between Hs in order to reduce articulatory effort by minimizing the
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tonal ups and downs (Hyman 1978:261; Hyman & VanBik 2004; Cahill 2008; Chen 2010).44 In

IM, however, this constraint does not apply across the board, since Ls in stressed syllables do not

undergo the process when surrounded by Hs. In other words, L Raising occurs in prosodically weak

positions in the PWrd.45 Thus, L Raising offers only indirect support for the couplet as a prosodic

constituent; it is compatible with the overall prosodic structure argued for in this dissertation, of

which the couplet (= foot) is an integral part, but does not single out the couplet as the domain for

the process. In order to appreciate the contribution of L Raising to the thesis, it is important to con-

sider these data in light of what it means to say that L belongs to a stressed or unstressed TBU. As

discussed in §5.3.1, word stress is defined in in terms of hierarchical prominence relations within

the prosodic word that result from parsing the string of phonemes into feet and feet into PWrds,

not as a feature associated with a particular vowel or syllable. In this conception of stress, the

prominence of a TBU or mora derives from its position within the overall prosodic structure. The

most prominent TBU is the one that is the head of the most prominent foot in the PWrd. In IM,

where only a single foot is constructed per PWrd, not only does the non-head mora of the foot

lack prominence, but so do unfooted pre-couplet syllables, as illustrated in (291).

(291)

σσ

ω

F

µµ

σ

µ

As shown, the initial mora of the foot is the most prominent of the PWrd, while the final mora

is a dependent within the foot, and word initial mora is a dependent of the PWrd node. Viewed
44 See Cahill (2008:7) for examples and references cited in support of the hypothesis that HLH is a dispreferred

sequence.
45 Since L Raising targets pre-couplet Ls as well as Ls in the weak position of the couplet, the simplest way to state

the rule would be to say that an unstressed L is delinked/deleted between two Hs: L [-stress] →∅ / H_H. A rule like
this makes no overt reference to the couplet. However, there are good reasons for why stress is considered to fall out
from prosodic structure and not to be the property of individual syllables (e.g. Hayes 1995, Ch. 3).
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in this light, the facts of L Raising are entirely consistent with the prosodic structure in (291).

L Raising occurs when L is surrounded by H tones and is not associated with the head of the

foot—that is, when the L is associated to the weak mora of the foot or to an unfooted pre-foot

mora. Thus, L Raising provides support not only for the foot, but also for how the foot fits into the

PWrd, the next level up in the prosodic hierarchy. The deletion of L in non-prominent positions,

then, falls in line with a host of evidence reported in other sections of the dissertation that targets

tend to be reduced or eliminated in these positions: deletion (or labialization) of pre-foot vowels

(§6.2.2.1, §6.2.2.2), the diachronic loss of foot-medial consonants (§6.2.2.3), synchronic reduction

of (primarily) obstruents in pre- and post-foot positions, as well as foot-medially (§6.2.2.3) and the

diachronic loss of contrastive glottalization in the final syllable of the foot and restriction of this

feature to the head of the foot (§6.3.1).

6.5 The foot in loanword adaptation

The adaptation of loanwords into a language can provide valuable insights into the nature of

the phonological system into which the word is borrowed (e.g. Hyman 1970; Holden 1976; Kang

2011). In §5.3.2 we saw that the foot can play an important templatic role in the adaptation of

foreign words into Cantonese (Silverman 1992) and Fijian (Kenstowicz 2007), and in §6.1 we saw

that the couplet as the unit of stress assignment in IM should be identified as a bimoraic, trochaic

foot from the typology of stress systems (e.g. Hayes 1995). In this section I show that a structure

with the same properties—that is, a foot consisting of either two light syllables or one heavy (C)Vː
syllable—is active in the adaptation of Spanish loanwords in IM. A strong constraint maintaining

correspondence between the stressed syllable in the source word and the adapted word, and the

strategies used to repair situations where the mapping of the stressed syllable to the foot template

would violate foot structure confirm the essential link between stress and a trochaic foot in IM
phonology.

In the vast majority of adaptations the stressed syllable in the adaptation corresponds to the

stressed syllable in the Spanish source, as illustrated by the examples in (292).
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(292) a. kù.(ˈjò.té) ‘coyote’ cf. coyote [ko.ˈjo.te]
b. (ˈɲẽɾ̀.kú) ‘Wednesday’ cf. miércoles [ˈmʲeɾ.ko.les]
c. (ˈlá.mĩ)̀.nã̀ ‘corrugated roofing’ cf. lámina [ˈla.mi.na]

Much of the time, as in each of these examples, mapping the source structure to the IM disyllabic

foot template is accomplished trivially. This is shown for example (292a) in (293).

(293)
F

µ µ

ˈjk  u o et

σ σ

Since coyote has penultimate stress, the stressed penult can map to the head of the foot and its

ultimate syllable to the final syllable of the foot resulting in a proper trochaic stress foot. The

Spanish source of (292b) actually has antepenultimate stress, but here the entire form is truncated

to fit the foot template while maintaining correspondence between the stressed syllables. Finally, in

the case of (292c), where the Spanish source also has antepenultimate stress, the string is similarly

parsed into a trochaic stress foot with the stressed syllable mapping to the head of the foot template,

but with one syllable (na) leftover, as shown in (294).

(294)

µ µ

ˈl n  aa im

F

σ σ

Since, like native enclitics, the final syllable does not affect the placement of stress, I consider this

leftover syllable to be extrametrical and associated directly to the prosodic word, as described in
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§6.1. This is similar to the situation in !Xóõ reported by Downing (2010:395; citing Traill 1985),

where Afrikaans koppie ‘cup’ is adapted as (kóo)pì with the initial vowel lengthened to form a

bimoraic foot, whereas lorrie ‘lorry’ is adapted as (nòli) with a short vowel. The difference is that

pi is interpreted phonologically as a suffix, since the language does not allow foot medial stops

(e.g. *(kópi)), but since foot medial sonorants are allowed, the adaptation of lorrie does not require

vowel lengthening.

Even though mapping to the foot is accomplished more or less trivially in these examples,

they show three important properties of the IM foot. The first is its intimate connection with stress,

since the stressed syllables in the Spanish sources and their adaptations always correspond. The

second property is the trochaic prominence pattern, since the stressed syllable in the source maps

to the initial (head) syllable of the foot. The third property observed is the truncation of the trisyl-

labic, miércoles down to foot size (ˈɲẽɾ̀.kú) (292b), similar to the Cantonese truncation of English

loanwords discussed in §5.3.2. Although loanwords are not always truncated (e.g. (292a, c)), and

an exhaustive treatment of the subject will not be attempted here, it is not difficult to recognize in

the adaptation of miércoles the templatic role played by the foot in IM both as a minimal word/root

(§6.2.1) and as a canonical word referenced in diachronic processes (§6.2).

So far we have seen that Spanish words with penultimate and antepenultimate stress map to

the IM foot template in a straightforward manner. This is not the case, however, with Spanish words

having final stress, and it is the adaptation of these words that provides the strongest evidence for

the vital connection of the foot to stress in IM. I will focus on the adaptation of these words for the

rest of the section.

In Spanish, words with final stress often end in a consonant and this is true of the Spanish

source of all of the loanwords considered here. These words are problematic because of the strong

constraint in IM that the stressed syllable in the adaptation correspond to the stressed syllable in the

source, the inviolable constraint that stress be realized in a bimoraic foot, as well as the fact that

consonants cannot be moraic in Mixtec, nor are closed syllables permissible. This general situation
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in loanword adaptation is repaired in one of three ways—two of which allow the stressed syllables

in the input and output to correspond, and one which does not—but all of which result in a proper

stress foot in the loanword.

The first repair strategy is to delete the final consonant and lengthen the vowel of the stressed

syllable, as in the examples in (295).

(295) Source Gloss Adaptation Gloss
a. mil [ˈmil] ‘thousand’ (ˈmi ̃ì ̃)́ ‘thousand’
b. Dios [ˈdʲos] ‘God’ (ˈⁿdʲòó) ‘God’
c. corral [ko.ˈral] ‘corral’ ku.(ˈɾaà)́ ‘corral’
d. reloj [re.ˈlox] ‘clock’ re.̀(ˈlòó) ‘clock’
e. Miguel [mi.ˈgel] ‘Michael’ mi ̃.̀(ˈgeè)́ ‘Michael’
f. Simón [si.ˈmon] ‘Simon’ ʃi.̀(ˈmõõ̀)́ ‘Simon’

The final consonant in each of these examples cannot fill the second mora of the foot template, as

shown in (296a) for the adaptation of mil ‘thousand’ (295a).

(296) a.

m i l

σ σ

µ µ

F
          b.

σ

m i

µ µ

F

What happens instead, is that the consonant is deleted and the vowel of the stressed syllable is

mapped to both moras of the monosyllabic foot template resulting in a long vowel, as shown in

(296b). In this adaptation strategy, we see both the importance in the grammar of making sure that

the stressed syllable in the adapted form corresponds to the stressed syllable in the source word,

and that stress must be realized in a bimoraic foot. Given that there is only a single, short vowel

in the input of these loanwords, and lengthening does not occur in words that are adapted with

a disyllabic stress foot (e.g. (293)), the most straightforward analysis is that the short vowel is
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lengthened to meet the prosodic demands of the receptor language. Thus, this pattern of vowel

lengthening provides further support for the analysis of native (C)V(ˀ)V couplets presented in 6.2.1

as underlyingly monomoraic /(C)V(ˀ)/ and lengthened to fill out the foot template.

If the Spanish source is monosyllabic, as in (295a-b), then the deletion and vowel length-

ening strategy appears to be the only adaptation strategy employed; however, if the source word

has more than one syllable, then a second option to maintain correspondence between the stressed

syllables is to keep the final consonant and epenthesize a vowel for the second mora of the template,

as in the examples in (297).

(297) Source Gloss Adaptation Gloss
a. mandil [man.ˈdil] ‘apron’ ma.̀(ˈⁿdi.̀li)́ ‘apron’
b. Miguel [mi.ˈgel] ‘Michael’ (ˈje.̀li)́, mi.̀(ˈje.̀li)́ ‘Michael’
c. Carasol [ka.ɾa.ˈsol] ‘Carasol’ ka.̀ɾa.̀(ˈsò.la)̄46 ‘Carasol’

This strategy adopts the disyllabic foot template for the adapted word, as illustrated in (298) for

mandil (297a).

(298)

µ µ

ⁿdm  a i l

F

σ σ

i⇡

Interestingly, Miguel (297b) can also be adapted by this strategy (cf. (295e)). Although there is

insufficient data to make firm generalizations about the epenthetic vowel, these few data suggest

that it must be an outer triangle vowel (cf. §6.3.3.2), and perhaps that if the stressed vowel in the

source is [+front], then the epenthetic vowel is /i/ and elsewhere /a/ (the least marked vowel
46 I am uncertain of the tone of this word.
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in the system). This adaptation strategy appears to be much less frequently employed than the

lengthening strategy.

The third strategy used to adapt Spanish source words with final stress into IM is to delete

the final consonant and map the final two syllables of the word to the disyllabic foot template

(216a), with the result that stress is shifted one syllable left of what it was in the source word, as in

the examples in (299).

(299) Source Gloss Adaptation Gloss
a. azul [a.ˈsul] ‘blue’ (ˈa.̀sū) ‘blue’
b. cotón [ko.ˈton] ‘cotton’ (ˈkò.tõ)̄ ‘shirt’
c. Miguel [mi.ˈgel] ‘Michael’ (ˈmi.́ge)̀ ‘Michael’
d. Simón [si.ˈmon] ‘Simon’ (ˈʃi.́mũ)̀ ‘Simon’

Notice that Miguel (299c) may also be adapted using this strategy (cf. (295e) and (297b)), as well

as Simon (299d) (cf. (295f)). The two forms of Simon refer to different persons, suggesting that

sometimes alternate strategies may be used to achieve contrast. The significance of these data are

that they show that, while the correspondence between the stressed syllable in the input and output

may be violated, the realization of stress in a trochaic foot is obligatory.47

The role of the foot in IM loanword adaptation is very similar to what we saw in Fijian

adaptations of English loanwords in §5.3.2. That language also assigns stress to a bimoraic trochee

aligned to the right edge of the word and attempts a close correspondence between the stressed

syllable in the adaptation and the stressed syllable in the source word. English words with final

stress create a situation requiring repair since it is not possible to form a bimoraic foot and maintain

correspondence between the stressed syllables in the source and adapted forms just like Spanish

words with final stress do in IM. In both languages the mismatch between the input structure and
47 It should be noted that stress shift also occurs in two Spanish loanwords with antepenultimate stress (ˈn̥ⁿdʲi.́kóL

‘syndic’ < síndico [ˈsin.di.ko],ma.̀ˈki.́náL ‘machine’ < máquina [ˈma.ki.na]) and two with penultimate stress (ˈtɾa.̀ᵑgā
< tranquera [tɾaŋ.ˈke.ɾa], ˈkù.tʃi ́ ‘pig’ < cochino [ko.ˈtʃi.no]) in my corpus. In all of these adaptations stress is
realized in a disyllabic foot consisting of the final two syllables of the adapted form, taking into account the truncation
down to foot size of all of the examples except mà̍ kińáL. In the case of ˈn̥ⁿdʲi.́kóL, since truncation has resulted in the
fusion of the stressed syllable in the source word with the following syllable (which is stressed in the adaptation), it
could be argued that no stress shift has occurred.
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prosodic structure is repaired by two strategies that maintain correspondence between the stressed

syllable of the source and the stressed syllable in the adapted forms—that is, either by dropping the

final consonant and lengthening the final vowel to create a monosyllabic foot, or by keeping the final

consonant and epenthesizing a vowel to create a disyllabic foot. A third strategy, which maintains

foot structure but not the correspondence of stressed syllables is also used in both languages. This

strategy simply maps the final two syllables onto the disyllabic foot template, resulting in an adapted

word which has the stressed syllable shifted one syllable from its location in the source word. What

all three adaptation strategies have in common is that they demonstrate the essential connection of

stress and the foot in these languages through the obligatory requirement that stress be realized

in a trochaic foot aligned with the right edge of the grammatical word. In the first two strategies

(lengthening and epenthesis), correspondence between the stressed syllable of the source and the

stressed syllable in the adapted forms is maintained at the cost of augmenting the existing structure.

In the third strategy, even though correspondence of the stressed syllables is violated, both the

bimoraic shape and the trochaic prominence requirements are upheld. These strategies show the

templatic function of the foot in triggering structural changes (vowel lengthening, epenthesis and

stress shift) to ensure a proper stress foot even when word minimality is not an issue. They also

highlight the fact that either form of the foot is acceptable, especially, in the case of IM, the Spanish

words that are adapted by multiple strategies.



Chapter 7

Conclusion

The descriptive term “couplet” has been ubiquitous in the descriptions of most Mixtec va-

rieties; however, exactly what this structure is in terms of the structure of the word has not been

satisfactorily explained, nor has the pervasiveness of the couplet in the synchronic and diachronic

phonology been adequately explored in the past. This dissertation has shown that the couplet should

be identified as a foot from prosodic hierarchy theory, because it has the structural properties of

the foot and fulfills the typologically common functions of the foot. In §6.1 the couplet was shown

to fulfill the prototypical function of the foot as the constituent to which stress is assigned in IM,

and to have all of the structural properties of the foot: it is a constituent intermediate between the

syllable and the PWrd, and the basic couplet forms (11) match the foot templates of the moraic

trochee (184b), having a binary structure that is quantity-sensitive and left headed, comprising ei-

ther two light syllables ((C)V(ˀ)CV) or one heavy (bimoraic) syllable ((C)V(ˀ)V). In §6.2 it was

demonstrated that the couplet plays a templatic role in both the synchronic and diachronic phonol-

ogy. Since the couplet was shown to have the structural properties of the foot and to function in the

prototypical role of stress assignment in IM (cf. §6.1), the templatic function of the couplet was

taken as further evidence that it should be identified as a foot.

Synchronically, couplets with the form (C)V(ˀ)V (e.g. kóóᶫ ‘snake’, kóˀóᶫ ‘dish’) were

shown in §6.2.1 to be underlyingly /(C)V(ˀ)/ (e.g. /kóᶫ/, /kóˀᶫ/) and augmented through vowel

lengthening when they are the stressed couplet of the word. Crucially, when these couplets are

combined with the first and second person singular enclitic pronouns (=í ,=ũ), no augmentation

occurs, and thus the pronouns do not coalesce with the final couplet vowel as they do in disyllabic

couplets. Rather, the pronouns—which consist of a single vowel—simply fill the second mora of

the monosyllabic foot template (e.g. kóì ‘my snake’, kóṹᶫ ‘your snake’, kóˀì ‘my dish’, kóˀṹᶫ ‘your
323
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dish’). We thus see that the couplet functions as a minimal word template to trigger augmentation

of prosodically deficient forms just as the foot serves as the minimal word template in languages

like Lardil (cf. §5.3.2). As it turns out in IM, the foot is, more specifically, the minimal morpho-

logical root template, since prefixes and enclitics are not allowed to fill out the foot template like

they are, for instance, in Fijian (cf. (194)). The grammar of IM therefore contains constraints that

map the root to the foot, aligning the left edge of the root with the left edge of the foot, and the

couplet as a minimal word template falls out from the fact that all words in IM consist minimally

of a root. Given this close relationship between the foot and the root, it is not surprising that most

Mixtecanists have been content to refer to the couplet simply as the root, for in most cases they are,

in fact, coextensive. Nevertheless, there are good descriptive and conceptual reasons to maintain

their distinctness.

The analysis that long vowels are underlyingly short is contrary to Carroll’s (2015) analysis

of long vowels in Ixpantepec Mixtec. He analyzes these vowels as underlyingly long in order to

provide two TBUs for the tonal melodies of the root. However, this analysis fails to account for the

lack of vowel coalescence in (C)V(ˀ)V couplets or for their predictable distribution in the stressed

couplet (§6.2.1). The restriction of a single tone per TBU, on the other hand, is analyzed as a surface

constraint in this dissertation, and not holding over underlying forms. The underlying form of a

root with the /HL/ melody like káà ‘metal’, for instance, is /kâ/, with both tones associated with

the only underlying root vowel; however, the surface form of this root is augmented through vowel

lengthening when prosodic structure is assigned in the Lexical Phonology, which provides a second

TBU for the realization of the tonal melody.

The templatic influence of the couplet is also demonstrated in diachronic processes that

created couplet-sized structures (§6.2.2). For instance, in the formation of realis and irrealis stems

at an earlier stage of the language (cf. §6.2.2.1), subminimal CV roots combined with mood pre-

fixes (tʃì– and kù–, respectively) to produce a stem matching the disyllabic couplet form (e.g. tʃi•tʲì
‘bathe:real’, ku•tʲì ‘bathe:irr’)—a form of template satisfaction different from the vowel length-

ening described above that was particular to this morphological context. Interestingly, bimoraic
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VCV roots also resulted in CVCV couplets through the deletion of the prefix vowel (e.g. tʃ•isò
‘carry:real’, k•isò ‘carry:irr’) or, in the case of the irrealis prefix, the labialization of the prefix

vowel (e.g. kʷ•ãɲũ ‘step on:irr’). Both the augmentation of subminimal CV roots by including

the prefix into the couplet and the truncation of prefix + VCV roots find a unified explanation in

a disyllabic couplet template, since both result in a bimoraic foot. By contrast, the prefix vowel is

never deleted when it can be mapped to the foot template without creating either a trimoraic form

or a monosyllabic couplet with two different vowels, and roots which already had a CVCV shape

were neither augmented nor truncated, since the roots already had the ideal CVCV shape. The

imposition of a particular shape on a morphological structure is a typologically common functions

of the foot and constitutes evidence that the couplet should be identified as a foot.

The tendency to reduce multisyllabic constructions to couplet form was noted by Josserand

(1983:460) as one of the most important processes in the historical development of Mixtecan lan-

guages, and it is also seen in IM data in places other than realis/irrealis stems. In §6.2.2.2 it was

shown that, similar to what was reported by Macken & Salmons (1997) for CM, vowel syncope

in the pre-couplet syllables has created consonant clusters at the onset of the couplet that are unat-

tested within the couplet and, in most cases, has reduced these words to a couplet-sized structure. It

was argued that the location of these consonant clusters is not predicted in an analysis based solely

on syllables since the clusters occur in the onset of the first couplet syllable and not the second;

however, if the couplet is a trochaic foot the location of the clusters makes good sense, since the

initial syllable of the trochaic foot is the most prominent and expected to host the greatest number of

phonological contrasts (e.g. Macken 1996; Macken & Salmons 1997; Harris 1997; Dresher & van

der Hulst 1998). Furthermore, the syllables preceding the foot in IM are considered to be unfooted

and therefore also prosodically weak, giving rise to the tendency for vowel deletion in this context.

In these data, as with the truncation observed in realis/irrealis stems, the function of the couplet

clearly parallels the function of the foot as a diachronic template in languages like Old Saxon, for

instance, where the theme vowel of i-stems was lost if it was not footed with the stem, and retained

if it was (cf. §5.3.2).
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The couplet similarly has functioned templatically in the diachronic phonology to define

the site of consonant deletion. IM reflexes of PM *w (> β) and *j (> j) have tended to be lost in

the couplet medial position but not in the couplet initial position. Again, these facts find a simple

explanation if the couplet is considered a trochaic foot which acts as a template for sound change.

Since the second syllable of the foot is weak, this is precisely the location where one might expect

consonant lenition and loss. On the other hand, retention in the initial syllable is expected since this

is the most prominent syllable of the trochaic foot. These facts are similar to the diachronic process

of d-deletion in Buttelstedt German, which is also described in terms of a trochaic foot template by

Smith & Ussishkin (2015) (cf. §5.3.2).

The most pervasive typological role of the foot outside of stress assignment is its role in

providing the domain for phonological processes and phonotactic generalizations (e.g. Nespor &

Vogel 2007 [1986]). Since the couplet has the theoretical properties of the moraic trochee and

functions in the prototypical role of the foot in stress assignment, I take the fact that it also provides

the domain for numerous phonotactic constraints, as well as a few phonological processes, as further

evidence that the couplet should be identified as a foot. Phonotactic patterns that take the couplet

as their domain include distributional restrictions on patterns of nasal segments (§6.3.2), vowels

(§6.3.3), labial consonants (§6.3.4) and various tonal phenomena (§6.3.6). With respect to the latter,

the couplet was shown to be the domain within which a restricted set of root tonal melodies are

realized, as well as the domain which licenses the greatest number of tonal melodies. Further, the

*LL constraint bans consecutive L tones from occurring within the couplet, there is a dispreference

for L on the couplet initial TBU and L has different allotones occurring on the initial and final TBUs

of the couplet.

Phonological processes which take the couplet as their domain are contrastive glottalization

(cf. §6.3.1), consonant lenition (t → d, tʃ → ʃ , k → ɣ) (cf. §6.2.2.3), epenthetic glottalization

(§6.3.5) and L Raising (§6.4). Of these, only the first is restricted to the couplet. The other processes

all occur in other prosodically weak positions, which include both the final syllable of the couplet
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as well as unfooted pre- and post-couplet syllables; their implications for prosodic structure are

considered below. Contrastive glottalization is a feature of roots that is only licensed on the first

mora of the couplet and is lost when roots are not realized in couplet form (i.e. in compounds).

While the couplet is referenced in the description of tonal processes (ILD, LTS, FLA, LRS, HTS, H

Dissimilation), nearly all tonal processes are found to occur across couplet boundaries rather than

within them. This also can be considered as evidence for the unit status of the couplet since, as

Leben (2003:136) points out, a significant characteristic of tonal domains is that “different things

happen across them than happen within them.” The H Dissimilation process, however, also has a

condition that uniquely targets the couplet: the first H of a LHH sequence dissimilates (i.e. deletes)

across a couplet boundary, but only if the LH sequence is within a couplet. In addition, the FLA
process may optionally iterate within the domain of the couplet. HTS also iterates within the couplet

but includes post-couplet enclitics and therefore does not uniquely target the couplet.

The final type of evidence for the foot comes from Spanish loanwords (§6.5). The adap-

tation of source words with final stress provides a convincing demonstration of the integral con-

nection of stress with the foot in IM, its bimoraic form and trochaic prominence pattern. In these

adaptations, the stressed final syllable is usually augmented so that stress can be realized both on

the corresponding syllable in the adapted form and in a trochaic foot. This is accomplished either

through deleting the final consonant of the Spanish word and lengthening the vowel to create a

heavy syllable (the most common strategy) or through epenthesizing a vowel after the final con-

sonant, creating a disyllabic foot. A third strategy deletes the final consonant and shifts stress one

syllable to the left. All of the strategies highlight the fact that stress in IM must be realized in a

bimoraic, trochaic foot, which can either be a single heavy syllable or two light syllables aligned

with the right edge of the root/minimal prosodic word. The vowel augmentation strategy also pro-

vides support for the analysis of (C)V(ˀ)V couplets as having underlyingly short vowels which are

lengthened on the surface to satisfy the foot template since the vowels in the Spanish source words

are short, but are lengthened to fill the foot template during adaptation.
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The picture that emerges from the findings of this dissertation is that prosodic structure plays

a large role in the grammar of IM. The focus of this study has been on the foot and the findings

summarized above are all ways in which it manifests itself in the phonology, and the end result of

the couplet = foot analysis advanced is a coherent explanation for a disparate set of phonological

patterns encompassing synchronic and the diachronic dimensions of the phonology. Since the foot

exists within a hierarchy of units, descriptions of the units below and immediately above it have also

been necessary. The smallest unit—the mora—has a key role in the phonology since the quantity-

sensitive foot is defined over moras, rather than syllables—that is, the foot comprises either two

light syllables or one heavy syllable, but always has two moras. Closed syllables are prohibited

in the native phonology, thus only vowels are moraic; a short vowel has a single mora and a long

vowel has two. It was also shown in §4.1.1, that the mora rather than the syllable is the TBU,

since feet have exactly two TBUs whether they are disyllabic or monosyllabic (i.e. because they

are bimoraic) and bear the same set of root tonal melodies.

Despite the fact that the foot and the TBU are defined by the mora, the syllable still plays

a limited role in the phonology by providing the domain for the OCP labial and OCP coronal con-

straints, as described in §3.3. The IM data do, however, support the claim of Macken & Salmons

(1997) that Mixtec languages are evolving away from a syllable orientation towards a foot orien-

tation. The definition of the foot and TBU in terms of the mora can be taken as evidence for this

analysis. More convincing evidence comes from patterns that limit phonological specifications

within the foot such as those discussed by Macken & Salmons for CM. Such patterns in IM include

the restriction of contrastive glottalization to a single instance in the foot (§6.3.1), evidence from

nasal phonotactic patterns for the spreading of a single nasal feature throughout the foot (§6.3.2),

the reduction of vowel contrasts within the foot through vowel harmony processes (§6.3.3.1) and

the loss of medial consonants (§6.2.2.3).

Moving to the level above the foot in the prosodic hierarchy, I have shown that, while many

prosodic words consist of a single foot, especially nouns and adjectives which lack inflection, larger
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PWrds are also found as a result of word formation processes, inflection and cliticization, as well

as some that are synchronically monomorphemic, fossilized forms (§2.4; §6.2.1). The criterial

property of the phonological word is a single primary stress which falls on the head mora of the foot,

and the location of the prosodic head does not change with the addition of phonological material

preceding or enclitics following the foot. Thus, a single foot forms the obligatory nucleus of the

PWrd. All syllables preceding and following the foot are claimed to be unfooted and attach directly

to the PWrd for their phonological realization, as shown in (220). The phonological patterns

described above that exclusively target the foot provide evidence for positing a single, bounded

foot, and the violation of the Exhaustivity constraint (178a) in connecting other syllables directly

to the PWrd, rather than parsing them into feet. Other evidence that is consistent with this analysis

comes from several reduction processes that target weak pre-foot syllables. In the formation of

realis/irrealis stems (cf. §6.2.2.1), the vowel of the etymological mood prefix was truncated (or

reduced to a glide in some cases with kù– ‘irrealis’) when it combined with vowel initial roots

and could not be included within the foot. Similarly, it was shown that various consonant clusters

have developed when unfooted pre-foot vowels are syncopated (cf. §6.2.2.2). These clusters are

found mostly at the left foot boundary, and sometimes at the left PWrd boundary, but never foot

internally. As such, the clusters constitute a form of strengthening of both the PWrd and foot

boundaries. Consonants in unfooted syllables before and following the foot also tend to undergo

lenition (cf. §6.2.2.3), in addition to consonants in the foot medial position, providing evidence for

the prosodic weakness of these positions. This is also seen in the tonal process L Raising (cf. §6.4),

in which L is raised between two Hs when it is in the prosodically weak final TBU of the foot, or in a

pre-foot TBU. Finally, epenthetic glottalization was found to strengthen not only vowel initial foot

boundaries, but also vowel initial PWrd boundaries, which provides support for a PWrd category

that is superordinate to the foot.

While the evidence presented in this dissertation argues conclusively that the couplet should

be identified as a foot set within a hierarchy of prosodic units, there is, of course, still much more
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to be said. This study opens the door to numerous avenues of further study that will increase our

understanding of the extensive influence of the foot in IM and other Mixtec varieties. One obvious

avenue that needs exploration is instrumental study of the phonetic manifestation of stress in IM
words of various sizes, including compounds, and how word stress is related to phrase or sentence

stress and intonation. Such studies would shed light on whether or not there is acoustic evidence

for secondary stress. Other instrumental studies that would contribute to the results presented in

this dissertation are more rigorous investigations of consonant lenition and epenthetic glottalization

and their relation to prosodic structure.

Another avenue for further research is the study of the PWrd, within which the foot is

realized. The instrumental studies described above should provide a better grasp of the acoustic

nature of the PWrd and how the foot relates to it. In addition, a more complete understanding of

the phonological patterns of the PWrd, particularly those that are unique to it, would provide a

fuller picture of word level prosodic structure in IM and how the foot fits into it.

One final avenue for further study that I will mention here is to expand the investigation of

the role of the foot in loanword adaptation, particularly to examine examples of truncation down

to foot-sized words. Related to this is the study of IM hypocoristics, most of which derive from

Spanish names, and have not been dealt with extensively in this dissertation.

Having summarized the evidence that the couplet should be identified as a foot and the

directions for future research, I close by considering whether identifying the couplet as a foot is

not simply a terminological preference without substance or merely a desire to update an older

term with an equivalent contemporary one. On the contrary, I believe there are real advantages to

adopting the term “foot”. First, consider that “couplet” communicates very little on its own about

the nature of the constituent whereas the term “foot” clearly conveys the phonological nature of

this unit. It, moreover, signifies that it is a unit occupying a specific spot within the prosodic hi-

erarchy, that it has very specific properties—a headed, binary structure composed of moras and

syllables, and is a constituent of the higher prosodic unit PWrd (cf. (213))—and that it is ex-

pected to fulfill at least some of the typologically common functions of the foot given in (214).
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Furthermore, identifying the couplet as a specific kind of foot—a moraic trochee—immediately

explains the two basic forms of the couplet—that is, two light syllables or one heavy syllable. It

also implies an inherent strong-weak prominence relation within the unit and that it is a constituent

in a hierarchical arrangement of other prosodic structures which also have prominence relations.

It is the prominence relations of the prosodic structure that provide the motivation for many of the

specific phonological patterns that are attributed to the couplet such as the deletion/glide formation

of pre-couplet vowels, which are unfooted and therefore prosodically weak (§6.2.2.1), the deletion

of weak couplet medial consonants but not initial ones (§6.2.2.3), the limitation of contrastive glot-

talization to the strong (initial) mora of the couplet and the fact that it is not licensed in reduced,

monomoraic forms (§6.3.1), marking and strengthening the initial boundary of vowel initial feet

with epenthetic glottalization (§6.3.5), diachronic vowel harmony patterns that are predominantly

left to right, from the strong mora to the weak one (§6.3.3.1), a constraint against L on the head

mora which can be seen as instantiating a crosslinguistic preference for higher tones on positions

of metrical prominence (e.g. de Lacy 2002) (§6.3.6), and L raising in weak prosodic positions but

not on the head of the foot (§6.4).

Identifying the couplet as a foot also avoids the ambiguity that is present in many Mixtec

descriptions about whether it is a morphological or a phonological structure, yet it also anticipates

a close relationship to morphological structure, since a close but non-isomorphic relationship of

prosodic structure with morphosyntactic structure is part of the theory of prosodic phonology, as

discussed in §5.4 (e.g. Selkirk 1980a; 1986; 2011; Nespor & Vogel 2007 [1986]; Booij & Lieber

1993; Booij 1999). In IM and probably all Mixtec languages, the basic relationship of the foot to

morphosyntactic structure is one of alignment with the morphological root, although, as expected,

these constituents are non-isomorphic in the various ways that have been elaborated. The very

restricted phonological form of Mixtec roots, then, is due to the relationship that exists between

the root and the foot. Recognizing the distinctness of the morphological and prosodic units (and

the hierarchies they belong to) is important conceptually and methodologically since, in Halliday’s
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(1961:268) words, “different kinds of abstractions are involved” (emphasis in the original), and

failure to analyze the units of the different hierarchies (“levels”) separately before relating them to

each other “results in a failure to account for them fully at any level.” Separating the different kinds

of units, for instance, enables us to describe fossilized items in the IM lexicon where morphological

boundaries have become obscured and reinterpreted as prosodic boundaries. It should also make it

easier for Mixtecanists to recognize and more fully explore the influence of the foot in the grammar

of other Mixtec varieties and particularly of its relationship to morphological structure. As noted

in Macken & Salmons (1997) and demonstrated in this study, recognition that the couplet is a foot

provides a unified explanation for a variety of diverse patterns encompassing both the synchronic

and diachronic dimensions of the phonology.

From the preceding discussion it is obvious that identifying the couplet as a foot also allows

us to situate this unit in a broader typological context, making it easier for the typologist to identify

commonalities and differences of the IM foot with constituents in other languages that meet the

definition of a foot. Furthermore, the formulation of the definition of “foot” in this study and its

application to IM can stimulate discussion about which aspects of the definition are criterialand

how it can be profitably applied to the couplet in other Mixtec varieties, as well as to other related

and unrelated languages. This dissertation thus forms part of the dialogue necessary to develop con-

sistent, well-defined terminology for making valid crosslinguistic comparisons, which is essential

to linguistics as a scientific discipline (cf. Beck 2016).

It goes with out saying, then, that the findings of this dissertation speak to the importance

of the foot as an analytical construct even where stress is not iterative (rhythmic), contra those who

say otherwise (e.g. Prince 1983; Selkirk 1984; Gordon 2002; Samuels 2009). The fact that the

same bimoraic unit that defines the locus of stress assignment is also implicated in the description

of the various synchronic and diachronic patterns enumerated above suggests, as recently argued

by Bennett (2012), that the foot must be considered to have a more general role in the phonological

organization of languages beyond its prototypical role in stress assignment. I contend that one
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can profitably use a term like “foot” that is well-defined with respect to its structural properties

and functions as an analytical device in the description of a specific language as well as a term

for crosslinguistic comparison without saying that the foot is a universal, abstract category that is

“instantiated” in individual languages. Rather, as Beck (2016) points out, saying that some terms

are “portable” in this respect

is simply a statement that there are things that languages do similarly for a variety
of reasons rooted in communicative needs, cognition, cultural convergences, and
other factors that combine with the physics and physiology of speech and hearing
to shape the design space of human languages — and that there are terms that can
be usefully and informatively applied to the description of these things in many (but
not necessarily all) specific languages. (p. 398)

He goes on to point out that considering that some clearly defined terms can serve as both language-

particular descriptive terms as well as for cross-linguistic comparison is no more controversial than

what biologists do when they compare the “eye” of one animal to that of another: saying that hu-

mans and octopi both have eyes is not to say these structures instantiate an abstract, universal “eye”

category, nor that they are exactly the same. Identifying structures that meet the well-formulated

definition of a unit, however, does form the basis of fruitful comparison and useful discussions

about what it means to say that something is an eye—or a foot. This dissertation accomplishes the

first step in this process by identifying the couplet as a structure meeting the definition of a foot.

This puts IM and other Mixtec languages in a position to participate in the comparative task in the

days to come.
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Appendix A

The Single Word production experiment

This appendix describes the method employed in the Single Word production experiment.

This experiment examines single words pronounced in isolation with the primary goal of investi-

gating the general acoustic properties of IM vowels (cf. §3.1) and tonal melodies (cf. Chapter 4).

The main part of the experiment, consisting of 108 words, was conducted in 2011; the second part,

consisting of 12 additional words, was conducted in 2012.

A.1 Subjects

The main experiment had nine participants, four female speakers and five male speakers,

ranging in age from 19 to 34. All were native speakers of IM, living in the municipality of Santiago

Ixtayutla (Oaxaca, Mexico). In 2012, 12 more items were added to the experiment using the same

participants except that a 56 year old male was substituted for a 27 year old male from the 2011

study, and an 18 year old female participant was added.

A.2 Materials

The main experiment had 108 stimuli. In keeping with the goal of providing a description

of the general acoustic properties of IM vowels, the stimuli for the experiment included each of

the six IM vowel phonemes (cf. §3.1)—/i, e, a, ɨ, o, u/—in a variety of contexts, including the

initial and final syllables of CVCV couplets, the initial syllable of VCV couplets, in CVV couplets

and in CVˀV couplets. Stimuli were chosen that had each vowel in the initial (stressed) and second

(unstressed) vowel positions in CVCV couplets following both the coronal consonant /t/ and the

dorsal consonant /k/, where native words could be found. In addition, stimuli were also chosen
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that had each vowel in the initial position of VCV couplets. The CVCV contexts are illustrated with

stimuli from the experiment in Table 73 for the stressed syllable and Table 74 for the unstressed

syllable. A word with /e/ following /t/ was not found so a word with an initial /ⁿd/ was used

instead. The gap for /e/ in the second syllable following /t/ is an oversight in the experiment

design. Examples of VCV stimuli are given in Table 75.

Table 73. Stimuli with stressed short vowels preceded by /t/ and /k/ in CVCV couplets

Vowel ˈt_CV ˈk_CV
/i/ ˈti ́tʃi ̀ ‘stomach’ ˈki ́tʃi ̀ ‘to come:irr’
/e/ ˈⁿdèkū ‘Douglas’ ˈketà ‘to go out’
/a/ ˈtá́ká ‘nest’ ˈkatà ‘itch’
/ɨ/ ˈtɨ ́kà ‘grasshopper’ ˈkɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’
/o/ ˈtókò ‘crotch’ ˈkotò ‘to know:irr’
/u/ ˈtukù ‘also’ ˈkútú ‘to be full:irr’

Table 74. Stimuli with unstressed short vowels preceded by /t/ and /k/ in CVCV couplets

Vowel ˈCVt_ ˈCVk_
/i/ ˈit́i ́ ‘cornfield=1s’ ˈtʃiki ̀ ‘fist’
/e/ ˈtɨḱé ‘grasshopper’
/a/ ˈkatà ‘itchy’ ˈtaḱá ‘nest’
/ɨ/ ˈkɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’ ˈⁿdɨkɨ ̀ ‘horn’
/o/ ˈkotò ‘to know:irr’ ˈtokò ‘crotch’
/u/ ˈkútú ‘to be full:irr’ ˈtukù ‘also’

The stimuli also included plain and glottalized long vowels—CVV and CVˀV couplets,

respectively (cf. §3.1, §6.2.1). These stimuli were preceded by an onset consonant of either /t/,
/tʲ/ or /k/, where examples words could be found, as shown in Table 75, which also includes

examples of VCV stimuli.
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Table 75. Stimuli with long vowels (plain and glottalized) and VCV couplets

Vowel ˈCVV ˈCVˀV ˈ_CV
/i/ ˈtᶨii ̀ ‘to get wet’ ˈtʲiˀi ̀ ‘to put in’ ˈi ́tú ‘corn.field’
/e/ naˈkeè ‘to pull back’ ˈkeˀè ‘to touch:real’ ˈèkū ‘Regulo’
/a/ ˈkaá̀ ‘metal’ ˈkàˀ ā ‘inexpensive’ ˈàkú ‘Marcos’
/ɨ/ ˈtɨɨ ̀ ‘tight’ ˈtɨˀɨ ̀ ‘bump’ ˈɨ ̀tɨ ̄ ‘short’
/o/ ˈkóó ‘snake’ ˈkóˀóL ‘bowl’ ˈókó ‘twenty’
/u/ ˈkúú ‘die:irr’ ˈkúˀúL ‘brush’ ˈútù ‘buddy’

With respect to tone, at least one example of CVCV and CVV couplets with each tonal

melody found on noun couplets (/L/, /H/, /HL/, /HL/, /LHL/, /LH/, /LH/) (cf. §4.1) was represented

in the wordlist. All melodies except the /LHL/ melody were also represented by a CVˀV couplet.

Only the /H/, /HL/, /HL/ and /LHL/ melodies were represented by a (C)VˀCV couplet. Examples

of stimuli representing each melody are presented in Table 76 by couplet type. The lack of CVˀV

stimuli with the /LHL/ melody is due to a gap in the data; however, the lack of (C)VˀCV stimuli

with the /L/, /LH/ and /LH/ melodies are an oversight in the experimental design.

Table 76. Stimuli representing each tonal melody by couplet type

CVCV CVV CVˀV (C)VˀCV
/L/ tʃiki ̀ ‘fist’ ⁿdoò ‘to be clean’ koˀò ‘wide opening’
/H/ tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’ ɲũṹ́ ‘town’ ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’ úˀβi ́ ‘hurt’
/HL/ tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ‘knee’ ⁿdóóL ‘sugar cane’ kóˀóL ‘bowl’ ɲṹˀ mã́L ‘smoke’
/HL/ tɨḱà ‘grasshopper’ ⁿdóò ‘to remain’ ⁿdóˀò ‘adobe’ ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’
/LHL/ Ltʃókò ‘opossum’ Lpií ̀ ‘turkey hen’ Llɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘chick’
/LH/ kùtʃi ́ ‘pig’ ⁿdʲòó ‘god’ kòˀó ‘letʼs go’
/LH/ kòtȭ ‘shirt’ ɲũũ̀̄ ‘night’ kàˀ ā ‘inexpensive’

The stimuli for this experiment also included a number of minimal tone sets (i.e. sets of

words with identical segments but contrastive tonal melodies), which are given in (300).
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(300) Minimal tone sets
a. /L/ tʃiki ̀ ʻfistʼ

/HL/ tʃiḱi ́L ʻhillʼ
b. /H/ tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ʻseedʼ

/HL/ tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ʻkneeʼ
c. /L/ isà ʻimmature cornʼ

/H/ iśá ʻloomʼ
/LH/ is̀ā ʻday after tomorrowʼ

d. /L/ koˀò ʻwide openingʼ
/HL/ kóˀó ʻbowlʼ
/LH/ kòˀó ʻletʼs goʼ

e. /HL/ ⁿdɨβ́ɨ ́L ʻeggʼ
/LH/ ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ʻchickenʼ

f. /L/ ⁿdoò ʻcleanʼ
/HL/ ⁿdóóL ʻsugar caneʼ
/HL/ ⁿdóò ʻto remainʼ

g. /HL/ ⁿdóˀóL ʻwoven basketʼ
/HL/ ⁿdóˀò ʻadobeʼ

h. /H/ ɲũṹ́ ʻtownʼ
/LH/ ɲũũ̀̄ ʻnightʼ

i. /L/ ɲũˀũ̀ ʻgroundʼ
/H/ ɲṹˀ ṹ ʻfireʼ
/HL/ ɲṹˀ ũ̀ ʻmountain spiritʼ

j. /L/ sukũ̀ ʻto stickʼ
/HL/ súkṹL ʻthroat, neckʼ
/LH/ sùkũ̄ ʻtallʼ

k. /H/ tʲókó ʻwaspʼ
/HL/ tʲókò ʻantʼ

l. /HL/ βiʃ́i ̀ ʻgrey hairʼ
/LHL/ Lβiʃ́i ̀ ʻsquirrelʼ

m. /L/ jaβi ̀ ʻagaveʼ
/H/ jaβ́i ́ ʻhole?'

A number of minimal glottalization sets (i.e. words which differed minimally by the presence or

absence of contrastive vowel glottalization, cf. §6.3.1) were also included, and are shown in (301).
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(301) Minimal glottalization sets
Plain Glottalized

a. kaá̀ ‘metal’ kàˀ ā ‘inexpensive’
b. nãk̀eè ‘to stretch’ keˀè ‘to touch’
c. kóóL ‘snake’ kóˀóL ‘bowl’
d. kúú ‘die:irr’ kúˀúL ‘brush’
e. ⁿdaà ‘going up’ ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’
f. ⁿdɨj́ɨ ̀ ‘corpse’ ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’
g. ⁿdóò ‘to remain’ ⁿdóˀò ‘adobe’

ⁿdóóL ‘sugar cane’ ⁿdóˀó ‘woven basket’
h. ɲũḿã́L ‘wax’ ɲṹˀ mã́L ‘smoke’
i. ɲũṹ́ ‘town’ ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’
j. tɨɨ ̀ ‘tight’ tɨˀɨ ̀ ‘protrusion’
k. tʲii ̀ ‘to get wet’ tʲiˀi ̀ ‘to put in’
l. úβi ́ ‘two’ úˀβi ́ ‘hurt’
m. βeè ‘below’ βeˀè ‘house’

The stimuli were arranged in a semi-random manner. Items in minimally contrasting tone

or glottalization sets were separated in the list by at least two items (and usually more) to reduce

pressure for subjects to exaggerate contrasts. Each item in the list consisted of an item number, the

Spanish gloss of the item (to ensure that speakers understood which word was required) and the

item in IM orthography.1 Tone is not currently marked in the IM orthography and therefore was

not marked in the wordlist. The entire wordlist from the main (2011) part of the experiment written

in IPA is provided in §A.5.

The second part of the experiment consisted of the twelve additional (C)VCV words given

in (302).

(302) a. aʃ̀ū ʻgarlicʼ
b. tʃit́ò ʻbedʼ
c. mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ʻpoolʼ
d. ɲãɲ́ã́ ʻbrotherʼ
e. nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ ʻcorncobʼ
f. mũl̀i ̄ ʻstewʼ
g. tútú ʻpaperʼ

1 Spanish is the language of wider communication in the area.
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h. kúkáL ʻcombʼ
i. i ̃ńã́ ʻdogʼ
j. sokò ʻwellʼ
k. ɲũnũ̀ ʻnetbagʼ
l. nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ʻbloodʼ

The recordings of these stimuli were made over a seven day period in 2012; each participant was

recorded in a single session.

A.3 Procedures

Subjects familiarized themselves with the wordlist on their own and with other participants

and were given help understanding which Mixtec words corresponded to the Spanish glosses as

needed. During the experiment subjects did not have access to the sheet with the stimuli, how-

ever. Instead, following the suggestion of Ladefoged (2003:23), the subjects were prompted by

a (Mixtec) assistant using the Spanish gloss of the stimuli in order to elicit more natural speech

than reading off a list. If the subject was unsure of the proper Mixtec response, the target item

was not spoken in Mixtec, instead, she was guided to the correct response in other ways to avoid

priming her pronunciation. The wordlist was elicited all the way through in order six times for each

participant; however, in a few cases, items were recorded out of order and occasionally additional

repetitions were elicited if the author judged that a pronunciation was disfluent in some way or if

there was a disturbance. Only six fluent repetitions were chosen for analysis.

Recording was done in the field in a makeshift recording “tent” set up inside a building with

mattresses standing vertically to form two walls of a cubical with a blanket over top of them. Sub-

jects sat in this “tent” facing the mattresses in order to dissipate the sound and reduce reverberation.

The experiment was paused when loud outside noises might interfere (e.g. roosters crowing, thun-

der). The author held a Shure SM58 unidirectional microphone close to the corner of the subjectʼs

mouth during productions. Digital recordings were made by the author using a Marantz PMD660

solid state recorder at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz in the WAVE file format. All stimuli
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for each subject were recorded in a single session. All recordings for the main experiment were

accomplished in a six day period.

A.4 Measurements

Raw sound files were transferred to the authorʼs computer where they were annotated by

hand using Yi Xu’s ProsodyPro v4.3 script (Xu 2013) for Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016). Seg-

ment boundaries were marked by visual inspection of the waveform, spectrogram and formant

tracks. Besides automatically creating annotation windows for the next stimuli and saving the an-

notations to files, the main advantage of using the ProsodyPro script is that it can also automatically

extract many acoustic measurements from annotated intervals created by the user (for a list see Xu

(2013)), some of which are time-normalized. The most important measurement for the purpose of

this study is time-normalized f0 extracted from the vowel portion of the syllable, since this was

used to display the canonical pitch contours of words in isolation (cf. §4.1.1). The script time-

normalizes the f0 data by taking an equal number of samples from each annotated interval and at

the same relative locations within the intervals (e.g. 10%, 20%, 30%, etc.). This procedure allows

for averaging across multiple repetitions of the same item and across multiple speakers’ produc-

tions of the same item. The text files containing acoustic measurements were imported into R (R

Core Team 2017), where the f0 data points for each stimuli were averaged across repetitions and

speakers and plotted using R scripts created by the author. It should be noted that, due to time

constraints, only a small number of the stimuli in this production experiment were annotated for

analysis. The mean pitch contours presented in this dissertation were created from all and only the

2011 male speakers.
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A.5 Main experiment stimuli

The following table gives the 108 stimuli for the main part of the Single Word production

experiment recorded in 2011:

Table 77. Stimuli for the 2011 Single-Word production experiment

Item No. IM English
1 ⁿdóˀò ‘adobe’
2 isà ‘immature corn’
3 tukù ‘also’
4 kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal, horse’
5 tʲókò ‘ant’
6 jak̀ʷi ̃́ ‘armadillo’
7 tʃɨt́i ̀ ‘my knee’
8 leè ̄ ‘baby’
9 Llõḿè ‘bat’
10 kútú ‘to be full:irr’
11 ⁿdóò ‘to remain’
12 βeè ‘below’
13 βij̀ā belt
14 kóˀóL ‘bowl’
15 kúˀúL ‘brush’
16 útù ‘buddy’
17 ⁿdóóL ‘sugar cane’
18 Lβiĺù ‘cat’
19 jaβi ̀ ‘agave’
20 Llat́ʃã̀ ‘chachalaca (bird)’
21 Llɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ chick
22 ⁿdoò ‘to become clean’
23 kit́ʃi ̀ ‘to come:irr’
24 ketà ‘to go out’
25 it́ú ‘cornfield’
26 ⁿdɨj́ɨ ̀ ‘corpse’
27 tɨḱé ‘my grasshopper’
28 ʃõ̀ŋ gi ́ ‘cricket’
29 tokò ‘crotch’
30 is̀ā ‘day after tomorrow’
31 kúú ‘die:irr’
32 ⁿdek̀ū ‘Douglas’
33 ɲũˀũ̀ ‘ground’
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Item No. IM English
34 ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ‘egg’
35 mi ̃ńũ̀ ‘epazote herb’
36 ɲṹˀ ṹ ‘fire’
37 tʃiki ̀ ‘fist’
38 tʲii ̀ ‘to become wet’
39 ⁿdʲòó ‘god’
40 mã̀ŋ gi ́ ‘my mango’
41 ⁿdaà ‘to go up’
42 ùβá ‘grape’
43 tɨḱà ‘grasshopper’
44 βiʃ́i ̀ ‘grey hair’
45 ⁿdaˀà ‘hand’
46 toò ‘handspan’
47 ãm̀ã́ ‘heart’
48 ⁿdɨβ́ɨ ́L ‘chicken’
49 tʃiḱi ́L ‘hill’
50 mũs̀ū ‘hired hand’
51 jaβ́i ́ ‘hole’
52 is̀ē ‘my immature corn’
53 ⁿdɨkɨ ̀ ‘horn’
54 βeˀè ‘house’
55 úˀβi ́ ‘hurt’
56 kàˀ ā ‘inexpensive’
57 i ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘inner being’
58 katà ‘itchy’
59 tʃɨt́ɨ Ĺ ‘knee’
60 kotò ‘know:irr’
61 ⁿdiʃ́i ́ ‘whisky’
62 kòˀó ‘letʼs go’
63 Llaβ́à ‘lizard’
64 iśá ‘loom’
65 mã̀ŋ gú ‘mango’
66 ak̀ú ‘Mark’
67 pãɲ̀ũ̄ ‘menʼs belt’
68 tat̀á ‘mestizo’
69 kaá̀ ‘metal’
70 ⁿdɨβ̀i ́ ‘my chicken’
71 taḱá ‘nest’
72 ɲũũ̀̄ ‘night’
73 kókó ‘notch’
74 Ltʃókò ‘opossum’
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Item No. IM English
75 kùtʃi ́ ‘pig’
76 ⁿdɨ ́ˀ jɨ ̀ ‘pimple’
77 tɨˀɨ ̀ ‘protrusion’
78 Lúʃũ̀ ‘puppy’
79 tʲiˀi ̀ ‘to put in’
80 Lleʃ́ù ‘rabbit’
81 ek̀ú ‘Regulo’
82 sɨɨ́ ̀ ‘saliva’
83 súkṹL ‘throat’
84 tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’
85 kòtȭ ‘shirt’
86 ɨt̀ɨ ̄ ‘short’
87 pal̀ā ‘shovel’
88 ɲṹˀ mã́L ‘smoke’
89 kóóL ‘snake’
90 Lβiʃ́i ̀ ‘squirrel’
91 sukũ̀ ‘to stick’
92 tit́ʃi ̀ ‘stomach’
93 nãk̀eè ‘to stretch’
94 òɾā ‘sun’
95 sùkũ̄ ‘tall’
96 tɨɨ ̀ ‘tight’
97 keˀè ‘to touch’
98 ɲũṹ́ ‘town’
99 it́i ́ ‘my cornfield’
100 Lpií ̀ ‘turkey hen’
101 ókó ‘twenty’
102 úβi ́ ‘two’
103 ɲṹˀ ũ̀ ‘mountain spirit’
104 tʲókó ‘wasp’
105 ɲũḿã́L ‘wax’
106 koˀò ‘wide opening’
107 ⁿdaβ́à ‘wood bar’
108 ⁿdóˀóL ‘woven mat’



Appendix B

The N-N production experiment

This appendix describes the method employed in the 2012 N-N production experiment.

This experiment examines each combination of the seven underlying tonal melodies found on noun

couplets (cf. §4.1) in N-N associative constructions (cf. §2.3) pronounced in isolation. The primary

purpose of the study is to investigate the kinds of tonal alternations that occur when words are

combined in phrases.

B.1 Subjects

The N-N experiment was conducted with nine participants, four female and five male, rang-

ing in age from 18 to 57, not including one of the female participant’s data that was discarded

because she had a cold. All were native speakers of IM, living in the municipality of Santiago Ix-

tayutla (Oaxaca, Mexico), and all but two subjects in this study had participated in the 2011 Single

Word study.

B.2 Materials

The materials used in this experiment consisted of 88 IM N-N associative constructions

consisting of two disyllabic noun couplets with voiced onsets and having every combination of the

seven underlying tone melodies found on noun couplets. Of these, only 49—one exemplar of each

pairwise combination of the seven noun melodies—were chosen for analysis and only these will

be discussed here. It should be noted that 49 additional N-N stimuli having similar phonological

characteristics except that the noun couplets had voiceless onsets were also slated for inclusion in

360
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this study; however, due to time constraints, these were only recorded with three speakers. These

data were not processed further and will not be discussed here.

Although words with exactly the same segmental makeup allow for the best melody com-

parisons, this was not possible since there are no minimal noun sets showing all tonal contrasts and

it was necessary to limit the stimuli to actual Mixtec words (i.e. no nonce words) in order to ensure

accurate production of pitch contours. The intended phonological structure of each word in the

phrase was NVNV (i.e. with nasal onsets) to allow for an uninterrupted pitch contour throughout

the entire word, as well as relatively straightforward segmentation (cf. Xu 1997); however, due to

the lack of NVNV words in the smaller melody classes, in some cases other voiced consonants had

to be used ([l], [β], [ⁿd], [ᵑg]), and in the LH-LH combination, the structure was VNV-NVNV

with the first noun lacking an onset..

A complete list of the representative words for each melody is given in Table 78.

Table 78. Representative words for each tonal melody

Melody Exemplar 1 Exemplar 2

HH ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’
HHL nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood’ ⁿdɨβ́ɨ ́L ‘egg’
HL mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’ mi ̃ńũ̀ ‘epazote’
LHL Llõḿẽ̀ ‘bat’ Llaβ́à ‘lizard’
L nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ ‘corncob’ ɲũnũ̀ ‘net’
LH mũli ̀H ‘mole’ ⁿdɨβɨ ̀H ‘chicken’
LH mã̀ŋ gú ‘mango’ ãm̀ã́ ‘heart’

Where a second word is given for a melody, this word was used in the construction where both

words had that particular melody. For instance, for the /HL-HL/ combination, mi ̃ńũ̀ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’s

epazote’ was used rather thanmi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’s pool’. The list of the associative constructions that

constituted the stimuli for the experiment is given in §B.5. The stimuli were ordered so that the sec-

ond melody in the construction was kept constant and the first melody varied. It was assumed that
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following a logical order like this would make it easier for the subjects to respond to the prompts,

since most of the time the following stimulus would not be entirely new.

B.3 Procedures

Subjects were given a sheet with the stimuli written in Mixtec and Spanish and were allowed

to familiarize themselves with the list on their own and were given help understanding the Mixtec

where needed. The Mixtec orthography did not include tone markings. During the experiment

subjects did not have access to the sheet with the stimuli. Instead, the subjects were prompted by

the author using the Spanish gloss of the stimuli (Spanish is the language of wider communication in

the area) in order to elicit more natural speech than reading off a list (cf. Ladefoged 2003:23). If the

subject was unsure of the proper Mixtec response, the target item was not spoken in Mixtec, instead,

she was guided to the correct response in other ways to avoid priming her pronunciation. Each

item on the list was elicited eight times consecutively in order to make it easier for the subject to

respond and cause the experiment to flow more quickly (cf. Gerfen 1996:41). However, additional

repetitions were elicited if the author judged that a pronunciation was not fluent in some way. Only

eight fluent repetitions were chosen for analysis.

Recording was done in the field in a makeshift recording “tent” as described in Appendix

A.3. The experiment was paused when loud outside noises might interfere (e.g. roosters crowing,

thunder). Subjects held a Shure SM58 unidirectional microphone close to the corner of their mouth

during productions. Digital recordings were made by the author using a Marantz PMD660 solid

state recorder at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz in the WAVE file format. All stimuli for each

subject were recorded in a single session except for one, whose first session was stopped because

of thunder. This subject completed her recordings in a second session the following day.
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B.4 Measurements

Raw sound files were transferred to the authorʼs computer where they were annotated by

hand using Yi Xu’s ProsodyPro v4.3 script (Xu 2013) for Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016). Seg-

ment boundaries were marked by visual inspection of the waveform, spectrogram and formant

tracks. The ProsodyPro script handled the logistics of creating, saving and editing annotation files,

and when the annotations were completed, it was also used to extract acoustic measurements from

the labeled intervals in the Praat TextGrid files. Since the stimuli had onsets with a high degree

of sonority, both the onset and the vowel of each syllable were labeled (in separate intervals) and

therefore included in the measurements. ProsodyPro extracts many acoustic measurements (for a

list see Xu (2013)), but the most important for the purposes of this study is time-normalized f0,

since this is used to display the canonical pitch contours of the constructions. Time-normalization

is accomplished in the script by taking ten equidistant samples from each labeled interval. This

procedure allows for averaging across multiple repetitions of the same item and across multiple

speakers’ productions of the same item. The text files containing acoustic measurements were im-

ported into R (R Core Team 2017), where the f0 data points for each stimuli were averaged across

repetitions and speakers and plotted using R scripts created by the author. It should be noted that,

due to time constraints, only the male data from this experiment have been completely processed

and are used in this dissertation.

B.5 Stimuli

The following table gives the stimuli from the 2012 N-N production experiment:

Table 79. Stimuli from the N-N production experiment

N1 Melody N2 Melody N1 N2 Gloss

1. /H/ /H/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s brother’
2. /HL/ /H/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s blood’
3. /HL/ /H/ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s pool’
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N1 Melody N2 Melody N1 N2 Gloss

4. /LHL/ /H/ Llõḿẽ̀ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s bat’
5. /L/ /H/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s corn’
6. /LH/ /H/ mũl̀i ̄ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s mole’
7. /LH/ /H/ mã̀ŋ gú ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ ‘brother’s mango’
8. /H/ /HL/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood brother’
9. /HL/ /HL/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ⁿdɨβ́ɨ Ĺ ‘eggʼs blood’

10. /HL/ /HL/ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘pool of blood’
11. /LHL/ /HL/ Llõḿẽ̀ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood’s bat’
12. /L/ /Hv/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood’s corn’
13. /LH/ /HL/ mũl̀i ̄ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘mole made with blood’
14. /LH/ /HL/ mã̀ŋ gú nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L ‘blood’s mango’
15. /H/ /HL/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘poolʼs brother’
16. /HL/ /HL/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘poolʼs blood’
17. /HL/ /HL/ mi ̃ńũ̀ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘poolʼs epazote’
18. /L/ /HL/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’s blood’
19. /LH/ /HL/ mũl̀i ̄ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’s mole’
20. /LHL/ /HL/ Llõḿẽ̀ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’s bat’
21. /LH/ /HL/ mã̀ŋ gú mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ ‘pool’s mango’
22. /H/ /LHL/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ Llõḿẽ̀ ‘bat’s brother’
23. /HL/ /LHL/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L Llõḿẽ̀ ‘bat’s blood’
24. /HL/ /LHL/ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ Llõḿẽ̀ ‘bat’s pool’
25. /LHL/ /LHL/ Llõḿẽ̀ Llaβ́à ‘lizard’s bat’
26. /L/ /LHL/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ Llõḿẽ̀ ‘bat’s corn’
27. /LH/ /LHL/ mã̀ŋ gú Llõḿẽ̀ ‘bat’s mango’
28. /LH/ /LHL/ mũl̀i ̄ Llõḿẽ̀ ‘mole made of bat’
29. /H/ /L/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘cornʼs brother’
30. /HL/ /L/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ ‘corn’s blood’
31. /HL/ /L/ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘corn’s pool’
32. /LHL/ /L/ Llõḿẽ̀ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘corn’s bat’
33. /L/ /L/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ ɲũnũ̀ ‘netbagʼs corn’
34. /LH/ /L/ mũl̀i ̄ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘mole made of corn’
35. /LH/ /L/ mã̀ŋ gú nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃ ̀ ‘corn’s mango’
36. /LH/ /LH/ ãm̀ã́ mã̀ŋ gú ‘mango’s heart’
37. /H/ /LH/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ mã̀ŋ gú ‘mangoʼs brother’
38. /HL/ /LH/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L mã̀ŋ gú ‘mangoʼs blood’
39. /HL/ /LH/ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ mã̀ŋ gú ‘mango’s pool’
40. /LHL/ /LH/ Llõḿẽ̀ mã̀ŋ gú ‘mango’s bat’
41. /L/ /LH/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ mã̀ŋ gú ‘mango’s corn’
42. /LH/ /LH/ mũl̀i ̄ mã̀ŋ gú ‘mole made with mangos’
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N1 Melody N2 Melody N1 N2 Gloss

43. /H/ /LH/ ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́ mũl̀i ̄ ‘moleʼs brother’
44. /HL/ /LH/ nɨ ̃ɲ́ɨ ̃ ́L mũl̀i ̄ ‘moleʼs blood’
45. /HL/ /LH/ mi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ̀ mũl̀i ̄ ‘mole’s pool’
46. /LHL/ /LH/ Llõḿẽ̀ mũl̀i ̄ ‘mole’s bat’
47. /L/ /LH/ nɨɲ̃ɨ ̃̀ mũl̀i ̄ ‘mole’s corn’
48. /LH/ /LH/ mũl̀i ̄ ⁿdɨβ̀ɨ ̄ ‘mole made of chicken’
49. /LH/ /LH/ mã̀ŋ gú mũl̀i ̄ ‘mole’s mango’



Appendix C

The N-Pron production experiment

This appendix describes the method for the N-Pron production experiment. The purpose

of this experiment is to examine the tonal realization of nouns with each underlying tonal melody

combined with enclitic pronouns having each possible tonal melody and CV structure. The main

part of the experiment was carried out in 2014, and was supplemented in 2016 with additional

items.

C.1 Subjects

The main N-Pron experiment was conducted in 2014 with six participants, two female

speakers and four male speakers, ranging in age from 25 to 37. All were native speakers of IM,

living in the municipality of Santiago Ixtayutla (Oaxaca, Mexico) and had participated in earlier

studies. In 2016, 14 stimuli (discussed below) were added using the same participants.

C.2 Materials

The stimuli used in this experiment consisted of an exemplar for each of the seven underly-

ing tonal melodies found in nouns (cf. §4.1) plus each noun exemplar combined with each of five

pronouns representing all of the possible enclitic pronoun melodies and CV structures. A complete

list of the noun exemplars of each melody is given in (303).
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(303) Exemplars of each noun tonal melody

Melody Exemplars
/H/ tʃɨt́ɨ ́ ‘seed’
/HL/ tʃɨt́ɨ ́L ‘knee’
/HL/ tʃit́ò ‘bed’
/LHL/ Ltʃókò ‘opossum’
/L/ tʃiki ̀ ‘fist’
/LH/ kùtʃi ́ ‘pig’
/LH/ kotȭ ‘shirt’

The five pronouns with which the nouns were combined are given in (304).

(304) Exemplars of each enclitic pronoun tonal melody

Melody Exemplars
/L/ =ɾà ‘third person masculine singular’ (3sg.masc)
/LH/ =kē ‘third person feminine singular’ (3sg.fem)
/H/ =ⁿdi ́ ‘first person plural exclusive’ (1pl.excl)
/H/ =i ́ ‘first person singular’ (1sg)
toneless =ũ ‘second person singular’ (2sg)

There were thus a total of 42 stimuli — 7 nouns x 6 contexts (bare noun, N + 3sg.masc, N +

3fem, N + 1pl.excl, N + 1sg, N + 2sg).

Exemplar nouns were restricted to disyllabic roots having a CVCV structure and containing

only voiceless onsets in order to make the stimuli as similar to each other as possible and to facilitate

segmentation. Although words with exactly the same segmental makeup allow for the best melody

comparisons, this was not possible since there are no minimal noun sets showing all tonal contrasts

and it was considered necessary to limit the stimuli to actual Mixtec words (i.e. no nonce words)

in order to ensure accurate production of pitch contours.

A clitic pronoun may be added to the end of a noun to indicate the possessor of the noun (cf.

§2.5). Enclitic pronouns do not fulfill the bimoraic minimal word template and therefore “lean” on

the preceding word for their pronunciation. Fewer tonal melodies are found on enclitics than on
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lexical words. The first person plural exclusive and first person singular pronouns are of particular

interest because they both have a H tone, which is the target of some interesting tonal alternations,

and because the processes by which the pronouns combine with the root are different: the first

person plural exclusive pronoun, =ndí , adds a CV syllable to the end of the noun root, whereas

the first person singular pronoun, =í , which lacks an onset, coalesces with the final vowel of a

preceding CVCV root and replaces its tone. This is significant because it allows us to compare the

effect of the pronoun tone both when it replaces part of the root melody, in the case of the N=i ́ ‘1sg’

construction, and when it is concatenated to the root melody, in the case of the N=ⁿdi ́ ‘1pl.excl’

construction. The vowel initial=ũ ‘2sg’ also coalesces with the final vowel of preceding CVCV

roots. Its inclusion in this experiment is to demonstrate that it results in no change in the root

melody and should be analyzed as toneless, as well as to explore whether other acoustic properties,

such as duration, are affected by its coalescence with the root.

Each of the stimuli were embedded in the carrier phrase given in (305) in order to observe

the target items in a non-utterance final context.

(305) kʷán dʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷa–́ⁿdʲeˀe=̀tʃi ̀
pros–see=3gnrl

_____
_____
____

βitʲi ̃ ̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They will see ____ today.’

In the carrier sentence, the target word is the direct object and is immediately preceded by

a pronominal subject enclitic with the /L/ melody (=tʃi ̀ ‘third person general’ and followed by an

adverbial with the /L/ melody (βitʲi ̃ ̀ ‘today’).

The original experiment in 2014 contained 28 stimuli consisting of each noun in (303) com-

bined with the the first four pronouns in (304)—that is, combined with the third person masculine,

third person feminine, first person plural exclusive and first person singular enclitic pronouns. The

stimuli were ordered so that all stimuli for each noun combined with each pronoun were together

in the list, as can be seen in the complete list of stimuli given in Appendix C.5. It was assumed that
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following a logical order like this would make it easier for the subjects to respond to the prompts

since most of the time the following stimulus was not entirely new (i.e. that the noun portion of the

stimuli was the same and only the pronoun changed until all contexts had been recorded for that

particular noun before moving on to the next noun in the list).

The original experiment was supplemented with 14 additional stimuli in 2016. These con-

sisted of each bare noun in (303) and the combination of each noun with the toneless second person

singular enclitic pronoun. These were embedded in the same carrier sentence and ordered accord-

ing to the same scheme as the original experiment, as shown by the complete list given in Appendix

C.6.

C.3 Procedures

Before the experiment it was explained to the subjects how each of the stimuli would be

given within the carrier sentence and they were given a sheet with the stimuli in the carrier sentence

written in Mixtec and Spanish. The Mixtec orthography did not include tone markings. They were

allowed to familiarized themselves with the list on their own and were given help understanding

the Mixtec where needed. Subjects did not have access to the sheet with the stimuli during the

experiment. Instead, the subjects were prompted by the author using the Spanish gloss of the target

item (Spanish is the language of wider communication in the area), and the subjects responded in

Mixtec with the target item appropriately embedded in the carrier sentence. This procedure was

followed in order to elicit more natural speech than reading off a list (cf. Ladefoged 2003:23). If

the subject was unsure of the proper Mixtec response, the target item was not spoken in Mixtec,

instead, she was guided to the correct response in other ways to avoid priming her pronunciation.

Each item on the list was elicited eight times consecutively in order to make it easier for the subject

to respond and cause the experiment to flow more quickly (cf. Gerfen 1996:41). However, addi-

tional repetitions were elicited if the author judged that a pronunciation was not fluent in some way
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(e.g. hesitation, voice “cracking”), or if an external disruption occurred (e.g. rooster crowing, dog

barking). Only eight fluent repetitions were chosen for analysis.

Recording was done in the field so a makeshift recording “studio” was created inside a

building as described in A.3. The experiment was paused when loud outside noises might interfere

(e.g. roosters crowing, thunder). Subjects held a Shure SM58 unidirectional microphone close

to their mouth during productions. Digital recordings were made by the author using a Marantz

PMD660 solid state recorder at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz in the WAVE file format. All

stimuli for each part of the experiment were recorded in a single session for each subject.

As described above, the experiment was supplemented with 16 stimuli in 2016. The same

procedures were used in each part of the experiment, with the exception that in 2016 the subjects

were prompted with the Spanish translation of the entire carrier phrase including the target item,

rather than just the gloss of the target item, as in the original experiment.

C.4 Measurements

Raw sound files were transferred to the author’s computer where they were annotated by

hand using Yi Xu’s ProsodyPro v6.1.4 beta script (Xu 2013) for Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016).

The segment boundaries for the vowel portion of each syllable were marked by visual inspection

of the waveform, spectrogram and formant tracks and were given a label. The ProsodyPro script

handled the logistics of creating, saving and editing annotation files, and when the annotations were

completed, it was also used to extract acoustic measurements from the labeled (vowel) intervals in

the Praat TextGrid files.

ProsodyPro extracts many acoustic measurements (for a list see Xu (2013)), but the most

important for the purposes of this study is time-normalized f0, since this is used to display the

canonical pitch contours of the constructions. Time-normalization is accomplished in the script

by taking ten equidistant samples from each labeled interval. This procedure allows for averaging

across multiple repetitions of the same item for each speaker and across multiple speakers’ pro-
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ductions of the same item. The non-beta ProsodyPro v5.6.1 script was used to perform averaging

item repetitions for each speaker and across all speakers. Averages are calculated by the script by

first converting f0 values to logarithms, calculating the average of the logarithmic values and then

converting the averages back to Hertz values for plotting. The text files containing the averaged

f0 measurements of each item for each speaker and the averaged f0 measurements of each item by

all speakers were imported into R (R Core Team 2017) for visualization and analysis using scripts

written by the author.

C.5 Main experiment stimuli (2014)

The stimuli for the main N-Pron experiment conducted in 2014 are given (in bold) in (306),

embedded in the carrier sentence.

(306) a. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨɾ́à
tʃɨt́ɨ=́ɾà
seed=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his seed today.’

b. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨḱè
tʃɨt́ɨ=́kèH
seed=3.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her seed today.

c. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨ ́n di ́
tʃɨt́ɨ=́ⁿdí
seed=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) seed today.’

d. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́í
tʃɨt́ɨ=́í
seed=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my seed today.’
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e. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨɾ́á
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=ɾà
knee=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his knee today.’

f. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨḱè
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=kèH
knee=3.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her knee today.’

g. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨ ́n di ̀
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=ⁿdí
knee=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) knees today.’

h. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́i ̀
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=í
knee=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my knee today.’

i. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃit́òɾà
tʃítò=ɾà
bed=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his bed today.’

j. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃit́òkē
tʃítò=kèH
bed=3.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her bed today.’

k. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃit́ōⁿdi ́
tʃítò=ⁿdí
bed=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) bed today.’

l. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃit́é
tʃítò=é
bed=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my bed today.’
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m. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃókòɾà
Ltʃókò=ɾà
opossum=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his opossum today.’

n. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃókòkē
Ltʃókò=kèH
opossum=3.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her opossum today.’

o. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃókōⁿdi ́
Ltʃókò=ⁿdí
opossum=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) opossum today.’

p. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

chòké
Ltʃókò=é
opossum=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my opossum today.’

q. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃikiɾ̀à
tʃikì=ɾà
fist=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his fist today.’

r. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
prosp–see=3.gnrl

tʃikik̀ē
tʃikì=kèH
fist=3sg.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her fist today.’

s. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃiki ̀n di ̄
tʃikì=ⁿdí
fist=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) fists today.’

t. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃik̀i ̄
tʃikì=í
fist=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my fist today.’
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u. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kùtʃiɾ́à
kùtʃí=ɾà
pig=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his pig today.’

v. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kùtʃiḱē
kùtʃí=kèH
pig=3.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her pig today.’

w. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kùtʃi ̄n di ́
kùtʃí=ⁿdí
pig=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) pig today.’

x. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kùtʃí
kùtʃí=í
pig=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my pig today.’

y. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kòtȭɾà
kòtõ̀H=ɾà
shirt=3sg.masc

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see his shirt today.’

z. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kòtȭkē
kòtõ̀H=kèH
shirt=3.fem

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see her shirt today.’

aa. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kòtȭⁿdi ́
kòtõ̀H=ⁿdí
shirt=1pl.excl

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see our (ex) shirts today.’

ab. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kòtẽ́
kòtõ̀H=é
shirt=1sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see my shirt today.’
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C.6 Supplemental stimuli (2016)

The stimuli for the 2016 supplement to the N-Pron production experiment are given (in

bold), embedded in the carrier sentence in (307).

(307) a. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨ ́
tʃɨt́ɨ ́
seed

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see seed today.’

b. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ú̃
tʃɨt́ɨ=́ũ
seed=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your seed today.’

c. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ɨ ́
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L
knee

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see knees today.’

d. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃɨt́ú̃
tʃɨt́ɨ ́L=ũ
knee=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your knee today.’

e. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃit́ò
tʃítò
bed

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see beds today.’

f. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃit́õ̀
tʃítò=ũ
bed=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your bed today.’

g. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃókò
Ltʃókò
opossum

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see opossums today.’
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h. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃókõ̀
Ltʃókò=ũ
opossum=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your opossum today.’

i. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃiki ̀
tʃikì
fist

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see fists today.’

j. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

tʃikù̃
tʃikì=ũ
fist=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your fist today.’

k. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kùtʃi ́
kùtʃí
pig

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see pigs today.’

l. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kùtʃú̃
kùtʃí=ũ
pig=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your pig today.’

m. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kòtȭ
kòtõ̀H
shirt

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see shirts today.’

n. kʷáⁿdʲeˀet̀ʃi ̀
kʷá–ⁿdʲeʔè=tʃì
pros–see=3.gnrl

kòtȭ
kòtõ̀H=ũ
shirt=2sg

βitʲi ̃̀
βitʲi ̃̀
today

‘They are going to see your shirt today.’



Appendix D

The Large Noun production experiment

This appendix describes the method employed in the Large Noun production experiment.

The purpose of this experiment is to examine nouns that are larger than a couplet having various

tonal melodies in isolation and in carrier sentences with two different tonal configurations.

D.1 Subjects

The Large Noun experiment was conducted in 2015 with four participants, two female

speakers and two male speakers, ranging in age from 26 to 33. All were native speakers of Ixtayutla

Mixtec and were living in the municipality of Santiago Ixtayutla (Oaxaca, Mexico), and all had

participated in previous production experiments with the author.

D.2 Materials

The primary materials for the experiment are the 29 three mora nouns given in Table 80,

which represent all of the 13 known surface melodies for nouns of this size. Where possible,

stimuli with CVCV, CVV and CVˀV couplet structures were included for each melody, however,

this not possible for many of the melodies. Given that nouns of this size are much less frequent

than couplet-sized nouns, it was not possible to find stimuli that were highly comparable in terms

of their segmental makeup or that had onsets that were easy to segment. Most, if not all, of these

words have a complex diachronic history, many being fossilized forms that were derived with one

of the old classifier prefixes (cf. §2.4.1). Some of the words, however, are clearly composed of

identifiable, synchronic morphemes. What is known of the composition, historical and synchronic,

is provided in the complete list of stimuli for this experiment in D.5.
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Table 80. Trimoraic nouns by tonal melody and couplet type

Melody CVCV CVV CVˀV
L-LH tù(tat̀a)́ ‘cultivated trees’ pe(̀ɾùú) ‘watermelon’
L-LHL jù(kùˀúL) ‘bathroom’
L-LM ɲi ̃(̀ʃij̀ō) ‘woven belt’ tù(tʃiì)̄ ‘rifle’ ɲã(̀sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ)̄ ‘wife’
L-HH ɾa(̀ⁿdʲi ́ˀ i)́ ‘children’
L-HHL tɨ(̀ʃi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́L) ‘ridge pole’ tùkʷaá́L ‘orange’ tɨ(̀ɲɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L) ‘twins’

tɨ(̀ⁿdaá́L) ‘gunny sack’
L-HL tù(tʃit́ò) ‘ditch reed’ tù(ʃií)̀ ‘rod of discipline’
L-∅L tù(tɨtɨ)̀ ‘tololote tree’ ma(̃tʃii)̀ ‘vulture’ tɨ(̀kaˀa)̀ ‘coconut’
H-LH
H-LHL nũ(́sòkóL) ‘shoulder’ tʃa(́ʃèˀ ũ)́ ‘your armpit’
H-HL ɲũ(́kʷií)̀ ‘fox’
HL-HL nũ(́ⁿdúβa)̀ ‘Oaxaca’ jú(kaá)̀ ‘sharpening stone’
H-∅L tɨ(́nam̃ã)̀ ‘tomato’ ɾa(́jɨɨ)̀ ‘man’ tú(ⁿdoˀò) ‘suffering’

tɨ(́kiʃi ̃)̀ ‘heron’
H-HH sa(́leɾ́ú) ‘heron’ mã(́jɨɨ́)́ ‘cicada’ tʃi(́tóˀó) ‘owner’

The experiment also included 9 four-mora nouns. Nouns of this size are not nearly as

frequent and no attempt was made to exhaustively represent melodies or couplet structures. These

stimuli are the last nine items in the list of all 38 stimuli, which are given in Appendix D.5 in the

order they were presented in the experiment.

In order to get a better understanding of the effects of surrounding tones on the various tonal

melodies, each of the stimuli were produced in the following four contexts:

(308) Contexts for the Large Noun production experiment
a. Isolation
b. In a carrier phrase bounded by H tones (H_H)
c. In a carrier sentence bounded by L tones (L_L)
d. Combined with the first person singular pronoun (=i ́) in the L_L carrier sentence

The carrier sentences are given in (309).

(309) Carrier sentences for the Large Noun production experiment
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a. H_H
íⁿdʲeʔè
i–́ⁿdʲeˀè
pfv–see

ɲãɲ́i ̃ ́
ɲáɲí=i ́
brother=1sg

_____
_____
____

kíjaβà
kíjaβà
last.year

‘My brother saw ____ last year.’

b. L_L
íⁿdʲeʔètʃì
i–́ⁿdʲeˀe=̀tʃi ̀
pfv–see=3gnrl

_____
_____
_____

ɲũũ̀̄
ɲuùH

night
‘They saw _____ in the night.’

In each of the carrier sentences the target word is the direct object and is immediately preceded by a

nominal or pronominal subject with the desired context tone and followed by an adverbial beginning

with the same context tone. The final context (308d) is a possessive construction where each of the

stimuli are combined with the first person singular enclitic pronoun (=i ́) and produced in the L_L

carrier sentence (309b). As described in §2.5, the pronoun, which comprises a single vowel and

its tone, either coalesces with the final vowel of the couplet if it has the structure (C)V(ˀ)CV (e.g.

/tɨńam̀a/̀ ‘tomato’ + /=i/́ ‘1sg’ → tɨńãm̀ẽ̄) or fills the final vowel position of (C)V(ˀ)V couplets

(e.g. /tùʃií/̀ ‘rod of discipline’ + /=i/́ ‘1sg’ → tùʃiì ́). In both cases, however, the pronoun tone

(after tonal processes have applied) replaces the final couplet tone, which causes some interesting

tonal alternations in some tonal melodies.

D.3 Procedures

Before the experiment it was explained to the subjects how each of the stimuli would be

given within the carrier sentence and they were given a sheet with the stimuli in the carrier sentence

written in Mixtec and Spanish. The Mixtec orthography did not include tone markings. They were

allowed to familiarize themselves with the list on their own and were given help understanding

the Mixtec where needed. Subjects did not have access to the sheet with the stimuli during the

experiment. Instead, the subjects were prompted by the author using the Spanish gloss of the target

item (Spanish is the language of wider communication in the area), and the subjects responded in
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Mixtec with the target item appropriately embedded in the carrier sentence. This procedure was

followed in order to elicit more natural speech than reading off a list (cf. Ladefoged 2003:23). If

the subject was unsure of the proper Mixtec response, the target item was not spoken in Mixtec,

instead, she was guided to the correct response in other ways to avoid priming her pronunciation.

Each item on the list was elicited eight times consecutively in order to make it easier for the subject

to respond and cause the experiment to flow more quickly (cf. Gerfen 1996:41). However, addi-

tional repetitions were elicited if the author judged that a pronunciation was not fluent in some way

(e.g. hesitation, voice “cracking”), or if an external disruption occurred (e.g. rooster crowing, dog

barking). Only eight fluent repetitions were chosen for analysis.

Recording was done in the field so a makeshift recording “studio” was created inside a

building as described in A.3. The experiment was paused when loud outside noises might interfere

(e.g. roosters crowing, thunder). Subjects held a Shure SM58 unidirectional microphone close

to their mouth during productions. Digital recordings were made by the author using a Marantz

PMD660 solid state recorder at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz in the WAVE file format. All

stimuli for each part of the experiment were recorded in a single session for each subject.

The order of items given in §D.5 was followed except that the second column of the wordlist

(items 20–38) was overlooked for the isolation context for subject AHM and was recorded later in

the session. Subjects recorded the wordlist in all four contexts in a single session, but took one or

more breaks while another subject was recorded. It should also be noted that all tokens of a wordlist

item for two speakers were accidentally omitted in the original experiment, but these were added

approximately a year later by the same subjects.

D.4 Measurements

Raw sound files were transferred to the author’s computer where they were annotated by

hand using Yi Xu’s ProsodyPro v6.1.4 beta script (Xu 2013) for Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2016).

The segment boundaries for the vowel portion of each syllable were marked by visual inspection
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of the waveform, spectrogram and formant tracks and were given a label. The ProsodyPro script

handled the logistics of creating, saving and editing annotation files, and when the annotations were

completed, it was also used to extract acoustic measurements from the labeled (vowel) intervals in

the Praat TextGrid files.

ProsodyPro extracts many acoustic measurements (for a list see Xu (2013)), but the most

important for the purposes of this study is time-normalized f0, since this is used to display the

canonical pitch contours of the stimuli. Time-normalization is accomplished in the script by taking

ten equidistant samples from each labeled interval. This procedure allows for averaging across

multiple repetitions of the same item for each speaker and across multiple speakers’ productions of

the same item. It should be noted that due to time constraints, the data from this experiment has not

been completely analyzed. One male speakerʼs data for the isolation, L_L and H_H contexts has

been processed in ProsodyPro and the averaged f0 data for each item imported into R (R Core Team

2017) for visualization and analysis using scripts written by the author. The averaging of multiple

repetitions of each item for the isolation context was accomplished using the ProsodyPro v6.1.4

beta script, however, due to data handling limitations of the beta script, the non-beta v5.6.1 script

was used for averaging the item repetitions for the L_L and H_H contexts. Averages are calculated

by the script by first converting f0 values to logarithms, calculating the average of the logarithmic

values and then converting the averages back to Hertz values for plotting.

D.5 Stimuli

The following table gives the list of stimuli for the production study of three and four-mora

nouns in the order they were elicited. These were produced by subjects in the contexts given in

(308).
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Table 81. Wordlist for the Large Noun production study (2015)

No. Mixtec Gloss Comment
1. tùˈtɨtɨ ̀ ‘tololote tree’ tù– ‘wood’ + ?
2. ɲi ̀̍ ʃij̀ō ‘palm belt’
3. sá̍ leɾ́ú ‘heron’
4. tùˈtat̀á ‘cultivated trees’ tù– ‘wood’ + tat́á ‘descendants’
5. tùˈtʃit́ò ‘ditch reed’ tù– ‘wood’ + tʃit́ò ‘bed’
6. tɨ ̀̍ ʃi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́L ‘ridge pole’ tɨ– ‘rnd’ + ʃiɲ́i Ĺ ‘head’
7. tɨńañã̀ ‘tomato’ tɨ–̀ ‘rnd’ + ?
8. tɨ ́̍kiʃi ̃ ̀ ‘moth’ tɨ–̀ ‘anml’ + kiʃi ̃̀ ‘glue’
9. nṹ̍ sòkó/nṹ̍ sokò ‘shoulder’ nũṹ́L ‘face’ + sókó ‘arm’

10. nṹ̍ ⁿduβà ‘Oaxaca City’ nũṹ́L ‘face’ + ⁿdúβá ‘guaje fruit’
11. tɨśɨḱɨ ́ ‘hair bauble’ tɨ–̀ ‘rnd’ + ?
12. tɨ ̀̍kaˀà ‘coconut’ tɨ–̀ ‘rnd’ + ?
13. ɲã̀̍ sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ ̄ ‘wife’ ɲãˀ ã̀ ‘woman’ + sɨ ̀ˀ ɨ ̄ ‘female’
14. jùˈkùˀúL ‘bathroom’ juˀù ‘mouth’ + kúˀúL ‘bush’
15. ɾà̍ ⁿdʲi ́ˀ i ́ ‘children’ ɾa=̀ ‘3masc’ + ⁿdʲi ́ˀ i ́ ‘small’
16. tɨ ̀̍nɨ ̃́ˀ ɨ ̃ ́L ‘twins’
17. túˈⁿdoˀò ‘suffering’ tṹˀ ũ̀ ‘word’ + ⁿdoˀò ‘beat’
18. tʃá̍ ʃèˀ ṹ ‘your armpit’ tʃáL= ‘comp’ + ? +=ũ ‘2sg’
19. tʃi ́̍ tóˀó ‘owner’
20. mà̍ tʃii ̀ ‘vulture’
21. tùˈtʃiì ̄ ‘rifle’ tù– ‘wood’ + ?
22. pè̍ ɾùú ‘watermelon’
23. tùˈʃií ̀ ‘rod of discipline’ tù– ‘wood’ + ʃií ̀ ‘tough’
24. tùˈkʷaá́L ‘orange’ tù– ‘wood’ + ?
25. tɨ ̀̍ ⁿdaá́L ‘gunny sack’ tɨ–̀ ?‘anml’ + ⁿdaá́L ‘agave fibre’
26. ɾá̍ jɨɨ ̀ ‘man’ ɾa=̀ ‘3masc’ + jɨɨ ̀ ‘male mate’
27. ɲṹ̍ kʷii ̀ ‘fox’
28. júˈkaā̀ ‘sharpening stone’ júúL ‘rock’ + kaá̀ ‘metal’
29. má̍ jɨɨ́ ́ ‘cicada’
30. ⁿdutʲà̍ ɲũˀũ̀ ‘ocean’ ⁿdutʲà ‘water’ + ɲũˀũ̀ ‘ground’
31. ⁿdutʲà̍ βit́ʃi ̃ ̀ ‘soft drink’ ⁿdutʲà ‘water’ + βit́ʃi ̃ ̀ ‘cold’
32. tʲi ̃ɲ́ṹ̍ ɲũṹ́ ‘town work’ tʲiɲ̃ũ̀ ‘work’ + ɲũṹ́ ‘town’
33. kɨtɨ ̀̍ ʃãà̃ ́ ‘animal’ kɨtɨ ̀ ‘animal’ + ʃãá̃ ́L ‘fierce’
34. tʃat́á̍ júkúL ‘Las Trojes (town)’ tʃat́aĹ ‘back’ + jukù ‘mountains’
35. tùkʷá̍ ijà ‘lime’ tùkʷaáĹ ‘orange tree’ + ijà ‘sour’
36. tùkʷá̍ juù ‘guava’ tùkʷaáĹ ‘orange tree’ + júúL ‘rock’
37. tʲúkuʃi ̃ɲ́i ̃ ́L ‘fleas/stars’ tʲúkũ̀ ‘fly’ + ʃiɲ́i Ĺ ‘head’
38. saβ́i ́̍ tat́ʲi ́L ‘rain storm’ saβ́i ́L ‘rain’ + tat́ʲi ́L ‘wind’
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